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Abstract

Iron and steel making are among the most important industries of mankind. Among
these, crucible steel technology that revolutionised modern industry has its roots in
medieval Persia and the Indian subcontinent. Crucible steel was always obscured
with myths and fictions within Western society due to its exotic origin. Historical
accounts testify that the workshops were not accessible to the public mostly because
the main purpose of the crucible steel production were linked to the military and
supply of arms and armour; this further limited our knowledge of it production
methods. Modern studies on crucible steel making are limited to few archaeological
sites in Central Asia, India and Sri Lanka, while several historical manuscripts relate
this industry to production centres in modern day Iran. Inspired by the historical
manuscripts’ recurrent mention of a production site in Persia, the writer of this thesis
first undertook a field survey and located the archaeological site of Chāhak in south
Iran. The thesis is based on multidisciplinary approaches, combining history and
archaeometry for a text aided archaeological investigation of pūlād production at
Seljūq-period Chāhak. Accordingly, the historical recipes are studied, compared and
technically translated alongside the morphological and chemical analyses of the
archaeological samples to reconstruct the technology within its geographic, cultural
and political context. The chemical analyses provide a clear picture of the crucible
steel industry of Chāhak including some unique features, which characterize this
particular tradition. The thesis provides a detailed picture of the Chāhak tradition of
crucible steel production, and the skills and knowledge of the craftsmen in using
specific methods and substances to create Chāhakī pūlād, which for centuries was
widely known for the swords (known as Chāhakī swords) made from it. This thesis
broadens our understanding of Persian pūlād technology by defining a different
tradition within Persian pūlād technology, and provides the basis for future artefacts
analyses to identify products of the Chāhakī pūlād making tradition.
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آھﻦ و ﭘﻮﻻد ﮔﺮﭼﮫ ھﺮ دو از ﯾﮏ ﺟﻮھﺮ اﺳﺖ

Although iron and pūlād are from one essence
اﯾﻦ ﯾﮑﯽ ﺗﯿﻎ ﺷﮭﺎن و آن دﮔﺮ ﻧﻌﻞ ﺧﺮ اﺳﺖ

One is the Kings’ blade and the other a horseshoe
Sa’eb Tabrizi (17th c. CE)
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Persian crucible steel: Chāhak tradition
For well over a century, crucible steel has fascinated Western scholars,
engineers and the general public alike. It has served as a challenge and
stimulus to study the metallurgy of iron and steel, and has inspired an almost
mythical vision of Islamic proficiency with arms and armour, and swords in
particular. Objects made from crucible steel are often known in the literature
as Damascus steel and numerous studies of such objects have been
published, but very few studies present information about the production of
this steel based on archaeological finds. Traditionally, two main types or
branches of crucible steel are recognized in the literature, namely the Persian
pūlād and the Indian wootz. Both are physically the same, and differ only in
their geographic origin and production traditions. Therefore, studying the
production and recognizing specific traditions is an important and novel aspect
of crucible steel research.
This thesis presents research on the production of Persian pūlād,
combining for the first time archaeological fieldwork with laboratory analysis
and a critical study of historical manuscripts. It defines a particular tradition of
pūlād production, named after the village of Chāhak in southern Iran which is
mentioned in the Islamic manuscripts as a place of crucible steel production,
and where remains of an early Islamic pūlād-making workshop have been
found. The results of the study of these archaeological finds help to
understand some technical aspects of the historical manuscripts, and the
critical reading of the manuscripts helps to interpret better the findings from the
analysis of the crucible fragments. Therefore, this thesis is interdisciplinary
with an equal combination of a critical reading of several Persian and Arab
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manuscripts and the first detailed analysis of crucible steel crucibles from
today Iran.
The remaining parts of this chapter give first an introduction to crucible
steel as a material, followed by an introduction of the site, Chāhak. It then
determines the gaps in the published research on crucible steel production,
leading to a set of research questions and objectives.

1.2 A brief introduction of crucible steel
Crucible steel is one of the earliest forms of liquid steel in ancient history.
Apart from Chinese blast furnace production of cast iron, steel was either
made inside bloomery furnaces or by carburizing wrought iron in smithing
hearths. In both cases the steel was produced in its solid state, because no
furnace could maintain the heat needed (around 1400 to 1500 °C) to melt it.
Consequently, the former steel making systems had poor quality control,
yielding inhomogeneous steel with variable carbon contents and entrapped
slag inclusions, because the metal never melted completely to fully expel the
slag. In contrast, Chinese cast iron, produced since the 9th c. BC (Craddock
2003; Craddock and Lang 2004) had a higher carbon content resulting in a
lower melting point, which enabled a clean separation of metal and slag.
However, the high-carbon alloy was too brittle and not suitable for directly
forging into artefacts requiring high quality steel such as arms and armour.
Crucible steel takes an intermediate position between bloomery or
wrought iron (low carbon content, soft metal, and high melting point) and cast
iron (high carbon content, brittle metal, and low melting point). The crucible
technology enabled an easier and more homogenous absorption of carbon
than the carburization in the bloomery furnace or smithing hearth, thereby
decreasing the iron’s melting temperature sufficiently for leading to a complete
separation

of

slag

and

homogeneous

steel

(Craddock

1995,

278;
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Anantharamu et al. 1999, 13; Craddock 2003, 231-43; Rehren 2003, 210;
Craddock and Lang 2004, 35), while maintaining a medium carbon content
that did not result in brittle metal. As is implied by its name, crucible steel was
produced in relatively small crucibles, which were made from particularly
refractory clay capable to withstand molten iron. The resulting crucible steel
ingot was extracted by breaking the crucible after the metal had completely
solidified and cooled down; thus, the metal was not cast from the crucible
although it was fully liquid at some stage of the process. Crucible steel could
have been produced by several methods, such as the carburization of
bloomery iron by organic material, the co-fusion of cast iron and bloomery iron,
or the de-carburization of cast iron. These different methods have been
inferred from numerous medieval manuscripts, although their correct
translation and interpretation is not always clear (see Chapter 4). The
carburization method seems to have a long history in the South Indian and
Central Asian regions (Craddock 2003, 242); while only one South Asian site
is recorded in early colonial records to use the co-fusion method
(Konasamudram of Hyderabad) (Craddock 1995; Rehren 2003), and
speculations over a co-fusion production of crucible steel in the Central Asian
site of Merv are a matter of controversy (see this Chapter 1.3.2.2). However,
because no evidence of production of cast iron is detected anywhere in Iran or
Central Asia, it is unlikely to have been a regular raw material for crucible steel
production, and its role in the economic history of steel making is not fully
understood (Craddock 2003, 253; Craddock 2007, 593).
During the carburizing method, carbon monoxide (CO) is generated by
organic sources and allows the transfer of carbon to the iron (Rehder 1989,
28). In contact with iron at high temperatures, carbon monoxide creates Fe3C
and CO2, with the carbon lowering the melting point of the alloy until the metal
melts, as shown in the following reaction formula:
3Fe + 2CO = Fe3C + CO2
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The structure of a crucible steel ingot depended on the percentage of the
alloying carbon, and a controlled slow cooling of the melt (Craddock 1995,
278; Lang et al. 1998, 13). The absorption of about 1% carbon decreases the
melting point of iron to c. 1400 °C (Fig.1.1- Fe-C phase diagram). During slow
cooling of the molten steel, large austenite grains form consisting of a crystal
structure of iron metal with a variable carbon content up to c 2 wt%. This is
only stable at high temperature, and upon further cooling changes in a
eutectoid reaction into a lamellar structure called pearlite which is constructed
of closely-packed alternating ferrite (pure iron metal) and cementite (Fe3C)
bands (Anantharamu et al. 1999,13; Wadsworth and Sherby 1980: 44;
Srinivasan and Griffiths 1997, 122; Srinivasan and Ranganathan 2004, 116;
Habashi 2011, 60). The eutectoid contains 0.8 wt% carbon, at which
composition the entire austenite decomposes into pearlite. Hypoeutectoid
steels with less than 0.8% carbon content exhibit ferrite and pearlite bandings;
while hypereutectoid steels of 0.8% to 2.0% carbon content would form
pearlite with increasing amounts of cementite at the grain boundaries (Smith
1982, 242; Verhoeven and Pendray 1992, 195; Craddock 1995, 276;
Srinivasan and Griffiths 1997, 116; Feuerbach 2006, 44). At a carbon content
above 2 wt% primary cementite or even graphite (pure carbon) forms together
with austenite, making the metal very brittle. This alloy can only be cast into
shape, but not hammered or forged, which is why it is called cast iron.
It is noteworthy that the crucible steel ingot was “only to be forged and
not cast” (Craddock 1995, 276). The combination of the lamellar structure of
the ingot and the subsequent low temperature forging (Smith 1982, 243;
Feuerbach et al. 1998, 43) (forging below the temperature of 850 °C) (Habashi
2011, 60) resulted in the famous patterns as characteristics of the majority of
crucible steel artefacts. However, not all crucible steel ingots formed the
famous pattern after forging, and this did not mean that they were defective or
that they lacked their superior mechanical quality.
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Figure 1-1 Iron carbon phase diagram showing that the more carbon is absorbed, the lower the melting
temperature gets (to a certain point, until 4.3%) (image: http://www.calphad.com/iron-carbon.html)

1.3 Crucible steel – historical background
Crucible steel is a relatively modern and generic term for the high quality
steel that was produced in Central Asia (Ancient Persia), India and Sri Lanka.
The production was definitely carried out before and during Europe’s initial
encounter with crucible steel during the crusades in the early second
millennium CE, and later observed by the English colonializing of India and
their introduction to wootz in the 17th c. CE (Srinivasan 1994, 49; Srinivasan
and Griffiths 1997; Bronson 1986). Europe’s successful re-construction of
crucible steel technology took place much later in Sheffield by Huntsman
during the mid-18th c. CE (Smith 1960; Craddock 2007, 513). Therefore, the
European Industrial Revolution during the 18th-19th c. CE was at least in part
triggered and developed by the encounter with crucible steel, especially the
South Indian wootz (Craddock and Lang 2004; Craddock 1995, 278). Wootz is
the term that European travellers used to identify the crucible steel of South
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Asia; it is likely a corruption of the word Ukku, probably meaning steel
(Anantharamu et al. 1999; Feuerbach 2006; Feuerbach et al. 2007).
The product of this technology has also been widely known as
Damascus steel. The term Damascus probably refers to the distribution and
trade centre Damascus (Elgood 1994, 11; Feuerbach 2006), where the
European crusaders first encountered crucible steel blades. The medieval
traveller Jean Chardin mentioned that this material was called Damascus steel
merely to differentiate it from the European steel (Sherby and Wadsworth
1985, 112; Bronson 1986, 24; Feuerbach et al. 1998, 40).
Alternatively, crucible steel is known by its Persian name of pūlād in
Central Asia. This term can be traced back to Avestan and Middle Persian
(Pahlavi) documents. The 10th-11th c. CE book of the kings (Shāhnama) is an
example of medieval literature providing poetic descriptions of pūlād swords
and blades (Smith 1960; Craddock 1995, 279; Allan and Gilmour 2000;
Feuerbach 2006). Crucible steel was also known as pūlād gowhar-dār, which
is translated as watered steel or patterned steel. The term gowhar (gem/jewel)
could be related to the patterns that (most of the times) emerge in forged
crucible steel objects.
Furthermore, it may imply the high value of the crucible steel, ultimately
the iron with which the precious steel was made. There are various iron mines
in today’s Iran that have been known throughout history by their historic
names that contained the term Gowhar (see Chapter 7.3). One could argue
that the iron mines that were associated with the term Gowhar were probably
used for production of crucible steel. Watered steel is also another name
associated with crucible steel, probably reflecting the wavy patterns of the
crucible steel objects (for more information on the Persian terms related to
crucible steel see Moshtagh Khorasani 2010). The background on the current
research of crucible steel presented in the following sections is limited to the
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works done on the historical production process and does not cover research
on crucible steel artefacts as they go beyond the scope of this thesis.
1.3.1 South India and Sri Lanka
The origins of crucible steel production are a matter of lasting debate,
and include numerous references to Indian or Sri Lankan roots of this
technology. One of the earliest documentary accounts of Indian steel is that of
the “Alexandrian Alchemist” Zosimos, attributed to the 3rd c. CE (Berthelot
1888, IIV.V 347-8, III V.V 332) (Craddock 1995, 279; Craddock 1998, 47; Lang
et al. 1998, 10; Feuerbach et al. 1998, 39; Simpson 2001, 15) that brings a
crucible steel making recipe of carburizing method, mentioning the skin of
dates and other fruits of the terminalia family such as Alīlaj and Balīlaj (also
mentioned in some Medieval Persian recipes) as carburizing agents, and the
addition of magnesia (Craddock 2003, 243-244), which is again frequently
mentioned in Islamic recipes. Feuerbach (2006) emphasizes that the presence
of such documentary evidence should be a result of the active production of
crucible steel some centuries prior to the documentation of its process.
It has been claimed that Zosimos mentioned that this crucible steel
method “was invented in India but exploited in Persia” (Craddock 1995, 279).
Allan and Gilmour (2000), however, provide a unique section of Zosimos’s
document, which has not been enclosed in other scholarly works: it notes that
“this technique came to the West from Iran” (Allan and Gilmour 2000, 46), and
suggest that crucible steel was well in use in Persia regardless of the origins of
the technology. These two contradictory statements question the assumption
of an Indian origin of crucible steel.
The next literary evidence of Indian steel is the Babylonian Talmud,
written in the 3rd-5th c. CE, which mentions the Jewish merchants’ trade of
‘Indian iron’ to Persia and the Middle East via the Persian Gulf (Allan and
Gilmour 2000, 47; Lang et al. 1998, 11). However, it is not clear whether the
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steel mentioned is of the crucible steel type. Later on, during the medieval
period Persian and Arab documents of iron and steel production frequently
mention ‘Indian steel’. There are some controversies in regards to the terms
associated with Indian steel in those texts. One term that is particularly
associated with India is Hindī. However, the term Hindūwānī is a complex
word, composed of hind/u meaning India/Indian in Persian, and a Persian
suffix -āni, which is normally used to denote similarity and possible
connections. Therefore, the term Hindūwānī means a type of steel or a
method of production similar to that of Indian steel. Karlsson (2000; 2001), in
his study of the introduction of crucible steel making in Medieval Spain by the
Islamic conquest and literary evidence of its production in al-Andalus, argues
that the term Hindūwānī was synonymous with crucible steel (Karlsson 2001,
74-5); but this (or even the term Indian in Bīrūnī’s treatise) does not imply the
origins of the production, rather the term denotes the steel is crucible steel
(Karlsson 2001, 75).
1.3.1.1 Material Evidence
Archaeological evidence for crucible steel production in South Asia is
exclusive to South India and Sri Lanka. Despite the wealth of written sources
and ethnographic accounts of Indian iron and steel production, the majority of
material evidence derives from surface finds; hence the ‘scale of excavations
and surface surveys is too limited to link the literary accounts to
archaeometallurgical evidence’ (Srinivasan and Griffiths 1997, 111; Srinivasan
2007).
One of the surface-find-based attributions to crucible steel technology is
the site of Kodumanal in Tamil Nadu, dated from the 3rd c. BC to the 3rd c. CE
that is introduced as one of the earliest centres of crucible steel making in
South India, dating the wootz production to 250 BC (Srinivasan and Griffiths
1997). In addition, the undated site of Mel-Siruvalur in Tamil Nadu has been
mentioned as the earliest evidence of crucible steel making in India,
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suggesting 2000 years of history of crucible steel making in India (Srinivasan
and Griffiths 1997). However, the evidence from Kodumanal does not contain
any iron or steel prills; nor any lids for the crucibles were found. On the other
hand, the site of Mel-Siruvalur in Tamil Nadu is not properly dated, and also
the evidence is limited to a few surface fragments. Therefore, Mel-Siruvalur
cannot be confirmed as a crucible steel making site, and any future
discussions are subject to providing enough evidence (Wayman and Juleff
1999; Feuerbach 2002).
Some archaeological sites with remains of crucible steel production are
mentioned by European accounts from the 18th and 19th c. CE; but current
literature has been dating them as early as the 16th c. CE. One of these is the
site of Konasamudram in Nizamabad district in Hyderabad (now Telangana
state), which is mentioned by Voysey at 1832, but contemporary sources refer
to it as a 16th c. CE site (Srinivasan 1994, 51-52; Craddock 1995; Rehren
2003, 210; Craddock 2007; Feuerbach et al. 2007). Craddock (1995, 281)
refers to Hyderabad’s production as the main crucible steel operating site of
India in the 17th c. CE. Voysey explains the input for this process as a
combination of two types of iron that may be interpreted as co-fusion process
(Craddock 2003, 246; Feuerbach et al. 2003, 258-66; Juleff et al. 2014, 1031).
Another site in the same state of (Northern) Telangana yielded crucible
steel making remains of unknown date with two types of crucibles, one similar
to those of Konasamudram (in the same state in Nizamabad district) with thick
walls and large conical luted lids, which exhibit tong depressions indicating the
crucible was handled and extracted while still soft (Fig. 1.1). The crucibles vary
in size from 3 cm to 15 cm, with the large type being more dominant. The lids
were luted and fused to the crucibles; therefore they had to be smashed open
to retrieve the ingot (for the picture of the lid see Juleff et al. 2014, 1036). The
handling marks created by handling tongs as interpreted by Juleff et al. (2014)
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are of interest to this study for their similarity with Chāhak crucible lids (see
Chapter 5.1).
Currently the earliest confirmed crucible steel making site in the South
Asia region is the Sri Lankan site of Knuckles Range in the northern area of
the Central Highlands that is dated between 530-680 cal AD and 800-1160 cal
AD, which would be the 6th to 12th c. CE (Wayman and Juleff 1999, 29;
Craddock 2003, 245). There is one more Sri Lankan region called Mawalgaha
with four crucible steel making sites (Juleff 1998, 90-100), and only one of the
sites is radiocarbon dated, to the modern period. The crucible steel making of
the Mawalgaha region has been identified as a process that has developed
separate from the Indian traditions. It was active contemporary to the direct
smelting of iron ore to steel by wind-powered furnaces (Juleff 1990; Juleff
1998).
The west-facing wind-powered steel smelting method was wide-spread in
this region and other parts of Sri Lanka (Juleff 1990, 1998, Wayman and Juleff
1999; Juleff 2009) at the same time as the crucible steel production; and
probably was the source of the Sarandibi high carbon steel that was
mentioned in Islamic documents (such as al-Kindi) (Wayman and Juleff 1999,
26). Juleff (1998, 217-226) discusses the possibility of the use of high-carbon
steel production by west-facing smelting and its use as the feedstock for
crucible steel refining or its direct utilisation in production of arms and armour.
This technology is radiocarbon dated to the 7th to 11th c. CE, broadly
contemporary to the documents on the trade of steel from Sri Lanka during the
9th to 11th c. CE, and not beyond (Juleff 1998, 80, 221).
However, Juleff points out that it is not directly stated by the Islamic
references (such as al-Kindi) whether the Sarandibi (Sri Lankan) steel was
crucible steel or furnace steel (Juleff 1998, 218; Wayman and Juleff 1999, 26).
Crucible steel making continued in Sri Lanka until the 19th c. CE
(Coomaraswamy 1908). Thus, while there are well-documented records of
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crucible steel production in India and Sri Lanka during the early modern
period, its origins remain unclear among confusion between steel generally
and crucible steel in particular, and serious problems with dating the relevant
archaeological evidence.
1.3.1.2 Methods and crucibles
The South Indian wootz is created by two methods: the carburization of
bloomery iron with organic material in Mysore and Salem, and by co-fusion of
bloomery iron and cast iron in Hyderabad (at Konasamudram) (Srinivasan
1994, 51-52; Craddock 1995, 282; Lang et al. 1998, 12). Sri Lankan crucible
steel is all produced by carburisation, but apparently has a different origin than
the South Indian carburizing method and perhaps was developed separately
from the South Indian traditions.
The crucibles of Sri Lanka are either pear shaped, or tubular/elongated
with pointed or round base. The Indian crucibles have the same base shape,
but are either conical or aubergine shape (apart from Konasamudram’s). Both
the Indian and Sri Lankan crucibles are tempered with rice husk. The
Hyderabad crucibles are cylindrical with flat bases similar to the Central Asian
crucibles and are more refractory than other South Indian and Sri-Lankan
crucibles (Rehren and Papachristou 2003). The Hyderabad crucibles’ body is
tempered with rice husk but the lids are tempered with sand, grog and feldspar
(Feuerbach 2002, 172-4). The South Indian and Sri Lankan crucibles were
stacked in the furnace while the Hyderabad crucibles were positioned directly
on the furnace floor.
1.3.1.3 Brief discussion on the notion of Indian origins for crucible steel
technology
The securely dated sites of crucible steel making in the Indian
subcontinent are limited, and despite speculation regarding an ancient history
of this technology in that region, the earliest crucible steel making of South
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Asia is located in Sri Lanka (Knuckles Mountain Range), dated between the 6th
to 12th c. CE (Wayman and Juleff 1999, 29; Craddock 2003, 245), further
extending into the 19th c. CE.
In fact, there are crucible steel artefacts uncovered outside South India
and Sri Lanka that suggest earlier dates to this technology; one of which is a
double-edged sword from Taxila in today’s Pakistan that is made of ultra-high
carbon (crucible) steel of 1.3 to 1.5% carbon from the 1st c. CE (Marshall 1951,
536, 545; Allan and Gilmour 2000, 46; Craddock 2003, 244; Lang et al. 1998,
10). Another crucible steel artefact of significance is a Sasanian sword held in
The British Museum, from Dailaman of Iran (Lang et al. 1998, 7; Craddock
2003, 244) dating back to the 6th c. CE.
The Sasanian sword of Dailaman, Iran and the Taxila sword of the
Achaemenid Empire contradict the notion of Indian origins and spread of
crucible steel technology (Lang et al. 1998, 12; Anantharamu et al. 1999,13).
Already Bronson (1986) discusses the Sasanian swords as grounds for
challenging such generalisation of the technology, stressing that crucible steel
was not characteristic of India, but its production was distributed across
Central Asia, the Middle East and India. It seems safe to say that this
technology was practiced in the above regions contemporaneously, and it is
yet too early to speculate over the origins of this technology, as there is not
enough securely dated archaeological evidence to further such hypotheses.
Bronson (1986) and Craddock and Lang (2004, 35) also point out the
significance of crucible steel for the production of a wider range of artefacts
such as utilitarian objects, and refute the sole application of crucible steel for
the manufacture of arms and armour as was previously implied. Lang et al.
(1998, 13) state that the prestige of crucible steel blades and other arms and
armours tend to overshadow other uses of crucible steel where high quality
steel was needed as “this material had a much wider technical and economic
significance than that of blades” (Lang et al. 1998, 13). This is evident from the
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large amount of crucible steel artefacts of various types held in museums
around the globe. Some well-known crucible steel objects such as mirrors and
flint strikers, studied in Allan and Gilmour (2000) and Craddock and Lang
(2004), and a carpenters’ adze in the Taxila collection (Marshall 1951, 536)
well represent the fact that crucible steel has a wide range of applications and
significance in the economy of ancient societies.
1.3.2 Central Asia (Medieval Persia)
Prior to the emergence of the Central Asian archaeological evidence of
crucible steel production, Indian wootz was taken as the predominant method
of crucible steel making (Feuerbach et al. 1998, 37). But about half a century
ago the Persian crucible steel production that was extensively mentioned in
medieval texts on iron and steel (see Allan and Gilmour 2000; Hoyland and
Gilmour 2006; Karlsson 2000) was finally archaeologically detected in the two
Central Asian countries of Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan that belonged to the
Khorāsān province of Medieval Persia. Khorāsān was already known as steel
and arms and armour production centre during the 9th c. CE as it was
recurrently stated in the historical manuscripts such as al-Kindi (9th-10th)
(Bronson, 1986, 19). The Akhsiket and Merv sites contain large-scale crucible
steel making sites dating back to the 9th to 12th c. CE, and to the late 9th, early
10th c. CE respectively (Rehren and Papakhristu 2000, 55; Papakhristu and
Rehren 2002, 69; Craddock and Lang 2004, 37).
1.3.2.1 Uzbekistan
The Akhsiket crucible steel technology was detected about half a century
ago in the Ferghana valley, but initially mistaken for glass production
(Abdurazakov and Bezborodov 1966, 80–81, 158). Eventually, Papakhristu’s
(1985) research identified an industrial scale crucible steel production (see
also Rehren and Papakhristu 2000). The results were published some years
later indicating a carburization process (Papachristou and Swertschkow 1993).
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Akhsiket and Pap are two prominent crucible steel making sites in the
Ferghana valley of eastern Uzbekistan, exhibiting large-scale evidence of a
distinctive production tradition of crucible steel exclusive to the Ferghana
valley; known as Ferghana process. Rehren and Papakhristu (2000) and
Papakhristu and Rehren (2002) published the first detailed metallurgical study
of Akhsiket crucible steel production. These publications report the analytic
studies of crucible steel making remains and provide first-hand information on
the process such as slag and iron ingot volumes, fluxes used, or the ways in
which the crucibles were heated and situated inside the furnace; assisting in
both interpreting the historical data and future analytical studies of relevant
materials.
Rehren and Papachristu (2003) present a technical and material
oriented comparative study of different crucible steel making sites of Indian
sub-continent and Central Asian origins. The Akhsiket crucibles contain
massive slag-cakes (Rehren and Papakhristu 2000, 63). The relatively large
size of the slag cakes inside the crucibles initially raised the hypothesis of
direct smelting of iron ore to crucible steel by Papachristou and Swertschkow
(1993); but then the closer observation of the evidence by Rehren and
Papakhristu (2000) led to the more recent hypothesis of refining of a slaggy or
dirty bloom as the feedstock to the crucibles, which reinforced the
carburization process of crucible steel making in this region. Later on,
suggested co-fusion or decarburization possibilities were rejected due to the
lack of cast iron evidence in the region (Craddock 2007). The Akhsiket
crucibles are tubular, with flat bases, with very refractory and white firing clay
of kaolinitic type (for more detail see Papakhristu and Rehren 2002).
Therefore, the Persian / Khorāsāni crucibles would seem to have a different
technological origin and tradition from the Indian subcontinent crucibles that
are made of completely different type of clay and in different forms.
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1.3.2.2 Turkmenistan
In a series of articles, Feuerbach, Merkel and co-workers (Merkel et al.
1995; Feuerbach et al. 1998; Simpson 2001; Feuerbach et al. 2003)
introduced another crucible steel industry contemporary to Uzbekistan’s
tradition

in

Merv,

Turkmenistan

based

on

material

retrieved

from

archaeological excavations by the International Merv Project, which was
conducted from 1992 until 2000. Some earlier publications on the Merv
crucible steel (Herrmann and Kurbansakhatov 1995, Herrman et al. 1996;
Herrmann et al. 1997, 13; Feuerbach et al 1997; Feuerbach et al. 1998, 39;
Simpson 2001) suggest the process to be the co-fusion method and compared
it to the Hyderabad process (Feuerbach et al. 2003, 264). Feuerbach
(Feuerbach et al. 2003, 262) based her hypothesis of the cast iron process on
the identification of cast iron in the metallic prills of the Merv slag fins1, and the
ferrous splashes on the interior of the crucibles as the result of so-called
carbon boil, which can happen in cast iron melting.
Consequently, Feuerbach et al. (1998, 38) presented a hypothesis of
allocating each crucible steel making method to a certain geographic region,
identifying Indian wootz with carburization and Persian pūlād with co-fusion,
which had already been mentioned earlier by other scholars such as Panseri
(1965) and Bronson (1986). However, this generalisation of crucible steel
making methods is debatable as the studies of Akhsiket crucible steel clearly
identified the carburization method for this Central Asian tradition; additionally
the Hyderabad process of South India is of co-fusion. Therefore, assigning a
method to only one region is clearly not accurate.

1

Slag fin is a term used to address the slag found within the crucible steel making
crucibles, for not confusing it with other types of smithing or smelting slags (see the following
publications for the first reference to this term: Hermann and Kurbansakhtov 1995; Hermann
and Kurbansakhtov 1995, 44; Merkel et al. 1995, 13).
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Rehren and Papakhristu (2000, 65) believe that Merv’s crucible steel
production could not be of co-fusion because of the absence of any evidence
for cast iron supply in that region. Instead, they suggested the usage of much
better refined bloomery iron or scrap iron in the Merv process, as the slag fins
were considerably smaller than the massive cakes of the Akhsiket crucibles.
This hypothesis seems much more in line with the historical recipes, as will be
discussed in Chapter 4. Later on Feuerbach (Feuerbach et al. 2003, 262) also
casts doubts on their earlier proposed co-fusion crucible steel making method,
based on the fact that in addition to some evidence of steel with variable
carbon content, the empty space above the slag line in the crucibles seems
impractical in case of a co-fusion process. Instead, the volume of the crucible
with relatively large empty space above the metal ingot and slag layer
suggests the addition of some material, which was burnt out during the
process. The empty space of crucibles was probably filled with bulky organic
material, reinforcing the possibility of carburisation method of iron in Merv
(also see Craddock 2007, 598).
1.3.2.3 Merv crucible steel furnaces and fuel
One of the important factors of the archaeological site of Merv is the
recovery

of

some

crucible

steel

making

furnaces

(Herrmann

and

Kurbansakhtov 1995). These furnaces are very important, as they are the first
retrieved furnaces related to crucible steel making in Central Asia. They are
70-95 cm in diameter and must have had a domed ceiling. The furnace has a
central tuyère constructed in the bottom centre of the furnace bed for the
bellows to pump the air into the furnace from an outer opening. Exit flues were
probably constructed on the sides of the furnace wall. The furnace’s bed was
below the surrounding level of the deposits. Crushed crucibles were used to
reinforce the furnace walls after each use and were also properly placed
between the crucibles (Feuerbach et al. 1998, 41; Simpson 2001, 14-5).
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The Merv furnaces are the only known representation of Central Asian
crucible steel making furnaces, and can be used as a guide to discuss earlier
speculations on the crucible steel furnaces that were merely based on
historical descriptions (see Chapter 4. 1.1) (Fig. 1.2). The shape of the furnace
implies that crucibles were placed on the furnace base and the flow of air from
the bottom of the furnace and the exit flues on the lower side of the furnace
would allow complete circulation of air and an even distribution of heat. As the
furnace was not open, it is safe to assume that no additions were made to the
crucible charge during the process. Some residual charcoal deposited near
the furnaces may be representative of the fuel used in the furnace.

The

charcoal is a “combination of high calorie narrow round-wood, particularly
imported pistachio and other members of chenopodiaceae” (Simpson 2001,
14).

Figure 1-2 Merv crucible steel furnace (Simpson 2001, 14)

1.4 Introducing Chāhak
Prior to this research the archaeological evidence for crucible steel
production in Central Asia was limited to the Akhsiket and Merv sites, leaving
out the other Persian crucible steel making regions mentioned in the historical
texts.

Among several manufacturing sites mentioned in the historical
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manuscripts, Chāhak and its blades are distinguished and compared to other
production centres. Based on the historical accounts, the writer of this thesis
identified Chāhak as a potential medieval Persian pūlād crucible steel
production centre. Among the numerous villages of this name in current-day
Iran and following extensive fieldwork across the country significant
archaeological remains of crucible steel production were finally located in
south-central Iran; the first of such archaeological sites to be identified in
today’s Iran. This Chāhak is a village at the junction of the provinces of Pārs,
Yazd and Kerman. According to historic provincial divisions, Chāhak belongs
to Pārs province, while modern divisions allocate this village to Harāt, the main
city of Khātam district in Yazd province (Figs. 1. 3-4). According to historical
geographic texts, Chāhak was a prosperous town during the Seljūq period
(Balkhī 2006; Mustawfī 2010); however today there is just a modern village
built on top of the ruins of the historical town. It is noteworthy that Frye (1969,
302) mentions that Harāt district was well known by its Ṣāha (another name
for Chāhak, it’s the Arabic pronounciation), the location of which he did not
know at the time.

Figure 1-3 Location of Chāhak in the southern part of Yazd province of Iran (http://dmaps.com/carte.php?num_car=14654&lang=en)
Figure 1-4 (right) Location of Chāhak in Yazd province, near Harāt city.
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The current population of the village are aware of this historical
settlement but are not aware of and do not engage in any metallurgical
activities. However, the presence of the historical remains is in such a large
scale and present in the life of the villagers that they have coined a local name
for the metallurgical remains and have used the sherds and metallurgical
waste in the construction of mud-brick houses since the late medieval period.
The villagers call the crucible steel making waste as La’l (ruby).
Farming is the major occupation of the villagers. Since the historical site
has been registered with the Cultural Heritage Organization of Iran, local
farming has been extensively affected by a protection order, but still a
substantial area of the historical site is under active farming lands. The
existing buildings have already covered a major part of the historical site and
many illegal ploughings and farming activities demolished a large area of the
metallurgical site. The crucible steel making waste is scattered all over the
southern part of the village (Figs. 1. 5-6), and heaps of soil mixed with
archaeological sherds highlight illegal works. The contrast of the living
condition of today’s Chāhak citizens with the potential wealth and prosperity of
the medieval city is striking.
This study strives to reveal the long gone pūlād production of Chāhak to
characterise the cultural, technological, industrial and economical significance
of the past people of Chāhak, and reflect on the major role this small part of
Persia had had on the life of not only the region’s dwellers but the country as a
whole. For this purpose, an introduction of the historical site, and a thorough
analysis of the archaeological samples will be presented in this thesis.
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Figure 1-5: The location of crucible deposit in the south east of Chāhak (Google map)

Figure 1-6: The village and the historic castle. Please note the broken sign post that marks the historical
site
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So far, the archaeological site of Chāhak has not been excavated. The
registration sheets of Chāhak historical site at the Cultural Heritage
Organization of Iran give no information on the crucible steel industry of this
site, but date Chāhak to two different periods of Seljuk (11th-12th c. CE) and
Safavid (16th c. CE) date, respectively, probably based on a visual assessment
of some of the pottery found strewn across the site. Therefore, no significant
archaeological data on this site can be found within the national archives, and
the date of the crucible steel production is not immediately clear.
In contrast to the scarce archaeological information, Chāhak has been
mentioned in several technical and geographic manuscripts from the 10th c.
CE onwards. Persian geographers such as Iṣṭakhrī (10th c. CE), Ibn Balkhī
(12th c. CE) and Mustawfī (13th-14th c. CE) refer to Chāhak as a town by
different names such as Ṣāha, Ṣāhak, as well as Chāhak, giving information
on its location, weather and vegetation. Ibn Balkhī and Mustawfī also report
Chāhak’s significant pūlād production. These records identify Chāhak as a
centre of crucible steel production for the manufacture of blades and arms and
armour (Mustawfī 1915; Balkhī 1921; Balkhī 2006, 125; Mustawfī 2010, 123).
They mention Chāhak as a medieval site with abundant iron slags and iron
smithing workshops, identifying it as an important production centre (Balkhī
1921, 24–5; Stein 1936, 206).
Some modern literature has mentioned this site as an arms and armour
making centre based on the historical manuscripts. Allan has mentioned it by
its alternative name of Ṣāha as a centre for production of arms and armour
and explained that the swords made here are known as Chāhakī (Allan 1979,
134); Moshtagh Khorasani (2010) has mentioned this centre under the entry of
Šamšir-e Čāhaki (Chāhakī sword) relating this type of sword to Ṣāha; based
on the book of Ibn-Balkhī (Moshtagh Khorasani 2010, 359). Emami and
Karamad (2014) have introduced a crucible steel making site with the same
name of Chāhak, which could well be the same site.
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One of the better-preserved parts of this site at the south-eastern part of
the village is a crucible steel production waste layer, which has been protected
from seasonal flooding and agricultural ploughing thanks to a dirt road built
upon it (Figs. 1.7-9). The stiff and compact nature of the crucible sherds
provided an ideal foundation for construction of the dirt road; hence the layers
remained undisturbed by farming activities.

Figure 1-7 Southeast of Chāhak, the crucible layer in the distance (marked in red) with goats and
vegetation in the foreground

Figure 1-8: Local child and the historical layer (crucible steel production waste)
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Figure 1-9: The location of dirt road and the crucible layer under the road

The layer of crucible sherds is exposed over a length of about 50 meters
along the southern edge of the road, and reaches a thickness of about 15 cm,
and 40 cm at its maximum. It consists predominantly of crucible fragments and
some fragments of slag fins, seemingly of one type only. A few other
fragments of material culture such as domestic pottery are associated with this
layer. Having obtained formal permission from the relevant Iranian authorities
for Cultural Heritage, a preliminary investigation of the site was started and
samples removed from the surface layer, during several field surveys from
2011 to 2014, for detailed morphological and technological studies. Surface
finds of domestic pottery from this layer are consistent with the Seljūq date of
the site recorded in the files of the Iran Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and
Tourism Organization.
Chāhak is the first archaeological site in Iran that has been identified (by
this writer) to contain evidence of crucible steel-making and smithing
workshops. This site adds to the other Central Asian centres and enables
studying the crucible steel making tradition in a wider context. It provides yet
another example of crucible steel making that could ultimately help exploring
the origins of this technology or possible connections with other production
sites within Central Asia and beyond.
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1.5 Problems and research gaps
Even decades after the initial identification of archaeological remains
related to crucible steel technology in Central Asia, this field of research is still
at its early phase of characterisation. The few archaeological sites located in
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan have remained the only known Central Asian
sites with evidence for crucible steel production, and no further investigation
into other potential sites such as within the heartland of today’s Persia/Iran
had been conducted until this PhD project. This research now focuses on the
identification and classification of the samples retrieved from Chāhak, a
crucible steel-making site previously only identified as a historical region but
never archaeologically known as a crucible steel making production centre in
Iran.
The scarcity of thoroughly excavated layers and the lack of
chronologically stratified samples impede a comprehensive image of the
production from this new site. Hence, the technological emergence, the spread
of the technology or innovations of crucible steel technology and probable
adaptations cannot be fully understood. Consequently, the origin of this
technology cannot be traced at this stage. In contrast to the scarce
archaeological evidence of crucible steel making in Central and West Asia,
there is an increasing number of manuscripts emerging from the medieval
period, held in different archives. These chronicles contain diverse information
on crucible steel technology and provide some production recipes. However,
almost none of the existing publications have successfully linked the material
evidence to the historical recipes. The existing attempts to link the history and
archaeology, such as the attribution of Merv’s production to Bīrūnī’s mention
of

co-fusion

technique,

appear

rather

hasty,

and

without

in-depth

comprehension of Bīrūnī’s description of crucible steel production; especially
it seems to overlook the first and only recipe of crucible steel making method
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provided by Bīrūnī, which is indeed a crucible steel making method of
carburisation of iron.
The slag composition, the study of which had been neglected in the case
of Central Asian sites (Rehren and Papakhristu 2003, 401), could be the
linking loop of material data to the historical recipes, and provide the basis for
the identification of the crucible steel making processes. Finally, the scientific
analysis of archaeological samples of production remains from the crucible
steel making regions in Central Asia, India and Sri Lanka could so far not
determine a diagnostic identifier for these technological traditions that may be
traced in actual metal artefacts. Hence, no archaeological crucible steel
artefact has ever been linked conclusively to any of these crucible steel
making sites. This thesis investigates the retrieved production samples
especially with the intention of detecting characteristic features of the Chāhak
pūlād production that could be recognized in finished artefacts.
Apart from the above research gaps, some problems have slowed the
investigation processes. One of these is the lack of resources to conduct
extensive field surveys in order to detect potential crucible steel-making sites.
The lack of knowledge of archaeologists about this technology also hinders
the identification of such sites. This is especially true in Iran that holds the
potential production centres mentioned in several historical manuscripts in
some strategically important provinces such as Khorāsān, Pārs, Isfahan, etc.
Therefore, until this research, no archaeological site in Iran has been linked to
this important and prestigious technology.
The historical and literature study of related manuscripts also meets with
complications (Allan and Gilmour 2000; Hoyland and Gilmour 2006; Karlsson
2000) and has struggled to reconstruct the ancient technology due to semantic
problems in these technical texts. The manuscripts were written several
centuries ago by people who mainly were not the metallurgists or craftsmen,
and apparently rarely based on own observation. The information in the
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manuscripts could have been written based on different and often secondary
sources, reflecting limitations of information, conscious and unconscious bias
of the informant and writer, and lack of technological knowledge of the writer
or informant. The often undisclosed or secret nature of the technology would
also affect the transmission of information. The majority of the manuscripts are
of mystic nature, they are written either in Persian or Arabic of the medieval
period. Hence, the language barrier and the way the ancient people perceived
science further impedes the translation and interpretation process. These
factors result in ambiguous interpretations and can mislead the understanding
of the crucible steel-making process as presented in historical manuscripts.

1.6 Research questions and objectives
The general aim of this research is to understand the metallurgical
activities of the historical site of Chāhak, in South Iran. The two main sets of
sources considered for this purpose are the archaeological materials retrieved
from the site, and a number of historical manuscripts related to this industry.
The historical manuscripts chosen for this study are immediately relevant to
the production of crucible steel and are considered to address the following
questions:
1.6.1 Texts (history)
a) Problems
• What are the necessary precautions to consider during the study of the
historical texts?
b) Dates
• Are these recipes or manuscripts chronologically matching the potential
production dates of Chāhak site?
• When was the earliest evidence of Chāhak as a pūlād production centre?
c) Potentials
• What information can be extracted regarding the industry of this region?
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What can the historical recipes of crucible steel tell us in terms of the
crucible steel technology, transmission and variations of methods?

d) Recipes
• How informative are the recipes for reconstructing the process?
• What ingredients are mentioned in the recipes and in what amounts?

This assemblage comprises an ample set of historical chronicles that are
directly related to crucible steel technology, specifically to Persia and Central
Asia, including some previously not published. Here, a systematic and
comparative analysis of the recipes, the ingredients and their weights is done,
aiming to develop a coherent and specific tangible link between the
archaeological and historical data. This part of the study is a text-oriented
research of historical accounts and modern interpretations of old manuscripts
on crucible steel making, with special emphasis on Persian texts and
chronicles written by Persian scholars to reconstruct the context and
chronological background and history of this technology. Simultaneously,
some modern published interpretations of historical texts will be reviewed. It is
consequently intended to make critical use of the existing seminal papers for
best understanding of the technical sections of the manuscripts. As a result,
this thesis draws a chronological framework of the historically documented
crucible steel methods and recipes in medieval Persia, and facilitates a
comparative analysis of the historical data with scientific results in order to
create an interdisciplinary ‘map’ of Persian crucible steel technology.
The second set of data, the archaeological material from Chāhak,
underwent a material science based analysis to resolve some questions
regarding the Chāhak tradition specifically, and the technology of crucible
steel-making as a whole. The samples are divided into two broad groups of
crucible/ceramic and slag fin/slag, respectively. Each group of samples raise a
series of technical and functional questions, but the foremost question is
whether these samples would provide the material evidence for early crucible
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steel technology within the boundaries of today Iran, the heartland of Medieval
Persia:
1.6.2 Materials (archaeology)
a) Engineering parameters
• What are the characteristics of Chāhak crucible design?
• What can be inferred from the morphology of the crucibles in terms of
technical parameters and relation to other Central Asian crucibles?
• What was the charge composition?
• What can be said about the steel making of Chāhak in terms of ore or
metal use and the possible addition of plant material or fluxes to
promote fusion of the steel?
• What is the nature of the bloom sample and the smithing slags? How
could they help understand the Chāhak crucible steel method?
• What were the ingot properties such as ingot volume, alloying
elements?
• What were the operating temperature and redox condition?
• Is it possible to reconstruct a crucible steel making method and recipe
typical of Chāhak?
b) Is there any distinctive feature that may allow the identification of Chāhak steel
or Chāhak method in artefacts?

1.6.3 Texts and Materials (texts and archaeology)
To address the above questions, the objective is to evaluate the
archaeological evidence through a systematic archaeometallurgical sampling
and analysing system to identify and classify the morphological properties of
Chāhak crucibles and characterise them based on shape, physical properties
and fabrication techniques. The process-related samples considered in this
part of the research mainly consist of crucible and slag-fin fragments.
However, other fragments such as smithing slags, tuyères, domestic pottery
and a bloom sample were also evaluated. Additionally, the reconstruction of a
typical Chāhak crucible provides significant contribution to the existing
knowledge of the vessels in which the steel was produced.
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The morphological characteristics of the entire Chāhak samples
contribute to satisfy the technological needs of this process. The comparison
of the crucible fragments with local domestic pottery samples and finds from
other Central Asian crucible steel making processes reveals how their shape,
manufacture, choice of clay, etc., was tailored to enhance the performance of
the process in achieving the desirable results. The choice of location and
spatial organisation such as allocating the crucible steel making and smithing
workshops at close proximity to one another and to the city, contribute to
understanding the broader purpose and function of the Chāhak tradition.
Correspondingly, a desire to identify and understand the materials used
both in the crucible production and in the steel-making process from the clay
and ore to the addition of fluxes and/or carbonaceous materials forms the
subsequent objective of this research. This is done based on compositional
analysis of the archaeological material, through which we achieve a clear
image of the production process, frozen in time.
The historical and archaeological evidence will then be conjointly
evaluated to answer a wider range of questions:
a) Reconstructing the technical tradition
• Can we reconstruct the whole technical tradition and match the
components of Chāhak slag-fins to the ingredients of historical recipes?
• Could this research find a historical recipe close to Chāhak’s crucible steel
making method?
b) Sociocultural settings
• Are there any rituals involved in the process from the making of crucibles
to the production of the steel? What was the reason behind the choice of
raw material specially the ones with mystical and dual function?
• What role did this technology play in the social, political and economic
relations of the region and the country?
c) Significance of Chāhak
• Why Chāhak? What was the reason to choose this location for the
production of crucible steel?
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Did this centre continue its production after the Mongol invasion? And why
did it not share the same fate as other known Central Asian crucible steel
making sites?

d) Contribution
• Can this site add to the understanding of the origins and spread of
crucible steel technology more generally?

The broader objective of this research is to combine the results of
archaeological and historical research. The outcomes would be two-fold: the
results initially allow us to reconstruct the production process of the first
historically proven crucible steel making tradition in modern Persia. Secondly,
factors such as choice of raw material and resource procurement would
elucidate the social and cultural motives, adaptations and regional variations in
relation with economic and geographical allowances and constraints.
Consequently, with the aid of historical accounts of the Pars province and the
geopolitical situation of Chāhak, it would further be possible to explain why this
area was chosen for such an important industry.
Overall, the key feature of the above objectives is to introduce Chāhak’s
crucible steel making centre in an attempt to reconstruct the production
process based on the morphological data and analytical results with the aid of
historical manuscripts. Considering the complexity of the relationship between
archaeology, science and history (Martinón-Torres 2008) this research
enables a comparative analysis of the Chāhak tradition with other existing
Central Asian processes, revealing its role in the development and spread of
crucible steel industry in the Central and Western Asia and contributing to the
young but growing frame of knowledge in this field of research.

1.7 Thesis outline
Following this introductory chapter, the next chapter of the thesis focuses
on the historical and geographic significance of Pārs province to investigate
the geographic, political and socio-economic settings within which the crucible
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steel industry of Chāhak developed. This chapter addresses the underlying
factors that laid the suitable foundations for the establishment and continuity of
pūlād production before and after the Mongol invasion in this region.
After a general understanding of the archaeological site and its historical
background, the third chapter sets out to introduce the theoretical and
methodological frameworks employed in the study of the different types of
data. The theoretical framework emphasises the significance of manuscripts in
the archaeometallurgical studies and installs a multidisciplinary approach for
this research. Furthermore, the notions of technological choices, innovation
and socio-cultural contexts are discussed, followed by an introduction of the
concept of a chaîne opératoire as the theoretical framework that will be
applied in the reconstruction of the technology of crucible steel production in
Chāhak. Chapter three further introduces the written sources and the way they
were selected for this study. In addition, some issues in regards to the
translation of the texts are pointed out, following a basic guide for the
transliteration of the non-English words (Persian and Arabic). The last section
of the third chapter is on the material analysis, selection principles of the
samples, and choice of scientific methods that were the most appropriate tools
to analyse the samples. The analytic methods used in this research are mainly
divided into macroscopic and microanalysis techniques.
Chapter four begins the results section of this thesis, starting with
crucible steel manuscripts. The chronicles are divided into three groups of
early medieval texts (8th- 9th c. CE), crucible steel recipe texts (10th-12th c. CE)
and later copies and the first mention of Chāhak in crucible steel making
recipes. The relevant part of each chronicle is carefully translated and
compared with other translations in order to interpret the content as accurately
as possible. Furthermore, the discussion part of this chapter brings to attention
some important issues about these chronicles and what they have to offer in
terms of technological information on crucible steel.
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Chapter five is dedicated to the macro-analysis and morphology of
Chāhak crucibles. This chapter provides an extensive study of the
morphological characteristics of Chāhak crucibles, such as lids, crucible wall
fragments, and the crucible bases. Each sub-section provides important
evidence relating to some unique features of Chāhak crucibles and the way
they stand out from other Central Asian crucibles, in addition to their
similarities and connections to other Persian crucible steel making traditions.
This section of the thesis contains a visual reconstruction of crucibles
exclusive of Chāhak (see Chapter 4.3.2). Furthermore, a reconstruction of a
typical Chāhak crucible is provided in this chapter. The typical or ideal crucible
height and volume are also calculated to provide the basis for mass-balance
calculations of the constituents of the crucible charge in the following chapter.
Chapter six presents the results of the microanalysis of Chāhak’s
archaeological fragments, which are divided into two main categories of
ceramic composition and slag composition. The ceramic section delivers
analytical data on the crucibles, tuyères and domestic pottery and further
discusses them in the technical discussion part and evaluates their
connection, difference and similarities to understand different aspects of
crucible production, choices of raw material and connections with local raw
materials, possible trade and the organisation of production. The second part
of Chapter six covers slag fins, smithing slags, bloomery iron, etching the
bloom and slag-fin iron prill and further discusses the results to sketch out
some significant information on the technology of crucible steel making in
Chāhak.
The main discussion of this thesis is presented in Chapter seven. This
chapter is designed to evaluate and summarize the results of the reading of
the historical texts and the analyses of the archaeological samples in order to
comprehend the crucible steel technology of Chāhak, and reconstruct the
Chāhak process of crucible steel-making as fully as possible. For this purpose,
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a tentative unique and characteristic ingot component of Chāhak pūlād is
identified based on the slag composition and iron prill analyses. The next
section in this chapter is focused on the historical recipe components
compared to the archaeological Chāhak components, using the closest
matching recipe to the Chāhak method. Consequently, the Chāhak process of
crucible steel making is explained based on the combined material and
historical data. The next part of the main discussion chapter explores the key
determining factors for the selection of Chāhak for this industry. And finally,
the question of the origins of the crucible steel industry is briefly discussed.
The concluding chapter pulls together the main achievements of this
research and provides a summarised overview of the crucible steel production
specifically in Chāhak and in the general context of Iran and Central Asia, or
Medieval Persia. The unsolved mysteries of this technology and further
possible fields of investigation are laid out in this concluding chapter.
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Chapter 2. Historical and geographic
significance of Pārs province

Several medieval manuscripts relate Chāhak (Fig. 2.1) to pūlād
production (see Chapter 4), corroborating the archaeological evidence for
crucible steel production presented in chapters five and six. To understand the
wider historical and geographical context of Chāhak, this chapter focuses on
Pārs province, to which Chāhak belonged throughout the medieval period2.
This city has been recorded as Chāhak in Persian books, transcribed as Ṣāha
in Arabic manuscripts due to the lack of a matching letter “Ch”.
The Cultural Heritage Organization of Iran, so far, records in a short
report what is known from archaeology and the date of the site. According to
this document, Chāhak is registered as a Seljūq (1037 to 1194 c. CE) or
Safavid (1501 to 1736 c. CE) site. Based on the domestic pottery recognized
during this project (Chapter 6.1.5) the former is the most probable date for the
peak production period of this site. Therefore, the focus of this chapter is on
the time period of Seljūq to Safavid era in order to understand the geography,
political history and living conditions within which the craftsmen produced
Chāhakī pūlād. The medieval dynasties that ruled Pārs prior to and after the
Seljūqs will also be briefly introduced. Additionally, any relevant statements on
the crucible steel industry of Chāhak and its neighbouring regions in the
geographic texts are included.

2

The contemporary geographic divisions of Iran allocate Chāhak to Yazd province.
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Figure 2-1 Modern map of Iran showing the political boundaries of the provinces. Black circle: Chāhak;
Blue circle: Neyrīz; White circle: Qatra; Grey circle: Sirgan; Red circle: Sīrāf. The dark grey province
above is Tehran

2.1 Geographical texts
Medieval texts mostly define the territory of Pārs province by its borders
to Isfahan in the north, Kerman in the east, and Khuzestan in the west and the
Persian Gulf in the south (Ḥawqal 1966, 32). The early medieval Pārs province
encompassed today’s Yazd province before losing it in the Mongol period.
Later on, Chāhak that was adjacent to Yazd became the northern border of
Pārs province (Fasāie 1988, 900). Significantly, medieval Pārs stretched to
the Persian Gulf and included the famous international trade hub, Sīrāf
harbour (Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2-2 Map of Medieval Pārs: 1= Sīrāf, 2= Shiraz, 3= Chāhak, 4= Sirjān of Kerman, 5= Isfahan. The
transit route from Sīrāf to Sirjān passing through Chāhak is depicted in this map (from ibn-Ḥawqal Ṣūrat
al-‘Arḍ (The Face of the Earth) written in 977 CE (ibn-Ḥawqal 1966, 33).

Ancient Pārs consisted of five Khura/Kūra or divisions, and the divisions
were recognised even after the Muslim conquest: Iṣṭakhr, Dārābgird, Ardishir
khura, Shāpūr khura, and Qubād khura (Balkhī 1964, 143). The district of
Iṣṭakhr includes Persepolis, the former capital of Pārs during the Sāssānīds
(Le Strange 1903, 65; Le Strange 1930, 248). After the Muslim conquest
Shiraz became the capital of this province. However, Iṣṭakhr district remained
as the largest and the most important county and encompassed the northern
part of Pārs, including today’s Yazd province (Le Strange 1930, 275). Iṣṭakhr
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also includes important cities such as Chāhak (Ṣāha, Ṣāhik), Harāt, Qatra and
Neyrīz, all of which are of importance to the iron and steel industry of the
province. Pārs is a region rich in minerals and mines. The iron mines of this
province are frequently mentioned in the historical texts and attributed to the
mountains and cities of Iṣṭakhr.
To the writer’s knowledge, the earliest known account of Chāhak goes
back to a 10th c. CE chronicle, called “Masālik va Mamālik” (Countries and
Traditions) by Ibrahim ibn-Muḥammad Iṣṭakhrī (d. 957 CE), written in Arabic.
He introduces Iṣṭakhr as the oldest district of Pārs and mentions two cities of
Great and Small Sāhak. He then highlights that the routes connecting Shiraz
in Pārs and Sirgān in Kerman pass through Sāhak. Furthermore, Iṣṭakhrī
points out the iron mines of Pārs province and Iṣṭakhr district (Iṣṭakhrī 1989,
110, 115, 132, 135).
Ibn- Ḥawqal is the second writer of the 10th c. CE to mention Chāhak. His
geographic book called “Ṣūrat al-Arḍ”, written in 977 CE, stresses that the iron
mines of Pārs are in the mountains of Iṣṭakhr district. However, when
mentioning Great Sāhak (Ḥawqal 1966, 36, 67, 262; Ḥawqal 1979, 237) as a
city of Iṣṭakhr, it does not report any metallurgical activities.
Shortly later, during 982 CE an unknown Persian scholar wrote the wellknown Ḥudūd al-Ālam (The Boundaries of the World). Chāhak is mentioned in
this book as a city between Iṣṭakhr and Kerman, and that it is home to
caravans (Sotoudeh 1962, 135). Pārs is introduced as a place for trade and
business with mountains bearing iron mines in Iṣṭakhr district (Sotoudeh 1962,
130).
The final manuscript of the 10th c. CE is “Aḥsan al-Taqāsīm” written by
Muqaddasī in 985 CE. Muqddasī points out the mines of Pārs by explaining
that ‘the soil of Pārs is all mines’ (Muqaddasī 1982, 629). He specifically
mentions the iron mines of Neyrīz, a city very close to Chāhak (in Iṣṭakhr
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district); and explains that there are also two types of clay in this region, one is
white that kids use to write with them and people use in painting walls with
them and another type of black clay that is used to make beads (Muqaddasī
1982, 660). Muqaddasī mentions that Pārs is a centre of trade and business
(ibid, 630) and its biggest district is Iṣṭakhr that has cities such as Harāt and
Chāhak (ibid, 634), but again there is no mention of its pūlād making
workshops.
These are just some of the considerable number of geographic books
written in the 10th c. CE, all of which have mentioned Chāhak. However,
despite the repetitive mention of the abundant iron mines in Iṣṭakhr District no
information on pūlād making is mentioned.
Ibn-Balkhī’s Fārs-Nāma (Book of Pārs) written in 1116 CE and therefore
from the Seljūq period, is the first geographic manuscript that mentions
Chāhak and its industry. Ibn- Balkhī wrote this manuscript for Seljūq Shāh
Sultān Muḥammad II, who ruled from 1104-1117 CE. He describes Chāhak as
the following: ‘From Ṣāha iron and pūlād is produced and blades and swords
are made with the name of Chāhakī’ (Balkhī 1964, 150). Furthermore, IbnBalkhī notes Bavān and Marvast as other cities of Iṣṭakhr (Balkhī 1964, 150).
He also recognises a city called Qatra (Qatrū, Kadrū or Kutrūh) and explains
that this city is located in the East side of Neyrīz city and has running water
and iron mines (Balkhī 1964, 161).
The next manuscript mentioning Chāhak crucible steel making belongs
to the Ilkhānate manuscript of Tansūkh-Nāma written by Naṣīr al-Dīn Tūsī
(1201-1274). This manuscript gives some of the most detailed information of
Chāhak and its pūlād (see Chapter 5.3.1), but as it is not a geography book (it
is a Jawāhir Nāma and gives some technical data on the industry), it is
discussed in Chapter 4. 3. 1 of this thesis.
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One of the seminal geographic manuscripts at the end of the Ilkhānate
dynasty is Nuzhat al-Qulūb written in 1339 CE by Mustawfī (13th-14th c. CE), a
Persian historian and geographer. This manuscript contains invaluable
information on the cities of Persia including Pārs province. Very similar to IbnBalkhī’s account, Mustawfī describes Pārs with its five old districts (Mustawfī
1957, 135). He mentions Chāhak, along with Harāt, in the Iṣṭakhr District by its
alternative name of Ṣāha. Mustawfī briefly mentions that Ṣāha has a pūlād
mine (probably workshop instead of mine) (Mustawfī 1957, 148). He further
introduces Qatra as a small city that has iron mines (Mustawfī 1919, 123).
Mustawfī provides a notable geographical study of Chāhak and its
neighbouring cities, by comparing their location in relation to Bakhtigān salt
lake. Harāt and Ṣāhak (Chāhak) are at the eastern borders of the lake with
some distance from each other, and Qatra is located to the southeast of
Bakhtigān Lake (Le Strange 1903, 67). Mustawfī also gives information on the
roads and mentions that the route from Shiraz to Kerman passes Small and
Great Ṣāhak (Le Strange 1903, 113). Importantly, Mustawfī’s mention of
Chāhak and its pūlād mine suggest the continuation of crucible steel
manufacture in Chāhak after the Mongol invasion.
Ḥāfiẓ-i Abrū (d. 1430), the Persian historian of the Timurid court has
written “Juqrāfiyā-i Ḥāfiẓ-i Abrū”. Similar to the previous geographic books,
Ḥāfiẓ-i Abrū describes Pārs with its five districts and introduces Harāt and
Ṣāha as having moderate climate, less water, and the industry of Ṣāha as
follows:
‘Iron and pūlād is made in Ṣāha and very good blades are made
out of them’ (Ḥāfiẓ-i Abrū 1997, 113).
Ḥāfiẓ-i Abrū further describes Qatra as a city with running water and
moderate climate with an iron mine in its vicinity and iron smithing workshops
in the city (ibid, 115). This is the first time that we have the mention of iron
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smithing workshops in Qatra, a city in close proximity to Chāhak and probably
one of the iron suppliers of Chāhak’s pūlād industry. Ḥāfiẓ-i Abrū mentions
Neyrīz and Qatra as the cities where caravans pass on the route from Shiraz
to Sirgan while the previous geographic books mentioned Ṣāha as the city on
this route. He further mentions the route from Shiraz to Semirom (a city in
Isfahan province) that also passes through Ṣāha (Ḥāfiẓ-i Abrū 1997, 156). The
significance of Ḥāfiẓ-i Abrū’s geographic book is that it indicates the
continuation of pūlād production in Chāhak during the 15th c. CE, well after the
Mongols.
During the Qajar period, Nāṣir al-Dīn Shāh ordered Mirzā Ḥasan Fasāie
to write a book on the history and geography of Pārs, named as Fārs-Nāma-i
Nāṣiri (Nāṣir’s book on Pārs). This book was written between 1882 and 1893
CE. It gives detailed information on Chāhak city during the 19th c. CE together
with Pārs mines. Based on Fārs-Nāma-i Nāṣiri, Pārs was divided into 63
blocks (Fasāie 1988, 1238) and Chāhak belonged to Bavānāt block (Fasāie
1988, 1266-67). Today’s geographic divisions concede Chāhak to Marvast
(now Marvast belongs to Yazd province); we take a closer look at these
divisions and their relation to each other during the Qajar period:
Marvast Block: ‘Its central village is called Marvast, which is
actually Marv, but to differentiate it from Khorāsān’s Marvshāhgān/
Marvshāhījān it was then called  ﻣﺮوﺷﺎذانMarvshādhān. From the west, it
is limited by Bavānāt, and on the south side, Neyrīz is located. Harāt
belonged to Marvast in this time and is listed as one of the fourteenth
divisions of Marvast’ (Fasāie 1988, 1557-8).
Neyrīz Block: The name of Neyrīz comes from its former name Neyza
Rīz that means Casting Spears, which means where spears are made. In the
past, Bāzār neighbourhood in Neyrīz was called Sahhād-Khāna or TīzgarKhāna that was a place to make blades. People of Neyrīz know sahhād with
the meaning of pūlād; it is said that around this neighbourhood pūlād
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production workshops were bringing the stone [ore] and extracting pūlād out of
it. Neyrīzī pūlād is famous in Pārs until nowadays (Fasāie 1988, 1567).
Fārs-Nāma-i Nāṣiri also contains information on mines and mountains of
Pārs:
Pūlād mine of Neyrīz: In the past pūlād stone (ore) was taken from the
mountain that was located in 4-5 Parāsang (one parasang is 6.24 km) from
Neyrīz and worked in the Sahhād-khāna neighbourhood, sahhād means
pūlād, that had workshops for making pūlād; and nowadays heaps of reems
( رﯾﻢslags) remained from that industry. In addition, ‘Neyrīzī pūlād’ had the
best pattern and cutting properties (Fasāie 1988, 1637).
Pārs Mountains: Kavīz-Kūh is a long mountain that separates
Sirgan/Sirjān and Bābak city of Kerman from Pārs. On its west is Neyrīz block
(Fasāie 1988, 1636).
As it seems from the above text, Kavīz-Kūh could be the potential
mountain that sourced the iron of Neyrīz industry.
To sum up, the earliest preserved geographical manuscripts of Persia
date back to the 10th c. CE and reach until the 19th c. CE. They provide useful
information on the location of Chāhak, its important role as a transit city
connecting Shiraz to Sirjān and also its location in the district of Iṣṭakhr, which
contains the major iron mines of Pārs province. Here, the vicinity of Chāhak to
the iron mine bearing cities of Neyrīz and Qatra is of importance. Moreover,
sometimes the crucible steel industry of Chāhak is mentioned in some
manuscripts (Fig. 2. 3). The chronicles that mention the industry of Chāhak
can later be added to the technical manuscripts known as Jawāhir Nāma (see
chapter 4) to get a clearer picture of the crucible steel industry of this region.
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Figure 2-3: Geography chronicles mentioning Chāhak's crucible steel industry

Today, Pārs province is much smaller without Yazd and without any sea
borders with the Persian Gulf. Still, the abundant iron mines of this province
and other minerals plentifully available in the vicinity of Iṣṭakhr promoted
modern metal production industries in this district such as in Chāhak, Qatra
and Neyrīz.

2.2 Political history
During the Muslim conquest of Persia in 633 CE, Pārs was not an easy
region to invade, yet it finally fell to the Arabs under ‘Uṣman, the third caliph’ in
650 CE (Fisher and Ochsenwald 1997, 46). An overview of Pārs’s rulers from
the Arab conquest of this province onwards highlights the rise and fall of
several empires in this region (Fig. 2.4), which enabled diverse cultural and
technological exchange.
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In 861 to 863 CE, the Ṣaffārīds took advantage of the weakness of the
Umayyads and conquered Pārs (Spuler 1985, 132). The Ṣaffārīds were
among the first autonomous Persian dynasties to rule over the region after the
Arab conquest (Ghuzanlu 1936, 354), yet there was further unrest between
the Ṣaffārīds in Pārs and the caliphate. The founder of the Ṣaffārīd dynasty
was Ya’ghūb-i Laiṣ known as “Ṣaffār” or “Coppersmith” (Sykes 1915, 84;
Bosworth 1994, 3). Ṣaffār organized his army based on the Sassanian
traditions and ordered to re-open four arms and armour making workshops in
Shiraz (a city of Pārs province) that were abandoned after the Arab invasion,
and soon his army was equipped with new armaments and defense (Ravandi
1975, 203) (to read about the weapon types see Ghuzanlu 1936, 354).
Half a century later, in 910 CE the Sāmānīd army of Ahmad-II defeated
the Ṣaffārīds and Pārs fell to the Sāmānīds (Heravi 1992; Mashkour 1984,
167; Spuler 1985, 298). The Sāmānīds were also a dynasty of Persian origin;
they were the greatest power in the Islamic East at the time and were
independent of the caliphate (Gronke 2008, 25).
Contemporary to the Sāmānīds, the Būyid ruler ‘Emād al-Dawla seized
Pārs province in 934 CE and pushed the Sāmānīds’ territory back to the
Eastern parts of Persia. Pārs, still under stress of the caliphate influence, was
finally released from the caliphate’s power by the Būyids and witnessed a
prosperous era; the province became an important cultural and economic
centre in this period (Sykes 1915, 93-4; Spuler 1985, 160-1; Grousset 1991,
150-1). The Būyids, known as ‘courageous foot soldiers’ (Gronke 2008, 27) of
Persian origin from Daīlam in the Caspian region, were solely a military family
(Bosworth 1977, 144) who served as mercenary soldiers in other previous
dynasties such as Sāssānīds and Abbāsīds (Bosworth 1977, 144-8; Gronke
2008, 27). The Būyids became the most successful dynasty that ruled over the
western region of Iran and their great power was a threat to the Sāmānīds
(Frye 1965, 139-140). They also turned out to become the first Persian
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dynasty that conquered and ruled over Baghdad (Sykes 1915, 94; Mashkour
1984, 177; Zarrinkoub 1999, 442- 443).
In the other lands of Persia, the decline of the Sāmānīds under pressure
from their own Turkish military slaves concluded in the fall of the Sāmānīd
Empire (their capital was Khurāsān), and led to the formation of the
Ghaznavīd Empire (977-1186) (Sykes 1915, 90; Gronke 2008, 26). To the
writer’s knowledge Ghaznavīd never conquered Pārs province. Later on,
Seljūq Turkmens succeeded to take over the Ghaznavīds and established the
Seljūq dynasty (1037-1194 CE).
The Būyids continued ruling Pārs until they fell to the Shabānkāra Kurds
(Christensen 1993; Zarrinkoub 1999, 447; Gronke 2008, 28) but the
Shabānkāras soon collided with the Seljūqs and in 1050 lost Pārs to the
Seljūqs (Zarrinkoub 1999, 446). The Seljūqs were known as nomad troops
that valued warfare as their tradition and way of life. They had blacksmiths and
armourers among them at their service. It is worth mentioning that the first
reference of Chāhak and its pūlād production is in 1116 CE by Ibn-Balkhī, a
Persian historian and geographer who has written this manuscript for the
Seljūq Shāh Sulṭān Moḥammad II (ruled 1104 to 1117 CE).
Meanwhile, a Turko-Persian group of Seljūq slaves (Mashkour 1984,
201) called Atābaks, ‘fatherlords or regents’ (Sykes 1915, 127) took advantage
of the weakened situation and overpowered some provinces of Iran including
Pārs. The Atābaks of Pārs ruled from 1148 to 1286 CE (Skyes 1915, 127;
Ghuzanlu 1936, 356; Keshavarz 1967, 305; Pigoulevskaya et al. 1967; Rezaei
1984b; Gronke 2008, 43); they kept their independence by paying tribute to
the Seljūqs.
The Atābaks also complied with the powerful commanders of Iran such
as Khwārazmiyān and later on, the Mongol Ilkhānate. This included becoming
submissive and tributary to them in order to prevent the historical disaster that
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befell the other parts of Persia (Skyes 1915, 128; Eghbal 1967, 108, 145;
Shamlouie 1968, 476, 484; Mashkour 1984, 202-203; Bayani 1988, 200, 34546). Although the diplomacy of subordination to the monarch prevented the
Atābaks from building a royal power, it also preserved Pārs from destructive
wars, for over a century, and allowed the Atābaks to remain the legitimate
ruler of this province (Jusjani 1964, 272-3; Ashtiani 1968, 380).
To elaborate on the Mongol invasion and situation of Pārs, it is worth
taking into consideration that during the Atābak rule, the Mongols invaded
Persia in three episodes. Chengiz’s first attack of Persia in 1219 CE was
followed by Ūgedei Khān’s (Chengiz’s son) invasion in 1228 CE. By 1250 CE
the Mongols had already conquered numerous leading states of Persia and
almost all of the major cities were destroyed except some parts of present-day
Azerbaijan (ruled by the Atābaks of Azerbaijan), southern parts of Kerman
(ruled by Kerman’s Qarā Khītāī or Golto’ Khānid); and all of Pārs thanks to the
tactic and foresight of the Atābaks of Pārs (Limbert 1987, 68). Apparently,
Abūbikr, the Atābak ruler of Pārs, conciliated Chengis Khān with politic
submission, hence maintained the Atābak’s governance and saved this
province (Sykes 1915, 128; Mashkour 1984, 203).
In the invaded states ‘the Mongols spared only those craftsmen, artisans,
scholars and families of notables who could be of use to them’ (Gronke 2008,
53). It seems that the political submission of the Atābaks and the good order of
the province (Ensafpour 1957, 606; Ashtiani 1968, 386; Islami 1974, 10) over
the years prepared Pārs to becoming a centre of refuge for artisans of the
destroyed states.
The third invasion of Persia by Hūlākū Khān took place in 1256 CE and
led to the establishment of the Ilkhānate dynasty (Shamlouie 1968, 499;
Bayani 1988, 200, 345-46). He later appointed Naṣīr al-Dīn Tūsī (1201-1274),
a Persian polymath, as his minister and major consultant. While Pārs was still
under the rule of the Atābaks, Tūsī wrote ‘Tansugh-nāma’, ‘The book of the
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Exquisite’ (Central Library of Tehran University No: 2457/7or) where he
mentions Chāhak and its pūlād production in detail. This manuscript is of great
importance for this study on Chāhak crucible steel making, and will be
discussed in detail later (Chapters 5 and 7).
Finally, after more than a century of independence of Pārs under the
Atābak rule, in 1264 CE, Pārs fell under the direct control of the Mongols and
was added to the Ilkhānate states (Ashtiani 1968). Following the last Ilkhān in
1335 CE the dynasty of the Ilkhānates diminished rapidly.
A review of the next dynasties that ruled Pārs from the mid-14th to the
end of the 15th c. CE begins with the overthrow of the Ilkhānate of Persia. This
resulted in the division of the country into five small realms, one of which was
Pārs under the reign of the Injūids (Keshavarz 1967, 435; Limbert 1987, 69).
The Injūids governed Pārs from 1336 to 1353 CE and later on were
overthrown by the Muẓaffarids of Persian origin who ruled Pārs from 1353 to
1392 CE, with Shāh Mansūr becoming the appointed ruler of the province. The
Muẓaffarids submitted to Tamerlane’s (founder of Timūrid dynasty 1370-1506
CE) first invasion of Pārs in 1385 CE (Skyes 1915, 195; Rezaie 1997, 780).
However, Tamerlane invaded the province a second time in 1392 CE and
killed Shāh Mansūr. He consequently terminated the Muzaffarids government
and appointed one of his sons as the Timūrid king of Pārs (Mashkour
1984,246; Rezaie 1997, 780).
From 1405 to 1447 CE Shāhrukh Mīrzā was the Timūrid ruler of Persia.
He conquered Pārs province in 1414 CE, and his conquest of Azerbaijan in
1420 CE was made possible through buying weapons such as swords, arrows
and spears from the conquered states (Rumlu 1970, 111; Ḥāfiẓ-i Abrū 1993,
713). The tradition of collecting weapons from the states under the rule of the
government had already become a tradition at least from the Mongols; hence
the production sites of iron and steel, and of weapons, would have been vital
to the prosperity and endurance of the Pārs region.
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Later on, Jahān Shāh of the Qarā-Quyūnlū dynasty captured Pārs during
1453-1457 CE (Keshavarz 1967, 469), but in 1467 Uzūn Ḥasan, Sūltān of ĀqQuyūnlū dynasty, defeated him. Uzūn Ḥasan’s federation is also known by the
name of Bāyandarid. This period opened the most important chapter in the
history of diplomatic relations with Europe. Especially during the Āq-Quyūnlū
federation, the republic of Venice sent many representatives to meet with
Uzūn Ḥasan to form military alliances against the Ottoman Empire.
Overall, after the Mongols, Pārs was under the rule of five different
dynasties for a period of 167 years starting from the Injūids in 1336-1353 CE,
Muẓaffarids 1353-1392 CE, Timūrid 1392 CE, Qarā-Quyūnlū 1453 CE, and
later on Āq-Quyūnlū 1467 CE; until 1503 CE when Shāh Ismāiel who was the
founder of the Ṣafavid dynasty conquered Shiraz city of Pārs without war.
The Ṣafavid dynasty put an end to feudalism and founded the first
independent and united Persian kingdom after the Islam conquest (Ghuzanlu
1936, 357). Since then, other dynasties also included all Persian provinces
under a national flag such as the Zands who conquered Pārs in 1751 CE and
appointed this province as the capital of their dynasty. Further on, the Qajar
dynasty captured Pārs province in 1794 and moved the capital to Tehran. The
last dynasty of Persia is Pahlavi, which ruled Persia from 1925 until the
revolution of 1979. In 1935 the founder of Pahlavi Dynasty Reza Khan
changed the name of Persia to its more ancient name, Iran.
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Figure 2-4 Chronological order of dynasties and the dates they conquered Pārs province from early to
late Medieval period
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2.3 Industry and socio-economic context
The living conditions of early medieval societies in Iran are not well
studied. Cities have not been much researched by archaeologists; and our
knowledge about the people of this period is largely limited to the historical
manuscripts (Keshavarz 1967, 309).
From what we know, during the 9th to 11th c. CE Pārs grew in industry
and trade (Ravandi 1967, 102). This is evident from the Pārs province’s
reports about thriving on commerce and industry during the Būyid period (10th11th c. CE) (Zarrinkoub 1999, 455). The rise of feudal reigns and fall of the
caliphate ensured that taxes would not leave the country. The most important
cities were those close to trade centres, caravans and sea trade routes. Pārs
province extended in the south to the Persian Gulf and encompassed Sirāf
harbour that had a significant role in international trade. Additionally, some
major trade routes such as the Silk Road and Spice Route passed through the
cities of this province. Hence, some of the most prosperous cities of medieval
Iran belonged to Pārs province; among them are Shiraz and Iṣṭakhr district.
Other cities of Pārs were also of importance in terms of industrial productions
and trade (Keshavarz 1967, 275-6).
It is noteworthy that as industries gradually separated from the economy
of the cities (Ravandi 1984, 102), the centre of the economic life of the city
moved from the Shahrīstān (the old part of the cities) to the Bīrūn or new city
(outskirts of the old city or shahrīstān), which constituted the industrial and
business suburbs. The most important public buildings were gradually
constructed in Bīrūn and industries such as metal production advanced.
Bāzārs and caravanserais were the trade centres. Normally, the retail
market for industrial products of local artisans were located in bāzārs and
trade was transacted in cash. Workshops also directly performed as retail
selling stalls. However, wholesale was done in Chāhārsu of the bāzārs and in
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caravanserais by drafts. Generally, artisans of each industry were living at the
same unit as their selling stalls. Hence, different industries as well as arms
and armour manufacturers had their own allies ( )ﻜوىon their name, and each
industry had its own guild/ union (Keshavarz 1967, 275-9; 310; Mashkour
1984, 180).
Some written information on the production and trade of arms and
armour, and exploitation of iron mines for crucible steel production during the
early medieval periods goes back to the Sāmānid empire in the Ferghana
region (today’s eastern Uzbekistan) where iron and refractory clay were
produced along with other products such as arms and armour (Ravandi 1985,
109).
Ravandi (1985) quotes ibn-Ḥawqal (10th c. CE) stating that in the vicinity
of Istaravshan (in Sughd province, today’s Tajikistan) two regions existed
where iron was extracted. The sources of iron were so abundant that they not
only supplied the needs of Ferghana but also the metal products of this region
were exported to Khorāsān and Iraq (Ravandi 1985, 109). He further notes
that during the medieval period, China was sending cast iron to Iran through
the Silk Road; and some iron and arms and armour were sent from India to
Nīshāpūr (Ravandi 1985, 98). This indicates the extent to which crucible steel
and arms and armour were traded during the medieval world; however, details
of these affairs in Pārs remain unclear.
The geographers of the 10th c. CE highlight the prosperity of the
industries and enhancements in artisans’ skills. Ceramics and metal-ware
were very common. Copper, brass, silver, gold artefacts and arms and armour
were made in almost every city, and iron products of Shiraz and other cities of
Pārs were well known. The iron mines of Pārs were distinguished and
specifically mentioned. In the 10th c. CE, mining and extraction of mines had
also increased. Mines belonged to the government and extraction was done
under official permission. Consequently, artisans had to pay one third of their
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products to the government in addition to taxes that were collected as goods.
On the other hand, trade was carried out by sea and through caravans. Some
metal artefacts were sent to the Mediterranean harbours, and Sirāf was the
harbour for receiving goods from India and China (Keshavarz 1967, 265-72;
Mashkour 1984, 179).
Based on the historical accounts it seems that trade and craft of the
previous centuries continued during the 11th and 12th c. CE, and the
international trade development continued. Caravans and trade routes that
passed through Persia had a major role in the development of the cities
(Keshavarz 1967, 309-10). A branch of the Silk Road, passing from the
Persian Gulf to Khorāsān, linked the Indian Ocean and Arabian Peninsula to
Central Asia, and reached to Europe by the link with the crusader states of the
Syro-Palestinian coast (Gronke 2008, 47).
During the 13th c. CE and following the Mongol invasion of Persia there
was a major migration of Turkish tribes into Persia and also Pārs province.
Although this province was initially spared of the Mongol destruction it met with
several periods of famine and drought (during 1284-1287 and in 1298) that
lead to the death of hundreds of thousands of people in Pārs province (Ayati
1993, 124, 197). In addition, during the Mongol period, the rulers were
collecting arms and armour for their troops; sometimes the Mongol IlKhāns of
Pārs limited the possession of arms to the Mongol population and collected
the entire arms and armour of the civilians for the Mongol troops.
Consequently, some industries such as smithery declined and the trade routes
became very insecure, as people did not have weapons to defend themselves
against bandits. However following the objection of the civilians, this regulation
was alleviated (Ayati 1993, 198; Ravandi 1985, 137).
However, despite all losses caused by the Mongols, Persia maintained
and developed its trade position between Asia, Europe and East Asia; and the
relations with scientists of the East, Western Asia and China advanced
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consequently (Eghbal 1967, 108-9; Shamlouie 1968, 477; Rezaie 1997, 755).
Following the crusades some European countries such as Italy had developed
important commercial ties and Pārs province maintained its status as an
influential commercial region (Ravandi 1985, 137). The conditions of the
artisans did not change and they remained under the feudal rule (such as the
Atābaks in Pārs) and had to pay high taxes (Keshavarz 1967, 310).
Tūsī, minister of the Mongol Ilkhānate dynasty documents an important
observation and a social portrayal of the industries of the time by categorising
industries in three social classes: Honourable (sharīf, )ﺷﺮﯾﻒ, Tolerable
(mutivaset,  )ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂand Horrible (khasīs, )ﺧﺴﯿﺲ. Tolerable occupations
subdivide into four subcategories of necessary, unnecessary, extensive (basīt,
 )ﺑﺴﯿﻂand intricate (murakkab, )ﻣﺮﮐﺐ. The Extensive branch includes iron
smithing (āhan-garī,  )آھﻨﮕﺮیand forging, while knife making (kārd-garī, )ﮐﺎردﮔﺮی
is among the Intricate (Ṭūsī 1978, 211-212; Ravandi 1989, 567-568).
Therefore the occupations related to iron smithing such as making knives
(probably including making arms and armour from crucible steel, because
knives were also included among weapons) were categorised as socially
tolerable-intricate, which is the middle class of the society after aristocracy.
During Mongol rule, the rulers who did not know the language, economy,
religion and culture of the occupied lands had to appoint rural officers (such as
feudal rulers) for the state’s administration. These representative or feudal
lords were interested in local trade; hence the members of big trade
companies were normally representing the feudal lords. They returned the tax
money to the feudal rulers by crafts brought from Arabian countries, India,
China and western countries. Among the merchandises, weapons had a high
value in the feudal court (Keshavarz 1967, 377). Furthermore, there are
reports that during Hūlākū Khān’s rule armours were sent to China among
other goods (Grousset, 1991, 311). This suggests that despite the temporary
decline of smithery during the Mongol invasion, the industry developed over
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time to the point that armours were traded and exported as far as to the Far
East.
It is worth mentioning that during the Mongol period, heavy taxes were
not the only tributes that people had to pay. Tamqa (tax) was taken from the
products of any industrial and commercial workshop and also from any
wholesale and retail business (Keshavarz 1967, 377-396). Based on Ṭarḥ,
which was another regulation introduced by the Mongols, artisans had to sell
their goods and artefacts for a lower price to the state’s treasury. Apart from
this, craftsmen had to give up some of their products to the state power and
undertake mandatory tasks. Besides, villagers had to prepare food and shelter
for the army’s soldiers and their horses (Keshavarz 1967, 397; Ravandi 1975,
317- 319).
The Mongols were also attending to the industrial factories, and such
workshops that belonged to the Mongol Khāns. From 1230 CE they added
their own state workshops and employed craftsmen who were taken as slaves.
The situation of those enslaved artisans who were producing weapons and
clothing for the army in the state factories were worse than in the other
workshops, as they were enslaved for generations. This brutal slavery caused
the decline of industries and trade by the end of the 13th c. CE, as people left
their lands and escaped, as they could not pay the taxes (Keshavarz 1967,
397- 398; Ravandi 1975, 319-20; Ravandi 1985, 139).
During the time of the Ilkhānate emperor Qāzān-Khān (1295-1304 CE),
the artisans’ situation changed. He appointed craftspeople to work for a set
amount of money or retain a certain amount of their products (Keshavarz
1967, 407). He modified the armoury and weapons production. From then on,
only a few types of arms and armour where made by the artisans in the court
workshops. The rest were bought from other weapon makers. Arms makers
also did not have a fixed salary anymore; instead, they were paid based on the
amount of weapons they produced. Therefore, each year over ten thousand
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weapons were made (Rajabzadeh 1977, 254-255). Consequently, temporary
progress was made during Qāzān-Khān’s rule in the first half of the 14th c. CE,
but the region never reached the prosperity of the early 13th c. CE prior to the
Mongol invasion (Keshavarz 1967, 430).
After the Ilkhānates, during the Timurid era, Timūr gave some land as
siverqāl (gift) to his allies and subordinates. In return the owners of siverqāl
were responsible to help Tamerlane during wars and provide him with horsemounted troops (Mashkour 1984, 261). During the Timurid dynasty and the
Qarā-Quyūnlū and Āq-Quyūnlū federations, the importance of Persia in interregional economy and commercial relations declined. That was due to a new
seaway from India to South Africa, and also the constant conflicts between the
Timūrids and the Turkmen federals (Issawi 2008).
During the Qarā-Quyūnlū 1453 CE and Āq-Quyūnlū 1467 CE, Shiraz in
Pārs is described as a secure region without fights and conflicts and suitable
for trade and tradesmen. At this time Shiraz hosted many merchants
commuting from all over the country such as Harāt of Khorāsān to this
province (Barbaro et al. 1970, 91). Thus a constant link between Pārs state
and the northern cities were maintained during the medieval period. Giosafat
Barbaro (1413-1494) (Barbaro et al. 1545) was among those Venetian
diplomats and travel writes. He reported about a centre for making armours
called Beshkuy that means five villages. This otherwise unknown centre is
described to have been located on a mountain that no one was allowed to
enter unless he was one of the artisans who work and live there. However, if
someone wanted to learn the craft, he would have been welcomed but had to
pledge to stay in that city and never leave. Barbaro mentions that in many
other cities arms and armours are made but none are as good as this centre
(Barbaro et al. 1970, 82-3).
Following the Ṣafavid period Persia witnessed western travellers such
as Jean Chardin (1643-1713), a French jeweller who is among the earliest
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Western travellers that has written (publication dates: 1671 and 1686-1711)
about his travels to Persia (travel dates: 1666,1669 and1673-1677). To the
writer’s knowledge, there is no record of Chāhak by Chardin, but he gives a
noteworthy description of Persian pūlād: he (Chardin 1927, 162) describes
that there are some metals that are typical of Persia and are associated with
Persia, two of which are iron and steel. He states that Persia’s mountains are
full of mines but charcoal and coal are scarce and sometimes make it
uneconomical to extract specific metals such as silver from lead. He further
points out that there are iron mines in southern Media, Parthia and Bactria.
The text also explained the mines’ abundance and further compared Persian
iron as ‘not as soft and manageable’ as the English iron (ibid, 163). The ‘steel
mines’ (it is not clear what Chardin refers to as steel mines) are stated as the
same as iron mines and that they are extracted at a major scale for steel
making. It is therefore possible that their (of the so-called steel mines) iron was
used directly to supply the crucible steel workshops.
Chardin describes Persian pūlād as follows:
It is high in sulphur content and if it is thrown into fire it makes sounds
like gunpowder. Persian steel is exquisite and has a high quality with fine and
delicate patterns. Its quality makes it as lasting as diamond but on the other
hand it is as brittle as glass. When it is heated very warm but not red hot, it
tempers very well. Then it is wrapped with a wet cloth instead of plunging in
water. It is sometimes mixed with Indian steel, which is milder, yet full of
sulphur. The Persians call it pūlād Gowhardār that is called among us as
Damascus steel to distinguish it from the European steel (Chardin 1927, 163).
Chardin further remarks the vessel in which the pūlād is produced: ‘they melt it
down in a round form like the hollow of one’s hand, and in little square sticks’
(ibid 163; Chardin 1967, 93-94).
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2.4 Discussion: pre and post Mongol Chāhak
During the Medieval period, pūlād was a precious and highly tradable
product that was manufactured in several cities of Persia. This study is
introducing the only archaeologically known crucible steel production site in
modern day Iran. Other similar production sites in Central Asia have been
destroyed by the Mongol invasion (e.g. Rehren and Papakhristu 2000).
Therefore, it is significant to understand whether the same fate befell Chāhak.
The first mention of Chāhak’s pūlād production is during the Seljūq
period (1116 CE) by Ibn-Balkhī in Fārs-Nāma. The Seljūqs were known to
obtain their arms and armour from different sources. They had their own
blacksmiths, enslaved craftsmen, and in addition, looted or purchased
weaponry. The fame of Chāhak’s pūlād production during the Seljūq period
suggests that it may well have supplied the local market and the Seljūq army.
The Mongols later introduced high taxes and forced the artisans to supply the
army. Additionally, as the mines were possessions of the government, any
crucible steel making industry would have had to pay the taxes by providing
arms and armour to the state.
The Atābak rulers of Pārs and the way they kept the province out of
harm’s way during the Mongol invasion is the key to the continuation of the
crucible steel industry in Chāhak. The historical manuscript of Naṣīr al-Dīn
Tūsī, who was a Persian minister at the Ilkhānate court in the 13th c. CE, also
proves this fact. Tūsī clearly mentions Chāhak and its production of crucible
steel during the Mongol Ilkhānate Dynasty (see below, Chapter 4. 3. 1). The
Mongols invaded the northern provinces of Iran and destroyed the northern
crucible steel production sites (i.e. Merv, Akhsiket). They are known for killing
everybody but enslaving the craftsmen. So, it is possible that those artisans
made their way to Pārs province and worked in Chāhak either as refugees or
as state workshops’ slaves’. The slaves that were employed to produce
weaponry could adapt the local recipes or merge their own knowledge to the
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local traditions. Keeping in mind that Chāhak industry already existed prior to
the Mongol invasion this industry does not seem to have been re-located from
the destroyed workshops of the Northern Persia. However, it may have
adopted techniques that arrived with the slaves and refugees.
The industry remained functioning during the Mongol Ilkhānate dynasty
as it is recorded in the geographic book of Mustawfī (Nūzhat al-Qulūb) in 1339
CE at the end of this dynasty. Although he seems to refer to Chāhak’s
workshops as pūlād mines, this could simply be an alternate way of recording
the industry, merging mining, smelting and crucible steel production into one
short phrase.
Reports of Chāhak production continue throughout the next century. The
geography book of Ḥāfiẓ-i Abrū written in the early 15th c. CE and Dashtakī’s
Jawāhir Nāma during the Āq-Quyūnlū period (late 15th c. CE) independently
record this city’s pūlād production and manufacture of blades throughout the
15th c. CE. During this period, Pārs is noted to be a safe region for traders.
Additionally, historical texts report the abundance of arms and armour making
workshops throughout the country which is well reflected in Ḥāfiẓ-i Abrū’s book
by introducing Qatra’s smithing workshops, while this city has only been
mentioned for its iron mines in the former chronicles.
As it appears from the above manuscripts, Chāhak remained an active
production centre for the entire 15th c. CE. During the early 16th c. CE Chāhak
was again spared of war and destruction of the Safavids as Shāh Ismail
conquered Pārs without war. This suggests a time period of nearly 500 years
of continuous pūlād production in Chāhak, at least from the early 12th c. CE
and possibly up to the 16th c. CE. However, these dates could easily predate
the Seljūq, and also outlive the Safavid to the Zand and Qajar dynasties.
Numerous Safavid manuscripts (typically called Jawāhir-Nāma, ‘Book of
Jewels’) mentioned Chāhak’s crucible steel production, but the similarity of the
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texts to Dashtaki’s document challenge their authenticity; they are likely mere
copies of the original text and hence are not reliable to indicate on-going pūlād
production. There is, however, one Safavid record of Persian pūlād production
by Jean Chardin (1927), written in the late 17th c. AD. He clearly states that
Europeans know pūlād as Damascus steel in order to be differentiated from
the European steel. He also points out the similarity of Persian and Indian
pūlād in the amount of sulphur present in the metal that makes them brittle. It
is however important to consider that the meaning of ‘sulphur’ here is different
from the modern understanding of this term as a chemical element; more
generally sulphur is used to refer to the volatile components of matter. Chardin
(1927) further describes crucibles to be round in shape and compares them to
the hollow of the hand, and that thin sticks of iron are placed into them –
possibly bloomery iron in the shape of nails to ensure a large surface area and
easy reaction during cementation. So, although there are no reports regarding
Chāhak’s role as an iron-producing place during the 16th c. CE, it seems
certain that crucible steel production in Iran continued during the Safavids, to
the late 17th c. CE.
It is now of high importance to take into account the record of Chāhak in
the Qajar geography book of Fārs-Nāma-i Nāṣiri (Nāṣiri’s book on Pārs), as it
does not mention Chāhak’s industry but introduces Neyrīz, which is an ancient
city in the southern vicinity of Chāhak, for having pūlād production workshops
in a well-known part of the city called Sahhād-Khāna (house of blade making).
This raises the question whether by the Qajar period the crucible steel
production of Chāhak had declined and relocated. Proper excavations would
be required to uncover the fate of this crucible steel making site in the Zand
and Qajar period.
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2.5 Summary
Pārs has been a desirable and productive place for trade and industries
due to its location connecting important provinces of Kerman, Pārs and
Isfahan; hence, hosting numerous caravans passing through via different trade
routes. This province also stretched down to the Persian Gulf and included the
harbour of Sīrāf that was the heart of trade from the neighbouring continents
and further away, China.
The earliest mention of Chāhak as a crucible steel making production
centre goes back to the Seljūq period (12th c. CE); therefore, Chāhak must
have been producing crucible steel at least as early as the 12th c. CE, and
probably earlier than that date. Based on the historical documentary evidence,
it seems that Chāhak has continued active production of crucible steel
throughout the medieval period and at least until the end of the 16th c. CE.
This city is located at the junction of the three other prosperous provinces
of Kerman, Isfahan and Yazd. The ancient trade routes were passing through
this city and its location in Pārs province spared it from the devastation of the
Mongol invasion. Nevertheless, this province has had a tumultuous history,
with so many military conflicts; and judging by the twelve dynasties that ruled
over this province through 900 years of medieval history (starting with the
Umayyads in the 7th c. CE through to the Safavids in the 16th c. CE) (Fig. 2. 4).
War is always a spur for technological developments, and perhaps the
development of crucible steel may be, at least in part, connected to the
demand for good weapons during the medieval period in Persia. Surely, there
has been a constant demand for military equipment and weapons in the region
and well beyond the borders of Pārs province.
The relative stability of this province had provided the basis for the
activities of production centres vital to the independence of the rulers of the
time, one of which would be crucible steel production. Additionally, the
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probable refuge of craftsmen of the cities of northern Persia destroyed by the
Mongols in this province would also be another factor for exchange of
technological skills. Chāhak’s adjacent cities of Harāt and Marvast share
identical names with Central Asian production centres of Harāt and Marv,
which would not have been coincidental.
Southern Iran’s lands are known by their wealth and strategic location
(Forbes 2006, 267); hence, Chāhak seems to have been among the most
appropriate places to establish a large-scale crucible steel industry. The
surrounding cities such as Qatra and Neyrīz also have a long history of
production and supply of iron. Chāhak’s strategic location, relative immunity to
destructive wars, and its connecting routes for obtaining supplies, trade and
transport of products (crucible steel) made it a most suitable hub for the
production of crucible steel.
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Chapter 3. Theoretical framework and
methodology

Archaeological samples and textual data resemble only the tip of an
iceberg, compared to the completeness of the past. The foremost objective of
an archaeometallurgical research is putting the tangible and intangible data
into their rightful socio-cultural context to extract in-depth insight into the past
society and technology (Fig. 3.1). This chapter sets out to provide an overview
of the materials and methods used in order to fulfil this objective for the early
Islamic crucible steel production at Chāhak, ancient Persia. In addition a
review of some basic theoretical frameworks that were considered for the
study of each type of data is presented.
This research utilises two types of data to address the research
questions, namely physical and chemical descriptions of actual remains of
crucible steel crucibles, and contemporary descriptions of its production found
in Persian and Arabic manuscripts. Persian crucible steel production has long
been known only through historical texts until the preliminary field research of
this PhD that yielded a collection of physical evidence for this technology
within the modern borders of Iran. The textual data collection, translation and
transliteration method is explained briefly in this chapter. The historical data is
studied within a ‘text-aided archaeology’ framework (Little 1992; Young 1992;
Martinón-Torres and Rehren 2008). The main theoretical framework for the
study of crucible steel making technology is that of the chaîne opératoire,
which has been previously applied to other metallurgical processes (Ottaway
2001, Hauptmann 2007, Miller 2007). Practical aspects of archaeological field
surveys and sample collection, sample preparation and several macroscopic
and microscopic techniques of investigation are also explained in this chapter.
Each analytic method has been specially selected for its reliability, functionality
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and previous application for addressing similar types of samples and research
questions, and is briefly presented here in its essentials.

Figure 3-1 archaeological samples resemble the tip of an iceberg. The materials and methods chapter
sets out the organisation of research to understand the technology in its soci0-cultural depth

3.1 Theoretical framework
3.1.1 Manuscripts and archaeology: a multidisciplinary approach
A vast amount of research has been dedicated both in history and
archaeology to the roles of texts and materials, respectively, in the study of
past peoples and in the reconstruction of their sociocultural contexts (e.g.,
Gordon 1993, 74-114; Moreland 2001; Hills 2005, 137-141; Martinón-Torres
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and Rehren 2008; Martinón-Torres 2008, 15-36). It is well established that
history and archaeology work hand in hand, and historical texts or
archaeological

objects

hold

no

superiority

over

each

other

in

the

reconstruction of the past. However, specific and different considerations are
required during the study of each category, since words and objects hold both
their own unique significance and complications as evidence and sources of
the past.
The interpretation of technical information from historical manuscripts is
subject to problems beyond a simple language barrier (Martinón-Torres 2008).
The language and the terms used to record technological processes or
materials may not be used anymore or sometimes not have the same meaning
and attribution as in the modern science (Principe 1987). Technologies are
mainly practice oriented, and craftspeople’s knowledge was normally passed
on through generations by apprenticeship and ‘guided imitation’ (Killick 2004,
73), and definitely different from the modern world’s transmission of
technological know-how. Hence, many techniques and practices that were
mainly learned by repetition could not have been correctly or fully put into
words. This is especially true as those who wrote the documents were
normally not specialists of the crafts they wrote about, and intentionally or
unintentionally subjected the data to biases (Miller 2007, 37).
One main reason for this is that writing was socially restricted to elites
(Moreland 2001, 20). Craftsmen would not normally have the literacy to read
or document their knowledge and even so, the recipes were mostly guarded
and kept a secret. Therefore, the technical texts must have been written by
onlookers who were not necessarily knowledgeable of the technology. As a
result, the documents would have either been incomplete, and lack essential
parts of the operational sequence, or were not accurate (in modern terms) at
some other levels or details. The texts where written mostly for purposes other
than a comprehensive documentation of the technological processes; such as
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for the limited audience of an elite. Hence, they could have been also
subjected to propaganda and different levels of bias and subjectivity.
In addition, sometimes, due to the formal nature of the texts and a
natural tendency to accept the authenticity and veracity of written sources,
text-oriented research can be misleading by accepting the written data as
correct and comprehensive information on the technologies. In addition, the
lack of documentation of different variations of a craft can lead to overgeneralising a single description of a process as being representative for an
entire technology, which may have multiple varieties of its specific execution.
Furthermore, one should note that the historical ingredients would often have
other meanings and properties than their modern counterparts; some recipes
refer to types of raw material that had different levels of purity, or even totally
different composition than the modern ones. Consequently, it is highly
important to consider that the analytical results of the archaeological remains
may introduce elements that may not have been documented in the recipes.
This is not due to mistakes of the writers or lack of knowledge about the
recipe, but only that some ingredients could have naturally been procured as
impurities of other ingredients and hence their documentation would not have
made technical sense to the historical craftsmen’s view. The notion of purity of
the raw materials is very important, and together with other elements of
interpreting historical texts, such as the language barrier, this thesis follows
the factors noted by Martinón-Torres and Rehren (2008) and attempts to
provide a technical or in other words ‘chemical translation’ (Principe 1987, 27)
of the manuscripts’ practical recipes in accordance with appropriate historical
perspective and relevance.
Historical manuscripts eternalise the speech, and have remained from
the past, therefore are significant and often unique evidence of the past that
must not be ignored. When put into their correct context, symbolic practices,
ritually or religiously driven choices of raw materials and processes reveal
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socio-cultural dimensions of the technology. On the other hand, materials or
objects are non-verbal notes (Hills 2005, 140) and actualised examples of the
people’s ideology, identity and activity, and purely objective messengers of the
past people’s life that have survived the history. Therefore, both deserve the
appropriate context-oriented attention, to explore their active role in the
construction and expression of social relations, as well as being the evidence
of social and cultural traits and practices.
Archaeological remains and contemporary texts have different origins
and represent different aspects of the same process. In the case of crucible
steel production, for instance, the archaeological remains are mostly
fragments of crucibles and the related slag. Each crucible can only be used
once and will then be destroyed and thrown away; thus, in theory all crucibles
will be present in the archaeological record (whether retrieved or not). In
contrast, the finished product, the pūlād ingot, is not likely to end up in the
archaeological layers, as it is valuable and will have been processed further.
The raw materials take an intermediate place; some will be consumed (such
as the carbonaceous material), others form the finished pūlād (such as the
iron put into the crucible), and yet others form the slag, which survives in the
archaeological finds. The actions and skills of the craftsmen are intangible,
and will not be physically present in any archaeological form, but still some of
their effect can be seen in the archaeological finds if properly studied. Thus,
the archaeological finds and materials are only a specific and partial selection
of the process.
The contemporary texts provide another partial view. The interest and
knowledge of the writer focuses more on the raw materials and recipes, and
on the product. The actual tools such as crucibles and furnaces are less likely
to be described. Furthermore, the craftsmen may decide not to share all their
recipes and know-how with the visitor who is preparing the text, or use some
technical terms, which the writer does not understand (which is the same
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today when visiting a computer workshop). Finally, most written documents
are not first-hand accounts of observation and interview, but simply copied or
summarized from older sources. Unfortunately, the nature of each source is
very rarely given, and needs to be discovered and discussed during this
research. It is also important to consider that each manuscript may record the
practice only at one particular site or period, but can also offer a combination
of information from different sites, which are not really belonging together.
Similarly, the archaeological material is specific only to the one site from which
it has been excavated, which is rarely the same site or period for which written
accounts exist.
Overall, archaeological objects can represent aspects of society that
may have not been recorded in the written sources, and vice versa. Therefore,
archaeology can complement the texts or even offer alternative views on the
written sources in many aspects. The proper sequence of production can be
reconstructed by the study of the materials and the reconstruction further
enhanced by the written texts. In contrast to the written sources that were
recorded by non-artisans, the materials are the direct projection of the makers’
mind and considerations and other social and cultural factors relevant for the
producers. The study of materials can unearth the hidden agenda and
subjectivities of the written sources. For instance, in this study, some
manuscripts express some doubts over the quality of Chāhak crucible steel
blades; or the crucible steel making recipes contain some peculiar
components, which are difficult to translate. By analysing the archaeological
samples of this same production zone we can now examine and compare the
written sources against the materials, considering their common context.
This research attempts to conduct a multidisciplinary approach, combining
critical use of both the material and textual evidence, to reconstruct a balanced
and comprehensive picture of the technological and social context of Chāhak
crucible steel technology. The archaeological and historical data can reveal
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aspects of craft specialisation and maturity of the technology, the organisation
of production and other aspects of the technology such as production
sequences. In addition, some sociocultural and mystic aspects of the people of
Chāhak, particularly the artisans involved in the technology may be
understood by the combination of historical (study of manuscripts and recipes)
and archaeological (scientific and archaeometric studies) evaluations. In this
direction, the study of the archaeological materials is conducted by
archaeometric techniques which are stated to “offer the best path” (MartinónTorres 2008, 21) in the understanding of the technology and past societies.
3.1.2 Past technologies: choices, innovation and socio-cultural context
Technologies are ‘material expressions of cultural activities’ (Lemonnier
1992, 1), and by interacting with the material world, technologies generate the
material culture (Kingery 1993, 218). Organization of production is a sociopolitical phenomenon influenced by and materialising the political, ritual,
cultural and social structures of a society; therefore it gains power and value
by creating social relations, communicating ideologies, political power and
status (Costin 1991; Costin 2001, 273-4; Sillar and Tite 2000). Consequently,
the study of technological behaviour or the material culture, through the
physical evidence, unveils various aspects of social and cultural settings.
Technology reflects people’s mind-sets, and is a social practice; hence it can
only be understood to its full extent if studied in conjunction within its social
context (Killick 2004, 573).
Specialisation in a technology is explained by Costin (1991, 4) as
behavioural regulation and repetition of material variety. A specialised craft
can be determined through having fewer production sites than consumers, and
is characterised by its scale, duration, having a product or craft name, and
involving trade and exchange. Specialised technology inevitably interacts with
the economic system and leads to social relations through dependence of the
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craftsmen to other crafts. A specialised technology is determined by four
important phenomena portrayed in the following chart based on Costin (1991,
13-7) (Table 3.1).
Table 3-1 Specialised technology can be identified and defined by these factors, which reflect
environmental, social and cultural contexts and constraints (based on Costin 1991).

Context

Concentration

Scale

Intensity

•
•
•
•

economy
regional peace
demand and dependability of population to the craft
transportation

• proximity to resources
• costs
• transportation

• recruitment of specialists
• based on time spent: attached or independent
production
• attached production: full time
• Full time production: sexual division of labour

Therefore, each of the above characteristics of a specialised technology
requires prerequisites that could be explored through historical and
archaeological investigations. Furthermore, specialisation requires skill, and
skill promotes innovation and change. The social aspect of innovation is the
normalisation and acceptance that finally leads to specialisation of a craft
(Ottaway 2001).
The occurrence of innovation or change is described in a couple of ways
by Roux (2003); one of which separates the technology from the society and
brings about external need, environmental constraints, functional factors,
politics, and economy as some of the factors triggering change. In contrast, he
emphasises that chaîne opératoire is one of the most suitable means to
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investigate this change by approaching technology as a dynamic system (for
more information on dynamic systems theory read Dobres 2000) that is
inherently interrelated to society and not apart from it.
It is noteworthy that behind every change lays a series of technological
choices, which reflect the interactions of technology and socio-cultural norms
of a society (Lemonnier 1993; Roux 2003, 5; Sillar and Tite 2000). s not only
need to meet the physical, functional and environmental determinants, but
also need to integrate into the social, cultural and symbolic or ideological
settings of a society (Roux 2003); metal production is no different to lithic or
ceramic technology, and is limited by cultural traditions and its own specific
environmental constraints (Rehren and Pernicka 2008, 235).
Sillar and Tite (2000) set out the aspects of choice in the study of a
technology, which can be explored by its chaîne opératoire. They divide the
influences on choices into direct and indirect factors, which are highlighted in
the chart below (Table. 3.2).
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Table 3-2 the direct and indirect determinants of technological choice, set out by Sillar and Tite (2000), highlighting four categories of environment, technological knowhow, economic system and socio-cultural settings that influence choices of the craftsmen. So the choices in a technological system can reveal all the above factors of
the past society and peoples.

Technological Choice

Indirect cultural
influences

Direct material
inlfuences

environmental
factors

Selection of raw
materials

Sources
of energy

technological
know-how

Choice of
tools

Choice of
techniques

Economic system
framework

Exchange
and trade

Consumption and
distribution

Cultural, political and social
organisation of society

Control of resources,
technolgy, production,
distribution and use

Coreography
/organisation
of production
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3.1.3 Chaîne opératoire: framework to study technology in archaeology
The concept of chaîne opératoire is well established in anthropology.
Originally developed for ethnographic and lithic technologies (first introduced
by Leroi-Gourhan in 1964), it adds new insights and interpretations even in
periods with written sources. It is now an established method of studying
technology in archaeology observing the technology as a combination of crafts
functioning in relation to one another in order to transform the raw material to
the final product (Ottaway 2001; Sillar and Tite 2000). It is best understood
when studied within its historical and social context (Dobres 2000) because it
links social exercise with the material behaviour (Ottaway 2001, 87).
Chaîne opératoire goes beyond the material and technical ground to
the broader perspective of human behaviour towards the material culture in
response to the underlying constraints and determinants and further reveals
the social practice and belief of the craftsmen (Killick 2004, 573). Therefore,
considering the complexity of the study of past technologies, there are several
variations to the study of chaîne opératoire, some of which are listed as below:
•

Scientific-based: focusing on the product starting with the alteration of
raw materials, ending with the product (Miller 2007, 29-30; Kingery
1993, 218)

•

Industry-based: study of technologies focusing on the tasks within sets
of industries (Kingery 1993, 218); this is the one, which is used in this
study in the analytical chapters.

•

Product-based: studies which put the product in the middle of the
technological cycle and start from the acquisition of raw materials to the
manufacture of the product, and further continues with exploring its
consumption, re-use and discard (Kingery 1993, 218). This approach is
used in the discussion chapter for the overall interpretation of the
technology based on textual and material data.
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The ultimate goal of the above studies is to understand past peoples’
actions and gestures in each step of the operation process, from planning and
organisation of the production to the social organisation of the activities in their
cultural and social settings (Kingery 1993; Miller 2007).
There is no specific methodology for the study of crucible steel
production, but the chaîne opératoire approach has been modified and used in
the reconstruction of other metallurgical processes such as copper and iron as
follows: Miller’s diagram (2007, 146; Fig. 3. 2) presents the chaîne opératoire
of iron and copper production in the four sections of acquisition of raw
material, preparation of the raw material, primary production, and secondary
production. In contrast, Hauptmann’s metallurgical chaîne from ore to the
metal product (Hauptmann 2007, 7; Hauptmann 2014, 92) (Fig. 3. 3) simplifies
the metallurgical processes by focusing on mining and ore acquisition and
preparation (literally merging the first two stages of Miller’s into one section),
primary smelting of the ore, followed by the secondary metal workshop that
covers refining of the metal and production of final objects, while the last stage
would be the consumption of the products which is not covered in Miller’s
chart. Therefore, Miller’s chart could be an example of a scientific-based
chaîne opératoire, while Hauptmann’s method is closer to a simplified productbased framework.
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Figure 3-3 Hauptmann's metallurgical production process (Hauptmann 2007, 7)
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The last framework taken into consideration for this thesis is provided
for copper production by Ottaway (2001, 88; Fig. 3.4). She reconstructs the
technology in a cycle, which better corresponds to the nature of the chaîne
opératoire by demonstrating the life cycle of the production. This detailed
technological cycle includes nine stages, starting with the procurement of the
raw material from nature, following the different stages of its metamorphosis to
products and its return to nature. Ottaway (2001) elaborates the information
that can be extracted from the reconstruction of this production cycle, and
specifies the types of evidence that each step would leave behind, so that the
archaeologists may utilise them in their study and reconstruction of the life
cycle of the metallurgical process.

Figure 3-4 Ottaway’s copper production process (Ottaway 2001, 88)

The majority of samples of this study derive from the secondary refining
and production of crucible steel. Therefore, this study is naturally biased
towards this stage of the life cycle of the technology. It is to be considered that
the crucible steel technology is comprised of a group of industries, only one of
which is the crucible-refining stage. Other separate industries would include
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the primary smelting of iron, the production of the crucibles, smithing and
forging of the pūlād ingot into artefacts and so on.
This study will introduce parts of the crucible steel production chaîne
opératoire in a series of illustrative stages (Chapter 5.3.2) and then provides a
simplified and hypothetical reconstruction of the crucible steel production
(Chapter 6). The wealth of textual and other material evidence provides some
information on other aspects of the production cycle of crucible steel, which
will be summarised in a chart inspired by Ottaway (2001) (See Chapter 7).

3.2 Textual data
3.2.1 Selection, translation and transliteration method
Manuscripts are the first set of data used for this research; they were
collected from Iranian libraries and archives, in addition to a couple of libraries
in London. The historical manuscripts that are directly related to crucible steel
making technology are mostly categorised under the generic title of Jawāhir
Nāma or Book of Jewels, and have been mainly collected from Iranian libraries
and archives (University of Tehran Library, The National Library, etc.).
Additionally some edited publications were available in a couple of libraries in
London (such as SOAS library, and the British Library). Apart from the crucible
steel making related manuscripts, numerous historical sources were also
consulted for a study of the history and geography of this specific region.
Some of the historical geographic accounts are of great importance to this
research as they mention the industry of Chāhak and its surrounding mines,
even if they do not give specific recipes.
Among the technical manuscripts with practical recipes studied in this
thesis, seven documents were directly scanned from the original handwritten
manuscripts and three other historical chronicles were available as published
books. Therefore, original texts of ten technical manuscripts, either as original
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digital copies or edited publications, have been selected for their iron and steel
production and crucible steel making content. The majority of the manuscripts
have been studied through multiple copies and editions.
The relevant sections of the manuscripts were then critically translated,
and then compared to other translations and publications. The majority of
chronicles are in their original Persian language, while only a few of them such
as Bīrūnī’s and Al-Ṭarsusī’s manuscripts are in Arabic. The technical words
related to iron and steel and crucible steel technology are presented in their
original form, and then translated and accompanied by their transliteration.
The transliteration of the Persian and Arabic was done based on The Library
of Congress Persian and Arabic Romanization tables (see Appendix I). The
transliteration enables the readers to reconstruct the original spelling of the
technical words based on one united Romanization system.

3.3 Material data
3.3.1 Sample Selection
This research was initiated as a problem-oriented survey, evaluating the
possibility of archaeological evidence for Islamic crucible steel production
technology in today’s Iran. The first step towards fulfilling this purpose was a
general examination of Persian manuscripts on crucible steel production. The
preliminary study of a few chronicles in late 2010 revealed a recurrent mention
of Chāhak-ī swords produced in Persia. A problem arose at the point when the
search for such village or town within the current borders of Iran identified
about a dozen villages with this name, spread across much of the country.
Subsequently, based on the historic texts and published material in some of
these chronicles (Allan 1979; Allan and Gilmour 2000; Moshtagh Khorasani
2010), a ‘technologically oriented field survey as part of general archaeological
field work’ (Miller 2007, 18) was conducted in early 2011 by the author of this
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thesis to locate the historic production site. The initial field survey (in 2011)
finally located a potential crucible steel making production site with the historic
name of Chāhak in southern Yazd, adjacent to Pars province. Some of the
local citizens were interviewed in order to locate the historical site. The locals
mentioned that many houses were built on top of the historic site and furnaces
and items known as ‘iron bars’ to the locals were found during the construction
of the houses, in addition to swords.
Once the right village had been identified, the main aim of the first field
survey was to document the spatial distribution of debris and assess their type
and locating potential workshops in the field. Chāhak had abundant debris
scattered across a large area on the south-eastern edge of the village. A
couple of samples were selected from each type of debris (such as crucible
bodies, crucible bottoms, crucible lids, slag-fins, and smithing slags) and
exported to the UCL Institute of Archaeology for preliminary investigation. The
initial morphological and chemical analyses of the samples confirmed that they
belong to crucible steel making production.
The second field survey was conducted in 2012 by the author of this
thesis, accompanied by one of the agents of the ICAR (Iranian Centre for
Archaeological Research) organisation of Iran. One of the main sites is a
deposit layer below a dirt road from which the majority of the slag fins and
crucible fragments together with few domestic pottery samples were collected.
On the surface there are several zones with concentrated scatters of different
types of metallurgical wastes such as smithing slags indicating smithing
workshops and tuyères probably indicative of a smelting workshop. No
excavations were done as part of this thesis. Therefore, the field survey and
sample selection mainly focused on the selection of surface materials and
from an archaeological layer that was exposed in its profile and visible under a
dirt road. The sample selection and initial grouping of the material was
conducted in the field. Recognition of the metallurgical samples was based on
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macroscopic features such as colour, texture, porosity, rust and type of
material (Bachmann 1982, 3-4). As a result of this sampling strategy, a
substantial amount of samples formed the main body of material for the
archaeometallurgical

studies

of

this

research,

whilst

lacking

proper

chronological resolution. The last survey was conducted in 2014 accompanied
by the first supervisor of this research and a member of Yazd’s Cultural
Heritage Organisation. Through the last survey, a potential zone where
crucible steel making furnaces could have been located was identified and a
few samples of tuyères were collected.
The samples retrieved from the field surveys comprise a wide range of
fragments collected from the exposed layer under the dirt road (Chapter 1.4,
see Figs. 1.6-7). Numerous crucible fragments and a considerable amount of
slag-fins either adhering to the crucibles or as lose fragments were collected
from the main layer. Samples of domestic pottery were collected from the
surface and also from the exposed layer among the crucibles for a
comparative analysis. A number of ‘fist-sized, plano-convex bottom (PCB)
smithing slags’ (Pleiner 2006, 112-122; Hauptmann 2007, 95) and a fragment
of an iron bloom were collected in an area to the northeast of the crucible
layer. Furthermore, during the last field research, two tuyère fragments were
retrieved from a different location to the north of the crucible layer. In order to
put the production site into perspective and examine the formally registered
date of the historical site, some charcoal samples were retrieved from within
the archaeological layer among the crucibles, which remained there as the
historical craftsmen dumped them. Additionally some charcoal was extracted
from a smithing slag in the sample preparation lab in the Institute of
Archaeology, by crushing the smithing slag.
The samples can provide invaluable data on many aspects of this
technology in conjunction with the technical historical texts. They may not
represent the full extent of the production or the spatial and temporal
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resolution and potential development of the technology, but certainly fulfil the
objectives of this research by addressing some fundamental aspects of the
production sequence of the technology, such as properties of the crucibles,
possible raw materials and crucible charge, furnace and firing conditions, the
end product and its possible properties. It is hoped that the study will also
reveal some of the intangible aspects of the technology such as the social,
ideological, political and economic constraints or determinants of the
technology in regards to the choices of raw materials, technical choices and
technological traditions and style.

3.4 Analytical methods
‘Archaeometallurgy is one of the earliest manifestations of archaeometric
research, using science-based approaches to address cultural-historical
questions’ (Rehren and Pernicka 2008, 232; also see Hauptmann 2014).
This section explains some established procedures applied in the course
of archaeological sample collection, preparation, scientific analysis and data
processing. The macro- and microstructures of the samples together with their
elemental components will be analysed using macro-analysis, optical
microscopy and SEM-EDS as the main analytical means. They will be applied
to crucible fragments, slag fins, smithing slag, other technical ceramics and
domestic pottery. Each method provides specific information that sheds light
on the nature of the crucible steel production process of the region.
3.4.1 Macroscopic examination
The initial evaluation and categorisation of retrieved material that already
started in the field continued in the sample preparation laboratory. Simple tools
such as a ruler, magnifying glass, scale, camera, calliper and proper lighting
have been employed to extract some vital information on the nature of the
metallurgical

samples,

their

typology,

function

and

other

physical
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characteristics that can help organise the next types of analysis essential for
further examining each sample. In case of crucible fragments the
characterisation of macrostructures and measurement of metric properties
such as wall thickness, crucible diameter and height, together with slag
thickness and relative slag distance from the base provide the necessary
information to re-construct the crucible shape, morphology and use.
At this stage, slag-fins were categorised into two groups of glassy and
crystalline fragments based on the degree of transparency. The smithing slags
were initially identified by their plano-convex shape. They are all about fistsized fragments with red to brown rust all over the exterior surface. The iron
bloom was visually distinct and isolated from the smithing slags by the
indentations that showed what looked like hammer marks. Otherwise the rest
of the visual features were very similar to the smithing slags.
Another striking feature visible with the naked eye and help of slanted
light was the textile fabric texture on the interior of many crucible wall
fragments, and on the peculiar indentations on the inner surface of the lids.
The textile fabric weft and wharf yarns were counted for comparison with the
Akhsiket crucibles with the same features (Alipour et al. 2011). Furthermore,
the sheer amount of broken crucible fragments in the assemblage motivated
the author of this thesis to develop a simple method in order to put the metric
data obtained from these small fragments to use for further calculating a
tentative crucible height, which will be explained below.
3.4.1.1 Thickness Change Rate: Developing a Method to Calculate
Crucible Height and Degree of Standardization
Crucible fragments are the most abundant metallurgical waste material
in this study. They have been measured individually and all showed a
recurrent pattern of changing wall thickness between their lower and upper
point. There is no complete crucible piece among the assemblage that would
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make it possible to directly measure the dimensions of a typical Chāhak
crucible (see Chapter 5.4.2); the largest fragment was estimated to be about
half a crucible. On the other hand, the smaller crucible fragments provide us
with numerous thickness values that can be used in developing a simple
method to extract their unique Thickness Change Rate (TCR) per centimetre.
Assuming the crucibles enjoyed a certain level of standardization in their
production, they would have probably had similar base-wall and rim-wall
thicknesses which could be used as constant values to determine the tentative
crucible height for each fragment using its unique TCR rate (Fig. 3.5).

Figure 3-5 Thickness Change Rate and Crucible Height Calculation Method
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For this purpose 101 crucible fragments were selected randomly in
order to make sure that the calculated TCRs are not dependent of the
fragments’ height. Generally, the crucible base fragments enjoy a slower
thickness change rate and are thicker than the rest of the fragments, whilst the
crucible fragments of the upper parts have a faster thickness change, which
means the crucible wall thickness gets thinner at a higher rate per centimetre
starting from the middle of the crucibles. A slower TCR can subsequently
result in a taller calculated crucible height, and a faster TCR calculates a
shorter crucible. So, the crucible base fragments usually having slower TCR
may distort the results and provide a strangely tall crucible. Besides, the
crucible fragments that are from or near the top five centimetre of the crucible
are exceptionally thin and have a faster TCR and distort the crucible height
calculation to some very short crucibles. This inordinate difference from the
base and top of the crucible body could indicate that two different techniques
of crucible production were combined in the manufacture of each crucible. In
Chapter five, this will be further examined together with some other features
that reinforce this hypothesis (see Chapter 5.4.3).
3.4.2 Microanalysis methods
The archaeological remains of the crucible steel production are mainly
composed of crucibles, sometimes smithing slags and probably the bloom or
iron ore used; but rarely any crucible steel ingot is left for the archaeologists.
Hence, the elemental analysis of the crucibles would be the only way to
understand the nature of the metal produced and the melting conditions.
However, based on Dungworth (2000) the results of the analysis of metal prills
trapped in the crucible slag should be interpreted with caution because the
results are not completely reliable, as the resulting alloy could have been
different in composition from the crucible residues’ composition. This study will
treat the analytical results as tentative, and as the first step to comprehend the
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technology of Chāhak. Any ceramic fabric description follows conventions as
outlined by Quinn (2009; 2013).
3.4.2.1 Sample preparation
In preparation for the instrumental analysis, standard procedures of
sample preparation and polishing (down to 0.25 mm) were performed
producing resin blocks at the Wolfson Archaeological Science Laboratories at
the UCL Institute of Archaeology. The sample preparation method used in the
research is both useful for optical microscopy and SEM/EDS analysis. The
crucibles and slags and other samples were cut into small fragments from an
area that contains most of the features of the sample. Crucibles were cut both
vertically and horizontally to their height to expose any differences in the
texture of the clay fabric, the inner and outer surface of the crucible selecting
samples that carry inclusions adhering to their inner surface and fuel ash glaze
on their outer layer. Specifically, crucibles exhibiting slag fins still adhering to
their inner surface were cut in such a way to expose the interface layer where
slag and crucible meet. The separate slag fins selected for analysis were cut
to expose areas with abundant metallurgical remains. A significant feature of
the slag fins is the presence of metal droplets within the matrix that can help
detecting the nature of the technology and analysing the process of metal
production. For the heavily corroded smithing slag samples, cross sections
revealed the best-preserved areas with an intermixture of metallic and slag
phases. Some macroscopically visual residual charcoal and microscopic
hammer scale were detected on the outer surface of the smithing slags.
The selected samples were cut to fit into plastic moulds of 32 mm.
Then an epoxy resin with hardener in 4:1 ratio was poured slowly on top of the
sample and allowed to set for 24 hours to harden. The resin blocks were then
ground with coarse grinding papers to expose the sample surface, starting
from P120 to P4000 grits. The next step involves the last polishing of the top
surface of the block with diamond pastes starting from 3 mm to 0.25 mm. Resin
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blocks were prepared for detailed microscopic observations with a Leica
DM4000M Optical Microscope (OM) with incident light. The OM analysis
always took place prior to SEM analysis because in order for the sample to be
analysed by SEM device, it must get carbon coated.
3.4.2.2 Optical Microscopy (OM)
Analysing crucible steel technology involves the study of slags and
technical ceramics. There is no formal established methodology for the study
of crucibles and slag-fins of crucible steel making; hence the common
analytical ways with which some of the metallurgical samples are examined
are briefly presented here. Normally, the properties of archaeological ceramics
are studied by transmitted light microscope (‘ceramic petrography’) by
preparing thin sections of the ceramic samples. This technique provides
mineralogical information and also reveals traces of the clay-preparing and
vessel-shaping techniques used. Here, however, the emphasis was on the
metallurgical parameters of the technology, such as the metal inclusions and
non-transparent inclusions, which cannot be easily studied by ceramic
petrography.
Therefore, crucibles were only considered for reflected light microscope
examination, which is a special application of the optical microscope.
Reflected light microscope examination is widely used for the study of ancient
metals in metallography and ore minerals in mineralogy (Ramdohr 1980; Scott
1991). Based on Bachmann’s (1982) detailed description of different phases
and minerals of slags, the slag-fins and smithing slags were first studied under
the optical microscope to identify the different mineralogical phases, metal
particles in the slag and different crystal structures. The optical microscope
examination provides an overview of the sample’s constituents and can be
used to pin point the areas that need further chemical analysis. The reflected
light microscope used in this stage is a Leica DM4500P LED polarisation
microscope enabling magnifications from 50X to 500X. It is equipped with a
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camera (Leica DFC290 HD), which takes high-resolution pictures of different
phases of the samples.
The observation of the resin blocks under PPL (Plane Polarised Light)
enables to identify phases by differentiating the crystalline, glassy and vitrified
matrix from the ceramic and also locate residual inclusions and metal droplets.
The XPL (Cross Polarised Light) helps identify the microstructure and colour of
different fabrics and phases in addition to recognizing the slag-crucible
interface, and different minerals within the crystalline slags based on their
crystal structure. The optical microscope with incident light also generates
brilliant images. Some photos of the samples were taken with low
magnification to demonstrate the overall condition and microstructure of
different fabrics and phases.
3.4.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy-Energy Dispersive Spectrometry
(SEM-EDS)
SEM analysis is mainly used for three purposes:
•

Imaging (using Secondary Electron (SE) or Back-Scattered Electron (BSE)
detectors): in this research SEM images are all BSE images

•

Identification of different phases

•

Spot or bulk chemical analysis

Following the optical microscope study, the resin blocks were carbon
coated in preparation for chemical analysis and high quality electron imaging.
For this purpose, a Philips XL30ESEM Scanning Electron Microscope
equipped with Oxford Instruments Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS) was
employed to obtain quantitative chemical analyses of the samples using INCA
software to identify the samples’ microstructure, micro-phases and inclusions,
crystalline structures, degree of homogeneity, vitrification and chemical
composition of the samples. The primary beam voltage was set to 20 kV with a
working distance of 10 mm and operation dead time of around 50%. To keep
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the beam current intensity at a stable range, the beam intensity was monitored
by analysing a cobalt standard, for intervals of every 30 minutes. Additionally,
to improve the quality of the EDS data for quantification a ZAF correction
method was used to process the raw count signal. The data quality was tested
and documented by measuring three certified reference materials (CRMs)
(fused basalt standards: BHVO-2, BCR-2 and BIR-1) that are very similar to
metallurgical samples’ composition, on a regular basis and comparing the
certified results to the SEM analyses of our samples. The results indicate a
variation level of less than 10% (see Appendix II for further detailed results).
Due to the variable beam intensity and porosity of the samples, the data were
routinely normalized to 100%. Therefore, the SEM data is an approximation of
the quantity of the elements and should be considered as semi-quantitative.
The detection limit of the Philips SEM device is for most elements analysed
here around 0.1 wt%, thus the results under 0.1% are marked as below
detection limit (bdl or by a dash). Therefore, while SEM-EDS is only suitable
for basic analysis of materials, it is suitable for analysis of samples with multiphases structures such as crucibles where it allows separate analysis of small
particles and areas; in this research it can cover the analysis of crucibles with
their internal and external layers (Rehren and Pernicka 2008, 237).
The bulk analysis of each sample was taken by analysing an area in
low magnification (50X or 200X), and the spot analysis of individual crystals
such as spinels and iron prills was done in higher magnifications from 300X to
5000X. The metallic phases and prills are reported as elemental weight
percentage and the oxides in the slag and ceramic fabric of crucibles were
reported as oxide weight per cent with oxygen calculated by stoichiometry. As
the samples are carbon coated, carbon is checked out of the EDS calculation,
thus the carbon content specifically in the iron prills could not be analysed and
is not reported in the final composition reports. Subsequently, other methods
were used to obtain a qualitative analysis of the carbon content of the iron
present in the slags.
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3.4.2.4 Etching iron metal prills
The metallic iron in the bloom, smithing slag and the slag-fins is one of
the most significant elements that can help identify the process and further
investigate the type of iron used as the raw material and the type of ingot
produced. In order to understand whether the smithing slags are formed
during the initial billet making of the bloom or during refining of the final steel
ingot, one of the smithing slags that featured metallic iron phases was etched.
An appropriate etchant solution was selected to treat the well-polished
surface of the samples. The etchant used is Nital 2% (recommended in Scott
1991, 67, and used to treat iron surfaces in Blakelock 2012) which is the most
common solution used to treat ‘wrought iron and carbon steels’ (Scott 1991,
70). The solution comprises of 100 ml ethanol (C2H5OH), and 2 ml nitric acid
(HNO3), which was applied to the surface of the samples in two episodes of
10-15 seconds each. The samples were then immediately immersed in water
to stop the reaction of the etchant. During etching, the surface of the metal is
deliberately slightly corroded, hence revealing the grain microstructure of the
iron metal. This method enables the identification of the iron type and its
possible carbon content.
3.4.2.5 Methods that were tried, but not selected for this study
Seven thin sections of the crucible fabric were prepared for
petrographic observations by DMLM optical microscope with transmitted light.
This technique has not yet been used in the analysis of crucible steel making
crucibles, however some historic crucibles from Sheffield have been analysed
by this technique by P. Quinn (unpublished material). Therefore it was an
innovative attempt to find out whether Chāhak crucibles can be usefully
studied through petrography. The analysis of the thin sections with transmitted
light under plane and cross polarized light was undertaken to investigate the
nature of the matrix, vitrification, pores and types of mineral inclusions to
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mainly provide additional information on the nature of the crucible fabric and
current condition after use. But the samples did not show much of
petrographic characteristics such as the type of minerals and inclusions. This
is mainly because the crucible fabric has been subjected to a very high firing
temperature that resulted in an almost fully vitrified, bloated and optically
inactive material.
The next method tested for the analysis of the crucible fragments was
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). XRD identifies mineral phases and chemical
compounds by their crystal structure. One of the queries of this research is
whether the iron content of the crucibles is present in its metallic state or as
iron oxide. Therefore, two crucible samples were prepared (ground to fine
powder) for analysis by XRD, hoping to identify the iron phases present.
However, the XRD spectra did not show any metallic iron peak. It was then
understood that XRD normally only shows phases that are present at a few
per cent in volume, and that during the necessary fine grinding of the crucible
fabric some of the metallic iron probably got smeared out onto the wall of the
grinding vessel. As a result, the iron content of the crucible powder as
analysed by XRD is very low and could not be discovered in the spectra.
Therefore, this method was also ruled out and OM and SEM remained the
most relevant and successful methods used for this research.
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Chapter 4. Historical Background and
Manuscripts

To date at least ten Islamic manuscripts from the 8th to 15th c. CE are
known to provide substantial information on iron and/or steel but few of them
give first hand data on the crucible steel industry. They are categorised here in
three groups of Early Medieval Texts (the earliest known manuscripts
mentioning iron and steel production); Crucible Steel Recipe Texts
(manuscripts that offer recipes on the production of crucible steel); and Later
Copies and Emergence of Chāhak.
The first two groups were written during the Islamic Golden Age (8th to
13th c. CE) presenting general information on iron and steel, and on the
crucible steel industry with some recipes respectively. The third category
reflects a decline in the manuscripts’ contents, which merely copy earlier texts.
However, the third category is significant due to the mentioning of crucible
steel production sites, specifically Chāhak.
The following passages from manuscripts were either translated, by the
author of this thesis, from the original language; or modified based on existing
translations in comparison with the original texts (if available to the author).
The terms within brackets provide additional information or commentary by the
author and do not exist in the original text. The transliteration or Romanisation
of Arabic and Persian words were done following the Library of Congress’s
Romanisation system.

4.1 Early Medieval Texts (8th- 9th c. CE)
The earliest Islamic texts on iron and steel go back to the 8th c. CE.
They are partly cryptic and steeped in the classical alchemical terminology.
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Nevertheless, they provide the written basis to the iron and steel industry while
providing little or no information on crucible steel.
4.1.1 Jābir ibn Ḥayyān (8th-9th c. CE, Umayyad- Abbasid)
To the writer’s knowledge, one of the earliest accounts of an Iranian
scholar writing about iron production belongs to Jābir ibn Ḥayyān (also known
as Geber) (721–815 CE-Umayyad-Abbasid). He was a prominent polymath
from Tūs-Khorāsān, known as ‘the father of early chemistry’. However, the
well-known “works of Geber” book is actually an English translation (Ḥayyān
1678 and re-printed in 1928) of the medieval text that was also published
during the 16th-17th c. CE in different languages, hence the depictions are all
western drawings of the 17th c. CE and not Ḥayyān’s. These texts are
attributed to Jābir ibn Ḥayyān, but the original texts have not yet been found.
Therefore, one should note that the following information is written centuries
after Jābir and any associated drawings were provided by western editors of
the late medieval to early modern centuries.
The main reason for including Geber’s work in this research is to argue
that the information given on iron under the “Mars3 (iron) preparation” (Ḥayyān
1928, 15, 156-7) and ‘Calcination’ (Ḥayyān 1928, 101-7, 165-6) are not related
to crucible steel making, contrary to widely held opinion (Hoyland and Gilmour
2006, Allan and Gilmour 2000):
In the chapter on preparation of mars, Geber (Ḥayyān 1928, 156)
explains how to whiten iron with arsenic and then continues that ‘we have not
talked sufficiently unless we speak of Ingenious Mollification (or softening) of
Hard Bodies, and of Induration (or Hardening) of the Soft, by way of
Calcination’ (Ḥayyān 1928, 156). These terms might at first be interpreted as

3

Seven planets are associated with seven metals in classical Western alchemy, one of which is
iron, which is known as Mars.
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iron and cast iron, but in the following lines Geber explains the way of
hardening the soft with Argentviv (mercury) and softening the hard with
Arsnick (Ḥayyān 1928, 156-7). Therefore, it is safe to say that in this part there
is no link to steel making and crucible steel.
In pyrometallurgy, calcination is to heat an ore above its thermal
decomposition temperature in air/oxygen to remove the ‘combined water’
(Gilchrist 1967, 168) or ‘carbon dioxide’ (Gilchrist 1967, 203). Even if
interpreted more loosely, calcination would not seem the procedure of any
steel making process. The Arabic version of calcination is ‘taklīs’. Geber
explains calcination in detail (Ḥayyān 1928, 101-107): ‘Calcination is the
pulverization of a thing by fire, through privation of humidity consolidating the
parts. The cause of the invention of it, is, that the adustive, corrupting and
defiling Sulphurity, may be abolished by fire’ (Ḥayyān 1928, 101). He explains
that ‘the way or Method of Calcination is diverse, by reason of the diversity of
the thing’ (Ḥayyān 1928, 103) and further explains that the calcination of iron
and copper is the same and they should not be melted but heated to red-hot
until they are ‘deduced into calx [powdery metal oxide]’ (1928, 106). This latter
part describes the formation of metal oxide from metal, through oxidation in
the fire, another meaning of the term calcination. The interesting part is that he
explains that the furnace for these is not the calcination furnace but the same
as the form of distillation furnace and the material put in a vessel of earth in
the shape of a deep dish (a type of crucible).
In the section on furnaces, Geber again mentions that elements such
as silver (Moon), copper (Venus) and iron (Mars) must be calcined in ‘dishes
or pans of most strong clay, such as of which crucibles are made’ (Ḥayyān
1928, 229) He further explains that these pots or crucibles can withstand the
temperature until the elements are fully calcined. The calcination of Mars is
explained as below:
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‘Mars being filed is calcined in the aforesaid Furnace, until ‘tis
very well rubified, and become a Powder impalpable, without touch.
And it is called Crocus Martis’ (Ḥayyān 1928, 245).
The same calcination furnace picture has been duplicated as a fixation
process furnace in this book (Fig. 4.1). However, neither calcination nor
fixation seem related to crucible steel making in Geber’s book, even though
contemporary research (Allan and Gilmour 2000; Hoyland and Gilmour 2006)
has often presented this furnace as a crucible steel making furnace. More
interestingly, the calcination furnace was not even used for calcination of iron
in Geber’s text (Ḥayyān 1928, 107) and its visual characteristics (having
hollows where cupels might be placed) suits very much the fixation that is
most likely a cupellation process:
‘The Fixatory Furnace must be made after the manner of the
Furnace of Calcination; and in it must be set a deep Pan full of sifted
Ashes. . .’ (1928, 240).
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Figure 4-1 Calcination and Fixatory furnace depicted twice in 17 c. CE Western editions of Geber as a
furnace for several purposes of calcination of Luna, Mars and Venus and as fixatory furnace (Ḥayyān
1928, 231, 241)

The furnace depicted in this book, featured above, is simply a European
interpretation of the text and related to processes that are clearly oxidative, the
polar opposite to the strongly reducing conditions required for crucible steel
making. The fact that there is no direct implication of a crucible steel making
process in the book, and the apparent difference this depiction contains in
comparison to the crucible steel making furnaces found in Merv (see Chapter
2), this picture is of little significance. In addition, the way the crucible steel
making crucibles were situated in the furnace (directly on the furnace floor) is
opposing the description and depiction of this furnace with a perforated
dividing level (portrayed on the side of the furnace).
Al-Hassan (1978) has introduced another manuscript written in Arabic
by Jildaki (often mentioned as Al-Jildaki; however, ‘Al’ is an Arabic articulation
and not appropriate for Iranian scholars). Jildaki was a prominent Iranian
scholar and famous for his works in alchemy. He was born in the small village
of Jildak in Mashhad city of Khorāsān, and later on travelled to Egypt and
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Syria and probably died there around 1343 CE. He is known for quoting the
earlier scientists such as Jābir and Rāzi. Abdul-Qani (1967, 109) specially
notes Jildaki’s enormous quotations of Jābir’s books in alchemy for three of his
books. Modern scholars (Allan and Gilmour 2000, Hoyland and Gilmour 2006)
mention this as a commentary to Jābir’s work.
The manuscript presented here is recorded as a commentary to Jābir’s
(Geber) “Book of Iron” in the Chester Beatty Library (Ms. 4121 Kitāb al-Ḥadīd
of Jābir ibn Ḥayyān). The original Jābir manuscript has probably not survived
and this commentary of Jābir’s Book of Iron was written after the Mongol
invasion, nearly six centuries after Jabir’s original works; however, since it has
always been attributed to Jābir, in this thesis it will also be studied along with
Jābir’s notes of iron and steel (Daffa 1983, 280-294; Dehkhoda, 1993). The
text contains two processes of steel making, of which the second method is of
importance to this thesis and a couple of translations by Al-Hassan (1978) and
Hoyland and Gilmour (2006) will be compared (the phrases important for the
interpretations are underlined in the text):
‘As for the steel workers, they take the iron bars and put them
into masābik ( ﻣﺴﺎﺑﮏfounding-ovens) which they have, suited to their
objectives, in the steel works. They install akwār ( اﮐﻮارfiring equipment)
into them [the ovens] and blow fire upon it [the iron] for a long while until
it becomes like gurgling water. They nourish it with glass, oil, and alkali
until light appears from it in the fire and it is purified of much of its
blackness by intensive founding, night and day. They keep watching
while it whirls for indications until they are sure of its suitability, and its
lamp emits light. There upon, they pour it out through channels so that it
comes out like running water. Then, they allow it to solidify in the shape
of bars or in holes made of clay fashioned like large crucibles. They
take out of them refined steel in the shape of ostrich eggs, and they
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make swords from it and helmets, lance-heads, and all tools’ (AlHassan 1978, 37-8).
Al-Hassan (1978, 38) interpreted this as a process of refining cast steel
by re-melting and stirring pig iron. Significantly, he notes the pouring of liquid
metal like running water in channels to shape bars or into holes made of clay
in the shape of large crucibles. Thus, the whole process has not been carried
out inside crucibles, but describes the usage of crucible-shaped moulds for
casting the molten metal. Therefore, it makes one wonder whether the metal
workers wanted to imitate the ingot shape of crucible steel by running the
resulting steel into crucible shaped moulds.
On the other hand, Craddock (2003, 240) speculates that this part of
the text resembles the co-fusion process, but does not provide any further
explanations for such conclusion. However, as it appears from the original
text, there is no indication of mixing different types of iron and the whole
process is far from being a crucible-based method. Hoyland and Gilmour
(2006) also infer this text as representing a co-fusion process and bring a
translation that is rather different in some parts from Al-Hassan’s translation
(important and controversial parts of the text are underlined):
‘As for steel specialists, they take the rods of iron and put them
in founding-ovens that they have, which are suited to the steeltreatment that they have in mind. They apply the furnaces to the steel
and blow fire on it for a long time until they make it like bubbling water.
They feed it with glass, oil, and alkali until there appears from it light in
the fire and it is purified of much of its blackness by strong melting
(sabk) for the duration of the night and the day. They continue to watch
it’s swirling for signs until its good condition is clear to them and (this is
judged by) the radiance that shines from it. Then they pour it through
channels so that it comes out as though it were running water. Then
they solidify it like rods or in pits of clay serving as large crucibles
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(bawātiq). They bring out of it, refined steel like ostrich eggs, and they
manufacture from it swords, helmets, lance-heads and all the rest of the
implements’ (Hoyland and Gilmour 2006, 145).
Hoyland and Gilmour’s (2006) translation contains a phrase of ‘apply
the furnaces to the steel’ (ibid, 145), which does not exist in Al-Hassan’s
translation. Also by a close study of the original Arabic text such sentence was
not present; hence the original text does not remark steel addition to the
charge. Hoyland and Gilmour (2006) support their interpretation by mentioning
Al-Kindi’s accounts on crucible steel (fūlād/ pūlād) stressing that both AlKindi’s and Jābir’s texts indicate co-fusion process. Moreover, they refer to
another text by Massalski (19th c. CE) who has written about the ‘boiling
noise’ in his account of crucible steel production in Central Asia; consequently,
they conclude Uzbekistan’s crucible steel production to be of co-fusion
process.
Hoyland and Gilmour (2006) further explain about controlling the
process of co-fusion by shaking the crucibles or observing the boiling cast iron
and mixing it with soft iron through central holes on the crucible lids. Then,
they compare it to Jābir’s (Jildaki’s) description “watching the swirling mixture”
and offer it as an early account of co-fusion process (Hoyland and Gilmour
2006, 146). However, the use of a similar expression ‘boiling noise’ between
Jābir’s (Jildaki’s) process and Massalski’s record does not seem to justify any
similarity of the methods and recipes beyond this, as the rest of the processes
are unlike each other and also come from different eras and probably regions.
Additionally, the fact that not all the crucible lids have central holes to add
ingredients during the process rejects the generalisation of this hypothesis. A
study of archaeological remains of crucible steel production by Rehren and
Papakhristu (2000, 58) and Rehren and Papakhristou (2003, 210) interprets
the technical purpose of the central holes in some lids as for gas release.
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Contrary to the recent interpretations, this commentary therefore does
not seem to introduce crucible steel-making, but rather some other type of
steel production as has been rightly highlighted by the earliest work on this
manuscript by Al-Hassan (1978). I suggest the type of metal made in the
second process presented in this section is shābūrqān, which is a type of iron
that was also used in making swords (see Al-Kindi section below).
4.1.2 Al-Kindi (8th-9th c. CE, Abbasid)
Although this thesis is focused on crucible steel production in Iran, it is
important to introduce Al-Kindi’s treatise due to the similarity of later accounts
of crucible steel making and the citation of Al-Kindi in several manuscripts as
one of the main sources of information. Al-Kindi, an Arab philosopher during
the Abbasid period (786-809 CE) wrote a manuscript on swords رﺳﺎﻟﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺑﻌﺾ
( إﺧﻮاﻧﮫ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺴﯿﻮفKitāb Al-Ṣuyūf) known as one of the earliest remaining accounts
of crucible steel making (Hoyland and Gilmour 2006, 6-7). Al-Kindi highlights
in his text that he acquired his knowledge about swords and this technology
based on his observations and talking to specialists.
Al-Kindi explains different types of iron that are used in making of
swords. Here the translation of Al-Hassan (1978) with that of Hoyland and
Gilmour (2006) is taken and further compared with the Arabic text to generate
a precise translation (the Arabic text is provided in Al-Hassan 1978, 32-33):
The iron that swords are made of is originally of two types: ﻣﻌﺪﻧﯽ
ma’dany (mined) and un-mined. The mined iron is also divided into
hard, male iron named shābūrqān and soft, female iron called
narmāhan ( ﻧﺮم آھﻦsoft iron). The former one could be quenched during
forging and the latter not. Swords are made of these two also of the
murakkab (compound) of two. The un-mined iron is called fūlād  ﻓﻮﻻدthat
is muṣaffā (refined) is made from mined iron which something is added
to it during melting that refines it and changes the softness to strength
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and malleable and quenchable; therefore, parand/ farand (watering)
patterns appear on it (extracted from Al-Hasan 1978, 32; Hoyland and
Gilmour 2006, 16 and also by comparison with the Arabic text).
Al-Kindi further states that swords are divided into three categories of
ancient (atīq), modern (muhaddath), and neither ancient nor modern. He
explains that these names do not have to do with age but with nobility of the
steel. Therefore, a noble quality sword is called ancient and opposite quality is
modern. Consequently, regardless of the age of a sword, if it contains some
properties of both ancient and modern steel, the sword is called neither
ancient nor modern. These are names attributed to the processed iron (alḤadīd al-ma’mul  )اﻟﺤﺪﯾﺪ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﻮلthat is un-mined; in other words, fūlād is not
combined with anything else after processing, contrary to soft iron and
shābūrqān ( )ﺷﺎﺑﻮرﻗﺎنthat can be combined.
Al-Kindi further explains that mined-iron swords are made of hard
(shābūrqān) and / or soft iron, and that swords made of hard iron (shābūrqān)
are dry and break easily; hence, they have to be welded if they break:
‘Swords may be forged from the male type, but they are dry
swords that break quickly when they encounter adversity and soon
have to be welded. Moreover, they do not quench evenly because the
male type of iron contains plain veins of soft iron, which often occur in
its blades, and these veins cannot be quenched and sit in the event of a
blow. As for those of them which can be quenched, their cutting edges
are severed when they encounter adversity or they break, so almost no
one would forge from them except one ignorant or in need, in a place
where there is only male iron. These swords have no watering, neither
upon throwing of an etching substance upon them nor without; their iron
is all of one colour. They are solid, do not bend or vibrate, and their iron
has no purity nor water’ (Hoyland and Gilmour 2006, 23).
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Al-Kindi explains the ancient swords/blades to be flexible, very pure and
well quenched, having knotting patterns like wood (which is one type of
crucible steel pattern), compact and firm and all parts having homogenous
quality. When he advances to explain the shape of these ancient blades he
talks about their jawāhir/gowhar (ﮔﻮھﺮ/ )ﺟﻮاھﺮor patterns. Crucible steel blades
contain jawāhir so they are called pūlād gowhar-dār (patterned steel). He
further clarifies some types of swords made in the lands of Persia (Hoyland
and Gilmour 2006, 23-37).
Al-Kindi’s records on iron and steel are quite clear, and are mainly
interpreted in the same way by modern scholars. The text makes it easy to
recognize a category of mined iron and one of un-mined iron (known as pūlād
or steel) with their sub-categories:
Mined ironà made by bloomery process à divided into two main
categories of soft iron and hard iron à and another subcategory of
intermediate iron made of mixing the hard and soft iron (probably by welding).
Un-mined iron à that is pūlād [or crucible steel]à made by “purifying the
mined iron by adding to it while it is liquid” à pūlād of sword blades is
categorised into three types à ancient (noble quality), modern (not good
quality), and intermediate (having factors of ancient and modern steel
together).
Al-Kindi’s treatise, despite being of great importance in introducing the
knowledge of that period in iron and steel technology and swords, only
mentions crucible steel production very shortly by stating the addition of some
things to purify iron. Thus, he does not clearly record any crucible steel making
methods/recipes but his text clearly depicts that at that time this technology
existed and was carried out.
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4.2 Crucible Steel Recipe Texts (10th-12th c. CE)
4.2.1 Abū Rayḥān Muḥammad ibn Aḥmad Bīrūnī (10th-11th c. CE,
Qaznavid)
The production of iron and steel has also been mentioned in ‘A
Compendium to Know the Gems’ (Aljamāhir fi marifah al-jawāhir) written in
Arabic by the Persian scholar and polymath known as Bīrūnī (973-1048 CE,
late Sāmānīd- Early Qaznavid period). Bīrūnī is known as the greatest
scientist of Islam (Zaki 1955b, 371; Hamilton and Rosskeen 2002).
This treatise comprises different sections and represents one of the
earliest examples of the genre that later on became popular with the title ‘Book
of Gemstones’ (Jawāhir Nāma). Jawāhir Nāma is generally a book of
mineralogy and alchemy. Different types of materials from stones to gems and
metals are explained in Jawāhir Nāma and sometimes information on
extracting metals and other recipes for making fake gemstones are provided in
these books, too. Normally, the recipes are short and without much precision
or detail.
The iron chapter of Bīrūnī’s treatise is considered by Hoyland and
Gilmour (2006, 49) as a mixture of earlier texts, mostly relevant to the Middle
East. They also believe that compared to Al-Kindi’s manuscript, Bīrūnī’s text
contains some errors, superstitious statements and poems that make the work
sound less scientific. However, Bīrūnī had a similar view on classifications of
iron and steel as Al-Kindi (Zaki 1955b, 372) as explained in the section above
on Al-Kindi, and contributed significant information on the making of iron and
steel. However, Bīrūnī undoubtedly also maintained and presented some
original data on this technology. Notably, he introduced certain locations of
crucible steel production and most importantly provided us with the earliest
crucible steel-making recipe. His manuscript played a major role as a source
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in recording of iron and steel production in the next generation of Jawāhir
Nāma/ Gowhar Nāma (ﮔﻮھﺮﻧﺎﻣﮫ/ )ﺟﻮاھﺮ ﻧﺎﻣﮫby Iranian scholars.
For this study, one Persian (Bīrūnī 1974) translation with two other
English versions (Al-Hassan 1978; Hoyland and Gilmour 2006) of the
manuscript are compared to the original Arabic manuscript (Bīrūnī 1955) to
generate the below translation of Bīrūnī’s text (one should note that the above
scholars have not cited each other’s translations and seem to have done their
study independently):
Mined iron is divided into two types: soft iron narmāhan that is
female; and hard iron shābūrqān as male iron, which is not flexible and
cannot be bent but is good for quenching. Narmāhan is divided into two:
the iron itself, and its water that liquefies from it while it is smelting and
separating from the stone [ore] and is called Dawṣa [ دوصDūṣ] or asta
 اﺳﺘﮫin Persian. And it is called Raw  روin Zābūlistān [in Iran] for its fast
exit and precedence of flow from iron. It is a white solid that looks like
silver (Bīrūnī 1974, 42-3). But āhan-i-mūrakkab [ آھﻦ ﻣﺮﮐﺐcompound
iron], is a combination of narmāhan and its water, that water which
liquefies earlier than narmāhan, and is called pūlād (steel). Harāt is
specialized in making this type of pūlād and due to its shape is called
bayḍā [egg-testicle] and is long and has a rounded bottom attributed to
the būtaq/ būta (crucibles) in which they are molten and Indian swords
are made of it. (Translated from the Persian edition: Bīrūnī 1974, 48-9;
compared with English translation: Al-Hassan 1978, 40; and the
Arabic/original text: Bīrūnī 1995)
One of the debated parts of Bīrūnī’s text is the introduction of dawṣa/
dūṣ as a type of soft iron. Hoyland and Gilmour (2006, 162) note that Bīrūnī’s
manuscript contains errors. They state Bīrūnī’s errors to be mainly: 1)
attribution of dūṣ to a kind of soft iron, and 2) introducing tūbāl ( )ﺗﻮﺑﺎلas
identical to dūṣ. They suggest that Bīrūnī has wrongly attributed dūṣ to a type
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of narmāhan; instead they believe dūṣ is cast iron. Secondly, they believe that
tūbāl is hammer scale (Allan and Gilmour 2000, 620; Craddock 2003; Hoyland
and Gilmour 2006, 52, 157). And indeed, Bīrūnī does introduce tūbāl as a kind
of iron ranked after dūṣ. He explains tūbāl of being the skin of iron that peels
off while hammering (Bīrūnī 1974, 48), which is most likely what we call
hammer scale today, hence no different from Hoyland and Gilmour’s
interpretation. Afterwards, Bīrūnī explains iron’s rust as ‘saffron of iron’
(Za’faran al-Ḥadīd )زﻋﻔﺮان اﻟﺤﺪﯾﺪ. This shows a clear understanding of the
classification of iron-related materials by Bīrūnī, and the only controversial
substance would be dūṣ. Hoyland and Gilmour’s comments on Bīrūnī’s
classification are based on modern science; while in the middle ages there
must have been somewhat different views on what could be ranked as ironrelated substance (see the discussion at the end of this chapter for more
information on dūṣ).
The other noteworthy section of Bīrūnī’s manuscript is “the making of
Hindī swords by the crucible steel that was made in Harāt (a province of
Medieval Persia)”. The production of Hindī swords in a Persian province is of
particular interest as this part of the text contributes to Karlsson’s (2000)
debate about the name of Indian or Hinduwanī ھﻨﺪواﻧﯽ/ ھﻨﺪیswords, arguing that
not every sword named Indian or Hinduwanī is necessarily made in India. This
shows that the name ‘Hinduwanī’ can be a generic term related to the quality
or resemblance of a sword or a style rather than the actual country of origin or
production.
Right after the introduction of compound iron as pūlād, Bīrūnī continues
with explaining the different types of pūlād based on the degree of synthesis.
Therefore, it suggests that he intended crucible steel when talking about
compound iron as pūlād:
Based on composition pūlād is of two types: ‘Either all that is in
the crucible’ (Al-Hassan 1978, 41) liquefies in its own water with
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narmāhan and it combines in such a way that the two are not
distinguishable from one another and it is suitable for filing. Hence, it is
why sometimes one guesses [one mistakes it for shābūrqān] that
shābūrqān is of such type. It is natural and good for quenching [AlHassan infers hardening]. Second is that narmāhan and its water do not
intermix completely due to differences in their melting point, so each
component remains separately and shifted and [each of their two
colours] can be seen by naked eye; it is called parand/farand and is
good for making Shamshir (sword )ﺷﻤﺸﯿﺮ. The blade of such swords has
got a greenish lustre. (Translated from Persian edition: Bīrūnī 1974, 49;
compared with English translations: Al-Hassan 1978, 41; Hoyland and
Gilmour 2006, 151; and compared with the Arabic/original text: Bīrūnī
1995)
The first type of crucible steel described, which does not show any
patterns, was used for utilitarian purposes for which the crucible steel pattern
was not necessary. Bīrūnī explains that this kind of plain crucible steel, with
no pattern, looks like or sometimes is mistaken for shābūrqān (Hoyland and
Gilmour 2006, 163-164). When he talks about the iron and its water, the
resulting pūlād is called parand/farand. Parand refers to the lamellar structure
or pattern of the crucible steel blades. Therefore, the term ‘water’ is simply
denoting the visual appearance of the different phases of crucible steel, and is
not indicative of cast iron. Craddock (2003) believes that “Bīrūnī clearly
mistook the separation of the cementite” (ibid, 248) during cooling as
incomplete mixing. However, to the writer’s view, classifying this as a mistake
conveys a risk of presentism: the medieval craftsmen might not explain the
pattern of crucible steel in the same terms as we do today, but they were
aware of such properties.
Afterwards, Bīrūnī (Bīrūnī 1974, 52) mentions the making of patternwelded swords in Rūs by a combination of soft iron (in the core) and hard iron
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(shābūrqān), he further explains this combination as shābūrqān on its own is
hard and breaks upon strike in cold weather (implying the cold shortness of
hard iron). He differentiates the patterns of crucible steel blades as parand
(patterns); and that the best type of these parands/patterns is called palārak
(Arabic version: balārak). He states that this pattern is not made artificially but
rather happens automatically during the crucible steel making process and is
out of man’s control, which differs from the way patterns are forged during
pattern welding. He further mentions a type of palārak of being rūhīnā that is
made in Mūltān (city in today’s Pakistan) by using Harāt ingots (ibid, 52-3).
Bīrūnī also presents a recipe of crucible steel making. This recipe has
been translated by several scholars; the available translations have been
compared to the original Arabic text and the Persian translation to present the
below recipe (the information between brackets is by the writer of this thesis,
the weights4 are, for the first time, converted to the modern weight system by
the author of this thesis):
Five raṭl horseshoes with their nails, which are made of
narmāhan, with 10 dirham each of rūsaktaj [ روﺳﺨﺘﺞthe burnt],
marqshīsha ṭalaie ﻣﺮﻗﺸﯿﺸﺎ طﻼﯾﯽ, and maghnisīa  ﻣﻐﻨﺴﯿﺎis put in a crucible,
afterwards the crucible is luted with clay and put in a furnace and the
furnace will be full of charcoal and blown with Roman bellows that need
two men, until it [the iron] melts and whirls. Bundles are added
containing 40 dirham ground mixture of equal amount of halīla ھﻠﯿﻠﮫ,
pomegranate rinds, salt [used in] dough and nacre [mother of pearl or
oyster shells] is thrown into each crucible. The crucibles must be blown
non-stop for an hour, then heat must be stopped for the crucibles to

4

These weight units have been used over a long period of time and across a wide region, often
with different values; therefore the exact amount of the units are disputed among scholars and the
numbers used here are taken from two different sources (Dehkhoda 1993; Marcinkowski 2003) and
compared to each other to take the most appropriate weight unit, yet they are tentative.
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cool down; and afterwards, the iron ingots are to be taken out from the
furnace. (Translated based on the Persian edition Bīrūnī 1974, 55-56;
compared with other translations: Hoyland and Gilmour 2006, 155, AlHassan 1978, 36; and compared with the Arabic/original text: Bīrūnī
1995)
As it appears in this recipe, the process is in two main stages:
o First stage: an amount of five raṭl soft iron (horse shoes and nails) is
taken. Based on Dehkhoda (Dehkhoda 1993(III), 3131; Dehkhoda
1993 (XIII), 10684), one raṭl is half a mann and each mann  ﻣﻦis
equal of 12 ūqīya and each ūqīya is equivalent of either 40 or 10
dirham (in this study 40 dirham for one ūqīya is taken). Each dirham
is three grams based on Dehkhoda (1993. VII, 9417), and 3.2 grams
based on Marcinkowski (2003, 24), so one (small) mann is equal to
1400 grams and one raṭl ranges between 460 to 720 grams
(Marcinkowski 2003, 40-7), where 720 g is possibly more
appropriate in this case (because iron intake was probably between
3 kg and 4 kg, based on other Central Asian examples, and the
crucible volume studied in Chapter 5 of this thesis). Thus, five raṭl
would be 3600 grams of soft iron. Afterwards, 10 dirham of
rūsakhtaj/روﺳﺨﺘﺞ, the same amount of ﻣﺮﻗﺸﯿﺸﺎ/ marqshisha ṭalaie
(golden marcasite), and the same amount of maghnisīa will be
added. Thus, the mixture of the three ingredients weighs 96 grams.
Then these are put in a crucible and heated until the iron melts and
whirls.
o Second stage: a bag of 40 dirham (128 grams) of the ground
mixture of the following ingredients are prepared and thrown into the
crucible: halīla, pomegranate rinds, edible salt (written as salt of
dough) and oyster shell.
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Regarding the ingredients,  روﺳﺨﺘﺞrūsakhtaj is a Persian word meaning “the
burned” that was used as kohl for eye cosmetics and was known with other
names such as rūsūkhtah, nuḥasi maḥrūq and ḥadīd al-ḥarkūsh (Dehkhoda
1993, 10900-10901). Hoyland and Gilmour (2006, 155) interpret rūsakhtaj as
antimony (sulphide). However, that is the Turkish kohl with similar name as
rāstiq, which is widely interpreted as stibnite. Rūsakhtaj in Persian terminology
means ‘the burned’ and probably indicates the black colour of the substance. It
probably can mean a variety of things depending on the context, as any black
heavy powder. Another ingredient of this recipe is ﻣﺮﻗﺸﯿﺸﺎ طﻼﯾﯽ/marqshīsha
ṭalaie golden marcasite FeS2 (Dehkhoda 1993(XII), 18274). Dehkhoda
explains that marqshīsha had a white colour and looks like maghnisīa
(probably he meant maghnisīa alba, which is MgO). It seems possible that
probably at times it was mentioned instead of maghnisīa (Dehkhoda 1993
(XIII), 18755).
The last ingredient of the first stage is maghnisīa (magnesia), which is
interpreted by medieval and modern scholars as the soft stone that was mostly
used in glass-making as a decolouriser (if used in small amounts) and was
also mixed with iron; the magnesia mentioned in the crucible steel making
recipes would be manganese dioxide MnO2 (pyrolusite) that is a black mineral
(Collins 1931, 1355). However, other types of magnesia are also explained:
Dehkhoda (online lexicon) describes maghnisīa as a white stone called sangi
pargān ﺳﻨﮓ ﭘﺮﮔﺎن, or sangi bargān ( ﺳﻨﮓ ﺑﺮﮔﺎنpargān’s stone), mainly used in
glass-making and other uses. He seems to have mentioned the magnesia alba
(MgO) that is of white colour. Dehkhoda also provides a probable source for
the white magnesia, explaining its name deriving from a medieval settlement
in Fārūq village in Pārs province called Pargān (Dehkhoda 1993 (VIII), 12168).
Bīrūnī, in his Ṣaydanah book on pharmacy (Bīrūnī 1979), explains maghnisīa
as follows:
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‘It is a medicine that glassmakers and [potters] use. Some types are like
soil [. . .] and some types have bigger particles and solid. And some have
red colour and some types are radiant [. . .] its characters are similar to
marghshīsha [marcasite] but its power is higher than marghshīsha’ (Bīrūnī
1979, 662).
The source of black magnesia, that (as will be shown below) is in fact the
type that was used in crucible steel making, in Iran has been recorded in the
Farhangi-Ānandrāj (Persian Ānandrāj lexicon written by Muḥammad Pādshāh
Shād in 19th c. CE) (Shād 1956):
maghnisīa is a black clay coming from Kashan Mountains (a city in
Iran) that is used for colouring glasses; so it is also called gachi rang ﮔﭻ
( رﻧﮓcolouring chalk) (Shād 1956).
The second mixture is a collection of mostly organic material mainly for
carburizing the melted soft iron. One of the second mixture’s ingredients is
ھﻠﯿﻠﮫ/ halīla (terminalia chebula or Myrobalan), also called ahlīlaj or balīlaj
(Dehkhoda 1993 (XIV), 20794), that is an Asiatic prune-like fruit explained in
Ṣaydanah (Bīrūnī 1979, 719-21) to have medical uses and to occur in four
types of yellow, black Indian, Kabuli or Chinese halīla. It is worth mentioning
that the use of pomegranate rinds may relate to some cultural and spiritual
aspects of the craft. Pomegranate has been a holy fruit in Iran throughout
time. It is known as the fruit of heaven, hence the addition of this ingredient
could be a selective choice for its dual properties: one is that pomegranate
rind is dried organic material ideal for carburizing purposes and abundant in
Iran; additionally it may be used in order to dignify the process or give some
heavenly powers to the resulting steel.
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4.2.2 Umar Khayyām (11th -12th c. CE, Seljūq)
A hundred years later, the second recipe of crucible steel production
appears in a small chapter of Nawrūz Nāma  ﻧﻮروز ﻧﺎﻣﮫtreatise, written in
Persian by the polymath and poet Umar Khayyām (died in 1131 CE). This
treatise contains twelve chapters on different subjects and one part “on swords
and important aspects about them”, including a recipe of crucible steel
production. This section has not been studied previously for its crucible steel
contents until recently (Moshtagh Khorasani 2007; Moshtagh Khorasani &
Hynnien 2013), although it provides a recipe of crucible steel production.
Interestingly, this recipe has some scribal errors; the correct terms are
explained in brackets and later in the commentary:
One part maghnisīa  ﻣﻐﻨﯿﺴﯿﺎwith one part bussad  ﺑﺴﺪand one part
zangār [ زﻧﮕﺎرscribal error: must be tankār /tincal] to be ground and
mixed. Then one mann narmāhan [ ﻧﺮم آھﻦsoft iron] to be constantly
added and 12 ūqīya [12 is a scribal error: it must be only two ūqīya] of
that mixture to be put in a crucible and thrown to the fire to melt inside
the crucible. Afterwards one part ḥarmal ﺣﺮﻣﻞ, one part māzu ﻣﺎزو, one
part baluṭ  ﺑﻠﻮطone part shell and same amounts as the others dharārih
 ذرارﯾﺢshould be ground and mixed and two ūqīya of that mixture to be
thrown to the molten iron and to be blown upon until all mix together as
they become one, and iron intakes all the mixture. Then it must cooled
down, and from it, blades may be made (Translated from Khayyām
1933, 38 and Khayyām 2006).
This recipe is again composed of two stages:
The first stage is the preparation of a ground mixture of one part
maghnisīa (MnO2, pyrolusite), one part bussad (coral: its main constituent is
CaCO3, Dehkhoda 1993 (III) 4137), and one part zangār (iron oxide). The
addition of iron oxide makes little metallurgical sense, and I believe that
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zangār is a scribal error due to its similarity in writing with the more likely
ingredient tankār, a strong flux ( ﺗﻨﮑﺎرtincal/ borax≠ زﻧﮕﺎرiron oxide). Then, it is
written an amount of 12 ūqīya of this mixture to be added to soft iron. The next
scribal error is this amount of mixture, which must be two instead of 12, as two
ūqīya is more sensible. One ūqīya is about one twelfth of a mann
(Marcinkowski 2003, 50-1) and two ūqīya would be around 500 grams, but if it
were 12 ūqīya, we would end up with several kilograms of fluxes. The soft
iron’s amount is indicated as one mann, which is equivalent to 3 kg
(Marcinkowski 2003, 25).
After the iron melts inside the crucible, the second stage of the process
includes the addition of another mixture, of one part  ﺣﺮﻣﻞḥarmal (Persian:
ispand - English: peganum harmala), one part māzu ( ﻣﺎزوapple gall), one part
 ﺑﻠﻮطbaluṭ (acorn), one part shell and one part dharārih ( ذرارﯾﺢcantharis). These
ingredients must be ground and two ūqīya (500 grams) of this mixture are to
be added to the molten iron inside the crucible and then blown fire upon it until
all mix well.
It is worth mentioning that ‘perganum harmala’ which is used in the
second stage has a history (until today) of mystic and superstitious application.
It is normally thrown into fire to ward off the evil eye. So besides its technical
use as carbonaceous material and its general abundance in Iran, it might have
been used to ensure a successful steel-making process without failure and
away from evil eyes.
Khayyām’s recipe is the second recorded method of producing crucible
steel, written almost one century after the first procedure reported by Bīrūnī.
The method seems to be a two-stage procedure, the same as Bīrūnī’s recipe.
It seems that the ingredients are not that much different from Bīrūnī’s recipe in
terms of properties and effects on the product and just varied probably based
on different traditions, or available material in different regions.
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Minovi, the editor of Khayyām’s treatise (Khayyām 1933), mentions in his
introduction to the manuscript that several (minor) historical and literary
mistakes show that this manuscript was written in a hurry and with less
precision. Even though Minovi did not mention any errors in the “swords”
section, I argue that the two mistakes in this chapter are most probably also
scribal errors due to the similarity of the wrong and correct words:
1.

( زﻧﮕﺎرzangār) has been mistakenly mentioned, instead of (tankār) ﺗﻨﮑﺎر

2.

12 instead of two ūqīya (in the next parts of this paper this recipe is repeated
by Al-Ṭarsusī; hence, the use of Al-Ṭarsusī’s text to compare the scribal
errors).

4.2.3 Mard ibn Ali Al-Ṭarsusī (12th c. CE, Ayyubid)
Half a century later, Mard ibn Ali Al-Ṭarsusī (1138-1193 CE), an Arab
writer and military expert of the Ayyubid era (contemporary to Saljūq era in
Iran) who was probably from Egypt or Syria, wrote military manuscripts
including the “Tabṣirat arbāb al-albāb fī kayfīyat al-najāh fī al-ḥurūb min alaswāʼ: wa-nashr aʿlām al-aʿlām fī al-ʿudad wa-al-ālāt al-mu’īnah ʿalá liqāʼ ala’dā” “making of arms and armour, war tactics and army orders”. This treatise
was written for Sultan Ṣaladin Ayyubid in 1187, including presenting crucible
steel making recipes. Zaki (1955b, 372) states that Al-Ṭarsusī was in contact
with an Alexandrian arms-smith named Abu Al-Hassan ibn Al-Abraki. The
original text contains only four crucible steel recipes (Cahen 1947; Raqib and
Fluzin 1997), contrary to some scholars’ report of nine recipes (Zaki 1955a;
Zaki 1955b; Karlsson 2000).
Cahen (1947) seems to be the first scholar who translated the entire AlṬarsusī’s manuscript into French and published it together with the original
Arabic text. Later on Raqib and Fluzin (1997) mentioned the four recipes of
this treatise in their article on the manufacture of oriental blades. Karlsson
(2000, 246) suggests that Ayyubid steelmakers in Egypt or Syria had provided
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Al-Ṭarsusī with the recipes; although, he does not bring any reason for his
theory. One of the recipes included in Al-Ṭarsusī’s records is a close copy of
Khayyām’s recipe, which means that either he used Khayyām’s manuscript or
had used the same source as Khayyām. Based on the Arabic text and
Cahen’s translation, the first chapter is on swords, followed by a short
introduction on making fūlād (the Arabic pronunciation of pūlād):
Descriptions of making the proper/right fūlād is to purify it by
eliminating the harmful impurities and add a compound of medicines to
take the moisture [of iron] out to dry it. It makes it dry and its
characteristics become normal. This way metal shines and you see its
light and hidden characteristics appear. (Direct translation from the
Arabic text provided in Cahen 1947).
First recipe:
Take narmāhan [ ﻧﺮم آھﻦsoft iron] from the head of old nails which
is the best type, and throw on it 17 dirham of Kabul’s

halīla ھﻠﯿﻠﮫ

[myrobalan] and the same amount of balīlaj [ ﺑﻠﯿﻠﺞbellirica]. Then put the
iron pieces in a bowl and wash with water and salt and then mix and
throw the iron and the drugs into a crucible and add one and half
dirham crushed maghnisīa  ﻣﻐﻨﯿﺴﯿﺎand put in a furnace and blow fire
upon it so it melts and shapes egg-like [ingot]. It takes several days.
Then let it cool and after make swords from it, which is a deadly poison.
(Based on the Arabic text from Cahen 1947,106, 127; compared with
other translations: Raghib and Fluzin 1997, 67).
Contrary to Bīrūnī’s and Khayyām’s recipes, the process described
here is carried out in one stage; thus, by now we have three different
carburizing methods of Bīrūnī, Khayyām and Al-Ṭarsusī.

The ingredients

include soft iron with no mention of the amount, 17 dirhams of myrobalan,
which is about 55 grams, and the same quantity of balīlaj/ bellirica which is
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bastard myrobalan common in Southeast Asia. These would be washed with
water and salt and afterwards an amount of 1.5 dirham equivalent of 5 grams
of maghnisīa is added. The mixture is fired for several days inside crucibles
and the ingot is ready. It is noteworthy that the recipe has noted myrobalan
twice, with two names of balīlaj and halīla and the reason why it is noted twice
needs further research. It is probable that the copyist of this recipe did not see
the process and/ or did not know what they are talking about; hence copied
one ingredient twice. Alternatively, the two ingredients (balīlaj and halīla)
mean different things but we (in the present) just do not know.
Second recipe:
Take three raṭl narmāhan [soft iron] and half raṭl shābūrqān [hard
iron/cast iron] and put in a crucible and cast on it five dirhams of
maghnisīa and a handful of pomegranate husks. And blow it in the
foundry to melt and take the shape of egg then take it out and make
sword from it. (Arabic text Cahen 1947, 106, 127, compared with two
translations of: Raghib and Fluzin 1997, 67; Zaki 1955, 373)
This recipe is of great importance as it is the first process demonstrating
the co-fusion of soft iron and cast iron. It is again a one-stage procedure. The
ingredients are three raṭl equivalents of 2160 grams soft iron, and half raṭl
equal to 360 grams cast iron together with five dirham equivalent of 16 grams
maghnisīa and a handful of pomegranate husk. This mixture is heated inside a
crucible until it melts and the crucible steel ingot is made in a one-stage
procedure. The much lower quantity of organic carburizing matter and the
addition of cast iron is indicative of the introduction of another method of
crucible steel making, by co-fusion.
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Third recipe:
One part of maghnisīa that is mentioned earlier, one part
bussad [ ﺑﺴﺪcoral] and one part tankār [ ﺗﻨﮑﺎرborax] and crush them up
and put them aside; then take one mann narmāhan [ ﻧﺮم آھﻦsoft iron] of
iron filings and take two ūqīya of this mixture and fire it until it softens
and takes the round shape of the crucible. Then take a share of
ḥarmalﺣﺮﻣﻞ, ‘afṣ ﻋﻔﺺ, baluṭ ﺑﻠﻮط, and ṣabrﺻﺒﺮ, and the same amount as
others, dhararih ذرارﯾﺢ. You smash these and throw two ūqīya of this
mixture to that one mann iron and blow upon it until a rainbow colour
rises from the crucible; when it reaches this stage let it cool down and
then you make whatever you like. (Arabic text from Cahen 1947, 106,
127; and compared with the translation of Raghib 1997, 68).
This recipe is the same as Khayyām’s earlier recipe. This recipe is of a
two-stage process of carburizing soft iron. The first stage starts with
preparation of a ground mixture of: maghnisīa, bussad that is coral, tankār that
is tincal/borax, and take two ūqīya of this mixture equivalent of 500 grams
together with one mann equal to 3000 grams soft iron to put inside a crucible
and blow fire on it until in softens.
Before moving to the second stage, at the beginning of this stage AlṬarsusī states  ﻣﻌﻨﯿﺴﯿﺎ َذ َﮐﺮmaghnisīa dhakara, this means ‘the maghnisīa that
was mentioned earlier’, as he has mentioned this ingredient in his previous
recipes. The term  َذ َﮐﺮdhakara has two different meanings if used in suitable
grammatical order, one is ‘mentioned’ and another one is ‘male’, in my view,
here in this case the first term is intended; this subtle difference explains why
Cahen and Raghib translated this part to ‘male maghnisīa’.
The second stage is the addition of two ūqīya equivalent of 500 grams
of a mixture of smashed ingredients, in equal amounts, to the softened iron:
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 ﺣﺮﻣﻞḥarmal that is peganum harmala, ‘ﻋﻔﺺafṣ that is oak apple gall,  ﺑﻠﻮطbaluṭ
that is acorn,  ﺻﺒﺮṣabr that is aloe and  ذرارﯾﺢdhararih that is cantharides.
This recipe is identical with the one documented by Khayyām a few
decades earlier. The only difference is the addition of aloe instead of shell in
the second stage mixture, which may indicate the modification of ingredients
based on local availability. It suggests that Al-Ṭarsusī either had access to the
same source that Khayyām used, or that he used Khayyām’s recipe.
Fourth recipe:
Description of Sulaymānī pūlād  ﭘﻮﻻدof which swords are made with the
same name. 20 dirhams / halīla murabba [ اھﻠﯿﻠﺞ ﻣﺮﺑﯽmyrobalan confiture],
seven dirhams maghnisīa ﻣﻐﻨﯿﺴﯿﺎ, five dirhams saqmunīa

 ﺳﻘﻤﻮﻧﯿﺎscammony,

and mixing and crushing these very well. Then add three raṭl of shābūrqān
[ ﺷﺎﺑﺮﻗﺎنhard iron] and blow on it until melted in a crucible whose lid has a hole
to observe [the process] from it with a rod of iron until its melted and you take
it [the crucible] out of the furnace and leave it to cool and then make what you
want. For example if you hit [a blade made of this] with a 20-raṭl iron bar, [the
sword] will cut it with the help of God (Cahen 1947, 106-7; Raghib and Fluzin
1997; Karlsson 2000, 246).
The last recipe of Al-Ṭarsusī’s manuscript is the only one attributed to a
special type of pūlād and the sword of Sulaymānī. The process is of one stage
and ingredients are 20 dirham equivalent of 64 grams myrobalan, seven
dirham equal to 22.4 grams maghnisīa with five dirham equivalent of 16 grams
scammony to be crushed and mixed and added to the charge of crucible
which is three raṭl that is equivalent of 2160 grams of shābūrqān that is cast
iron.
This recipe is of great importance, as it appears to be the first account
of decarburization process, even though it still advises to add a substantial
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amount (20 dirham/60 grams) of organic matter to the charge, something that
is not consistent with a de-carburizing process. It also for the first time
mentions the use of an iron rod to check the mixture from a hole on the
crucible lid. It suggests that the crucibles used for this process were modified
or different from the carburizing process crucibles. One should note that the
central holes on the Akhsiket and Merv crucibles might not necessarily
indicate this process as the holes are very small and possibly no iron rod could
pass through them. However, similarities could be noted with Jildaki’s
description of refining cast iron (see 1. 1. 1). Therefore, any technological
conclusions at this stage would not be appropriate.
4.2.4 Jowharī Nīshābūrī (12th c. CE, Seljūq)
Contemporary to Kayyām’s recipe of crucible steel and less than a
decade after Al-Ṭarsusī’s treatise, Jowharī Nīshābūrī wrote Jawāhir Nāma
Naẓāmī  ﺟﻮاھﺮﻧﺎﻣﮫ ﻧﻈﺎﻣﯽor Nazzāmī’s Book of Jewels (died or born? 1195 CE/
Seljūq) for one of the ministers of Khvārazmshāhī’s court. Jowharī Nīshābūrī
was a prominent Persian writer and scholar in geology, with a family
background of zargarī ( زرﮔﺮیgoldsmithing), jowhari ( ﺟﻮھﺮیgem working) and
hakkākī ( ﺣﮑﺎﮐﯽmetal engraving). Jawāhir Nāma Naẓāmī is the first manuscript
in the Persian language with ‘gemstones’ in the title, and has been the source
of other Jawāhir Nāma such as the Ilkhānid Tansūkh-Nāma of Tūsi and ‘Arā’is
Al-Jawāhir of Kāshi (Nīshābūrī 2004). This manuscript is a combination of
words of earlier philosophers, the writer’s personal experience of jewellery
making and engraving, with anecdotes that the author has heard from trusted
people and merchants.
From the content and constituents of the book, it is clear that Nīshābūrī
has extensively used the Al-Jamāhir of Bīrūnī and the “Book of Stones”
attributed to Aristotle. He quotes Bīrūnī 17 times in his manuscript, and
acknowledges him as the “master”. However, some omissions and cursory
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summaries of Bīrūnī’s manuscript together with addition of other sources are
notable.
Nīshābūrī’s manuscript consists of technical information on the nature
of gems, stones, other minerals and metals; and does not include literary
content, rather more scientific view. For example, the discussions of Arabic
literature and Persian poetry, which Bīrūnī brought to his manuscript, are not
included in this text. He was from Nīshābūr in Khurāsān province, hence used
many terms of local dialect (Nīshābūrī 2004). The third section of this
manuscript is on metals (translated here from the original Persian text.
Another translation of this text can be found in Moshtagh Khorasani and
Hynnien 2013):
And iron is of types. One is called narmāhan; and the other is
called astaq or dawṣa/ dūṣ that is a very white iron like silver. Its mines
are in a lot of places and that of Khurāsān is located on Tūs Mountains.
The ore of which iron is extracted by heat is recorded to be very
blackish, shiny and polished-like. The iron ore and pūlād-i narm [soft
steel] are the same but difference is upon melting. One melting type
results in the soft iron (narmāhan) that is made in Khorāsān, and the
other variety is in Harāt resulting in āhan-i pūlād [iron-steel]. The best
āhan-i pūlād [iron-steel] is very hard, white and does not have two
natures/ characters and farmers’ and artisans’ tools are made from it; it
cannot be watered ( )آب ﻧﮕﯿﺮدand is also called shābūrqān; while there is
another type called pūlād. There is a type of iron called  ﻗﺎطﻊQāte’ that
the Russian’s watered swords and saqlabi are made of it (Nīshābūrī
2004, 326-7).
This text introduces different types of iron: soft iron, dūṣ, and iron-steel. It is
clear from the text that the source of all of these types is the same blackish
iron ore. Afterwards iron-steel is explained and some different types of ironsteel are recognisable:
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Iron types:
o Narmāhan made in Khorāsān
o Asta or dawṣa/ dūṣ

•

Āhan-i pūlād [iron-steel] types:
o One type of iron-steel is made in Harāt
o Another type of iron-steel is shābūrqān [cast iron]

•

Pūlād [crucible steel]

The above text is significant by introducing bloomery iron (narmāhan) and
iron-steel (āhan-i pūlād) and mentioning they are both smelted from blackish
iron ore, which is probably magnetite. This suggests that āhan-i pūlād is a type
of steel made by direct smelting of iron ore. Nīshābūrī then brings up two
types of āhan-i pūlād: shābūrqān, and one made in Harāt. He also clearly
differentiates between such iron and crucible steel, but does not specify the
nature of astaq/dawṣa/ dūṣ and how it differs from narmāhan. It is noteworthy
that, regarding iron-steel made in Harāt, Bīrūnī had provided a different view,
namely that it was formed by the combination of soft iron and its water (dūṣ).
Nīshābūrī further introduces another classification for iron and iron
alloys:
One type is called palārak/ balārak. Palārak-iron is a kind that
has got a consecutive series of white  ﮔﻮھﺮgowhar [patterns]. The best
of this variety is shāhī palārak [kingship palāraks] which carries more
and bigger altar-shaped patterns. Some have so frequent patterns
called  ﺑﻨﺪband [joints]. The colour of this pattern is very white; while, the
soft part is purple and is the best and most tender of iron is its palārak,
so due to the frequent occurrence of white parts the nature of this type
of palārak is dry; hence, lots of swords of this type break during use due
to hardness and a palārak of fame is that of having fine gowhar
[patterns] not in white colour but blackish and soft. Some say, iron-steel
is brought to India to make palārak out of it, and some say that palārak
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making is an industry in India: iron and white pūlād is chipped to tiny
pieces and mixed with soft iron and melted; then with big-hammer
strikes (zakhm-i khāysak) and water different types of palārak is made
[this seems to explain pattern welding to fake the pattern of palārak].
Sword of shāhī palārak has the highest degree of perfection and costs
one hundred golden dinars [. . .]. Another type of this Indian iron is
rūhīnā that has a narrow and small pattern with a greenish hue that is
the iron of war and is made in the city of  ﻣﻮﻟﺘﺎنMūltān. And another type
is called  آھﻦ ﻣﺎلāhan-i māl (here iron means pūlād) (Nīshābūrī 2004,
327-8).
The above section of Nīshābūrī’s manuscript appears to have been
copied and re-phrased from Bīrūnī, who had provided comprehensive
information on different types of iron-steel/compound iron based on visual
patterns (gowhar). These patterns have different types, based on shape, size,
frequency and colour that correspond to different physical behaviours of the
blades, which can range from hard and brittle to flexible. The blades of such
patterned pūlād are called balārak/ palārak (for a comprehensive information
on balārak see Moshtagh Khorasani 2010).
Some additional sections of the manuscript are on watering (probably
etching and bringing the pattern out) of balārak/ palārak and further pattern
welding, which will only be briefly introduced. One palārak type is called tāfta
sulaymānī or sulaymānī’s tāfta. It is not specified whether sulaymānī tāfta is
made by welding or crucible steel method. Al-Ṭarsusī had earlier mentioned
the crucible steel technology of sulaymānī’s pūlād. This triggers the idea that
sulaymānī’s pūlād and sulaymānī’s tāfta are two different types of crucible
steel and pattern welded products.
The following text is one example of pattern welding by Nīshābūrī:
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And there is a type of iron made from soft pūlād and narmāhan
(soft iron) called  ﺗﺎﻓﺘﮫtāfta [taffeta] that are twisted together and welded
with the aid of būra tankār [borax] which is a type of medicine/salt either
found as mineral or synthetic substance that works as aid to weld or
join or alloy the soft iron and pūlād together. Būra or tankār is called
Ṣāha in Indian and malh al-sina’ah [ ﻣﻠﺢ اﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﮫindustrial salt] in Arabic
[borax]. The swords of this type are very sharp and do not break [. . .]
and it is said that the mines of such patterned iron is in India. And there
is another sword called  ﺑﺎﺑﺮیbābery that has three types and the best of
it is lower [in quality] than rūhīnā and has fewer prices. And another
type of iron is in  ﻓﺮﻧﮓfarang [Europe] that swords are made of it, this
iron is very white and soft and sharp as no iron can tolerate its blow. Its
sword is welded as if sheets of paper. And they do not let this iron
reach the Islamic lands. And each sword of this iron is worth one
thousand Egyptian dinars (Nīshābūrī 2004, 329). [Further, an iron from
Yemen and Bulgaria is mentioned that will not be discussed in this
paper].
Nīshābūrī also mentions tūbāl to be the hammerscale:
Tūbāl is also derived from iron, during hammering and
twisting/welding that is also called Khabth al-Ḥadīd  ﺧﺒﺚ اﻟﺤﺪﯾﺪ, which is
known as hammer scale (Nīshābūrī 2004, 330).
He further states that there is no pūlād without pattern, even though the
abundance of these patterns may vary (Nīshābūrī 2004, 328). This stands in
contrast to Bīrūnī’s statement that some pūlād intermix fully in the crucible so
the patterns are not visible.
At the end of the section of iron, Nīshābūrī (2004, 331) provides a recipe
with a vague introduction:
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Some say that pūlād ingot made in Harāt is re-melted in India, so
as it turns to two eggs (ingots), one in white and the other black colour.
They tear and crush it [probably the Harāt’s pūlād ingot] and each
crucible will be added 10 dirham  ﺳﻨﮓ روی ﺳﻮﺧﺘﮫsang-i rūy sūkhta
[roasted stone], same amount of marqshīsha ẓahaby ﻣﺮﻗﺸﯿﺸﺎی ذھﺒﯽ
[golden marcasite], and equal quantity of maghnisīa, blow an extreme
fire upon it. Afterwards, forty dirham of the following spice in a bundle
will be added to the crucible: halīla/[ ھﻠﯿﻠﮫmyrobalan], pomegranate skin,
edible salt and oyster shell, all in same amounts. And then the crucibles
must be heated for some more time and left to be cooled to make
sword blades out of them. When the blade is half made, it would be left
under horse dung for three months, and afterwards the blade would be
forged completely, so that balārak shāhī is made in this way (Nīshābūrī
2004, 332).
This process is a copy of Bīrūnī’s carburization recipe with vague
speculations on using Harāt’s ingots for the iron source from India. This is the
first time of recording a re-melting recipe of Harāt’s crucible steel ingots in
India. But the fact that the rest of the recipe is merely a copy of Bīrūnī’s
process makes it complicated to count it as an individual method.
As other specialists have not yet studied Nīshābūrī’s manuscript, there
is no modern analysis of such process and the originality and nature of
Nīshābūrī’s statement needs more investigations.

4.3 Later copies and the first mention of Chāhak in
crucible steel making recipes
Following the Mongol invasion in the early 13th c. CE, there seems a
decline in recording new crucible steel recipes. The surviving texts are mostly
copies of the previous manuscripts, only occasionally with some new
contribution. It is noteworthy that the pre-Mongol technical manuscripts
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mention India and a few other sites in Persia as well as Harāt (which could
either be the Harāt city near Chāhak, or the one in Afghanistan) as centres for
crucible steel making; while the pre-Mongol geographic books had also
recorded Chāhak as a pūlād production site (ibn-Balkhī; see Chapter 2). The
appearance of Chāhak as a crucible steel production centre in the later
technical texts is therefore of particular importance to this study to locate this
technology in the heartland of Persia and highlight a long tradition of crucible
steel production, which existed before the Mongols and continued through the
post-Mongol era (Table 4.1).
4.3.1 Naṣīr Al-Dīn Tūsī (13th c. CE, Late Khvārazmiān, Early Ilkhānid)
The earliest known manuscript after the Mongol invasion mentioning
crucible steel is Tansūkh-Nāmah, by Naṣīr al-Dīn Tūsī (1201-1274 CE), a
Persian polymath, chemist and writer considered to be one of the greatest
Persian scholars (Morris 2009, 274). This is another manuscript in the Persian
language that has not attracted much attention for its crucible steel content
until recently (this thesis and Moshtagh Khorasani 2010). Based on Dehkhoda
(online version) Tansūkh means rare, exquisite and unusual, so a translation
of the title of this manuscript would be “The Book of the Rare and Exquisite”.
A copy of this manuscript is held in the Central Library of Tehran University
(No: 2457/7). The main source of this treatise is Jawāhir Nāma Niẓāmī of
Nīshābūrī. The significance of this manuscript for us is the introduction of
Chāhak as a centre of crucible steel making in Iran, and the mention of this
region on the manuscripts indicates its importance for the industry of the time.
To my knowledge, this is the first mention of this production centre in crucible
steel related manuscripts. However, Chāhak had already been mentioned in
ibn Balkhī’s (12th c. CE) historical and geographical accounts of Fars province,
as a pūlād-making centre. Therefore, one could infer that Chāhak continued to
be a prominent crucible steel production centre from the Seljūq to the Ilkhānid
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period. Here is the translation of the original text by Tūsī where it mentions
Chāhak:
There are lots of iron mines available in most of the cities. Iron
has two types: pūlād ﭘﻮﻻد, and narmāhan [ ﻧﺮم آھﻦsoft iron]. Pūlād has
also two varieties: one is the made or worked pūlād and the other is
mined; and mined pūlād  ﭘﻮﻻدis called shāvirān [ ﺷﺎورانshābūrqān ﺷﺎﺑﺮﻗﺎن
], and other pūlād is are made of narmāhan [ ﻧﺮم آھﻦsoft iron] with some
medicine in Khorāsān; a better pūlād  ﭘﻮﻻدis made in Harāt and a variety
of palāraks  ﭘﻼرکare all made of iron […] the best  ﭘﻼرکpalārak is
Shāhī and is made in India and also some palāraks are made in Pārs
[Persia] and are famous by the name of Chāhakī that are made nearby.
Chāhakī palārak is very good, white and full of gowhar [ ﮔﻮھﺮpatterns],
which was identified first as Indian palārak  ﭘﻼرکbut because of its
dryness and brittle nature it lost its glory […] (Central Library of Tehran
University No: 2457/7; translation by the author of this thesis).
This part of the manuscript shows a strong influence from Nīshābūrī,
and both have a lot in common with Bīrūnī’s treatise. The recognition of the
crucible steel centre of Chāhak as contemporary to the Shāhī steel made in
India and the ones of Harāt is remarkable. The ingots are called balārak/
palārak based on the physical characteristics of the crucible steel blades of
these types. Chāhakī balārak/ palārak is considered to be a very good type of
crucible steel full of patterns, but was at some point mistaken for Shāhī or
Indian steel; although, later on, due to the brittleness of Chāhakī blades, they
were differentiated from Shāhī palārak and were not sold with the same price
anymore.
There are some other copies of this manuscript with various omissions
and additions from other texts, such as the Mishkāt Copy of Tūsī’s TansūkhNāmah (Central Library of Tehran University, No: 815).
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4.3.1.1 Mishkāt Copy:
The following manuscript has been categorised as a copy of Tūsī’s
Tansūkh Nāmah written by Mishkāt, hence it has been overlooked and not
introduced or studied for its contents. However, the text does not seem to be a
duplication of Tūsī’s. A relevant paragraph of this text is presented below:
Of the characteristics and properties of iron, is that it’s the best
and most beneficial gudākhta [ ﮔﺪاﺧﺘﮫsmelted] gem, and the best type is
that of white iron that is not hard and of two different natures. Pūlād is
of different types: palārak that has white gowhar [patterns] and many
swords are made of this type and break during use because of dryness.
Another type of iron [?] is called [?] and its pattern is very small and
dark and the hue of the sword blade is green [?], and there is another
type of iron that is made in  ﻓﺮﻧﮓFarang [Europe], and swords are made
of it, that is very white and soft and very sharp and iron does not
tolerate its impact and its sword is welded like a sheet of paper and
[Europeans] do not let it reach the Islamic lands and its price is one
thousand Egyptian Dinar. There are some facets/forms on swords that
are not good such as when there is no pattern on the sword for more
than a finger length and instead, having a black colour and if it is visible
from both sides it represents a major fault and is disadvantageous.
(Translated by the author of thesis, Central Library of Tehran University,
No: 815)
The significant part of the above text is when Mishkāt explains about
dark patches on both sides of the blade and their detrimental effects on the
properties of the sword. This part of the text is similar to Nīshābūrī’s Jawāhir
Nāma. Also the fact that in this Mishkāt copy there is no mention of Chāhak
indicates that the writer of this manuscript did not have access to Tūsī’s
Tansūkh Nāma. It is notable that although both Tūsī and Mishkāt used
Nīshābūrī’s manuscript as their main source of information, neither Tūsī nor
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Mishkāt talk about the re-melting of Harāt’s crucible steel in India, known as
fused ingot that was introduced by Nīshābūrī at the end of his treatise.
There is another manuscript that has been published in Iran and is
attributed to Tūsī with the same name of Tansūkh Nāma (Tūsī 1984, 220); but
the iron chapter in that manuscript is very short and is not as complete as the
above manuscript. Overall, it seems that there are more manuscripts like the
Mishkāt copy, but that they do not add new information.
4.3.2 Abu Al-Qāsim Kāshī (14th c. CE, Ilkhānid)
‘Arā’is al-Jawāhir va Nafāis al-Zakha’ir’ written in 1300 CE by Abu alQāsim Kāshī, a calligrapher in Tabriz, (Central Library of Tehran University,
No: 405) is another manuscript that appears similar to the previous texts in
categorising iron and pūlād. Kāshī had some expertise in gemstones and tile
making, but is mentioned to have had a bad reputation for copying other
scholar’s works. The main source of this text is the Jawāhir Nāma of
Nīshābūrī. He does not mention Chāhak in his text as if he did not have
access or knowledge of Tūsī’s manuscript and merely copied Nīshābūrī’s
treatise.
Iron is a mined gem and has a lot of mines and is the best of
gudākhta [ ﮔﺪاﺧﺘﮫsmelted] gems. Iron is of types: soft iron or pūlād. And
the best of the soft iron must be white and without two natures and from
it artisan’s tools are made and it cannot be watered. Another type is
called  ﻗﺎطﻊQāte’ that Russian blades and  ﺳﻘﻼﺑﯽSaqlābi ones and
artisans’ tools are made of it. Another type of iron is called  روھﯿﻨﺎRūhīnā
that is very soft with narrow and small patterns and another type of iron
is called [?] and another type is  ﻓﺮﻧﮕﯽFarangi [European] that is white,
soft and iron cannot tolerate the blow of its blade and it is made such as
welding paper and Europeans do not let it reach the Islamic lands and
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is worth of one thousand Egyptian dinār. There is no water better than
what that is poured on iron.
Pūlād has two types: one is ma’mūl [made/worked]; and the
other is  ﮐﺎﻧﯽkānī [mineral] and the  ﻣﻌﺪﻧﯽma’danī [mined] one is called
shāvirān/ shābūrqān; and ﻣﻌﻤﻮلm’amūl [worked] pūlād is are made of
soft iron with some [sharp?] drugs; and a variety of balārak is also
made of soft iron that on it series of white gowhar [patterns] reveals and
the best balārak is shāhī, that its gowhar [pattern] is big and look like
series of altar shapes, that are made in India. And  روھﯿﻨﺎrūhīnā is a
type of balārak with big patterns and it looks as if the patterns are
drawn by fingertips, and it is auspicious. And balārak is made this way:
pūlād is chipped and cut out and mixed with soft iron (put together with
soft iron) and balārak comes out of it and blades and kattārah that
Indians have is made of that [then the etching of such blades is
explained in the manuscript, but will not be presented here].
Some visible features on the blade are disadvantageous if as
much as a fingertip or more is without pattern and has blackish colour
and if it exists in both sides of shamshīr [sword], it indicates that the
sword is faulty: […]
In India the fused ingot is made out of two white and black eggs
(ingots) that are cut out and in each crucible 10 dirham (about 30
grams) roasted stone, same amount of golden marcasite()ﻣﺮﻗﺸﯿﺸﺎ ذھﺒﯽ
and same amount of manganese dioxide (maghnisīa/  )ﻣﻐﻨﯿﺴﯿﺎare mixed
together and in each crucible myrobalan (halīla/  )ھﻠﯿﻠﮫand pomegranate
skin and edible salt (namak jūsh  ) ﻧﻤﮏ ﺟﻮشand shell in same amount of
40 dirham (120 grams) of each is put and then the crucibles are closed
and fired. And when it gets cold blades are made of it and shāhi balārak
is made by the same way (Central Library of Tehran University No: 45,
63-4, translated by the author of this thesis).
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A comparative analysis of Nīshābūrī’s Jawāhir Nāma Niẓāmī and
Arā’is al-Jawāhir of Kāshī and Tansūkh Nāma of Tūsī reveals that Kāshī’s
and Tūsī’s source of information was Nīshābūrī’s Jawāhir Nāma Niẓāmī. This
has been noted by Afshar (1971) too, based on comparing other chapters of
these manuscripts (Afshar 1971). Kāshī’s information on palārak and Indian
fused ingot recipe can be found in Nīshābūrī’s text. The lack of mention of
Chāhak palārak in Kāshī’s manuscript suggests that he did not use Tūsī’s
manuscript. Regarding Indian fused ingots, as it seems, Kāshī just copied
Nīshābūrī’s text. So, his treatise cannot be used as original evidence whether
such process existed or not; the rest of the fused ingot recipe is a copy of the
carburization recipe of Bīrūnī.
4.3.3 Ṣadr Al-Dīn Muḥammad ibn Mansūr Dashtakī Shīrāzī (15th c. CE,
Tīmūrīd)
Dashtakī’s (1424-1497 CE) Jawāhir Nāma by Ṣadr Al-Dīn Muḥammad
ibn Mansūr Dashtakī Shīrāzī, who was from Pārs province of Iran, is the latest
and a local manuscript written in the Persian language relevant to this study.
The author of this text was a prominent philosopher that was named Sayed
Sanad (Sayed of the Documents) by Mūllāṣadrā (Bahārzadeh 1999, 139).
Dashtakī’s son says about his father that he used to write based on his own
knowledge, and if he used other scholars’ works he always cited their name
and afterwards added his own contribution and commentary; and his texts
always had new points (Fig. 4.2 Image of Dashtakī’s manuscript mentioning
Chāhak). Here is what Dashtakī says about iron:
Iron is of two types: iron and pūlād. Soft iron is of four types: one
is a type of white iron that can never be watered and from it, artisan
tools are made. Another type is the iron that can be watered and
Roman and Saqlābi blades and also goldsmith and carpenters tools are
made from it and this type is called  ﻗﺎطﻊQate’. There is another type of
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iron that is soft and dark with small [patterns?] [based on comparison
with Kāshī’s text it should be rūhīnā, but here is not mentioned].
Another type is a white coloured and soft iron that has a great tolerance
to blade hits and blades of this type are made like twisting papers and
Farangīhā [ ﻓﺮﻧﮕﯿﮭﺎEuropeans] do not let it reach the Islamic lands.
Pūlād is of two types: one is mined called shāvirān/ shābūrqān
[cast iron] and one is made artificially that is made of soft iron with
some spices; and sometimes pūlād is cut out/chipped and fused with
narmāhan [soft iron] and the mixture of these is a gowhar [pattern] that
is called balārak and from it blades and kattār that Indians have are
made and some spices are rubbed and polished on the surface of these
blades to get the gowhar [pattern] out. Balārak is of some types: shāhī,
Chāhakī and rūhīnā. Shāhī balārak have white and big gowhar
[patterns] that are in altar shape. And rūhīnā has even bigger patterns
as if they were designed by fingertips and like this […]. And Chāhakī
balārak has got a lot of white patterns but is dry and brittle and is
sometimes as much as a fingertip or more blackish and free from
pattern that is not good specially if it shows on both sides of the blade.
. . . Rūhīnā and shāhī balārak are made in India and Chāhakī
balārak is made in Pārs [. . .]. On the prices of these, Farangī ﻓﺮﻧﮕﯽ
[European] iron that is soft and white is one of the best and a blade
made of it worth one thousand Egyptian dinār. And shāhī balārak is the
best of the balāraks; afterwards, comes rūhīnā, and then Chāhakī
balārak, which is of best figure and pattern and in the beginning it was
deemed as Indian balārak and was sold to the same price but when
examined, it was found to be dry and brittle and its glory and value
decreased as it is said by the professionals of the time that good iron
must have whitish hue and does not have different or two
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natures/characters. (Dashtakī 1424-1497 CE, Translated by the author
of this thesis)
Dashtakī’s manuscript itself was copied several times. More than seven
copies of this manuscript with minor differences were detected during my
research among different archives in Iran, spanning the 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th
c. CE, without providing any further information.
Overall, it is clear that palārak was recognised with three types of:
shāhī, rūhīnā and Chāhakī. Dashtakī states that shāhī and rūhīnā were
made in India and Chāhakī was produced in Pārs. It is not clear though
whether Pārs was indicative of Pārs province or Iran in general, as Iran’s
original name was Pārs or Persia. A chart showing the manuscripts in a
chronological order depicts the most important features of each treatise (Table
4.1 and Fig. 4.4). Shāhī palārak was characterised by large white patterns.
Rūhīnā’s patterns were even larger as if they were designed with fingertips,
and then Chāhakī palārak was also full of white patterns but sometimes
having blackish inclusions/patches and also Chāhakī palārak was reported to
be brittle.
The three types of shāhī, rūhīnā and Chāhakī palāraks or crucible steel
raise the question whether these were traditions or processes that were
confined to specific production sites or whether, instead, craftsmen could
choose to either make Chāhakī, shāhī or rūhīnā style of crucible steel.
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Figure 4-2 Dashtakī’s manuscript, mentioning Chāhak and Chāhakī Palārak manufactured in Pārs.

4.3.4 Massalski (19th c. CE, Qajar)
A relatively modern account of crucible steel making process in Persia
was given by Massalski (1841), a Russian captain. Allan and Gilmour (2000,
535-9) translated the original French text and re-constructed missing
illustrations of the crucible and furnace that were originally depicted by
Massalski. They state that the text clearly shows that Massalski obtained this
information based on direct observations and interviewing the Persian
craftsmen about their co-fusion process. The main ingredients are three parts
iron that should be from old iron but with no rust, plus one part white and high
quality cast iron, and a little silver. Then, the cast iron and old iron should be
cut into pieces, mixed and thrown into a refractory crucible of which the size is
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based on the amount of the charge that is normally around 2.5 kg. The base of
the crucible is described as concave, and the charge takes up one third of its
capacity (Allan and Gilmour 2000 535; Wagner 2007, 266).
Massalski described the furnace as a simple cubic structure with four
openings at each corner, one of which is used to add more charcoal if needed
and the other three for bellows nozzles. A perforated platform with holes of the
same diameter as the crucibles is put at the second third of the height of the
furnace, where crucibles will be placed. Some small holes are made in order
to allow the fire to engulf the crucibles (Fig. 4. 3), and a mobile lid of either iron
or brick is luted with clay, which also has several holes to allow the fumes to
get out of the furnace (Wagner 2007, 266). The furnace is filled with charcoal
to touch the bottom of the crucibles, and then it is heated. After five to six
hours the metal begins to melt with a bubbling sound until the fusion is
complete. When the fusion is complete no bubbling noise could be heard; at
that point, the furnace door will be removed to add a mix of 13-17 grams of
silver to each crucible and whisk with a metal rod, and then the crucible goes
back into the furnace. All the openings of the furnace will be sealed and the
crucibles stay inside the furnace to cool down slowly over three days. The
steel is then ready to be removed and also any silver sticking to the ingot shall
be discarded (Wagner 2008, 266). Wagner (2008, 267) further states that as
silver does not alloy with iron its addition to the charge may have been for
quality control; however, he does not give an explanation how the addition of
silver would help quality control.
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Figure 4-3 Massalski’s illustrations of: I crucible, II Furnace, III False floor and its position on the furnace;
the holes show where crucibles are positioned on the false floor and smaller holes around each crucible
hole are made for heat transfer (Wagner 2008, 267)

This method is the second record of a co-fusion recipe after the one that
was mentioned by Al-Ṭarsusī. Despite their similarities, there are also
differences. The iron and cast steel ratio is a little different in the two methods.
Al-Ṭarsusī’s ratio was three parts soft iron with half a part cast iron, while
Massalski’s charge is three parts iron and one part cast steel. Massalski
mentions the addition of some silver, which was not mentioned in the previous
methods. Then, his method is in two stages in contrast with Al-Ṭarsusī’s cofusion process that was carried out in one stage, and no addition of fluxes is
recorded by Massalski.
The text continues to describe the removal of the resulting ingot, detailing
the complexity of the process, ingot quality, making and quenching blades,
etc. (cf. Allan and Gilmour 2000). One important passage is when Massalski
explains the ways in which blades are worked to reveal a mottled pattern. It is
followed by the statement of Anosov, his Major General, that these are fake
processes; but Massalski argues that the Persians do not know any other way
(any fake way) and also do not know the ancient ways of doing it (Allan and
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Gilmour 2000, 539). This statement of Massalski about the Persians’
ignorance of the ancient methods of crucible steel making clearly indicates
that in his own opinion, his observation has no relation to the early Islamic
crucible steel making, and therefore cannot inform this thesis further. It does,
however, prompt some possible inferences:
•

Crucible steel production was not recorded completely

•

Hence, this technology did not transfer to the next generations and ended at
some point

•

Apprenticeship tradition and no use of manuals

•

Maybe the early nineteenth century crucible steel-making could have been
quite independent from the old craft

•

Or maybe this information given to Massalski was simply a way of keeping the
old tradition secret from foreigners

Massalski adds that the Persians during his time sometimes recycled old
blades to make new ones. This is in line with the knife/blade makers of the
Isfahan province in Iran, where this seems to have a long tradition, as reported
to the author of this thesis by knife makers in Isfahan and Najaf-Abad, who
stated that at some point their ancestors were re-melting the old blades.
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Figure 4-4 The chronological order of manuscripts, with suggested lines of knowledge transmission
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Table 4-1 Appearance of names of cities and countries related to crucible steel making in Persian text

Bīrūnī (10th-11th CE –
Qaznavid)

Khayyām (11th -12th CE –
Seljuk)

Jowharī Nīshābūrī (12th CE –
Seljuk)

Iron Mines

Armania (An Abbasid
province of Iran including
Azarbaijān, Armenia and
Georgia)

Khorāsan (Tus mountains)

Pūlād (crucible steel)

Harāt: Āhan-e pūlād (IronSteel)

Harāt: pūlād
Hindoustān (India): Shāhi
Balārak

Tāftah (welding)

Sindh (today’s Pakistan)

Sword types (those
representing production
sites)

Pūlād: India, Yemen,
Khorāsān, Mūltān (today’s
Pakistan)
Shābūrqān:
Saqālabi (Slav) and Rūmi
(Roman)

Naṣīr al-Dīn Tūsī (13th CElate Khwārazmian early
Ilkhānid)

Dashtakī Shīrāzī (15th CETimurid)

Hindoustān (India):
Shāhi Balārak

Hindoustān (India):
Shāhi Balārak

Pārs: Chāhakī Balārak

Pārs: Chāhakī Balārak

Hindoustān (India): Sulaymānī
Tāftah
Among 14 sword types:
Yemen, India, Damascus,
Egypt, khorāsān (Salmāni)

Rūhīnā (Iron of war): Mūltān
(today’s Pakistan)
Like Rūhīnā:
Yemen
Combination of pūlād and
Narm-āhan:
Bulgār (probably Bulgarian)

Rūhīnā: Hindūstān (India)
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4.4 Discussion
The early medieval texts provide fundamental information related to iron
and steel production in Persia and allow a systematic and chronological
analysis of the historical reports concerning crucible steel technology. Each
manuscript reports different aspects of the industry of the time and its relation
with past traditions. Not all of these, however, are related to crucible steel. The
manuscripts and historic records presented here include treatises (Jābir – Kindi
– Bīrūnī – Al-Ṭarsusī and Massalski) that have been studied numerous times
by modern scholars. Additionally, some other Persian manuscripts (Khayyām –
Tūsī and its Mishkāt copy – Nīshābūrī – Kāshī and finally Dashtakī) are
presented that have not been previously analysed for their crucible steel-related
content apart from Moshtagh Khorasani and Hynninen (2013) in the context of a
co-fusion experiment.
In the 8th-9th c. CE, Jābir’s Book on Iron presents iron production under
calcination, which is not immediately relevant to crucible steel making. The most
important part of this book concerns the description of ‘mollification of hard
bodies and induration of the soft by calcination’ but since it clearly is an
oxidising operation aimed to produce a powdery product (‘calx’), calcination
cannot be related to crucible steel production, which is highly reducing.
However, an ahistorical picture of a calcination furnace, added first in an early
modern western edition of this book has been repeatedly used to illustrate early
Islamic crucible steel production, while in fact the calcination furnace is used not
only for iron but for other metals and also for cupellation. Therefore, this furnace
picture cannot reasonably be attributed to early Islamic crucible steel
production.
Another manuscript, that is actually a commentary on a book of Jābir,
was written by Jildaki half a millennium later and has been investigated by AlHassan (1978), Allan and Gilmour (2000), Craddock (2003) and Hoyland and
Gilmour (2006). Apart from Al-Hassan, these scholars believe this text to
contain crucible steel production content. Hoyland and Gilmour back up their
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hypothesis by comparing some expressions of ‘hearing bubbling’ noise or
‘watch its swirling’ with Massalski’s ethnographic record of crucible steel
production in Persia during the 19th c. CE. They further include ‘an addition of
steel to the charge’ in their translation, which does not exist in the original text.
In contrast, Al-Hassan (1978) had earlier linked the processes to pig iron
production and refining the cast iron. Al-Hassan’s interpretations seem to be
closer to the original message of the text. Firstly, the original text does not
appear to demonstrate crucible steel-making process for several reasons: there
is no indication of adding steel to the charge. The text clearly states that this
process was not carried out inside crucibles. Instead, the original text refers to
‘pouring the mixture through channels, which strongly indicates that the process
was not carried out using steel-making crucibles as no traditional crucible steel
process allows pouring the steel out. The fact that watching and swirling the
mixtures recorded in this text does not seem to be practical from inside
crucibles, further suggests that this process refers to another technology.
Finally, even if this process was of crucible steel making, Massalski’s document
is not an adequate text to be compared to Jildaki’s commentary or to prove the
contents of being co-fusion process, as Massalski’s note belongs to a much
later period (19th c. CE) and cannot be used as the main source to interpret and
determine the methods of a much earlier text.
One should particularly note that the inaptness of using Massalski’s text
to interpret earlier manuscripts is highlighted by the fact that in Massalski’s
interviews, metalworkers declared that they did not know about any ancient way
of making crucible steel (Wagner 2008, 265-268). So, if the smiths of the 19th c.
CE did not follow the ancient methods or did not chose to tell the truth,
interpreting the commentary of Jildaki based on Massalski’s text does not seem
to be relevant. Therefore, this commentary is not considered in this paper as
describing an early Islamic crucible steel making process.
To sum up, the attribution of Jildaki’s commentaries of Jābir’s Book of
Iron to crucible steel technology, and attributing the early modern calcination
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furnace picture of Jābir’s ‘works of Geber’ to crucible steel production both
seems incongruous.
Shortly after Jabir, Al-Kindi (8th-9th c. CE) writes a treatise exclusively on
swords in a clear language and elaborates on iron and steel with different
qualities. He introduces the different names of soft and hard iron and crucible
steel as narm-āhan, shāpurqān (Shāburgān) and pūlād (fūlād) that can then be
seen also in later manuscripts. Significantly, he uses the mentioned Persian
names, and as Al-Kindi was an Arab polymath using these terms, one wonders
whether the knowledge on iron and swords had spread throughout the Islamic
lands from Persia. This hypothesis may later be investigated in relation to the
origins of the technology.
Al-Kindi only mentions crucible steel production in a short sentence of
“purifying soft iron with addition of things”. This could equally refer to either
carburizing or co-fusion process since soft iron is used in both of the processes,
but from Al-Kindi’s description of addition of “things”, one should not make any
further judgements. The above sentence has been interpreted by Hoyland and
Gilmour (2006, 53) as follows: iron during purifying melts in small clay crucibles.
Gilmour interprets the refining process to consist of mixing cast iron with
narmāhan, while in fact Al-Kindi only mentioned purifying narmāhan (mined
iron) with addition of “things”, and does not mention crucibles in his text. Adding
to mined iron something that purifies it does not specify the type of process – it
may be crucible steel making, or may not.
On the other hand, Hoyland and Gilmour (2006) believe that “things”
refer to cast iron and base their interpretation on some other recipes from AlKindi elsewhere, but do not specify the reference. Overall, Al-Kindi’s abstract
account of steel technology shows that his manuscript was not supposed to be
followed by craftspeople as a manual for future production of crucible steel.
Instead, as several later manuscripts exhibit a more detailed description of
crucible steel making processes it seems that Al-Kindi’s treatise was not the
main source for these, but more sophisticated information was available to the
next generation of scholars.
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Only from the Qaznavid period, 10th-11th c. CE onwards more details
appear in the relevant manuscripts. Some production sites are introduced, and
sometimes recipes are recorded. Bīrūnī, from the 10th-11th c. CE is the first to
record a recipe of crucible steel making. Even though Bīrūnī has used AlKindi’s treatise his manuscript contains a series of new information such as the
first carburization recipe and some production sites such as Harāt. It is therefore
no surprise that Bīrūnī’s document is one of the most used and debated texts
among modern scholars. In particular, the identification of the type of his
crucible steel recipe is obscured with another part of the manuscript where he
introduces dūṣ. It is worthwhile here to bring the original Arabic sentence of
Bīrūnī’s manuscript:
ﻣﺎوه اﻟﺴﺎﺋﻞ ﻣﻨﮫ وﻗﺖ اﻻذاﺑﺔ و اﻟﺘﺨﻠﯿﺺ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺤﺠﺎرة
ٔ و ﯾﻨﻘﺴﻢ اﻟﻨﺮم آھﻦ اﻟﯽ ﺿﺮﺑﯿﻦ اﺣﺪھﻤﺎ ھﻮ و اﻻﱠﺧﺮ
 ﻟﺴﺮﻋﺔ ﺧﺮوﺟﮫ و ﺳﺒﻘﮫ اﻟﺤﺪﯾﺪ ﻓﯽ اﻟﺠﺮﯾﺎن و ھﻮ ﺻﻠﺐ، و ﺑﻨﻮاﺣﯽ زاﺑﻠﺴﺘﺎن َرو. و ﯾﺴﻤﯽ دوﺻﺎ و ﺑﺎﻟﻔﺎرﺳﯿﺔ اﺳﺘﮫ
.اﺑﯿﺾ ﯾﻀﺮب اﻟﯽ اﻟﻔﻀﯿﺔ
Soft iron is divided into two: the iron itself, and its water that
liquefies from it while it is smelting and separating from the stone [ore]
and is called dawṣa/dūṣ or asta in Persian. And it is called raw in
Zābūlistān for its fast exit and precedence of flow from iron. It is a white
solid that looks like silver.
4.4.1 Dūṣ as Iron Slag?
Bīrūnī’s explanation of dūṣ is simple and to the point. Here, dūṣ is very
close to one of the second definitions of this term as khabth al-Ḥadīd, iron slag.
Dehkhoda (1993 (II), 9899) gives a French translation of this term from one of
Ibn Al-Baytār’s books (he does not specify which book) (Ibn Al-Baytār, 12th-13th
c. CE) as ‘scories du fer’, which means iron slag. To elaborate on this, the other
word attributed to dūṣ is raw in Persian, which is a suffix that means ‘goer’ and
Bīrūnī well explains why dūṣ is also called with this name. The other Persian
word given for dūṣ is asta; this word is described as ‘pit’, which is the part of
fruits that is normally extracted and thrown away (Dehkhoda 1993(II), 1858,
1861). The attribution of dūṣ to the pit or stone of fruits may again indicate the
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unwanted and waste part of the iron making process. One should not confuse
asta with asṭām, as the latter is another name for shābūrqān (Dehkhoda 1993
(II), 1929).
After introducing dūṣ, Bīrūnī mentions tūbāl (hammer scale) and za’faran
al-Ḥadīd (saffron of iron: iron oxide) as other kinds of iron.

Although this

classification by Bīrūnī may not sound as accurate in the modern eyes, one
should note that most probably Bīrūnī did not introduce the three components
as other types of bloomery iron but as different states of iron. These are starting
from its stone (ore) as some part of it goes into slag (probably tap-slag) and soft
iron remains, then some part of the iron again separates from the bloom as
hammer scale and finally it oxidises to a yellowish power (rust?), as very well
likened as saffron of iron. This is a mystical explanation of a transformation and
journey of iron ore to different states:
Al-Hijārah

à

Dūṣ
Narmāhan

à

Tūbāl

à

Za’farān al-Ḥadīd

Iron ore

à

Smelting slag?
Bloomery iron

à

Hammerscale

à

Iron oxide

In this manuscript, Bīrūnī also mentioned shābūrqān for hard iron. The
fact that historical craftsmen had a special term for hard iron (namely
shābūrqān) supports the argument against the attribution of dūṣ to cast iron.
Moreover, Bīrūnī differentiates between dūṣ and shābūrqān in the following
sentence: ‘Saqalabi’s and Rūs did not make their swords of āhan-i dūṣ (iron of
dūṣ) as it is not strong enough, rather they used shābūrqān’.
Probably, he intended to specify soft iron (bloomery iron) by mentioning
the iron-dūṣ, but it is evident that dūṣ and shābūrqān (hard iron/steel of
unspecified technical origin) are clearly two different substances of different
qualities, and unlikely to be both cast iron.
Right after introducing dūṣ, Bīrūnī explains (see 4.2.1) that compound
iron is different from the aforesaid iron and dūṣ as it is made by the
‘combination of iron and its water in crucibles with the shape of eggs and is
called pūlād. And Harāt is a place that such pūlād is made’ (Bīrūnī 1974, 48-9;
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Al-Hassan 1978, 40). This part of the manuscript suggests that ‘its water’ may
refer to the pattern of the resulting ingot, which resembles water waves.
However, it may also suggest a co-fusion process. The significance for us of
this part of the text is the attribution of Harāt as the place where this method is
practiced. The differentiation of crucible steel (regardless of it being co-fusion or
carburizing in this sentence) from soft-iron and dūṣ may justify his classification
of putting these two substances together in the same category because they
may have been both created as a result of the same smelting process. One,
being the narmāhan, and the other its waste material.
Another debatable interpretation of Bīrūnī’s manuscript is the attribution
of the co-fusion process to Bīrūnī’s crucible steel making recipe. In their earlier
works Feuerbach et al (1998, 38) and later on Merkel (2013) base their
interpretation of the Central Asian crucible steel tradition on Bīrūnī’s text,
probably by referring to dūṣ or ‘addition of iron’s water’. However, Bīrūnī’s only
recipe does not include any of the above terms and is evidently a carburization
recipe. Still, other scholars such as Craddock (2003), Allan and Gilmour (2000,
620) and Hoyland and Gilmour (2006, 157, 162) also interpret dūṣ as cast iron.
They reproach Bīrūnī for not knowing what he was writing (due to him
classifying dūṣ in the same category of soft iron) while Bīrūnī’s description of
dūṣ is not well explored.
Bīrūnī’s recipe also reflects some social and cultural settings in which
the technology is embedded. As in most historical crafts, the specialist’s choices
seem to be based on more than just the technological purposes and exhibit
influences of other cultural and social factors (Sillar and Tite 2000; Killick 2004).
Pomegranate has always been a holy fruit in Iran. It is said to be the fruit of
heavens, so the addition of this ingredient may well have been a selective
choice for its dual properties: one is that pomegranate rinds are dried organic
materials ideal for carburizing purposes and abundant in Iran; additionally they
may have been chosen in order to dignify the process or give some heavenly
powers to the resulting steel. These culturally embedded technological choices
are also reflected in Khayyām’s recipe. ‘Peganum harmala’, an ingredient
mentioned in the second stage of Khayyām’s recipe, has mystic applications to
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this day. One of these is to ward off the evil eye by throwing it into fire. So,
besides its technical use as a carburizing agent peganum harmala might also
have been chosen for a successful steel-making process in order to protecting it
from evil eyes.
This next manuscript, Khayyām’s Nawrūz-Nāmah dating to the 11th-12th
c. CE, is of great importance. Khayyām is mostly famous for his scientific and
poetic writings; but his accounts of crucible steel making did not receive the
same attention as Bīrūnī or Al-Kindi’s work by today’s scholars. This may be
because the content is almost hidden under the name of the treatise ‘Persian
New-Year Festival’ that shows no relevance to its scientific section on swords
and its crucible steel recipe. However, Khayyām provides after Bīrūnī’s
manuscript only the second known recipe of crucible steel making by
carburization. He had used Bīrūnī’s manuscript but the source of information for
his process is not recognised.
Half a century later, during the 12th c. CE Al-Ṭarsusī, an Ayyubid military
expert wrote a significant manuscript on arms and armour. He provided four
different recipes of crucible steel making, the third of which is a copy of
Khayyām’s process while the first has some similarities to Bīrūnī’s recipe. In
addition, his treatise contains two new recipes including the first co-fusion and
de-carburization recipes. A few decades later, in Iran, Jowharī Nīshābūrī,
whose family background is in different types of metalworking, wrote a
manuscript called Jawāhir Nāma Niẓāmī (Niẓāmī’s Book on Jewels) that
contains a chapter on iron. This document, which is not that well known to
modern scholars, has extensively borrowed from older manuscripts, mostly
Bīrūnī. Nīshābūrī states that ingots made in Harāt are re-melted in India using
a recipe which is similar to Bīrūnī’s process, but instead of using soft iron, Harāt
ingots are used. Such re-melting has never been reported previously; however,
the originality of this process is of question and more investigation is required,
since the overall recipe is not conclusive and much of it is a copy of Bīrūnī’s
treatise. Additionally, Harāt ingots are crucible steel products and do not need
to be carburized again. It could be that Nīshābūrī wanted to convey that a
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crucible steel making methods close to Harāt’s method is practiced in India but
that the ingots produced there are only half as big as the Harāt ingots.
In the late 12th and early 13th c. CE, Chāhak is first mentioned in relation
to crucible steel making. Ibn Balkhī, writing just before the Mongol invasion,
refers to it as a centre for pūlād production in his geographical account of Pārs
province, while half a century later Tūsī wrote a manuscript on iron and steel
that for the first time discusses the quality of crucible steel from Chāhak
compared to that of India and Harāt, other production sites repeatedly
mentioned. Based on his document, Tūsī probably used Nīshābūrī’s
manuscript but may have personally researched and recorded Chāhak. One
should note that the appearance of Chāhak in Tūsī’s work suggest that the
production of crucible steel started at this site at least at that time or even
before this manuscript. These two texts are of great importance as they suggest
that the tradition of crucible steel making in central Iran did not suffer the same
fate as the Central Asian ones, but perhaps continued the production after the
Mongol invasion.
Another Jawāhir Nāma, written in the 14th c. CE by Kāshī shows that
scholars then still used Nīshābūrī’s treatise. In this case, Kāshī either did not
pay attention to Tūsī’s update on Chāhak, or did not have access to Tūsī’s
manuscript. Instead he included the fused ingot making in India using the Harāt
ingots that was mentioned earlier in Nīshābūrī’s treatise. This indicates a mere
copying of Nīshābūrī’s text and cannot be used to indicate the presence of
such process in India.
Later on, Dashtakī (15th c. CE) wrote the last Jawāhir-Nāmah. He used
both Kāshī’s and Tūsī’s manuscripts, but did not talk about any process of
making Indian fused ingots; instead he stressed the production of crucible steel
in Chāhak. However, the similarity of Dashtakī’s treatise to the earlier
documents makes one hesitate to conclude whether Chāhak continued to be an
active production site during the 15th CE or not. But Dashtakī’s treatise remains
one of the most frequently duplicated sources of Jawāhir Nāma.
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Even though Chāhak is frequently quoted since the late 12th c. CE until
the 19th c. CE it is not certain that it remained an active production site
throughout this period, due to the apparent mere copying of old manuscripts in
later centuries. Therefore, Dashtakī’s manuscript seems to be the last Persian
scholarly work on gemstones or alchemy containing original crucible steel
information. All further treatises are copies of this manuscript and are not
included in this thesis (at least seven more manuscripts from the later centuries
have been identified as copies of Dashtakī’s manuscript without stating that
they are copies).
In this respect, Massalski’s ethnographic report of crucible steel making
in Central Asia during the 19th c. CE is of great importance because it may
suggest the continuation of crucible steel making until the 19th c. CE, while no
manuscript reported activities of the later era since 15th c. CE, apart from copies
whose information only reflects the older original situation. Massalski’s text is
another reason to assume that written sources did not have a substantial role in
the survival and transmission of the techniques of this technology. Massalski
(Wagner 2008) stated that metalworkers were not aware of any ancient recipe
of crucible steel making. It may imply that craftsmen had not used written
sources, yet Massalski cannot rule out the possibility that the medieval
craftsmen may well have been aware of these texts. However, a close study of
the extant recipes also demonstrates that they are not comprehensive enough
to allow craftsmen to produce crucible steel, even though they are of great
importance as first-hand information for scholars in the scientific study of the
archaeological remains and for historical re-construction of the technology
(Table 4.2 brings all the 5 historical recipes together for a simpler comparative
study).
The table illustrates the different recipes of crucible steel-making to
enable a comparative analysis of the methods and ingredients. Three recipes
refer to carburization methods that are recorded between the 8th to 9th c. CE
until the 12th c. CE. Two other methods from the 12th c. CE are the co-fusion
and decarburization methods of Al-Ṭarsusī. The carburization recipes report a
usage of about 1.5 to 3.5 kg soft iron. The additional mixture added at the first
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stage of firing weights from about 90 to 240 grams. The amounts of iron and
added mixture differ among recipes, but all three recipes present a similar
approach to the amount of iron and mixture into the crucible. In the next
chapters of this thesis, the carburizing recipes will be further examined and
compared to the analyses of archaeological samples from the Chāhak crucible
steel making site.
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Table 4-2 Crucible steel making recipes based on historical manuscripts (Ingredients and amounts)
Bīrūnī
10th -11th AD

First Stage
Ingredients

Process type

Carburization

KHAYYĀM and AlṬarsusī
11th-12th AD
Carburization

IRON

Five raṭl horseshoes and their nails
(3600 g)

One mann soft iron
(iron filings) (3000 g)

Soft iron (weight not specified)
old iron nails

Three raṭl soft Iron (2160
g) half a raṭl Shābūrqān
(360 g)

Three raṭl Shābūrqān
(2160 g)

Mixture weight

30 dirhams (96 g) equal amount

Two ūqīya (500 g)
equal amount

35.5 dirhams (114 g) different
weight for each ingredient then
wash with water and salt

Different weight for each
ingredient

Different weight for
each ingredient

Stibium

*

Golden Marcasite

*

Maghnisīa

*

*

1.5 dirhams (45 g)

Five dirhams (16 g)

Seven dirhams (22 g)

Coral/Bussad

*

Tincal/Borax

*

Al-Ṭarsusī II
12th AD

Al-Ṭarsusī III
12th AD

Al-Ṭarsusī IV
12th AD

Carburization

Co-fusion

Decarburization

Myrobalan

17 dirhams (54 g)

Bellirica

17 dirhams (54 g)

Pomegranate husk

20 dirhams (64 g)
One handful

Scammony
Second
Stage
Ingredients

Five dirhams (16 g)

Other information
Mixture weight

Process finished
A bundle of 40 dirhams (128 g)

Myrobalan

*

Pomegranate rinds

*

Salt

*

Oyster shell

*

Two ūqīya (500 g)

*

Peganum harmala

*

Oak apple gull
Acorn

*
*

Cantharis

*

Process finished

Process finished
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4.5 Summary
In summary, some of the historical texts relating to crucible steel making
report a two-stage process in which first a few kilograms of soft iron (bloomery
iron), or scrap metal such as nails of horse shoes are placed into a sealable
crucible together with a bag containing a mixture of around a quarter kilogram of
minerals and plant matter, and heated until molten. Then a further quarter
kilogram is added of another mixture of plant and mineral matter and the
content fired for another extended period, said to reach several days, before the
resulting liquid steel is allowed to cool within the crucible, forming an eggshaped ingot, taking the form of the interior of the crucible, ready to be worked
into artefacts.
Only few recipes report a one-stage process, all written by Al-Ṭarsusī
and two of which are of co-fusion and decarburization process. In fact the best
recipes of crucible steel available for this study in most cases include a twostage process. This may be simply a result of the fact that all the manuscripts
are based on copies and adaptations of the same recipe, or it may reflect the
reality that most crucible steel making did involve two steps. If this were the
case, one would wonder which of the steps would be represented by the
archaeological crucibles. The nature of the Chāhak crucibles quickly suggest
the fact that the crucibles were sealed and had no opening, hence they would
not have been appropriate for a simple two-staged process. Therefore, they
either indicate a one-stage process in Chāhak or the combined remains of a
two-stage process. The first hypothesis seems most appropriate, because the
way the recipes are recorded may not reflect the reality, the recipes are vague
and with limited detail on the practicalities of the process; and the way the
craftsmen perceived technological processes could have well been different. If,
however, the same crucible types were used for both stages of the two-stage
process, then it would be difficult to distinguish this in the archaeological finds
from Chāhak.
The major role of the plant matter is to provide the carbon necessary to
transform the soft iron into steel, thereby lowering its melting point to within the
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reach of medieval furnaces as well as strongly improving the quality of the
metal. The role of the mineral additives is less clear; they range from salt to
borax and various carbonates (baking soda, various forms of calcium carbonate
such as coral and shells, and manganese dioxide) to (potentially, but unlikely)
sulphides (marcasite and stibnite). Some of these may act as fluxes to stimulate
slag formation and replacing the iron oxide of the slag, such as the carbonates;
others possibly facilitated carburization of the iron and production of a finer
lamellar structure of pearlite, such as the manganese compounds. Other
minerals would have increased the strength of the resulting ingot. However, the
role of the sulphides is less clear, and would need further research. Possibly,
more research is also needed on the terminology and correct identification of
such ingredients (such as marqshīsha that may be marcasite) before their role
can be fully determined and discussed.
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Chapter 5. Morphology of Chāhak crucibles

Early crucibles were mostly discarded after each use (Bayley and Rehren
2007); Chāhak crucibles had a similar fate and mostly had to be broken to
extract the metal. According to Thornton and Rehren (2009) the typical end of
the lifetime of crucibles after the metal production and their discard had always
affected the amount of attention these vessels caught from the archaeologists;
while they have a vital role in the metallurgical process by carrying the load of
molten metal, providing the support needed to carry out the process and
sometimes contributing to the formation of slag. Additionally, crucibles project
the high amount of knowledge and skill of the craftsmen in both understanding
the metal and its needs for successful production, but also in choosing the best
clay material suitable for the specific metallurgical activity (Thornton and Rehren
2009, 2700-1). A morphological study of the crucibles is mostly the initial and
most informative process towards understanding these vessels; it provides
valuable information on the shape, size, and physical structure of the vessel,
the way they were constructed, and several other factors about the function of
the crucibles and the metal produced within them.
The primary step to study the archaeological material retrieved from Chāhak
was to evaluate each sample visually in order to determine the shape and size
of the crucibles as they were used. The samples of Chāhak crucibles recovered
are all broken fragments; however, taken together they clearly indicate that the
crucibles used in this steel making workshop were closed vessels of relatively
thin walls, which in turn suggests firing from outside the crucibles and in a
furnace. The outer surface is covered with a pseudo glaze created through
interaction with the fuel ash in the furnace, and appears in a grey and brownish
colour. The morphological study of 300 Chāhak crucible fragments has
generated informative data on the shape, size and design of the crucibles, and
helps identify physical characteristics and technical parameters of the
metallurgical process. From the top downwards, the Chāhak crucible fragment
assemblage consists of lids, upper crucible wall fragments with visible slag line
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(sometimes with a slag-fin adhering to the wall), lower body/base fragments,
and pads. They assemble to form a relatively standardised (see below)
archetype of a tall, cylindrical vessel with a dark grey, very dense and finegrained fabric. The following sections provide a more detailed description of
each category of crucible fragments, from the top down.

5.1 Crucible lids
Crucible lids are the most peculiar fragments among the Chāhak
assemblage, showing a completely different structure from the Central Asian
crucible steel making lids. The Central Asian crucible lids were manufactured to
the same standards as the crucibles themselves, in a bowl shape with thin walls
and a central whole (Akhsiket and Pap in Uzbekistan: Rehren and Papakhristu
2000, 57-59), or as a flat thin disc with a small central pierced hole (Merv in
Turkmenistan: Feuerbach et al. 2003); whereas, Chāhak lids are much thicker
and made of a solid clay lump that was applied to cover and seal the crucible
opening, while still soft. On their lower side, facing the inside of the crucible they
are either rounded or show the impressions of the charge contained within the
crucibles; their upper, outer surface is shaped as a half-sphere, which gets
thinner on the edges and covers the crucible rim, so that the lid firmly adheres
to the exterior of the upper crucible wall (Figs. 5.1-2).
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Figure 5-1 Chāhak lid featuring: the lid's lute (white arrows) covering the crucible wall (black arrow)

Figure 5-2 Lid's outer surface, covering the crucible wall and featuring the crucible sherds used as handles
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Three or four pieces of recycled crucible wall fragments appear arranged
radially or in a cross shape on top of each lid, creating a handle-like feature.
These crucible sherds have been inserted in the clay and fixed by extra clay
(Fig. 5.2 and 5.4). Normally crucible steel making lids were luted to their
crucibles in order to seal the crucibles; but in the case of Chāhak crucibles, the
clay lump was pushed directly onto the crucible when charged, hence the lid
lump was moulded around the crucible wall/rim and plugged the opening (Fig.
5.1-2) A typical pattern in the lids is the presence of cracks that developed
during firing, but originate from the pressure by the insertion of the handles, and
sometimes flare out to the rim of the lid. The average diameter of a total of eight
lids with three handle-like attachments is 7.7 cm with standard deviation of 0.7;
and 20 lids with four handle-like fittings were measured to an average of 8.5 cm
diameter with standard deviation of 0.7. Notably, there is no visible opening
within any of the lids.
The original clay properties before the firing of the crucible body and lids
are not known, as there is no unused crucible/fragments among the
assemblage. The used Chāhak lids’ clay is of a dark and dense nature, most
probably of the same fabric as the crucible body but with coarser, mega-size
inclusions (see Chapter 6, below). The lids’ dark grey colour indicates highly
reducing conditions within the furnace. Additionally, the bloated and vitrified
texture of the matrix, especially on the outer surface indicates the crucible lids
have been exposed to quite high temperatures, at the limit of their thermal
stability. The bloating is visible in the samples that are sectioned vertically,
appearing as well rounded vesicles (Fig. 5.3). Bloating evidence is more visible
closer to the edges of the lids (the left image in Fig. 5.3), but it decreases by
moving towards the core, as it gets further from the heat.
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Figure 5-3 Left: Lid with a crucible sherd inserted as handle, and covered with further clay. Right: Lid’s
inclusions (red arrow showing a big inclusion) compared to the crucible wall sherd inserted as a handlelike attachment (red circle). Some inclusions are as large as the thickness of the crucible wall.

Considering the matrix texture, as clay grains get coarser, the porosity
and voids also increase. The voids can help identifying the nature of the
inclusions (either as grog or minerals added as temper or naturally occurring
minerals), and the vessel’s forming techniques (Quinn 2013, 65, 97). Chāhak
crucible lids contain mega-elongate planar voids (voids > 2mm), which position
themselves parallel to the lid’s outer surfaces. The way the voids align to the
surface of the lid reflect the direction of the pressure by which the clay was
formed and luted to seal the crucible.
In contrast, the inclusions do not show any expansion voids. Therefore,
they cannot be quartz grain tempers but argillaceous inclusions, which do not
seem to be added as temper but probably naturally originate from the same clay
source, but in a drier state. The fragments are poorly sorted and appear as well
rounded, elongate or equant shapes and seem to be of solid nature, due to their
clear boundaries and high to neutral density (terminology following Quinn 2013
for fabric description methods). Additionally, lid inclusions seem to have a
bimodal distribution (Whitbread 1986). In cross section, the recycled sherds
inserted in the lids are easily differentiated from the clay lump by clear
boundaries and at what are probably expansion voids. They are also partly
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bloated and completely fused to the lids’ fabric; yet visually stand out due to
their finer texture and former outer surface’s fuel ash glaze (Fig. 5.3 right).

Figure 5-4 Chāhak crucible lids with 4 (left) and 3 (right) handles, respectively

The interior (lower) profile of the lids sometimes exhibits a bloated
surface with a reddish colour (Fig. 5.5), which suggest the lid’s contamination by
the crucible contents. The lids inner surfaces usually bear three distinctive
features, namely textile impressions, uneven surface indentations, and some
hemispherical iron splashes (Fig. 5.5-8). The appearance of textile impressions
is reminiscent of Bīrūnī’s chronicle, which mentions the addition to the crucible
charge of a bag filled with organic matter. The observation of textile impressions
on the lids’ inner surface demonstrates that the clay lumps forming the lids were
stacked on top of an already charged crucible, which had a textile bag at its
very top.
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Figure 5-5 Lid's inner metal splashes and round prills

Figure 5-6 Lid's inner indentations. Additionally the way the crucible is sandwiched by the lid's lump and
lute.
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Figure 5-7 Textile impressions on the inner surface of the lid

Figure 5-8 Textile impressions on the inner surface of the lid
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5.2 Crucible wall fragments (upper body)
The crucible wall sherds originate from a tubular crucible body with an
inner diameter ranging from 5.7 cm to 7.9 cm, based on measurement of 17
sufficiently preserved fragments (Fig. 5.9-10). A consistent observation for most
upper wall fragments is their systematic tapering or thinning towards the rim,
from a typical wall thickness of 8.8 mm (measurement of 47 fragments;
standard deviation 1.5) near/just above the slag line, to an average 3.3 mm
(measuring 9 rim fragments; standard deviation 0.28) of the rim. So, the initial
evaluation of the crucibles reveal tall cylindrical vessels with quite small
diameter indicating a closed crucible system, most probably fired from the
outside, which will be explained with more visual evidence such as fuel ash
glaze formation on the outer surface of the sherds that normally happens by the
contact of ceramic with fuel ash in high temperatures.
In cross section, immediately underneath the fuel ash-glaze the crucible
matrix appears highly vitrified with clear bloating vesicles, which dig into the
crucible matrix by few millimetres (see below, Ch. 7). All crucible fragments are
made of dense and very fine clay, that once sectioned, reveal equant wellrounded argillaceous fragments with clear boundaries and high density. To the
naked eye, these inclusions appear a little fainter in colour than the parent clay,
and differ from the lid inclusions by their meso and macro size (meso: 0.05-0.5
mm; macro: 0.5-2 mm in size respectively) and moderate degree of sorting
(Quinn 2013, 92-97).
The argillaceous fragments cannot be of grog type as grogs normally
have angular shape; also secondary surface deposits that are other indicators
of grog are not identified in this case (Whitbread 1986; Quinn 2013). However, it
cannot be addressed at this stage whether these fragments were added later on
to the clay paste or the entire clay come from one sort of crushed solid
refractory clay deposit that contained some uncrushed particles. It seems
certain, however, that the same source of clay was used to make both the
crucible and lid, but attention was paid to select a finer variety (or a more
refined one) for the manufacture of the crucibles. Alternatively, the clay could
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have been sieved and the remaining coarse part was set aside for the
manufacture of the lids.
The slag line is a frequent breaking point of the crucible walls, probably
due to thinning of the crucible body as a result of slag attack into the fabric. Slag
fins are always in shatters due to their thin structure and glassy nature. They
are typically about one centimetre thick where they attach to the crucible, and
further develop as a thin ‘fin’ extending away from the ceramic, thinning to as
little as a millimetre.

These slag fragments are glassy with minute metal

inclusions (Fig. 5.10-12). Most slag-fins are characterized by their glassy or
opaque appearance with shades of dark or light green (Fig. 5.13-14). Another
characteristic of the upper wall fragments near the slag fins is a concave
incursion that sometimes develops on the interior of the crucibles just above the
slag fin. It is thought that the acidic molten slag possibly creates this cavity by
corroding some of the crucible fabric before finally levelling off and lowering
down and solidifying on top of the ingot as the crucible cools at the end of the
process. This incursion generally extends by about a centimetre above the slag
fin, thus creating a weaker point on the crucible.
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Figure 5-9 top: nearly complete upper crucible sample with lid; it is broken from the slag line; note the fuel
ash glaze. 5.9 bottom: The same crucible pictured from below, note the diameter and the crucible fracture
from the weakened slag line; the slag corroded into the crucible and created a visible concave line
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Figure 5-10 crucible with adhering slag and the bloated external surface of the crucible which is visibly darker in the photo
Figure 5-11 upper crucible slag broken from the slag line; note the tapering crucible wall and inhomogeneous slag mostly crystalline with glassy core. Note the corroded
iron splash above the slag
Figure 5-12 Upper crucible fragment, broken from the slag line; the slag is glassy with entrapped air bubble
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Figure 5-13 Slag fin with mix of crystalline and glassy texture; the lower profile shows a spongy pattern
created by entrapped air bubbles. This helps finding out the orientation of the sherd

Figure 5-14 Crucible wall with adhering slag: the crystalline slag features a relatively large metal prill
(marked by red circle) and entrapped gas bubbles; the ceramic matrix includes rounded light grey
inclusions and a bloated outer layer

The upper crucible wall sherds can also be recognized by splashes of
metal prills that are attached to the inner surface of the crucible during the
process and while the steel was molten (Fig. 5.15) These prills appear dark
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grey or brown and are normally too corroded to be examined microscopically. In
addition they also demonstrate that the crucible steel was molten at some point
of the cementation process in the crucible.
The orientation of crucible sherds without preserved rim can be
determined based on their tapering wall thickness towards the rim, and also by
the appearance of entrapped gas bubbles on the lower profile of the slag fins
where these are preserved. This phenomenon can be explained by gas bubbles
that could not get released and remained entrapped under the glassy substance
as the slag cooled; hence creating bubble-like cavities on the lower surface of
the slag fins. Therefore the somewhat smooth upper surface and spongy
bottom of the slag fins signifies the orientation of the crucible sherds.

Figure 5-15 Upper crucible wall fragment featuring metal splashes above the concave slag line (some are
marked by the circle) and adhering slag; crucible is broken along the slag line (note the line above the slag
where it is visible how the slag has corroded into the crucible and created a concave line, marked by
arrows).
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5.2.1 Textile impressions and crucible manufacturing methods
Numerous Chāhak upper body fragments exhibit textile impressions (Fig.
5.16). Similar textile fabric imprints have previously been identified on the
crucibles of Akhsiket / Uzbekistan and were attributed to the use of textile
templates in the manufacture of these vessels. It has been suggested that the
templates were filled with sand, and that clay was shaped around them to make
these thin-walled and deep crucibles (Rehren and Papakhristu 2000, 56, 58;
Alipour et al. 2011). Until this research, the textile impressions were exclusive to
Central Asian crucibles but the archaeological evidence presented in this thesis
shows that similar practice was followed in today’s territory of Persia. It is,
however, proposed here that the fabric impressions of Chāhak and Akhsiket
crucibles derive from a sleeve covering a (wooden) mould, rather than a sandfilled textile bag. An example of the use of wooden templates for ceramic
vessels can be found in Nicholson’s report of early modern saggar production in
England (2011).
Some 92 upper body sherds bearing cloth impressions were randomly
selected for optical examination of the preserved textile fabric pattern. The
imprints demonstrate that a well-woven type of textile with uniform quality and a
narrow range of weft and warp thread counts were selected for this purpose.
The visual features suggest a plain tabby style fabric with warp and wefts of the
same weight (size / thread thickness) was used in the manufacture of Chāhak
crucibles.
The thread count per centimetre of all samples was measured with the
aid of a magnifying glass and a slanted light. Based on thread count difference
among the horizontal and vertical yarns, two categories of textiles can be
distinguished:
1.
2.

A total of 33 samples exhibited a balanced tabby fabric with the same thread
count for weft and warp
The majority of the samples (59 samples) presented different thread counts

The important point about the second category is the orientation of the
yarns during sewing. For the most part (70% of the 59 samples), the yarns with
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higher thread count, that is a denser packing of threads in the fabric, are aligned
vertically to the height of the wooden mould, leaving the less dense side, with
fewer thread counts of the fabric horizontal to the mould. It requires further
investigations to understand whether this feature was part of the original fabric
used to cover the moulds and the orientation of the fabric would have played
any role in the quality of crucible making, for instance to have more flexible
textile or stretch in one direction.
In any case, the textile used to make the Chāhak crucibles was finer in
texture than the Akhsiket ones. Following a similar thread count approach to the
one used for the Akhsiket crucibles (Alipour et al. 2011), the Chāhak textile
thread counts fall into two groups that are both slightly finer than their Akhsiket
counterparts. The textiles used for the Akhsiket crucibles fell into three different
categories, medium, medium fine, and fine (Alipour et al. 2011, 22), and
typically have between 8 to 10 threads per centimetre (medium) and 18 to 20
threads per centimetre (fine). While the Akhsiket crucibles have three grade
categories, the 92 Chāhak samples (regardless of whether they have the same
number of weft and warps or not) fall into the following two categories:
1. Medium Fine: (11-16 threads/cm): total of 64 samples
2. Fine: (17-22 threads/cm): total of 28 samples

Based on the thread count system, about 2/3 of the textiles used for
crucible making in Chāhak are of “medium fine” quality and the remaining 1/3
are of “fine” texture. It is likely that two textile types of “plain regular tabby” and
“tabby with different warp and weft thread counts” were used in this craft.
Alternatively, it is possible that the somewhat looser packing of the horizontal
threads is a result of the repeated stretching of the textile fabric as the clay was
pushed onto and upwards on the wooden textile-covered mould. The stitching
imprints (Fig. 5.16,18) clearly depict a careful and regular hemming of the
textile. The overall picture advocates a careful textile selection of typically tabby
or balanced tabby weave with a relatively fine quality, in line with the overall
impression that these crucibles were produced by professional craftspeople,
displaying a high level of specialisation, organisation of production and
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standardisation in the fashioning of Chāhak crucibles (See Appendix III. for a list
of thread counts). It is reasonable to assume that textile impressions were
originally present along the entirety of the crucibles, at least prior to their use.
However, among the crucible fragments from the bottom half of the crucibles no
textile impressions were found so far, probably because they were destroyed by
the liquid steel and slag.
In the Chāhak crucible industry, the use of textiles was probably not
exclusive to the mould sleeves. The inner profile of the lids occasionally bear
the impressions of textile and knots (Fig. 6.7-8), which resemble the historical
accounts of a cloth bundle / textile bag that was filled with specific materials and
added to the crucible charge. However, little information about those textile
bags can be obtained by morphological examinations only. The chemical
examinations of the inner profile of the lids in the following chapters will
complement this observation (see Chapter 6.1.1).
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Figure 5-16 Chāhak crucible’s interior exhibiting textile impressions and seam-line (in the middle of the left
image) together with the slag line at the bottom; and the exterior surface.

Figure 5-17 Textile fabric impressions on inner profile of upper crucible wall; plain tab
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Figure 5-18 lid fragment adhering to crucible wall, the rim is visible and the textile texture and seam-line
are visible

Figure 5-19 Chāhak Crucible wall with adhering slag-fin and the two vertical indentations (marked by white
arrows) suggesting an open seam with hem stitches on one side (for similar seam impressions on Akhsiket
crucibles, see Alipour et al 2011, 24). The lower arrow marks the slag–line where the crucible has been
broken for ingot extraction.
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5.3 Crucible wall fragments (lower body), bases and
pads
Fragments of the lower body of the crucible walls, which are those from
beneath the slag line, are distinct from the upper body fragments. They lack the
characteristic textile impressions, but instead show at their internal surface a
honeycomb or vesicular pattern (Fig. 5. 20-21). This pattern formed most likely
during the solidification and cooling of the steel ingot as it shrunk and stretched
the very thin and increasingly viscous layer of slag between the ingot and
crucible wall. In line with the tapering wall thickness observed at the upper body
fragments, the lower body fragments have wall thicknesses from an average 9.9
mm (measuring 32 fragments; standard deviation 1.9) near the slag line/ just
below the line to about 14.9 mm (measuring 18 fragments; standard deviation
1.6) where they transition into the base fragments. The base fragments are
visually solid and strong; the higher wall thickness of the base fragments makes
them less prone to breakage, therefore they are among the best-preserved
parts of Chāhak crucibles. During use, the bases were strong enough to carry
the burden of the crucible charge and then the molten steel. Additionally, they
would have been responsible to retain the balance of the tall crucible, and as
the crucible had a heavier base, it was naturally of good stability.
An important observation concerns the way that the actual base
fragments are broken from the lower parts of the crucibles, which is different
from the breaking line between the lower and the upper crucible walls. The
upper and lower crucible walls were normally broken with a horizontal and clear
cut on or just above the slag line, which clearly showed the break was along the
weak point where the acidic slag had slightly weakened the structure of the
ceramic (Fig. 5.9). Later on, most wall fragments were further broken during and
after deposition, due their relatively thin wall thickness. In contrast, the base
fragments all show irregular and step-like fractures where they broke from the
lower body wall fragments (Fig. 5.22). This indicates that the bases were
formed separately and then linked to the tubular crucible body, as will be
discussed in the next Chapter.
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The base fragments are internally hemispherical pieces with a flat outer
base, and are among the most intact samples of Chāhak crucibles. These
samples are thick walled at their upper end (average 14.9 mm) with a dark grey
and fine fabric, containing small inclusions in the same way as the upper body
fragments. The interior profile of the fragments is hemispherical and is always
empty. As it is stated in historical manuscripts, the craftspeople broke the
crucibles to take out the ingots; due to the clean separation of metal from the
ceramic surface there are no remains of the original crucible content preserved,
other than the thin slag layer floating above the metal ingot. Most medieval
Persian chronicles state that the crucible steel ingots resemble in their shape an
egg or testicle, which is consistent with the interior shape of the vessels’ base
fragments.

Figure 5-20 crucible base and honeycomb patterns, a line is visible which could be the seam line of the
textile cover, but any textile pattern is obliterated
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Figure 5-21 Crucible base and honeycomb patterns

Figure 5-22 Crucible base and honeycomb pattern; note the step-like fractures visibly suggest the coiling
technique
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Figure 5-23 Crucible wall and the contrasting patterns of the upper part with textile and seam-line
indentations and the lower part showing the honeycomb pattern; the slag is representative of many
crucibles with very thin slag fins

5.3.1 Fuel ash glaze
A vitrified layer covers the outer surface of the crucible fragments,
increasing from a thin film near the rim to a thick irregular layer near the base of
the vessels where it often accumulates as it is running down the outside of the
crucibles and pooling at its bottom (Fig. 5.24). This glassy material is fuel ash
glaze that forms during the firing process from the reaction of the fuel ash with
the ceramic of the vessels. At the operating temperature it must have been fluid
enough so that gravity accumulates the fuel ash glaze at the outer bottom of the
vessel, while the even distribution of the glaze throughout the crucible
fragments shows that they have been standing perpendicular to the furnace
base, without leaning to their sides or touching any other vessel. The vitrification
and elemental composition of the fuel ash glaze may be informative of the
furnace temperature (see Chapter 7).
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5.3.2 Crucible pads
Beneath the bases of the crucibles, and lower than the flow of the fuel
ash glaze reached, a reddish, round and cushion-like ceramic stand or pad is
normally adhering to the crucible base, fused to it by a greenish highly vitrified
material (Fig. 5.24, 5.26). These pads are similar in shape and appearance to
those supporting the Merv crucibles (Feuerbach 2002), but are unknown from
the Akhsiket site. An average crucible pad is 14 mm thick with a diameter of 58
mm. Each pad seems to have been attached to the crucible base while both
were leather-hard; cross sections of some crucible base samples show that
their pads have been pressed onto the crucible-base while they were still
relatively soft, thus assuming the slightly concave outer profile of the crucible
base and altering their own convex pillow shape. Sometimes the crucible
bottom itself appears arched inwards, possibly due to the pressure of the pad
attachment (Fig. 5.25). The pads were most probably used as support for
placing the crucible on the furnace bed.
The base pads are made from very different clay than the crucibles
themselves, and sometimes contain large calcareous inclusions that when overheated cause spalling. When fired above 750 °C, the calcite decomposes to
calcium oxide, and after firing it reacts with moisture; the subsequent hydration
forms calcium hydroxide crystals that are larger than the initial calcite and result
in spalling, which is a gradual peeling off and crumbling of the pads (Tite et al.
2001, 322; Tite and Kilikoglou 2002, 1-5) (Fig. 5.25). At the contact between
crucible base and base pad the otherwise rather black fuel ash glaze often
assumes a light green colour, probably due to the absorption of calcium oxide
and the formation of pale-coloured iron calcium silicates instead of the dark
coloured magnetite (Fig. 5.24 (left) and 5.26) (Molera et al. 1998). The use of
base pads is part of the strategy of the crucible manufacturer to lift the crucibles
off the furnace floor, to accommodate their firm and perpendicular balance while
standing in the furnace, and later on their easy removal; similar pads were used
also in Central Asia’s crucible steel furnaces in Merv-Turkmenistan (Feuerbach
2002).
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Figure 5-24 Chāhak crucible base fragments with pads adhering to them. The crucible on the left exhibits
the green colour fuel ash glaze between the crucible base and the pad.

Figure 5-25 Pad crumbled due to spalling. Red arrows show the calcareous inclusions
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Figure 5-26 exterior of crucible base fragment showing the green colour fuel ash glaze between the
crucible base and the pad (marked by black arrow)
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5.4 Technical discussion
The Chāhak crucibles are highly specialised vessels tailored for the crucible
steel production by specialist craftsmen, as their mechanical characteristics and
form fulfilled the particular requirements of a refractory vessel needed for this
production. The visual evidence for this includes the narrow, tall cylindrical
shape of the crucible, which has no parallel in domestic pottery and enabled to
create a closed crucible to control the firing atmosphere and facilitate a reducing
condition within the crucible. The crucibles were filled to their top before they
were placed into the furnaces, as can be seen from the impressions on the
inside of the lids. At the end of the process, however, the base contained the
majority of the charge especially the molten steel covered with a thin layer of
slag, while the upper part appears to have been empty. The base pad was
probably necessary to position the tall narrow form of the vessel perfectly
perpendicular; otherwise it could have lost balance, or the base wall could have
collapsed if it was not reinforced somehow. To make the crucibles, the potters
chose refractory clay with high thermal shock resistance to withstand high
temperatures (more than 1500 °C for this purpose) (Craddock 2013, 16)
without collapsing. Moreover, in most cases the vessels do not show much of
slag corrosion and have stayed neutral to the chemical interactions happened
within the vessel.
The distinctive colour variation of different parts of the crucible is also among
the unique visual characteristics of Chāhak crucibles.

The colour of fired

ceramic depends on the original clay composition (see next chapter 6.1.1), the
temperature and redox conditions of the furnace, and the alteration degree of
the clay components. The colour of the crucible samples ranges from reddish
brown of the fuel ash glaze to the dark grey of the crucible fabric. The iron
content of the clay composition is responsible for this colour variation. When the
iron content is exposed to long-time reducing atmosphere it forms the reduced
iron phases magnetite, wüstite or even metallic iron, which are responsible for
the grey colour of the ceramic. The reddish-brown colour of the fuel ash glaze is
due to the presence of iron oxide minerals such as haematite or maghemite,
which are responsible for red and brown colours (Molera et a.l 1998, 198-200).
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The Chāhak crucibles share their main morphological characteristics with
other Central Asian crucible steel-making crucibles (Rehren and Papachristou
2003). The main figurative traits such as size and shape are either comparable
to Merv crucibles or Akhsiket ones and sometimes both (Table 5.1). However,
the lid morphology is completely exclusive to Chāhak crucibles, as is the rather
dark-firing ceramic. The mixture of similarities and contrasts may offer
possibilities to identify exchange of traditions or evolution and innovation of
technology within the Central Asian context. It also raises the question whether
the Chāhak tradition pre- or post- dates the beginning of the Merv and Akhsiket
traditions. However, to properly address the question of Chāhak crucible
emergence and chronology, more archaeological investigations are necessary
which are beyond the remit of this PhD thesis.
Separate to the question of chronology, our current knowledge allows
comprehending that most of the features of Chāhak crucibles are shared with
either Akhsiket or Merv crucibles. There have definitely been strong links
between the Central Asian workshops regardless of whether they pre-or
postdate each other. Both possibilities can be debated. Assuming Chāhak
crucibles pre-date the other Central Asian workshops, the table below (Fig.
5.27) shows how Akhsiket and Merv workshops created their crucibles based
on the Chāhak crucible tradition and modified some of the Chāhak style
features.
Supposing our samples post-dated the Central Asian peers, there seems to
be a selective choice of different parameters from each of the Central Asian
crucible types, leading to the creation of an individual form of Chāhak crucible. If
so, the Chāhak crucibles represent an amalgamation of parameters borrowed to
suit certain functional purposes. Moreover, some unique features that are
exclusive to Chāhak crucibles would then indicate innovation or evolution of
crucible making in the region.
Otherwise, all of the aforesaid workshops could have simply operated
contemporaneously, based on some common ancestral tradition. In this
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scenario, depending on the availability of materials and different sets of skills
crucibles varied in each region, sometimes borrowing from other traditions.
An interesting element of diversity between the three main geographical
traditions is evident in the form of their lids, and some special features of
Chāhak crucibles are immediately visible on these.
Table 5-1 Morphological similarities and differences of Chāhak and Central Asian crucibles. Derrived from
Alipor and Rehren (2014, 253), with modification on one entry.

Chāhak crucibles’ morphological features
Tubular
Having Lids
Lids having handles
Lids do not have central holes
Dark grey ceramic fabric
Body sherds’ interior with textile impressions
Slag line is visible
Thin, dark green slag fin
Base fragments with clay pads
Body sherds’ exterior covered with fuel ash glaze

Central Asian crucibles
sharing similar features
Merv- Akhsiket
Merv - Akhsiket
Exclusive of Chāhak crucibles
Exclusive of Chāhak crucibles
Exclusive of Chāhak crucibles
Akhsiket (Ferghana process)
Merv - Akhsiket
Merv
Merv
Merv - Akhsiket
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Figure 5-27 Venn diagram showing Chāhak crucible characteristics and their relation to other Central
Asian (Akhsiket; Merv) crucibles.

The Chāhak lids consist of a solid half-spherical chunk of clay that was
pushed, while still soft, against the crucible charge, and some handle-like
fragments pierced into the lid. Consequently, textile impressions and
corrugations appear on the interior surface of the lid, which formed during the
contact with the top of the charge of the crucibles. This reinforces the idea that
lids could not have been pre-fabricated together with the crucibles, but were
formed and applied directly on the already dried and possibly pre-fired crucibles
when they were charged up to the rim, as the lids needed to be tailored and
fitted to the charged crucibles possibly in order to seal the crucible with
minimum empty space between the lid and the ingredients. The crucibles were
then sealed and never opened again until the end of the procedure. According
to the chronicles (see above, Chapter 4), the crucibles were charged with the
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iron source, and then a bag of carburizing agents plus fluxes was stacked on
top of the main charge where it left the textile imprints on the clay lump forming
the lid. The Chāhak lids thus appear to provide material evidence for the
procedure described in the written sources.
This observation of completing refractory vessels in several steps has
been observed in zinc distillation technology in Fengdu and Tian Gong Kai Wu,
China (Zhou et al. 2014), where the condensers were fitted to the jars after
charging the vessel. Given that Chāhak crucibles were crafted in several
stages, there is the possibility of production of the crucibles in a specialised
workshop, as the form and composition of the crucibles is specialised for the
production of crucible steel and quite standardised within the assemblage. The
crucible lids were then seemingly manufactured more carelessly than the
crucible vessel, using much coarser clay than was used for the crucibles. The
lids appear to develop cracks during firing and also contain mega-sized
naturally occurring inclusions, which indicates much less amount of precision
and attention in clay selection and processing. Therefore, the Chāhak lids most
likely have been made by the crucible steel making specialists who were filling
the crucibles. The production of vessel parts by the smelters seems to be
generally less meticulous than the vessels made by ceramic specialists, as the
condensers of zinc distillation vessels studied by Zhou et al. (2014, 285) also
appear to contain very large inclusions and are more variable in form than the
actual retorts containing the charge.
Another important factor is the clay type used for the Chāhak lids, which
is similar to that used for the crucible vessels. This could possibly indicate that
the crucible-making workshop was in the vicinity of the crucible steel making
workshops. Furthermore, this special type of clay was clearly available to the
steel-making specialists, either directly from the same local refractory clay
deposits or provided by the ceramic / crucible-making workshop; but definitely
worked and prepared in a different manner than the clay for the crucibles. It is
noteworthy that the domestic pottery is of a completely different low firing and
non-refractory clay type (see Chapter 6.1.3); so this type of refractory clay was
exclusive to this industry.
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Finally, the application of the clay right after charging the crucible
indicates that the lids were not pre-fired; while it is not immediately clear
whether the crucibles were pre-fired or just dried before the final use by the
crucible steel manufacturers. However, it is very likely that the crucibles were
pre-fired. Otherwise, the iron bars and fragments could have easily harmed or
even destroyed the leather-hard vessels, in particular at their mm-thin upper
parts.
5.4.1 Number of lid ‘handles’
The presence of so-called handles in the lids is a unique feature of the
Chāhak crucibles, but their function is not immediately clear. It is unlikely that
they were used as real handles, as they would not have been practical to lift the
entire filled crucibles. Also, the lids were luted onto the crucibles, and could not
have been removed during the firing. This raises the question about the function
of these handles. There is a broad correlation of lids with three and four handles
with lid diameters of 77 cm and 85 cm average, respectively, which raises the
possibility of two types of smaller and larger lids with corresponding handle
counts. However, examining the frequency of handle numbers of different liddiameters reveals that the correlation is not clear-cut; since the majority of
diameter measurements of the lids overlap between both three and four handle
groups (Fig. 5-28, Table 5.2). It simply appears that larger lids tend to have a
larger number of handles; a much larger data set would be required in order to
test the hypothesis of a correlation of handle number and rim diameter with
statistical significance.
Table 5-2 Frequency table of three-handled and four-handled lids (outer diameters)

Diameter mm

Three-Handled

Four-Handled

60-65

0

1

65-70

1

0

70-75

3

1

75-80

1

2

80-85

2

7

85-90

1

6

90-95

0

3
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90-95
85-90
80-85
75-80
70-75
65-70
three-handled lids

60-65
4

2

four-handled lids

0

2

4

6

8

Figure 5-28 Frequency distribution histogram comparing the 3-handled and 4-handled lids' diameters.

Considering that these fragments did not practically function as handles
and the fact that an aimless addition of these fragments would have only
enforced extra labour and time, these samples would have certainly served
another important purpose. This is also indicated by the fact that not a single lid
was found without such handles attached. The different handle numbers on the
lids might well have been an indicator of some sort, as they would reliably
survive the firing process. This could have been an indication of the contents
within each crucible, particularly if they were part of a multi-stage process with
repeated firings, as indicated by the contemporary manuscripts, or to indicate
the use of different recipes or additives. Alternatively, the number of handles
could indicate ownership of the crucibles, particularly if they were prepared by
individual craftsmen but fired in shared furnaces. In other words, crucibles could
have been labelled based on their contents, processing stage or ownership
when they were sealed with clay. Therefore, the handle-like fragments could
either indicate different types of recipes or indicate the work of different
specialists or even different workshops within the metallurgical unit.
Another notable characteristic of Chāhak crucibles is their relatively wide
scatter of interior diameter size from 57 to 79 mm with an average of 67.2 mm
(standard deviation 5.0; CV 7.2%), which could have resulted from either the
measurement techniques or variation among the crucibles. The measurement
of the diameter of the crucibles was taken wherever a measurement was
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possible, therefore from different areas of the crucibles ranging from the base to
the rim. This variability therefore combines the possible variability within
individual crucibles, if each crucible was not uniformed in diameter, and the
variability among different crucibles. As argued elsewhere (Alipour et al. 2011),
the Central Asian crucibles were not wheel-thrown (including the Chāhak
crucibles), but instead were made by using textile covered wooden templates.
The crucibles made with a single template would have been very standardized,
but multiple templates could have been used. The use of multiple templates
could be leading to variable crucible diameters due to random copying errors
when making new templates (Erkens and Lipo 2005), or because of different
workshops or specialists’ traditions.
In comparison, Akhsiket crucibles’ interior diameters for 32 samples
cluster relatively tightly from 64 to 74 mm (Alipour 2011; Alipour and Rehren
2014, 253) with an average of 69 mm (standard deviation 2.5; CV 3.6%). The
following graphs (Fig. 5.29-30) display the greater degree of variation in Chāhak
crucible diameter compared to that for Akhsiket crucibles. This may present
different degrees of standardization in crucible manufacture between Chāhak
and Akhsiket. But apparently, it would have not made any major difference in
the quality of the outcome; therefore some degree of flexibility in terms of
volume and shape was clearly tolerated in the manufacture of crucibles.
The fact that Chāhak has not been excavated leaves this research
without chronological resolution. Moreover the large scale of production is only
estimated based on the scatter of the surface material and the length (20
meters) of the projecting stratification (crucible layer). According to the
historically estimated 500 years of crucible steel production activity of Chāhak
(see Chapter 2), one would assume a much larger production scale of crucibles,
in comparison to the Central Asian crucible steel making that was halted by the
Mongols in the early 13th c. CE. Therefore, based on Erkens and Lipo (2005),
the higher the number of copies of a model, the higher the coefficient of
variation owing to copy-errors. So, if Chāhak and Akhsiket crucible production
were equally standardized, the production centre that produced a higher
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number of crucibles over a longer period of time would show higher variability,
and not lower standardization.
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Figure 5-29 Frequency distribution histogram of Chāhak crucibles’ internal diameter featuring the mean
diameter and relatively wide scattered data.
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Figure 5-30 Frequency distribution histogram of Akhsiket crucibles’ internal diameter featuring the mean
diameter and less scattered data. Remarkably, the most frequent size is the same for both sites.

If, however, we consider the possibility that the difference between
smaller three-handled lids and larger four-handled lids might indicate the
existence of different workshops, then one would assume that also the crucible
fragments originated from two different workshops, with different but
overlapping diameters. This would lead to a broadening of the distribution curve
even if each of the two workshops produced crucibles with a more narrowly
defined diameter range. Consequently, at least as far as crucible diameters are
concerned, the issue of higher/lower standardization cannot be resolved without
better stratified and excavated material.
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Moreover, a significant point must be considered when reviewing the
diameters based on the position where the fragments come from in the overall
vessel structure. The largest diameter is based on the measurement of a rim
fragment, and the smallest diameter comes from measuring a base fragment
closest to its bottom. The rest of the samples either are lower wall fragments or
upper wall fragments and only show an average difference of about two
millimetres in diameter; indicating that the lower wall diameter is only about two
millimetres smaller comparing to the upper crucible diameter. This difference
could even be due to the honeycomb thin layer of slag that covers the base
fragments. Sometimes the rim fragments exhibit a slight deformation, which
also may lead to higher diameter readings. But yet, the overall distribution
omitting the two extreme samples (excluding: 57mm base diameter and 79 mm
wall diameter) of the Chāhak crucible diameters range from 62 to 72
millimetres, with an average of 67.1 mm, standard deviation of 3.4, and
Coefficient of Variation of 5.1%, which is less variable than the previous model

Frequency

but still higher than that of Akhsiket crucibles (CV 3.6%) (Fig. 5.31).
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Chāhak Crucibles' Internal Diameter-mm
excluding two extrem cases
Figure 5-31 Chāhak diameter frequency diagram without the extreme cases

It is however of importance to note that the crucible tends to increase in
diameter when reaching to the top as the extreme cases were showing the
lowest reading in a base fragment and highest reading in a rim fragment.
Clearly, the difference between these two extremes of two centimetres is too
high to be explained only by the additional honeycomb slag layer of the base
fragments. Therefore the possibility of different crucible making workshops is
still viable.
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5.4.2 Forming the crucibles
Following a critical assessment of the sand-filled textile mould theory
(Rehren and Papachristou 2003, 400; Rehren and Papakhristu 2000), the
Chāhak crucibles would have probably needed a type of mould that could be reused, as it would increase the speed of production as well as maintaining the
level of standardisation in addition to accommodating labour, and availability of
materials. Moreover, a textile mould filled with sand is not easy to balance
upright during clay application, and very difficult to keep the circular form of the
diameter. Consequently, a textile covered wooden mould, such as a dough
roller, around which the clay was applied would much better meet the above
parameters, where the wood would provide the stability and circularity, while the
cloth would reduce its contact with clay for ease of extraction and re-use of the
wooden mould.
Additionally, the textile sleeve would have provided extra support to the
clay and to maintain its shape and dry at its original state. The wooden template
could have been extracted immediately, or shortly after applying the clay,
without having to stay within the crucible during the entire course of drying.
Additionally, the extraction of the wooden clay shortly after the manufacture of
the crucible would have accelerated the drying process, as air could reach the
interior of the crucible. This way, the speed of production would have increased
as well as optimising the standardization and lowering the costs of creating
multiple wooden moulds.
A practical example of such wooden mould (with significant resemblance
to the crucibles of this thesis) can be seen in an ethnographic report of crucible
production for lead crucible smelting in China (Zhou et al 2014, 205); this
example may not be metallurgically relevant to the crucible steel making
tradition in medieval Persia, but it does at least demonstrate the practicality of
such method from a potters’ perspective.
In this thesis, the following reconstruction is thus proposed for the
manufacture of Chāhak crucibles via multiple hand-forming techniques:
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When hand forming a vessel, it is common to combine different
techniques, especially when coiling is applied, because coiling is a primary
method to produce an outline of a vessel, and needs to be completed using
other techniques (Rye 2002, 67). One of the widespread hand-forming
techniques is using a mould (Orton and Hughes 2013, 128). In the case of
Chāhak, the crucibles exhibit the use of both of the above methods in addition
to a couple of other stages:
Firstly moulds with the desired shape of a steel-making crucible were
created, most probably out of wood. Then, each mould was covered with cloth,
which was separately sewn to perform as a sleeve to prevent the wooden
mould from adhering to the clay. Then, using pinching technique a small piece
of clay was formed, where the mould would have been placed upright. The coils
were then attached to the bottom piece and placed around the outer
circumference of the mould (Rice 1987, 127; Orton and Hughes 2013, 126-28).
The coiling was performed until the bottom half of the crucible height had been
formed, which functionally required strength to carry the weight of molten steel.
The next step was to draw the clay upwards to refine the coils and also
to fashion the upper half of the crucible. As the upper half of the crucible was
created in this manner, the thickness of the wall significantly decreased.
However, it not only did not compromise the mechanical properties required for
the crucible steel making crucibles, but also served beneficial to the vessel: the
heavy bottom and light weight upper part stabilises the balance of the crucible.
Therefore, the crucible would not fall if positioned on the furnace floor.
Additionally, the thick walls of the base would hold the strength needed to keep
the molten steel and corrosive slag during the firing and prevent failure of the
crucible. On the other hand, the crucible’s upper parts did not carry any weight
and also were not exposed to corrosive slag or molten steel; hence did not
require being thick-walled.
The initial coiling procedure has left some uneven corrugations that may
be noticeable from the interior of the vessel, and weak points at the joining lines
of the coils, which made the vessel prone to breakage from the joint lines. Both
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the uneven (to the touch) interior and step-like fractures near the bottom are
common features of Chāhak crucibles. Moreover, some cracks are visible on
several Chāhak bottom fragments. These cracks start from the step-like
fractures and continue downwards into the bottom of the vessel in a vertical
direction (Figs. 5.32-33). They probably show separation lines between the coils
and the bottom piece, as if the coils were applied to the bottom chunk while it
was in a drier state than the coils (Fig. 5.34). These cracks are exclusive of the
bottom fragments and the upper fragments do not show any cracks or step-like
fractures. This is in line with the drawing technique used to fashion the upper
crucible.
It is noteworthy that the pressure to draw the clay upwards would have
obliterated the coiling lines in addition to pushing the clay against the textile
fabric and causing the textile impressions on the inner surface of the crucibles,
as well as possibly stretching the fabric to a lower thread count for the
horizontally-running threads. The textile sleeve would have made it possible to
then easily extract the mould, while the crucible was still wet. (Fig. 5.35)
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Figure 5-32 (a) side view of a crucible base fragment. Step-like fractures clearly visible and marked by red
flash. Note the base arch where a pad used to exist. The inner profile confirms the egg-shaped ingots
explained in manuscripts. (The crucible is filled with secondary residues, soil and broken crucibles from the
deposit). (b) Another crucible base fragment, having step-like fractures marked in red. This fragment
shows a complete round base, which resembles the size and shape of the ingot.

Figure 5-33 step-like fracture along junctions between coils (Rye 2002, 68). Note the exact kind of fracture
of Chāhak base fragments
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Figure 5-34 (a) Side view of a base fragment: step-like fractures along with their cracks all the way to the
bottom of the crucible base, marked in red. (b) Another base fragment’s view from above, the pink lines
show the cracks within the bottom of the base along with the step-like fractures. The cracks along with the
fractures indicate coiling method and its associated cracks and fractures.
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Similar to the purpose of using a textile sleeve around the wooden
mould, namely the mould’s easy removal, a crucible pad was applied on the
crucible underside for its easy extraction from the furnace by preventing the
crucible’s fuel ash glaze fusing it to the furnace floor.
So, the pads’ shape and physical status reinforce the theory that
crucibles were positioned slightly above the floor of the furnaces, raised by the
pads. The pads were not subjected to as high temperature as the rest of the
upper crucible parts, and were apparently subjected to oxidising atmosphere as
shown by their somewhat reddish colour. Most importantly, the pads’ clay was
not hot enough to react with the fuel ash and to vitrify to the degree that it could
produce fuel ash-glaze. The pads’ clay composition is calcareous and
inhomogeneous, often containing gravels of lime with different sizes (Fig. 5.25).
The lime cannot withstand high temperature above c 850 °C, and the survival of
these calcareous pads underlines the relatively low temperature at the bottom
of the furnace. Apparently, the crucibles were not positioned on platforms with
holes, as depicted in the drawings of potential crucible steel making furnaces by
Hoyland and Gilmour (2006).
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Figure 5-35 Sequence of manufacture of crucibles
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5.4.3 Calculation of crucible height based on TCR method
The reconstruction of the typical height of the Chāhak crucibles is
significantly limited by the lack of well-preserved fragments covering the entire
length of lower and upper bodies, respectively. In order to address this issue,
and to complement the height estimates based on extant fragments, a method
was developed based on the observed regular tapering of the wall thicknesses
from the bottom up to the rim. Morphological observations and wall thickness
measurements of 104 crucible body sherds reveal a tapering tendency from the
base (average of 14.9 mm) towards the rim (average of 3.3 mm). From this, a
Thickness Change Rate (TCR) per centimetre was calculated (Fig. 5.36). To
calculate the original crucible height of each sherd, a subtraction of base
thickness and rim thickness of an average Chāhak crucible is necessary to be
used as the Difference value (Δ).

Figure 5-36 TCR Method explained

The average (± SD) rim thickness from 10 rim fragments is 3.3 ± 0.3 mm.
The average base-wall thickness based on 18 base fragments is 14.9 ± 1.6
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mm. In order to test whether these averages are appropriate for their
population, two histograms are created (Figs. 3.37-38; Tables 5.3.4).

Frequency

6
5

Table 5-3 Frequency table of
base-wall thickness

4

Base wall
thickness
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
16-17
17-18

3
2
1
0

Base-Wall Thickness

Frequency
2
3
5
4
2
2

Figure 5-37 Frequency histogram of base-wall thickness

This shows that the average of 14.9 mm broadly coincides with the mode
of the normal distribution and can therefore considered as representative. The
same is applicable for the rim thickness average:
6

Table 5-4 Frequency table of rim
thickness

Frequency

5
4

Rim thickness

3

2.8-3.0

2

3.0-3.4

5

3.4-3.8

2

2
1

Frequency

0
2.8-3.0 3.0-3.4 3.4-3.8
Rim Thickness
Figure 5-38 Frequency histogram of rim thickness

The frequency distribution histogram of base-wall thickness (Fig. 5. 37)
shows a normal distribution, so the average value falls in the middle of the
curve. The standard deviations of the rim and the base fragments’ thickness are
0.3 and 1.6 respectively. But as the average value of the two groups is very
different, the Coefficient of Variation was calculated for a more accurate
comparison, and it was 10.3% for the rims and 10.7% for the base fragments.
Therefore, the variation is roughly the same among the thickness of the rim and
base fragments.
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The D value, to be used for the height calculations is defined as the
difference between base (14.9 mm) and rim (3.3 mm) thickness of an average
Chāhak crucible; hence D = 11.6 mm. Due to the variation of base-wall
thickness this value can only be indicative. The variation of base-wall thickness
has a huge impact on the D value, and hence the calculated height of the
crucible from which the particular fragment originated. Therefore, some height
calculations are also carried out by using the extreme values to show the impact
the D value can have on the crucible height calculations (Table 5.5; Fig. 5-39).
Table 5-5 Crucible height calculation based on Minimum, Average and Maximum values used for D value
on some random samples.
TCR

Crucible height Min D
value= 8.1

Crucible height
Av D value= 11.6

Crucible height Max D
value= 13.9

CH/W37-t

0.02

40.5

58.0

69.5

CH/SWS19

0.04

20.3

29.0

34.8

CH/W59-St

0.06

13.5

19.3

23.2

CH/W74-St

0.10

8.1

11.6

13.9

Figure 5-39 Comparing the crucible height calculation with Min, Av, and Max D value. Estimating the
crucible height according to D value that is calculated by average base and rim thickness may not
necessarily determine the actual crucible size.
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The crucible sherds used to analyse TCR are categorised as follows:
•

AS: Above Slag-line samples

•

BS: Below Slag-line samples

The thickness change rapidity is positively related to the magnitude of
Thickness Change Rate. Consequently, height calculation is negatively
dependent on the size of the TCR. In other words, the bigger is the TCR rate,
the smaller would be the height of its correlated crucible. Overall, the TCR
appears to be larger in the upper crucible parts (shorter crucibles), and smaller
in the lower crucible parts (taller crucibles); however the TCR values proved to
be variable and not exclusive of each group (regardless of the fragment position
the TCR types are almost 50%-50%). However, the tendency of each group
follows the aforesaid perception:
•

Base fragments: 60% of the samples have smaller TCR resulting in taller
crucibles that are closer to the expected crucible heights (between about 25
and 35 cm, based on Akhsiket crucibles which are around 29 cm tall). That is
probably due to the coiling technique, which could have controlled the
production of the lower part of the crucibles in terms of keeping a more
standardised size.

•

Upper body crucibles:

comprising of almost equal amounts of larger and

smaller TCRs, resulting in calculations of short and tall crucibles, respectively,
suggesting that drawing the clay upwards with hands cannot completely control
the crucible thickness in contrast to the coiling.

The upper crucible parts are created by drawing the clay upwards,
therefore the wall is thin and the thickness change is relatively swift. Because
the upper parts do not bear the burden of the charge, therefore the wall
thickness is not as important. In contrast, the lower part fragments are thickwalled and have relatively slower thickness change and consequently larger
TCR value. This is because the base of the crucible needs to be stable and
strong to bear the weight of the charge and liquid metal to prevent its collapse
during the firing. On average the calculated heights based on upper-crucible
samples are 26 cm, while the lower-crucible samples yield estimates of taller
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crucibles averaging 33 cm. However, the large standard deviation of both the
groups shows that there is a considerable scatter around the mean values.
Table 5-6 Average calculated heights per sample group based on TCR method

AS

Average Calculated
Height, cm
26

BS

33

Std-Dev
11.3
16.0

There are several explanations for the large variations, and probably all are
operating at the same time:
1. The D values are only indicative
2. The measured TCR values slightly vary from sherd to sherd. Given that
there is no correlation between TCR and sherd length (Fig. 5.40), the
variability is unlikely to be a bias in the sample selection or an error in the
measurements; but it probably reflects the fact that wall thicknesses and
TCR vary from crucible to crucible, making it challenging to calculate
heights based on a single fixed parameter.
3. It is quite likely that the height of the crucibles themselves did vary.
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Sherd TCR
Figure 5-40 Scatter plot showing the correlation between each sherd's height and its calculated TCR

Given that the TCR does differ for ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ crucible fragments,
the final crucible height is likely to have been somewhere in between the
averages. Thus, a height of 30 cm for future mass balance calculations will be
considered, while allowing that possibly some variability existed. It is worth
mentioning that this tentative number (30 cm) is the inner height of the crucible.
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In order to find out the overall crucible height, the following parts should be
added: the average base thickness (1.4 cm) and the average pad thickness (1.2
cm), and the average lid thickness (5 cm). So the outer crucible height would be
around 33 cm without the lid, and probably around 38-40 cm with the lid,
considering the projecting handle-like fragments.
5.4.4 Crucible height based on archaeological fragments
An alternative to the TCR method to estimate the Chāhak crucibles’
height would be the measurement and assemblage of the best-preserved
fragments, because there is no complete crucible in the sample population.
Normally, the crucibles are broken at the slag-line. Therefore, the presence of
this line in a fragment is a good indicator to identify the most complete upper
parts and lower parts. There are several complete upper crucible fragments that
have both the slag-line and the rim; these have an average height of 12.5 cm.
However, there is no base fragment that reaches up to the slag line, but the
tallest base fragments are about 10 cm long (inner height). Therefore, it is clear
that any estimation based on the measured length of the tallest base fragments
would still lead to a crucible height that is definitely shorter than its actual
length.
However, there is a part of every Chāhak crucible wall that is affected by
the corrosive slag (called slag line in this study). It is about two centimetres
high, one centimetre above and one centimetre below the slag fin, and is the
original breaking point of the crucibles when it was smashed to extract the
ingots. We can assume that the base fragments up to the slag-line would have
been at least one centimetre taller. Moreover, an average Slag-fin is 1.6 cm
thick, which would also have to be added to the height calculations. Therefore,
based on these parameters, the total minimum inner height of crucibles would
be 25 cm. To estimate the outer crucible height we should also add the
thickness of the pad and the base thickness; consequently the outer crucible
height would be about 28 cm without the height of the lid and between 33 and
35 cm with the lid.
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5.4.5 Crucible reconstruction, slag fin and ingot volume
Thus, using the above methods, two estimates of crucible heights were
obtained (Table 5. 7). Considering that the lower value (largest measured
fragments: 25 cm) is a minimum value while the larger (TCR: 30 cm) value is an
estimated average, there is reasonably agreement between the two. Based on
these, a reconstruction of a Chāhak crucible is now possible (Figs. 5. 41a,b).
Table 5-7 Crucible's inner and outer height based on TCR and height measurement of sherds

Inner height cm

Outer height without lid cm

TCR Crucible Height (Av)

30

33

Sherd Height Measurement (Min)

25

28

The volume of the crucible is calculated based on the cylinder volume
formula (V= πr2h). The average internal radius (r) of the crucibles is 3.4 cm. The
minimum measured inner height (h) of the crucibles is 25 cm, and the average
TCR-determined internal height is 30 cm. Therefore, the entire internal volume
of a Chāhak crucible would be around one litre (907 cm3 to 1089 cm3). The
height from the crucible base to the slag line, which marks the length of the
ingot, is at least 11 cm based on surviving samples, and based on TCR method
is 16 cm. Therefore, the ingot volume would be around half a litre (340 cm3 to
580 cm3). Notably, the Central Asian crucibles of Merv and Akhsiket are of
comparable height and volume. Akhsiket crucibles are 29 cm high and have a
volume of 1000 cm3; while Merv crucibles are slightly smaller with 20 cm height
and 700 cm3 volume.
To determine the tentative weight of the steel ingots produced in Chāhak
crucibles, the density of steel is required. The density of steel changes from 7.8
for plain carbon steel to 8.0 for stainless steel. Steel alloying constituents lead
to an increase of the density of steel. In this study, the density of 8.0 g/cm3 is
used, partly for convenience and partly because the crucible steel ingot
contains other alloying elements apart from carbon (see below, Chapter 7.1).
Based on the estimated volume range of 340 to 580 cm3, the estimated mass of
the steel ingot is between 2.7 and 4.6 kg.
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In regards to the slag fin, no complete slag cakes were found, and the
typical slag fin has a maximum thickness of around 1 cm (where it is attached to
the crucible wall). The slag fin is a solid profile of the crucible steel ingot shape,
as the steel solidified earlier than the slag, the molten slag would have filled the
meniscus of the ingot at the interface of the crucible body, allowing the slag to
fill into the gap, hence the slag fin is thicker where it has attached to the crucible
wall, and naturally much thinner on the convex middle part. Taking the inner
diameter of the crucibles as the diameter of the slag fins, the volume of a disc
with 3.4 cm radius and 1 cm thickness would be 36 cm3 and a slag specific
weight of 2.5g/ cm3, gives 90 grams for the hypothetic slag fin. Given that the
slag fins get substantially thinner towards the centre, sometimes reaching only a
couple of millimetres, a subtraction of about half of the above weight would
compensate for the almost missing middle section of the slag fins. Therefore,
the slag fin of a ‘typical’ Chāhak crucible would be around 40 to 50 g.
5.4.6 Summary of technical discussion
Overall, the macroscopic investigation of the crucible fragments from
Chāhak has provided significant insights into their manufacture, size, typical
use, the estimated weight of the steel ingots produced, and even the
identification of particular markers attached to the lids: All studied crucible
fragments are consistent with a single type of tall cylindrical crucible of about
28-33 cm height and with an average internal diameter of just under 7 cm,
closed with a hemispherical clay lump and heated from the outside and finally
producing steel ingots of around 3 to 4 kg. The capability of choosing the right
refractory clay that could withstand the heat and carry the weight of that amount
of molten metal without collapsing shows the amount of mastery and skill of the
craftsmen producing these crucibles, which could well have been the steelmakers themselves, or specialised potters.
Based on the inner crucible residues, slag formation is limited to a
typically thin (average 1.6 cm in the thickest part where the fin is attached to the
crucible wall) glassy-green layer about half-way up in the crucible, thought to be
forming on top of the now-lost steel ingot filling the lower part of the crucible.
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The manufacture of these crucibles involved a textile sleeve, probably covering
a wooden template, and several techniques involving coiling on top of a readily
made base platform and further drawing the clay. There is some indication for
two slightly different crucible sizes, which may relate to two different workshop
practices; however, no difference in process or intended shape or size was
found. Compared to the crucibles from Central Asia, the Chāhak crucibles share
numerous characteristics with both the Akhsiket and the Merv traditions, but
also differ in some significant aspects such as the design of the crucible lids,
and the colour of the crucible fabric. The latter reflects the locally available clay
source, which was more iron-rich than the clay used in Merv and Akhsiket, while
the former is a cultural choice.
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Figure 5-41a Reconstruction of Chāhak crucibles based on multiple archaeological
fragments (an updated and modified version of Alipour and Rehren 2014, 256).
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Figure 5-41b Crucible reconstruction
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Chapter 6.

Microanalysis

6.1 Ceramic composition
6.1.1 Crucibles
The majority of samples retrieved from Chāhak are crucible fragments. A
number of crucible wall fragments were sectioned and cut mostly in vertical
direction, then mounted in resin blocks and polished to a quarter micron for OM
and SEM/EDS analysis (Figs. 6.1-2). The optical microscope images provided
the preliminary information on the microstructure of the crucible fragments. All
samples seem very similar by having a fairly dark and dense fabric with
abundant rounded and sub-rounded inclusions of lighter colour. The clay matrix
also exhibits some meso- and micro-vesicles. These voids are not expansion
voids as they are not around the inclusions; but sometimes they seem to have
been created due to the melting of some of the inclusions, or from the pressure
applied during the making of the vessel (Figs. 6.6-7). The texture of the outer
layer of the crucibles is porous and exhibits a pseudo-glazed vitrified surface,
described in the previous chapter as fuel ash glaze. The two main features of
interest are the heavily vitrified fuel ash glaze on the outer surface of the
crucibles and the inner surface that sometimes features the adhering slag, and
the interface layer of the crucible where it has been partly melted into the slag
(Fig. 6.3).
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Figure 6-1 A resin block of crucible with slag fin. The ceramic is very dark and dense. The light grey areas
are argillaceous inclusions. The red line and the white stroke line show the concave crucible interface
where the crucible fabric is corroded by the slag. I= interface; C= the slag has crystallised due to
nucleation of the slag particles at the interface; G= glassy slag; A= air bubble trapped under the slag due
to solidification of the slag.

Figure 6-2 Resin block of a lid. The central piece is a crucible wall sherd inserted in the lid-lute as so called
handle. Note the significant difference between the crucible wall argillaceous fragments' size and the huge
size of the inclusions of the lid matrix.
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Figure 6-3(a) OM image of a crucible ceramic fabric. F.A.G. stands for Fuel Ash Glaze, which is the lower
glassy layer with round, trapped air bubbles. Note the Argillaceous Fragment (A.F.) melting into the F.A.G

Figure 6-3(b) OM image of the same sample showing the crucible matrix and the interface with the slag fin.
Note how the crucible ceramic is melting into the slag. V stands for vugh within an argillaceous fragment.

The bulk composition of eight crucible wall fragments shows that it is
well-processed homogenous refractory clay of high silica and alumina content
with an alumina-silica ratio of 1: 2.2 (Table 6.1). Notable is the iron oxide
concentration, which is relatively high for typical refractory clay. This amount of
iron oxide would have been detrimental to the refractoriness and therefore the
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mechanical properties and strength of the crucibles at operating temperatures.
However, all optical microscopy and SEM images exhibit abundant presence of
metallic iron droplets within the ceramic matrix, which will be further examined
in this chapter.
Table 6-1 Average bulk compositions of crucible-wall ceramic. *Iron content is mostly present as metallic
iron, but results shown in wt% oxides (‘-’ means ‘below detection limit’, grey row highlights average value
of the samples analyses; n=X shows the number of analyses within each sample; MnO was detected in
only one analysis per sample)

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

MnO

FeO

W62S (n=1)

0.5

0.8

25.9

61.8

1.3

1.2

1.7

0.4

6.0

W67S (n=3)

0.5

0.8

27.2

60.2

1.5

1.3

1.4

0.6

6.9

W73 (n=5)

0.7

0.8

26.9

60.4

1.5

1.1

1.5

0.2

7.0

W84St (n=3)

0.7

0.8

27.7

60.3

1.5

1.2

1.5

1.3

6.0

W85S (n=4)

0.7

0.8

27.6

61.0

1.4

1.2

1.4

-

5.9

W92 (n=2)

0.4

0.9

27.3

60.8

1.7

1.3

1.7

-

5.9

CS6 (n=2)

0.7

0.8

27.1

61.1

1.6

1.1

1.5

-

6.1

CS8 (n=2)

0.7

0.7

26.5

61.2

1.5

1.3

1.6

-

6.7

Average

0.6

0.8

27.2

60.7

1.5

1.2

1.5

<0.6

6.4

Smashing the crucibles for ingot extraction does not end their usage.
Some crucible sherds are embedded on the lids, potentially being reused as
process identifiers in subsequent crucibles. These so-called handles (called
handles in this thesis because of their morphology) extend out of the broadly
hemispherical lid, thus are easily recognisable and visually distinguishable from
the lid-lute (see chapter 5.1). In thin section and both by the optical microscope
and backscattered images the handles stand out by their finer fabric (Fig. 6.2),
fuel ash glaze on one side, and their much smaller argillaceous inclusions
relative to the lid’s matrix.
Compositionally, however, the crucible wall sherds do not differ from the
lid and handle clay (Table 6.2). Only manganese oxide is present sporadically
(in four analyses from a total of 22) in the crucible wall composition, probably
due to contamination by crucible slag (see Appendix IV. for complete tables of
lid and handles bulk composition). Therefore, clearly the same clay source was
used in making the crucibles and lids. The re-use/recycling of old crucible
sherds as lid handles highlights that the lids were produced at the same site
where crucibles were discarded after extraction from the furnace, probably at
the crucible steel making workshop. Furthermore, as the lids and crucibles have
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been made out of similar clay, it is safe to assume that the crucible making
workshops were also in close proximity to the crucible steel making workshops;
probably all in the same industrial complex.
Table 6-2 Average bulk composition of crucible wall, lid and handle fragments; results shown in wt%; *Iron
content is present mostly as iron metal but reported as oxide

Lid (n=18)
Handle
(n=10)
Wall (n=22)
STDV (lid)
STDV
(handle)
STDV (wall)

Na2O
0.6

MgO
1.1

Al2O3
26.5

SiO2
61.1

K 2O
1.6

CaO
1.4

TiO2
1.6

MnO
-

FeO
6.3

0.5

1.0

26.3

61.5

1.5

1.3

1.5

-

6.4

0.6
0.1

0.8
0.2

27.2
0.8

60.7
1.1

1.5
0.1

1.2
0.4

1.5
0.1

<0.6
-

6.4
0.9

0.1

0.2

1.1

0.9

0.1

0.2

0.1

-

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.5

0.5

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.4

Neither the ceramic fabric of the crucible wall nor the lid exhibits evidence
for the former addition of organic temper. However, argillaceous fragments are
abundantly present, and easily distinguishable in plane polarized light due to
their clear boundaries and different vitrification texture than the matrix, and in
cross-polarized (XP) light by their colour difference (Figs. 6.4a-5a). They
normally are lighter in colour than the matrix, which could be due to the firing
conditions (Whitbread 1986, 83). A characteristic of these argillaceous
fragments is the presence of iron prills on the boundary of the inclusions and
their texture which is much more porous than the matrix, which make these
inclusions easy to recognise from the clay matrix on the backscattered images
(Figs. 6.3b; 6.4b &6.5b). The shape and matrix of these inclusions also rule out
the possibility that they are grog (crushed old ceramic), because of the absence
of secondary inclusions (Whitbread 1986, 82).
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Figure 6-4(a) Crucible-wall inclusions: OM-XPL image (left) inclusions look brighter
Figure 6-4(b) OM-PPL image, the inclusions are more porous than the matrix with small vesicles and
vughs resulting from bloating, the iron content has migrated to the edges of the inclusions. The upper right
corner shows a macro vugh in the ceramic matric that is filled with resin

Figure 6-5(a) Crucible-lid inclusions: OM-XPL image
Figure 6-5(b) OM-PPL image (right). Lid inclusions have the same characteristics as the wall inclusions,
but are much larger in size (mega sized)

The chemical composition of the argillaceous fragments shows a strong
similarity to the ceramic matrix (Table 6. 3) (see appendix IV. for complete
analyses of the argillaceous fragments in the crucible walls, lids and handles,
and the matrix composition); therefore, they most likely originated from the
same clay source.
The sorting of the fragments and visual differences in size of inclusions
among the lids and wall sherds suggests that a finer clay type was used to
construct the crucible walls; while lids were probably made with less care, and
with coarser clay. This could imply that the clay was so precious that even the
coarser part that was not appropriate for crucible making was used to make the
lids. It is more likely, however, that the lids would have needed to be more
porous, while the crucible body required more strength. The lid fabric needed to
have bigger vughs and porosity for pressure release while the crucible body
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would have cracked or collapsed if made out of coarse clay. It is clear that most
of the lids have cracks and could not have been used to carry any loads of the
charge, and also were not suitable for stacking crucibles. The modern saggar
making process referred to in the previous chapter (Nicholson 2011) is an
example of the separation of clay into two groups of smaller and larger
inclusions for utilisation in the making of the body and base of the saggar
vessels respectively. This shows that such visible difference in the inclusion
size may not have been accidental.
Table 6-3. Argillaceous Fragment Analyses Average (results shown in wt%) * iron content reduced to
metal

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

MnO

FeO

Wall AF

0.8

1.2

27.9

61.6

2.3

1.5

1.6

<0.8

2.9

Samples/
Analyses
10/43

Lid AF

0.7

1.1

26.7

59.6

2.0

1.2

1.6

<0.6

5.8

7/42

Handle AF

1.0

1.7

25.2

64.3

2.4

1.6

1.6

0.3

1.9

3/10

Crucible Matrix

0.5

0.8

26.1

63.2

1.3

1.2

1.6

<0.2

5.4

10/16

STDV (Wall)

0.2

0.3

3.8

4.0

0.5

0.6

0.2

1.4

2.2

STDV (Lid)

0.2

0.4

4.0

6.7

0.5

1.4

0.3

0.3

5.7

STDV (Handle)

0.4

0.5

5.9

5.1

0.6

0.8

0.2

0.1

0.8

STDV (Matrix)

0.2

0.2

4.4

4.3

0.5

0.5

0.2

0.1

2.4

The above tables indicate a relatively high iron content when compared to
other Central Asian crucible steel making crucibles’ clay composition; but much
higher in alumina and similar in iron oxide content to the refractory materials
such as furnace lining, crucibles and retorts presented in Freestone (1989, 156)
that would be the typical refractory clay. Importantly, the BSE images of the
crucible fabric highlighted an abundance of tiny metallic prills in the crucible
wall, lid and handles (Figs. 6. 6-7). The EDS analysis of these droplets identified
them as metallic iron, indicating that the iron content of the clay has been
almost entirely reduced to iron metal. Iron oxide acts as a flux for ceramics and
is therefore detrimental to the performance of crucibles (Martinón-Torres and
Rehren 2014, 123), while iron metal is not (Freestone and Tite 1986). Its
reduction to metallic iron particles in the Chāhak crucibles not only reflects the
highly reducing conditions of the process, but also strengthens the
refractoriness of the clay and enhances the mechanical properties of the
crucible by removing the iron oxide component (Freestone and Tite 1986, 54;
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Bayley and Rehren 2007, 47; Martinón-Torres and Rehren 2014, 114) (Table.
6.4).
Table 6-4. The chemical compositions of metal prills in crucible wall, lid and handles (Results shown in
wt%). Note that analyses of metallic iron by EDS cannot report carbon contents.

Si
-

P
2.4

S
1.4

V
-

Cr
0.2

Fe
93.2

Ni
2.8

0.2

-

-

-

-

99.8

-

2.3
-

0.3
0.2

-

-

-

97.4
99.8

-

0.2

0.4

-

-

-

99.5

-

L17S

1.3
1.0
5.2
2.5
0.2
-

14.5
0.5
0.3
0.2
1.1
0.7
0.3
11.5
3.8
0.3

8.2
12.8
-

0.4
-

0.2
-

81.7
98.4
93.5
91.4
97.5
98.3
86.0
97.2
88.3
94.4
99.7

1.1
1.5
1.7
1.8
-

L18S

0.2

-

-

-

-

99.8

-

5.0
2.1
0.7
-

0.5
0.3
0.2
2.3

-

-

-

94.5
97.6
98.6
97.7

0.4
-

-

2.7

-

-

-

96.4

0.8

-

2.4
-

8.2
34.7

-

-

88.7
65.3

0.7
-

W62S

Wall

W85S
CS8

L5
L5
L12
Lid

L19S
L12
Handle
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Figure 6-6 (a) BSE image of a crucible wall matrix exhibiting argillaceous fragments and the iron prills
setting the boundaries with the matrix

Figure 6-6 (b) BSE image of another crucible wall matrix, showing some argillaceous inclusions with vughs
and pores and iron metal prills around the boundary of the inclusions
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Figure 6-7 (a) BSE image of a lid's ceramic matrix. Note white lines follow the outline of inclusions,
showing a large inclusion that was too big to fit into the frame; the lid’s matrix also bears some smaller
inclusions (showing bi-modal sorting of the inclusions)

Figure 6-7 (b) The same lid’s handle: the BSE image showing the matrix of the ceramic. The white lines
follow the outline of inclusions, and emphasising the contrast between the size of inclusions in the lid and
the handle (which is a recycled crucible wall)
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The inner surface of the lids is sometimes red in colour (Figs. 6.8-9).
Apparently, the contact of the clay with the crucible charge must have left
residues on the surface of the clay. SEM analysis of the inner lid clay-surface
revealed the following difference with the rest of the lid’s clay: the levels of soda
and potash have increased by about 1%, while lime content increased by more
than 5%. The alumina and silica contents show a decrease of 2% and 4%
respectively. Occasionally, elements such as phosphorus, sulphur, chromium
and manganese were detected (Table 6.5).
Table 6-5 internal surface average bulk compositions, compared to lid's matrix average bulk composition
(results shown in wt%)
Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 P2O5 SO3
K2O
CaO TiO2 Cr2O3 MnO FeO Sample/
Analyses
Lid matrix

0.6

1.1

26.5

61.1

-

-

1.6

1.4

1.6

-

-

6.3

9/19

Lid internal
surface

1.8

1.3

24.2

56.1

<1.3

<1.6

2.4

6.3

1.4

<0.4

<0.3

5.8

9/30

Lid matrix
(STDV)
Lid Internal
surface
(STDV)

0.1

0.2

0.8

1.1

-

-

0.1

0.4

0.1

-

-

0.9

1.6

0.7

3.82

6.17

0.8

1.0

1.0

8.5

0.2

0.3

0.0

2.54

Figure 6-8 crucible-lid with inserted crucible wall (in this sample, the outer surface of the crucible sherd is
identifiable as the fuel ash glaze side is more glassy and is porous and creates a bigger gap with the lid
lute, the white arrow marks the outer layer of the handle); two huge argillaceous fragments are painted.
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Figure 6-9 Cross section of a lid, showing the handle that is luted on top of the lid. The red oval on the
inner surface of the lid marks an iron splash adhering to the lid’s inner surface. Note the red hue of the
upper lid and the dark grey hue of the inner lid in both the lid samples. This shows that the atmosphere
inside the crucible was highly reducing, but more oxidizing on the outside.

The increase in Na2O and K2O could be either due to contamination from
the ash of the organic charge (Yin et al. 2011), or ‘fuel vapour’ (Rehren and Yin
2012) which here would be the organic charge vapour, or probable addition of
salts into the crucible, or both. In regards to the elevated lime content (Table 6.
5) earlier works explain that wood ash is high in lime (e.g., Misra et al. 1993;
Wood 2009; Yin et al. 2011, 2352), so the higher lime content of the inner lid
surface is another contamination of the organic charge of the crucible. In
regards to the soda, Craddock (1984) mentions that the addition of rock salt
was a “common European practice” as it would raise the productivity of the
process (Craddock 1984, 2). Salt has a low melting point and density and floats
on top of the melt and can evaporate and go up and interact with the internal
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surface of the crucible lid, hence it penetrates more to the inner lid surface than
any other place. Additionally, these alkalis could also be enriched from the
vapours in a charge rich in organic material (Misra et al. 1993; Rehren and Yin
2012). These elements have been enriched in the inner surface of the lids as
they are more volatile and therefore get there as fumes.
The lids’ interior also bears some partly corroded and partly metallic
splashes and some iron oxides adhering to the surface (Table 6.6). The prills
close to the surface were analysed to investigate whether the crucible charge
has contributed to them (Table 6.7). Some of these metal inclusions from the
inner surface of the lid samples contain chromium, ranging from 0.1% to 2.7%,
and some have traces of manganese. Phosphorus is frequently present and
fluctuates from 0.1% to 12.7%. It is noteworthy that some prills have a high
content of sulphur (highest 42.1%). The fluctuating rates of phosphorus and
chromium in individual samples are partly due to the point analysis, as the
beam hits different phases of the iron prills. Although, sometimes the prills could
have formed due to the reduction of the lid-clay’s iron oxide content, with less
elements coming from the crucible charge; but those prills that are actually iron
splashes adhering to the lid’s inner surface, carry more P and Cr. However, a
case-by-case distinction of the two is beyond the aims of this thesis.
The composition of prills in other parts of the lids and crucible walls does
not contain any chromium or manganese (See Table 6.4). Therefore, the
presence of manganese and chromium in some of the prills on the lid’s inner
surface (that are either reduced from the lid’s iron content, or splashed from the
molten steel) do not initially come from the lid’s clay. Clearly, the clay of the lid
was freshly luted to seal the readily charged crucible and got into contact with
the contents of the crucible. Therefore, the lid’s inner-surface composition and
its iron droplets introduce a number of elements that were probably added into
the crucible as some ingredients of Chāhak’s crucible steel making recipe: rock
salt (contributing soda/ Na2O), organic material (contributing potash, magnesia
and phosphate) and calcareous material such as lime or shell (contributing
calcium oxide) that are noticed from the inner-surface clay matrix (Table 6.6). In
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addition, sources of chromium, phosphorus, and manganese must have existed
that are all reduced into and detected from the iron prill contents.
Table 6-6. Iron droplet compositions on lids' internal surface (* results shown in wt%)
Al
Si
P
S
Ca
V
Cr
Mn Fe
Ni
Cu
Total
-

6.0

0.5

-

-

-

0.2

-

93.3

-

-

100.0

-

-

0.8

-

-

-

-

-

98.7

-

0.5

100.0

*R

-

-

0.6

40.1

-

0.6

2.6

-

55.3

-

-

100.0

*L

-

-

0.3

40.2

-

0.6

2.4

-

56.3

0.2

-

100.0

-

-

12.7

0.5

-

-

-

-

85.2

-

-

100.0

-

-

0.2

41.4

0.4

0.5

2.7

-

54.9

-

-

100.0

-

-

0.7

-

-

-

-

-

99.3

-

-

100.0

-

0.4

0.3

6.6

-

-

-

-

92.7

-

-

100.0

-

2.2

0.3

-

-

-

-

-

97.4

-

-

100.0

-

1.0

0.5

-

-

-

-

-

98.5

-

-

100.0

-

-

-

40.9

0.6

-

-

0.4

58.0

-

-

100.0

-

-

-

41.9

0.4

-

0.2

0.7

56.8

-

-

100.0

0.4

1.7

-

41.8

2.3

-

-

0.5

53.3

-

-

100.0

-

-

-

42.1

0.4

-

-

0.7

56.8

-

-

100.0

-

-

1.1

-

-

-

-

-

98.6

0.4

-

100.0

-

-

2.4

-

-

-

-

-

96.8

0.4

0.3

100.0

-

-

0.8

-

-

-

-

-

99.2

-

-

100.0

-

5.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

94.3

-

-

100.0

-

3.7

0.1

-

-

-

0.2

-

96.0

-

-

100.0

-

0.2

0.7

-

-

-

0.4

-

98.7

-

-

100.0

-

3.0

0.1

-

-

-

0.1

-

96.8

-

-

100.0

-

4.1

0.4

-

-

-

0.6

-

94.9

-

-

100.0

-

3.3

0.5

-

-

-

0.2

-

94.0

-

-

100.0

-

4.4

0.8

-

-

-

-

-

94.8

-

-

100.0

-

-

3.5

-

-

-

-

-

96.5

-

-

100.0

L10

L12

L17

L18S

L19S

The chemical composition and micrographs of different parts of the
crucible reveal that crucibles were carefully made of a special kind of clay with
high contents of alumina and silica. Aluminium and silica are two very important
components of refractory vessels. The former is representative of kaolinitic clay,
which is one of the most refractory clays that were used by the historical
metallurgists for crucible production. Silica increases the temperature resistance
and decreases the shrinkage of the crucibles (Freestone 1989, 158). The finer
texture of the inclusions in the crucible body, and use of the coarser clay for the
lids must be a deliberate choice. The metallurgists clearly organised the clay
use based on the properties needed for each crucible part.
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The combination of the chemical composition of the crucibles, the texture
of the clay, the highly reducing atmosphere that reduced the iron content of clay
to metallic iron and the formal characteristics of the crucibles (see Chapter 6)
represent a highly sophisticated production system of these crucibles. The fact
that the property of crucibles did not change or vary among the studied
assemblage suggests a specialised and stable crucible production, at least over
the duration of time it took to accumulate the archaeological layer from which
the samples were taken.
6.1.2 Fuel ash glaze
The exterior surface of the lids and walls is covered with a glassy fuel ash
glaze (Figs. 6.10-11). Some samples have been analysed by SEM and their
average compositions have similarities to the crucible ceramic matrix (see
Appendix IV for a full table of fuel ash glaze analyses on crucible walls and
lids). The high amounts of alumina and silica demonstrate that ceramic had
been melting into the fuel ash glaze, although they are lower in the glaze by
about 4% and 5% respectively. On the other hand, a noticeable increase in lime
content by about 6%, soda/ Na2O by about 2.5% and potash/ K2O by about 1%
indicates the level of fuel ash contribution to the glaze. The addition of these
oxides resulted in a dilution and decrease of silica and alumina (Table 6.7-8).
In other words, the composition of the glaze is similar to that of the
corresponding ceramic but richer in lime, soda, and potash, indicating that it
was formed by the melting of the ceramic through the fluxing action of the alkali
oxides of the fuel ash. The increase of these oxides in the fuel ash glaze
implies an organic (plant or wood charcoal) source of the fuel against mineral
coal, which would be richer in alumina, silica and sulphur. The organic fuel
could be plant matter as Iran in general and Chāhak in particular does not have
much forests to use wood as fuel, but normally using dried plants and thistles
that are plentiful in the plains everywhere in Iran, and burn hot and fast.
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It is noteworthy that the reducing conditions of the furnace have reduced
the iron content of the fuel ash glaze, and prills of metallic iron are visible in the
micrographs. The iron prills of the fuel ash glaze are significant in the sense that
they can be compared to the iron prills of other parts of the crucible and the slag
fin (see the discussion part of this chapter). The metallic iron in the fuel ash
glaze sometimes contains fluctuating rates of sulphur, which may be due to
impurities of the fuel such as residual sulphide or could even be of post
depositional nature (Table 6.9). The only crucible part that does not have fuel
ash glaze is the crucible pad (Figs. 6.12, 6.13 & 6.14).
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Table 6-7 Average composition of fuel ash glaze samples in lid and crucible fragments (number of
analyses per sample are shown as n=X)
Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 P2O5
SO3
K2O
CaO
TiO2
MnO FeO
(n=X)
Lid

Wall

L5

1.9

1.9

22.0

52.8

<0.7

-

1.7

11.7

1.3

-

6.3

3

L8

3.3

1.9

22.5

53.6

<0.2

<0.8

2.1

9.6

1.2

-

5.4

6

L15

5.4

1.3

24.9

55.7

-

<3.6

2.2

4.3

1.3

-

2.3

3

L18S

1.6

1.0

25.9

63.0

<0.2

-

2.1

1.5

1.5

-

3.3

2

L19S

0.7

1.2

25.9

61.7

-

-

2.6

2.7

1.9

-

3.1

1

L21S

3.7

1.4

21.6

58.1

-

-

4.7

5.0

1.2

-

4.5

1

W62S

2.0

1.5

22.6

54.8

-

-

1.9

7.8

1.4

<0.2

7.7

1

W73S

3.8

1.0

25.4

55.7

<0.6

-

3.0

4.2

1.4

<0.3

5.3

5

W80S

3.3

1.7

24.3

52.4

-

-

7.5

4.4

1.5

-

4.9

2

W85S

3.4

1.9

24.3

55.6

-

-

2.8

8.4

1.5

-

2.0

3

W84St

3.3

1.5

22.6

51.8

-

-

3.1

9.3

1.4

-

6.9

1

CS8

1.8

1.1

22.8

57.6

<0.5

-

2.7

6.3

1.4

-

6.0

4

Table 6-8 Final average composition of fuel ash glazes in crucible lids and walls (results shown in wt%)
Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

P2O5

SO3

K2O

CaO

TiO2

MnO

FeO

Sample/Analyses

Lid

3.1

1.6

23.4

55.8

<0.4

<2.7

2.3

7.3

1.3

<0.4

4.5

6/16

Wall

3.0

1.4

24.0

55.2

<0.6

-

3.4

6.3

1.5

<0.3

5.2

6/17

Lid (STDV)

1.6

0.7

2.6

4.2

0.3

2.3

0.8

5.0

0.2

0.0

2.0

Wall (STDV)

1.0

0.5

1.7

3.6

0.0

-

1.6

3.4

0.1

0.0

1.9

Table 6-9 chemical compositions of iron prills in fuel ash glaze on crucibles’ wall and lid (Results shown in
wt%)
Si

P

W73S

S

Fe

Ni

Cu

55.9 44.1
56.5 43.5
1.9 0.4

97.7

2.0 0.4

97.6

0.5 0.7

98.8

0.2

Wall
W80S
W85S

Lid

3.3

95.7

0.6

97.5

2.5

97.5

2.6

23.7 73.1

10.2 1.2

88.6

11.1 0.9

87.0 0.9

10.2 1.1

88.7

L21S

1.6

96.9 0.7

L19S

0.7

L18S
L5b

3.6

0.8

98.9 0.3
96.4

0.5

99.5

2.1

97.4 0.5

1.9

98.1

0.7

0.6
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Figure 6-10 (left) Lid's Fuel ash glaze. Note the metallic iron droplets showing the liquid flow of the glaze
before solidification; (right) another lid’s fuel ash glaze with metallic iron prills.
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Figure 6-11 (top) crucible wall fuel ash glaze. The flow of the glaze shows that the fuel ash glaze was less
viscous and quite liquid before solidification. Note the interface between the crucible and the glaze.
(bottom) Another crucible wall fuel ash glaze; the flow of the iron prills show that glaze was liquid before
solidification. The entire iron content of the glaze has been reduced to metallic iron.
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6.1.3 Pad
The pads, which are visually different from the rest of the crucible, were
examined by SEM analysis using the same approach as for the rest of the
samples. The microstructure of the pads features a heterogeneous matrix with
zones of poorly mixed clay with quartz and lime-rich inclusions (Figs. 6.13-15).
The elemental composition of the pads (Table 6.10) reveals significant
differences between pads and crucibles; most noticeable is that the pads are
made of calcareous clays with an average of 26% calcium oxide, with relatively
low aluminium content.
Table 6-10 Bulk Chemical compositions of a crucible pad

B12P

Average

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

FeO

1.6

2.3

9.6

57.1

2.3

22.8

-

4.5

1.0

2.9

8.0

47.5

1.5

35.2

0.4

3.5

0.9

2.3

8.5

62.3

1.5

20.3

0.5

3.7

1.5

2.8

10.6

53.5

1.7

24.3

0.7

4.9

1.2

2.5

9.2

55.1

1.7

25.7

0.6

4.2

However, despite their calcareous nature, the pads withstood the firing
process, but occasionally show post process decomposition and sometimes
peel off due to spalling (see Chapter 5.3.2) (Fig. 6.12). The pads’ properties
may initially appear inappropriate for a high temperature processes, but are the
very factors that guarantee a successful removal of the crucibles from the
furnace floor upon the end of the firing.
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Figure 6-12 A crucible base with its pad partially broken and peeled off due to spalling process.

Figure 6-13 SEM images of a crucible pad's ceramic matrix showing inhomogeneous and poorly mixed
clay with quartz and lime-rich mineral
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Figure 6-14 SEM photo-microstructure of the pad’s interface. Pads sometimes react to the heat and their
upper contact layer to the crucible gets vitrified and turns into a green colour. The red line separates the
upper vitrified layer to the lower clay matrix.

Figure 6-15 (a) above picture is an SEM microphotograph of the vitrified layer of a pad shows a large
quartz grain and the molten calcium silicate clay has started to solidify and fresh crystals with high calcium
and silica have grown within the matrix
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Figure 6-15 (b) the lower set of pictures are (top) PPL image of the quartz grain in the vitrified layer of the
pad; (bottom) the XP image of the inclusion and the structural morphology of the grain and the matrix
crystals with a greenish hue.

The simpler preparation techniques of the pads in contrast with the highly
sophisticated and specialised crucibles suggest that the pads were either not
made by the same specialists or just did not require further attention. As the
pad’s clay does not need to have any special properties and could be found
almost anywhere in Chāhak, it is assumed that clay from a local source would
have fulfilled the purpose (see Chapter 6.1.5 and 6.1.6).
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6.1.4 Tuyère
About 50 meters to the north of the crucible bank in Chāhak, an area was
detected with ceramic fragments from which two pieces were collected for
further analysis (Fig. 6.16). These samples are different than the crucibles in
morphology and composition, and were tentatively identified as tuyère sherds
based on their shape and outer vitrification (Table 6.11). No complete tuyère
was retrieved, but the sherds suggested an elongated cylindrical shape. The
internal diameter of the pieces is between 5 and 7 cm. Both of the tuyère
samples are thick walled and show evidences of being subjected to reducing
atmosphere. The larger sample (T1) exhibits cracks and a darker clay fabric
that may suggest it has been subjected to a higher temperature in comparison
to the smaller piece. However, the cracks could also be due to the formation
techniques. The cross section of sample T1 shows a grey fabric throughout the
sample. The smaller sample (T2) has a lighter colour, which is most probably
due to the temperature and atmosphere of the furnace it was used for. The
cross section of the smaller sample shows a reduced core with oxidised outer
layer.
Table 6-11 Average bulk chemical composition of two tuyère samples (results shown in wt%)

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

FeO

Analyses

T1

1.6

4.1

13.9

65.5

3.0

4.4

0.7

6.9

4

T2

1.2

4.7

15.5

59.8

3.0

7.6

0.7

7.5

4

T1 (STDV)

0.1

0.3

0.4

1.2

0.3

1.1

0.1

0.3

T2 (STDV)

0.2

0.3

1.0

1.6

0.2

1.1

0.0

0.5

The elemental composition of the tuyères shows clay of low calcium
(average of 6%) and low aluminium (average of 15%). The matrix of tuyères
displays quartz and lime-rich inclusions, while the iron oxide in the clay was not
reduced to metal. Therefore, the atmosphere around the tuyères was not as
reducing as around and inside the crucibles, and also not as hot as at the
crucibles’ location. In comparison to the crucible ceramic, the average
composition of the tuyères (Table 6.11) contains higher alkaline earth elements
while alumina is significantly lower by about 10%. This highlights a
fundamentally different clay type than for the crucibles was used to produce the
tuyères.
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Figure 6-16 (a) Tuyère T1: it is completely reduced and has been exposed to a higher temperature than
the other sample.
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Figure 6-16. (b) Tuyère T2: Note the reduced core and oxidised outer layer

6.1.5 Domestic pottery
In addition to the technical ceramics, the historical site of Chāhak is
covered with scatters of domestic pottery sherds. They belong to several
historical periods but the dominant fragments are characteristic of 11th c. CE
pottery. A total of five domestic pottery sherds were analysed by SEM/EDS for
comparative purposes (Table 6.12). Overall, the silica and alumina content is
lower in comparison to the crucibles. Among the domestic pottery, some feature
a high amount of calcium carbonate with presence of sulphur while the other
group contains significantly less lime and no sulphur. The sulphur content is
highly probable to be of post depositional nature, likely present as gypsum
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deposited in the ceramic’s micro-porosity in an arid environment. Consequently,
the domestic pottery samples divide into two types of low alumina and
calcareous clay (probably different production areas), both being clearly
different from the crucible clay.
Table 6-12 average compositions of domestic potteries (results shown in wt%)

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

P 2O 5

SO3

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

FeO

Analyses

P1

0.6

3.8

10.0

50.0

-

0.4

1.9

27.7

0.6

5.0

3

P3

1.4

3.8

12.6

51.2

<0.5

<0.9

2.2

20.1

0.9

7.2

3

P10

1.4

3.2

14.0

54.0

-

<1.3

2.4

16.0

1.0

7.4

2

P7

3.3

1.4

17.5

67.0

<0.2

-

3.0

1.3

0.6

6.0

3

F2

1.8

3.6

14.2

61.7

<0.6

-

2.8

8.3

0.8

6.5

3

P1 (STDV)

0.1

0.2

0.4

10.6

-

0.1

0.1

9.8

0.0

1.1

P3 (STDV)

0.1

0.0

0.2

2.6

0.1

0.0

0.1

1.8

0.2

0.5

P10 (STDV)

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.5

-

0.0

0.1

1.7

0.3

0.1

P7 (STDV)

2.3

0.5

1.6

0.7

0.0

-

0.6

0.2

0.2

2.2

F2 (STDV)

0.1

0.4

0.8

3.7

0.0

-

0.3

1.1

0.6

0.8

The difference between the domestic pottery and the crucibles suggests
the selection of a particular type of clay (alumina, silica rich) exclusively for
crucible manufacture, and therefore the craftsmen’s awareness of the variety of
clay quality, properties and conduct during use. It is also possible that the
different clay properties of local pottery and crucibles could indicate a non-local
source of the crucible clay. However, apparently the metallurgists manufactured
the crucibles in situ (in Chāhak workshops) as they sealed the fully charged
crucibles with a lump of clay of similar composition in the crucible steel making
workshops. Therefore, it is equally probable that the clay was either specifically
selected from among the different local clay beds, or imported from elsewhere.
The significance lays on the value of the clay with which the crucibles were
made. The finest part of the clay was used to make the crucible body and the
rest of the clay, which was too coarse to be used for crucible making, was
utilised to seal the crucibles with.
6.1.6 Technical discussion
Crucible steel technology is highly dependent on appropriate refractory
crucibles built for the purpose that could withstand temperatures greater than
normal ceramics. The Chāhak crucibles show some morphological originality
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and some similarities with other crucible steel making crucibles in Central Asia
(as seen in previous chapter). Therefore, clay properties and the shape of
crucibles were critical for a successful crucible steel making process.
In Chāhak, crucibles have distinctive structural and compositional
differences from other refractories and the domestic pottery. The alumina: silica
ratio of crucibles (crucible walls and lids) is 1: 2.2, while the crucible pad is
highly calcareous and has much lower alumina and higher silica, with a ratio of
1:6. On the other hand the domestic pottery is mainly divided into two types of
low alumina and calcareous clay, respectively, and their alumina: silica ratio of
1:4 is similar to that of the tuyères (Fig. 6.17).
As it is clear from the below table (Table 6.13), alumina content is more
variable than silica. In addition to the alumina and silica, one determining factor
in the clay composition is the lime content. The calcium oxide is highly variable
in the various clays of Chāhak. Therefore, it is both the amount of lime and
alumina that make the difference and determine whether the clay is suitable for
crucible making or not. It is of particular importance that the crucible pad is even
less refractory than tuyères and domestic pottery. The comparison of these
samples suggests the manufacture of pads and tuyères in situ and with local
clay of different compositions.
The crucible pads are made of calcareous clay. They contain about 26%
lime with only 9% alumina, while the tuyères are made of low alumina clay (15%
alumina) with little lime. The poor characteristics of the clay in both the pads
and tuyères in comparison to the crucibles does not imply a careless production
of the pads and tuyères, but a conscious choice of locally available raw
materials and careful prioritisation of the use of each clay type based on the
importance and performance of each artefact type. It is highly likely that the
steel smelters made their own tuyères and crucible pads; thus, they had a good
understanding of different clay’s performance and they were also able to
choose the most appropriate clay for producing their crucibles.
It is apparent that the crucible steel making specialists had three types of
clay, which were fundamentally different in composition available to them.
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Comparing these three types of clay with the domestic pottery provides some
insight into the potters/ craftsmen’s organisation of the production, including the
relationship between potters and metal workers, and the level of know-how and
skill they possessed on the clay types available to them, the chemical and
mechanical properties of each kind of clay, and matching them to meet the
requirements of tuyères, crucibles and crucible pads.
Probably one type of local clay that was calcareous was used for making
the pads, because pads were located where there was not as much reducing
atmosphere or high temperatures, and calcareous clay with the least alumina
content was used. The tuyères have higher alumina than the pads, and contain
much lower lime content making them more stable at higher temperature than
the pads. Interestingly, the domestic pottery can also be divided into two groups
of calcareous and less-calcareous low alumina clay types. The calcareous clay
of the domestic pottery is compositionally very similar to those of the pads.
Normally, tuyères are made of low-grade local clay (Freestone 1989).
Consequently, the lower alumina clay was used for making them. Finally,
craftsmen kept the non-calcareous and very alumina rich clay for the production
of the more demanding crucibles.
It is also possible that the different clay properties of local pottery and
crucibles could be due to a non-local source of the crucible clay. However,
apparently the metallurgists manufactured the crucibles in situ (in Chāhak
workshops) as they sealed the fully charged crucibles with a lump of clay of
similar composition in the crucible steel making workshops. Therefore, it is
equally probable that the clay was either selected from the local clay or
imported from elsewhere. The significance lays on the value of the clay with
which the crucibles were made. The finest part of the clay was used to make
the crucible body and the rest of the clay, which was too coarse to be used for
crucible making, was utilised to seal the crucibles with. The coarse and fine
group could have been created through sieving.
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Table 6-13 Clay composition of Chāhak refractories

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

MnO

FeO

Tuyère

1.4

4.4

14.7

62.7

3.0

6.0

0.7

-

7.2

Pad

1.2

2.5

9.2

55.1

1.7

25.7

0.6

-

4.2

Crucible

0.6

0.8

27.2

60.7

1.5

1.2

1.5

0.6

6.4

Tuyère (STDV)

0.3

0.4

1.1

3.2

0.3

1.9

0.1

-

0.5

Pad (STDV)

0.3

0.3

1.0

5.4

0.3

5.7

0.1

-

0.6

Crucible (STDV)

0.1

0.1

0.5

0.5

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.4

In order to demonstrate how the bulk composition of the ceramics
matches their technical role, the Al2O3-CaO-SiO2 ternary diagram was selected
based on Freestone and Tite’s (1986, 57) method of assessing crucible
refractoriness (Fig. 6.18). Some fluxing oxides such as Na2O, MgO, K2O and
FeO were also added to the CaO vector of the diagram as these elements
behave similarly to CaO in decreasing the melting point of the ceramics.
However, for the crucible composition, FeO was omitted as the iron content of
the ceramic has been reduced to iron metal, and therefore does not influence
the ceramic composition and behaviour any more.
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Figure 6-17 Chahak ceramics: Crucibles (rectangle group on the right side), crucible pad (yellow rectangle
on the left), tuyeres (deep blue rectangles on the centre) and domestic pottery (pink circles)

Historical refractory clay normally tolerates a temperature of 1200 °C,
while the modern refractory clay must bear at least a temperature of 1580 °C
(Freestone 1989). The position of the crucibles on the top right side of the
phase diagram highlights that the crucibles are significantly refractory and
suitable for the crucible steel making procedure, able to withstand the hot
reducing conditions without collapsing. They plot in the mullite zone, which
potentially means that crucibles could withstand temperatures higher than
typical historical refractory ceramics, well above the temperature required for
the crucible steel process, of around 1400 °C (Craddock 1995, 276; Rehren and
Papakhristu 2000, 64) (see Chapter 7).
On the other hand, the tuyères, pad and domestic pottery show much
lower melting temperatures, as they group towards the calcium and flux-rich
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corner of the phase diagram. A binary plot comparing the alumina to silica ratio
and another binary plot comparing the alumina to lime ratio of different crucible
parts with domestic pottery and tuyère also shows the difference quite clearly
(Figs. 6.18-19).
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Figure 6-18 Binary plot comparing alumina-silica ratio of Chāhak samples
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Figure 6-19 Binary plot comparing alumina-lime ratio of Chāhak samples
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The variation of silica: alumina ratios in the entire crucible assemblage are
much less than for the domestic pottery; this further demonstrates the control
and precision over clay selection for crucible manufacture versus the wide
range of clay quality within the domestic pottery.
Chāhak’s crucibles were plotted in a binary diagram showing the alumina
to alkali oxides composition taken from Martinón-Torres and Rehren (2009, 57)
to compare their refractoriness with some European medieval and post
medieval crucibles (Fig. 6.20). Chāhak crucibles fall somewhere in the middle of
the graph and are almost parallel to ‘Medieval London’, ‘La Isabela’ and
‘Obernzell’ crucibles, with the distinction that Chāhak crucibles have less
variation than the above crucibles and are more standardized. Chāhak lids plot
in almost the same area with slightly higher flux content. Comparing the Chāhak
crucibles to their lids, it is very clear in this graph that lids are less standardised
in terms of clay composition than the crucibles. This may be due to the
manufacturing difference and the wider range of inclusions in the lids compared
to the well-sorted clay texture of the crucibles, but also reflect the uptake of
alkalis in the lids during use, as discussed above.
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Figure 6-20 Binary plot comparing the alumina-alkali ratios of Chahak lid and wall composition to the
European ceramics (based on Martinó-Torres and Rehren 2009)

As the crucibles reported in the above article (Martinón-Torres and
Rehren 2009) are of European origin and not related to steel making, the graph
was used to also plot other Central and South Asian crucible steel making sites.
Based on this (Fig. 6.21), Chāhak crucibles are more refractory than the Merv
and Indian sub-continent crucibles, while the Akhsiket crucibles of Akhsiket,
Pap and Termez have even higher alumina content, thus are probably slightly
more heat resistant than Chāhak crucibles. Only the Sheffield crucible steel
making crucibles that were produced centuries later are made from even more
refractory material.
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Figure 6-21 Binary plot comparing the alumina-alkali ratios of Chāhak and other Medieval Central Asian
and Indian sub-continent ceramic composition to the European ceramics (based on Martinó-Torres and
Rehren 2009)

In addition to the crucible composition, the fuel ash glaze is also
informative in terms of possible operating temperature and the fuel ash
contribution to the melt. The CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 phase diagram (Fig. 6.22) plots
the lid and wall fuel ash glaze against the ceramic composition of lid and wall.
This ternary diagram has been used previously by Yin et al. (2011) to show
glazes that were high in lime due to the deliberate addition of wood ash and
further

modifying

the

glaze

composition

by

a

“temperature-controlled

mechanism” (Yin et al. 2011, 2352-65) for contribution of ceramic to the glaze
(Fig. 6.23). In Chāhak’s case, this ternary diagram shows a more or less similar
mechanism of the ceramic contribution and fuel ash contribution to the glaze.
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The difference is that Chāhak crucibles are higher in alumina and lower in silica.
The amount of silica and alumina is almost the same in the fuel ash glazes of
Chāhak samples as they come from the same source which is the parent
crucible ceramic, while the lime content varies dramatically as it is taken from
the fuel ash. The majority of the fuel ash glaze samples fall within the anorthite
phase field and show theoretical melting temperatures between 1400 °C and
1500 °C, while two samples of the lid fuel ash glaze fall close to the ceramic
composition and above 1600 °C. Chāhak fuel ash glaze does not fall within the
eutectic region (in contrast to Yin et al. 2011) partly because the glaze
formation is not a deliberate act and no fluxes were added to the surface of the
crucibles.
A proper contribution of silica from the ceramic, and flux oxides from the
fuel could have shifted the fuel ash glaze composition towards the silica and
calcium oxide corners and to the lower melting point, but probably lack of
enough silica and greater amount of alumina in the ceramic has lead the fuel
ash glaze to fall within the higher temperature troughs or lean towards the
alumina axis. Yet, the system shows similar alignment of the ceramic
composition with the glaze composition due to the constant amounts of silica
and alumina, and variable contribution of fluxing agents pulling the line towards
the lime corner (here K2O has also been added to the CaO corner as it also
acts as fluxing agent to reduce the melting point and is also contributed from
the fuel ash). Whether the temperature showing in the ternary diagram could be
used as indicator of the operating temperature of the crucible steel making
process (most probably the fuel ash glaze has been produced during the
process of the crucible steel making) is not clear, because the glaze would not
have needed to melt, instead it most probably had reached the vitrification point
that could well have been much lower. But this temperature may indicate the
upper limit of the operating temperature where the fuel ash glaze would have
completely molten.
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Figure 6-22 Fuel ash glaze (Pink and green circles: lid and wall fuel ash glaze respectively; Blue and
yellow rectangles: crucible wall and lid ceramic composition)

Figure 6-23 Yin et al. (2011, 2361) plot of the body and glazes in the CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 ternary diagram.
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6.1.7 Summary
Overall, the manufacture of Chāhak crucibles is a demonstration of
mastery and specialization. The crucibles are clearly different from the domestic
pottery. The crucible pads and tuyères, however, fall into a similar category of
clay type as the domestic pottery clay types, especially the calcareous pads
with the calcareous group of domestic pottery. It is highly likely that the
metallurgical specialists created their own crucibles, pads and tuyères with the
different clay types that were available to them.
Crucibles are made from highly refractory, fine-grained, grog and probably
temper-free clay. The appearance of the well-sorted argillaceous fragments and
the homogeneous matrix of the crucibles, together with the highly refractory
properties of the clay show that utmost care was taken in choosing and
preparing fine refractory clay for making the crucible body.
Additionally, the microanalysis of the lids shows that there is no significant
compositional difference between the lid and the crucible body. But the lids are
less standardised. In other words, there was no need to spend more time and
labour for making identical types of lids. Lid clay lumps are clearly pushed on
top of the charged crucible before firing, indicating that the metallurgists
themselves made and applied the lids. Therefore, the same clay type, which
was used for the crucibles was available to the metallurgists and used to make
the lids.
The SEM analyses and backscattered images indicated that the entire
crucible fabric has been subjected to a strongly reducing environment and high
temperatures, which caused the reduction of the majority of the iron oxide
content of the clay to iron metal, and thus increased refractoriness. The plot of
the crucibles’ composition in the CaO-SiO2-Al2O3 phase diagram also showed
that Chāhak crucibles could resist exceptionally high temperatures. Compared
to other Central Asian crucibles for crucible steel making, the refractoriness of
Chāhak crucibles is only slightly lower than the Akhsiket crucibles and
somewhat higher than the Merv and Indian / Sri Lankan crucibles.
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The peculiar inner surface of the lids brings significant information on the
making of the lids and on the ingredients of Chāhak crucible steel making
method. The inner surface’s matrix and reduced iron prills and iron splashes are
different from those of the rest of the lid. The red iron rust surface and grey
corroded iron splashes indicate steel production. Specifically, some elements
were detected in the inner matrix as oxides and in the iron prills in form of metal:
phosphorus oxide, chromium oxide, manganese oxide, and elevated soda and
lime in the inner surface matrix, and phosphorous, chromium, manganese and
nickel in the iron prills and iron splashes on the lid’s inner surface. These
elements suggest the addition of salt, lime, chromium, phosphorus, and
manganese sources to the crucible charge as well as iron as the main
ingredient, with nickel probably coming with one of the above minerals as an
impurity.
The fuel ash glaze composition finally provides information on the
probable organic type of the fuel and contribution of fluxing agents such as
potash and lime lowered the melting temperature of the ceramic. But, due to the
high alumina content and lower silica contribution, the composition does not fall
within the eutectic point, hence the fuel ash glaze composition may not be the
best way of inferring the operating temperature of the crucible steel production.
The more reliable way would be a closer look at the slag fin composition and
plotting them in their suitable ternary diagram (see the next section: Chapter
6.2.5).

6.2 Slag composition
6.2.1 Slag fin
The most important identifier of the process (Bachmann 1982; Charlton et
al. 2013, 241) is the crucible slag, mostly present as thin ‘fins’ extending from
the crucible wall towards the inside of the vessels. These slag fins are also the
second most abundant metallurgical samples from the Chāhak crucible layer.
Chāhak slag fins are very thin, similar to the ones from Merv (Feuerbach et al
1998), in contrast to the massive slag cakes of the Ferghana Process at
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Akhsiket in Uzbekistan (Rehren and Papakhristu 2000). This difference is
noteworthy given that the Chāhak, Merv and Akhsiket crucibles are of
comparable volume (See Chapter 4.3.5). Additionally, the Central Asian
crucibles are made of highly refractory clay; Akhsiket crucibles are white firing
kaolinitic crucibles, hence the slag cakes in the Akhsiket crucibles are entirely
metallurgical rather than formed with molten ceramic. Therefore, the small size
of the slag fin of Chāhak crucibles, in comparison to the Akhsiket slag fins, is
suggestive of the use of a refined iron source with little slag-forming material
(Fig. 6.24). In contrast to the Akhsiket crucibles, the slag in the Chāhak
crucibles does seem to absorb some of the ceramic from the crucible walls, as
can be seen in the slag line interface (see Fig. 6.25).

Figure 6-24 Images of a Chāhak crucible with slag fin (left) and an Akhsiket crucible with crucible slag
(right). Note the slag size difference as well as the different colour of the crucible ceramic
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The fin-like slag layer in the Chāhak crucibles are marking the level below
which the liquid metal settled before solidifying to form the ingot. The slag is in
most cases a translucent glass, but occasionally, it is partly opaque from having
crystallised (Figs. 6.25). Thus slags appear either crystalline, glassy or a
combination of both.
Fifteen crucible slag fins were selected for SEM analysis, producing 71
below analyses of the glassy and crystalline regions separately to determine
whether there would be any significant difference in their composition. So far,
the SEM-EDS analyses did not detect any significant compositional difference
between the two visually different slag types (Table 6.22). Therefore, variable
cooling-rates within and between the samples, or increased nucleation and
crystal growth around iron particles and in contact with the crucible wall could
have led to the formation of crystalline phases during the partial crystallisation
of the slag.

Figure 6-25 Three Chāhak slag fin samples: (Left) crystalline; (Middle) glassy; (Right) mix of crystalline
and glassy

Both glassy and crystalline regions (Fig. 6.25) contain about 44 wt% silica,
and equal amounts of alumina and lime, of around 17 wt% each. Across the 70
analyses, silica, alumina and calcium are the three main constituents with a
ratio of 2.5:1:1 respectively. The fourth most abundant component is
manganese oxide present at an average of 12 wt% (fluctuating from 4.4% to
19.3%), with high manganese oxide values in slags with lower lime, and vice
versa. Manganese oxide together with chromium, that is present at an average
concentration of 1.1% (ranging from 0.3 to 2.2%), is characteristic of Chāhak
slag fins.
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Nevertheless, Rehren and Papakhristu (2000, 57) reported that the
Akhsiket slag fins contain high amounts of manganese oxide (three slag groups
of average 10 wt%, 15 wt%, and 20 wt% MnO). Feuerbach (2002, 77) in her
PhD thesis reports two groups of slag fins with manganese oxide
concentrations of average 12% or 2%. Apparently, manganese oxide in high
amounts is present in the Central Asian crucible steel making slag fins and
suggests the likelihood of a deliberate addition of a manganese rich flux to the
charge. A good example of an addition of manganese-rich flux in the iron
charge and a subsequent high manganese slag is studied by Iles (2014) on
some West African iron smelting slags of ethnographic origins. The significance
of the addition of manganese and its role and impact on the production of
crucible steel is not fully understood and is yet to be developed as it is missing
in the current literature of medieval crucible steel technology; but it will be
discussed further in this thesis in the main discussion chapter (see Chapter 7).
Apparently, one of the main functions of manganese oxide in Chāhak slag
fins is to substitute the iron content of the slag. Accordingly, the iron oxide
content of slag fins is typically lower than 2%, compared to around 50 wt% iron
oxide in most pre-industrial iron smelting slags (Rehren et al. 2007, 212)
(Tables 6.14-15)(See Appendix V. for complete slag SEM analyses).
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Table 6-14 Average bulk compositions of glassy and crystalline slags (results shown in wt%).(n=x, number
of samples=number of analyses)
Na2O MgO Al2O3
SiO2
SO3 K2O CaO
TiO2 Cr2O3 MnO FeO n=x
Glassy

0.5

4.4

17.3

44.1

0.6

1.8

17.2

1.0

0.6

11.8

1.3

(11=23)

Crystalline

0.6

3.8

17.1

43.2

0.5

1.9

16.9

1.0

1.3

12.2

2.2

(15=49)

Glassy (STDV)
Crystalline
(STDV)

0.1

1.0

0.9

1.9

0.1

0.4

3.3

0.1

0.3

5.1

1.2

0.2

1.7

1.8

2.0

0.2

0.7

3.8

0.2

0.9

4.9

1.9

Table 6-15 Average compositions of 15 slag samples (regardless of crystal structures); The final average
is taken from all the 72 analyses (Results shown in wt%)
Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2
SO3
K2O
CaO
TiO2
Cr2O3 MnO FeO Analyses
W62

0.5

4.9

16.1

40.7

<0.4

3.3

23.7

0.9

1.3

7.2

1.0

2

W67

0.7

2.2

17.4

41.2

<0.6

1.5

10.7

0.9

0.8

19.3

5.1

8

W73

0.5

3.1

19.6

44.5

-

1.2

14.1

1.0

1.5

13.4

1.1

6

W80

0.5

5.9

18.3

47.1

-

1.5

19.5

1.2

0.4

5.4

0.6

3

W84

0.5

4.2

16.6

42.9

<0.7

2.5

16.4

0.9

0.6

11.8

3.6

2

W85

0.5

2.1

17.5

41.1

<0.5

1.0

18.4

0.9

1.5

14.6

2.4

6

W92

0.7

3.5

15.0

43.7

<0.6

2.1

16.5

0.8

0.9

14.7

2.0

9

CS1

0.6

4.3

17.1

46.3

-

1.3

21.1

1.1

0.8

6.8

0.7

3

CS2

0.6

4.1

17.0

44.6

<0.5

2.7

18.2

1.0

1.2

8.9

2.2

5

CS3

0.5

5.2

17.0

44.0

<0.5

1.8

18.2

1.0

0.3

11.1

0.7

6

CS4

0.4

3.8

16.7

42.2

-

1.6

13.5

1.0

1.2

17.2

2.5

7

CS5

0.7

4.9

16.9

44.9

-

2.5

21.4

1.0

1.5

5.3

0.9

5

CS6

0.5

3.6

19.5

43.6

-

1.7

11.9

1.1

-

17.2

0.9

2

CS7

0.7

7.0

16.0

44.1

-

2.5

22.1

1.2

2.2

4.4

0.8

5

CS8

0.5

4.2

18.5

44.5

-

2.2

17.8

1.0

0.5

10.0

0.9

4

Average

0.6

4.0

17.1

43.5

<0.5

1.9

17.0

1.0

1.1

12.1

1.9

STDV

0.1

1.2

1.2

1.8

0.1

0.6

3.7

0.1

0.5

4.6

1.3
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Figure 6-26 BSE image of a slag fin’s glassy matrix

Figure 6-27 BSE image of a slag fin’s crystalline matrix
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The crystalline phases of the slag fins feature two types of freshly grown
crystals; one with spinel shape and the other as blackish (in the BSE images)
elongate needles that are more abundant than the spinels. The spinels of seven
slag samples were analysed, and an average amount of a total of 50 analyses
demonstrate a strong dominance of chromium oxide (average 45.7%) and
manganese oxide (average 21.6%) (Table 6.25). Chromium is therefore present
in the slag primarily in the form of chromium-aluminium-manganese spinels of
various compositions (see Appendix V for a complete table of spinel analyses)
that are freshly grown, euhedral crystals with typical angular cubic form (Fig.
6.28). The presence of chromium is peculiar and exclusive to the Chāhak
process. Since it was not found in the ceramic fabric, it must have been
introduced to the charge from other sources.
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Figure 6-28 Two slag fin samples showing freshly grown chromium spinels in a glassy slag (light grey
inclusions, top), and in a crystalline slag (light grey angular inclusions, bottom). White are metal prills.
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There could be two possibilities for the existence of chromium oxide in the
slag fins: either it has been introduced to the charge as an impurity of the iron
source, which could help provenance the iron (Navasaitis et al. 2010, 116); or
could be due to a method of crucible steel making in which a chromium-rich
mineral was an independent ingredient and deliberately added to the crucible
charge. The second idea is more likely and is backed up by the presence of a
few residual chromite (FeCr2O4) grains in some slag fins. The residues are
visually very different from the newly formed spinels. They are rounded or
having smooth angular shape, partly eroded and have started to react with the
surrounding slag (Figs. 6.29-31). Some newly formed spinels sometimes have
started to crystallize out of the residual chromite. In comparison to the spinels,
the chromite residues have much higher amounts of iron (average 15.5%) that
is later reduced into iron metal. Instead, newly formed spinels have
considerably higher manganese content (average 21.6%) that must have been
obtained from another source of the charge contributing to the slag (Table
6.16).
Table 6-16 Average elemental compositions of spinels and residual chromite (results shown in wt%).
Number of samples and analyses are shown as (n=x)
MgO
Al2O3
SiO2
CaO TiO2
V2O5
Cr2O3
MnO FeO
(n=x)
Spinel

5.9

17.6

<2.1

0.7

1.1

1.3

45.7

21.6

5.5

(7= 50)

Residual Chromite

10.9

23.3

-

0.3

<0.4

<0.7

46.6

3.9

15.5

(3= 8)

Spinel (STDV)
Residual Chromite
(STDV)

3.1

5.2

1.8

0.6

0.8

0.4

5.9

4.2

2.8

3.4

2.8

-

0.0

0.3

0.3

3.9

3.4

9.4
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Figure 6-29 Two SEM images of two slag fin samples with subhedral residual chromite (large light grey) in
their crystalline matrix. They have already reacted with the slag and started to melt, and re-crystallise
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Figure 6-30 A rounded chromite residue in a crystalline slag; the chromite has reacted with the slag
resulting in a rounded shape, while its iron content is partly reduced to metal prills

Figure 6-31 This SEM image shows a residual chromite grain that has been completely dissolved into slag
and formed newly shaped spinels and iron droplets. Yet the cluster spinels and iron metal is pseudomorph
of the original shape of the parent chromite grain
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The other freshly grown crystals further accumulate non-reducible
compounds that are mainly SiO2 (average of 45.7 wt%), alumina (average of
31.5 wt%), and CaO (average of 17.8 wt%). These elongated silicate crystals
analysed from ten samples (35 analyses) contain minor amounts of soda and
potash (average of 0.9 % and 0.8 wt% respectively), representing a type of
calcium plagioclase feldspar known as anorthite with a composition of
CaAl2Si2O8 (Bachmann 1982,15) (see Appendix. for a complete table of
anorthite compositions)(Table 6.17)(Fig. 6.32).
Table 6-17 Average elemental composition of anorthite crystals of 10 samples (results shown in wt%)
Na2O
MgO
Al2O3
SiO2
K2O
CaO
TiO2
Cr2O3
MnO
FeO
Total
Anorthite

0.9

<1.3

31.5

45.7

0.8

17.8

<0.7

<1.3

1.5

<0.8

STDV

0.2

2.3

4.1

1.7

0.3

1.9

0.5

0.8

1.1

1.2

(10= 34)
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Figure 6-32 Two SEM images of slag fins with crystalline structure; the light grey inclusions are spinels (S)
and the dark grey phases are anorthite laths
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Countless metal droplets, which are important constituents of Chāhak slag
fins, pervade the slags and tend to be rounded in shape. This indicates that at
some point the metal produced in this process was in liquid state, which is
consistent with the macroscopic appearance of the slag seemingly solidified
while floating on a molten metal ingot. The SEM analyses of some 81 wellpreserved metal prills from 15 samples identify iron as the main constituent with
about 97 wt% Fe and constant occurrence of chromium, often accompanied
with phosphorus and occasionally manganese as minor components. Here and
in the following text the carbon content of the metal prills will be ignored. While it
is reasonable to assume a carbon content in the order of a few per cent by
weight, it is not possible for the EDS analyses to determine it accurately. As the
SEM-EDS results are normalised to 100%, one should also bear in mind that all
the values would decrease slightly if carbon was added.
Spot analyses in the prills systematically vary in their phosphorus and
chromium content, between 0.1 to 12.1 wt% for P, and 0.1 to 12.3 wt% for Cr.
As the chromium content fluctuates within iron prills per sample, the chromium
content of the resulting ingot per sample is not immediately clear. Particularly,
as these are spot analysis, they may represent the chromium content either of
the cementite (possibly with higher concentration of chromium), or of the ferrite,
and not the entire prill. The table below shows the maximum and minimum
chromium content for the prills of each sample (Table 6.18). The reduction of
phosphorus, manganese and chromium together with iron is indicative of highly
reducing conditions.
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Table 6-18 Maximum and minimum chromium content of each sample (spot analyses of 81 prills, results
shown in wt%)

Min
0.4
0.7
1.3
1.3
0.2
0.7
0.8
1.0
0.7
0.0
1.4
0.3
0.9
0.8
0.5

W67S
W73S
W80S
W84S
CS3
CS6
CS8
CS1
CS5
W85S
W62S
CS4
CS2
CS7
W92S

Max
1.1
12.3
2.4
4.4
0.8
1.1
0.9
3.4
1.7
5.9
2.8
2.3
1.9
2.0
9.1

An additional analysis of the prills (Fig. 6.33) was conducted, trying to
obtain more representative bulk compositions by means of area analyses;
however, due to the small size of the prills, accurate bulk compositions without
including the surrounding slag were difficult to determine. Overall, 62 prills in 13
samples were selected for area analysis (see Appendix VI. for the table of prill
compositions). Based on these analyses, the metal droplets have an average of
95.8 wt% iron, with consistent presence of considerable amount of phosphorus
(average 2.0 wt%), and chromium (average 1.4 wt%). It is noteworthy that
phosphate is not present in the slag fins but chromium oxide is present at an
average concentration of 1.1 wt%. Occasionally, the prills contain <0.7 wt%
nickel and <0.4 wt% manganese (Table 6.19). Subsequently, these
percentages will be used for the future mass balance and other calculations.
Table 6-19 Average composition of slag fin metallic prills(Results shown in wt%) (n= number of samples,
x= number of analyses)

Si

P

Ca

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Ni

(n=x)

Average

<0.3

2.0

<0.4

<0.7

1.4

<0.4

96.7

<0.7

(13=62)

STDV

0.0

2.1

0.3

0.0

1.7

0.2

2.4

0.2

The consistent presence of chromium in the metallic prills, and the
presence of residual chromite particles in some slag samples imply a strongly
reducing atmosphere within the crucibles as well as the addition of some
material rich in chromium, most likely the mineral chromite. Nowadays, this
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mineral is widely used (and in much higher amounts) in the industrial production
of stainless steel, but as far as we are aware it is not a common constituent of
medieval crucible steel production in Central Asia or India.

Figure 6-33 SEM images of four slag fin samples bearing iron droplets in glassy and crystalline matrix

6.2.2 Smithing slags
Samples visually identified as smithing slags are abundantly scattered
across the Chāhak workshop area within a short distance of the crucible-rich
archaeological layer. They are magnetic with a size of a palm of a hand with
one concave surface. The smithing slags are very iron rich. While their shape is
diagnostic of smithing, these slags could either derive from working the crucible
steel ingot, or from refining the bloom before it is being used as the iron source
for crucible steel production. To determine one of the above possibilities, a total
of five samples (Fig. 7.34-38) were analysed with SEM-EDS.
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Figure 6-34 A smithing slag (S2) sectioned and sampled for SEM analyses

Figure 6-35 Smithing slag (S3) sectioned for sampling and analyses

Figure 6-36 Smithing slag (S4) sectioned and sampled for SEM analyses

Figure 6-37 Smithing slag (S5): white circle: adhering charcoal, white rectangle: a hammerscale

Figure 6-38 Smithing slag (SS49): red circle: charcoal adhering to the exterior surface
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Three main phases of corroded iron, wüstite and glassy slag were
detected in all of the smithing slag samples (Table 6.20) (Fig. 6.39-41);
sometimes the smithing slags carry small pieces of charcoal adhering to their
outer surface (Figs. 6.39 and 6.41). The average bulk composition of the
siliceous phase has 68.6 wt% FeO, and the corroded iron phase have average
amount of 89.1 wt% FeO. The wüstite contains on average 93.6 wt% FeO and a
few per cent by weight of MnO, MgO and CaO. The peculiar characteristic of
these smithing slags is their high concentration of calcium oxide with an
average of 17.4 wt% CaO in the areas abundant in glassy slag, exceeding the
amount of silica present by more than half.
Table 6-20 Average bulk analyses of two main phases of smithing slags (Results shown in wt%)
Al2O3
SiO2
SO3
P2O5
K2O
MgO
CaO
MnO
FeO
Analyses
Mostly
Slag

Mostly
Corroded
Iron

S2

0.6

1.3

10.8

<0.6

-

-

17.3

1.9

68.1

2

S3

1.0

0.8

6.6

0.8

-

-

16.4

<0.9

74.0

2

S5

0.7

0.7

4.5

-

-

-

22.6

71.5

2

SS49

1.9

2.2

13.4

-

<1.7

<0.3

15.8

<0.4

65.5

5 (P2O5=3)

Average

1.3

1.5

10.1

<0.7

<1.7

<0.3

17.4

<1.2

68.6

S2

-

-

2.0

-

-

-

1.7

0.8

95.6

1

S3

0.7

<0.7

2.0

-

-

-

4.8

-

92.1

2

S4

<0.7

-

2.2

-

-

5.6

<0.6

91.6

2

S5

<1.1

<0.9

4.0

-

-

-

7.6

<2.4

86.8

4

SS49

<3.0

1.0

5.7

-

-

-

7.1

-

84.7

2

Average

1.2

0.9

3.4

-

-

-

6.1

<1.3

89.1
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Figure 6-39 (left) BSE image of smithing slag (S5) showing wüstite (light grey), and slag phase (dark grey
and black)
Figure 6-40 (right) SEM image of smithing slag (S3) showing the metallic iron phase (white), wüstite (light
grey), slag phase (dark grey and black). Note the metallic iron that is not consolidated and slag inclusions
scatter within the metallic phase

Figure 6-41 (left) SEM image of smithing slag (S5) bearing a charcoal inclusion on its lower surface; (right)
the OM micrograph of the charcoal structure

Considering that the samples do not bear any amounts of chromium
oxide, which is the characteristic element in the crucible slag-fin iron prills, these
smithing slags cannot have formed during the working or refining of the crucible
steel ingots. Consequently, they would be smithing slags of consolidating and
refining the bloom for using as the charge for crucible steel production in
Chāhak. The sporadic presence of manganese is of importance, as it may
suggest iron input of variable sources possibly some with manganese oxide as
impurity and some without any manganese. Phosphorus is also detected in only
one smithing sample. Given that the crucible slag fin iron prills contain
phosphorus, it may be possible that some amounts of the phosphorus came
with the iron. But neither the manganese and nor the phosphorus in the
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smithing slags is consistent enough to exclude the possibility of a deliberate
addition of fluxes high in manganese and phosphorus.
The main calcium bearing crystals of the slag phase are calcium alumino
ferrite Ca2(Al,Fe)2O5 and larnite (Ca2SiO4) (Fig. 6.42-43). The calcium alumino
ferrite appears as orthorhombic, lath shaped crystals with average composition
of 53 wt% iron oxide, 42.1 wt% lime, and 4.7 wt% alumina. Larnite appears as
anhedral to subhedral crystals and contains on average 62 wt% lime, 31.7 wt%
silica with constant presence of 2.8 wt% phosphate and 2.5 wt% iron oxide. It is
noteworthy that the metallic iron phases analysed, mostly have pure iron and
rarely (9 analyses out of 36) show very small concentration of 0.2 wt% calcium,
probably from sub-microscopic slag inclusions.

Figure 6-42 SEM image of smithing slag matrix (S3), White: metallic iron; Dark grey inclusions: Larnite (the
Black voids are Larnite that is scraped out during polishing); Matrix: Light grey is Wüstite and Dark grey is
Calcium Aluminoferrite
Figure 6-43 Smithing slag's metallic iron with slag inclusion; White: Iron; Blackish inclusion: Larnite; Dark
grey slag matrix: Calcium Aluminoferrite; Light grey slag matrix: Wüstite

One of the smithing slag samples features a peculiar particle adhering on
its surface that morphologically seems like a flake of hammer scale (McDonnell
1986; Dungworth and Wikes 2007, 2) (Fig. 6.44). This inclusion contains 93%
iron oxide, 4.9% lime, 1.6% manganese oxide and 0.5% magnesium oxide. As
flake hammer scale is one of the important constituents of smithing slags
(McDonnell 1991) the identification of this inclusion strengthens the
characterisation of these samples as smithing slags derived from consolidating
iron bloom (Allen 1986). Additionally, the presence of manganese is another
indication that the sample is primary smithing slag as manganese normally is
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present in the iron ore and gets eliminated by the smithing process in the
smithing slag of the bloom.

Figure 6-44 Smithing slag (S5): (Left) SEM image showing an adhering hammerscale on the lower
surface; (Middle) OM micrograph; (Right) SEM image showing the microstructure of the hammerscale

Normally, hammer scale is composed of euhedral grains of iron oxide,
occasionally with fayalitic slag in the middle (Dungworth and Wilkes 2007, 1-4),
but as in our bloomery system calcium oxide replaces silica, the flake hammer
scale analysed does not contain any silica.
6.2.3 Bloomery iron
Among the samples categorised as smithing slag, there is one sample that
does not have the characteristic concave features of smithing slag, but instead
seems to have been shaped and hit with a hammer. When cut, its internal cut
surface is mostly metallic with few slag phases within a less condensed iron
phase. Clearly, this sample is not a smithing slag but is more of a partially
consolidated, not molten bloom (Fig. 6.45 a,b).
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Figure 6-45a Images of the bloom

Figure 6-45 b (left) Images of the bloom cut for sampling, (right) the sample resin blocks of the bloom
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Two samples were taken from the bloom and prepared for SEM-EDS
analysis (Fig. 6.46-47) (Table 6.21). The backscattered electron images and
chemical analyses indicate that this bloomery iron is mixed with wüstite; hence,
the bloom has not been fully reduced to metal. There are four main phases
present in the bloom, namely metallic iron, corroded iron, wüstite and scattered
calcium-rich slag inclusions. The wüstite is Fe(Mg,Ca)O with iron to oxygen
atomic ratio of 1:1. It comprises of 92.4 wt% iron oxide, 5.3 wt% magnesium
oxide and 2.4 wt% lime; while the slag inclusions appear as elongated larnite
crystals with 60.2 wt% lime, 29.3 wt% silica, 5.8 wt% phosphorus, 4.6 wt% iron
oxide, 0.8 wt% potash, and sporadic appearance of 0.7 wt% sulphur. The
metallic phase is pure iron.
Table 6-21 Bulk compositions of two samples of the bloom (results shown in wt%); Note that the iron
content includes the iron oxide bound to lime, metallic iron and wüstite
MgO
Al2O3
SiO2
P2O5
SO3
K2O
CaO
FeO
Total
Sample 1

Sample 2

Average

2.1

-

3.0

0.3

-

-

6.5

88.1

100.0

3.5

-

12.8

4.0

0.4

0.2

24.2

54.8

100.0

1.5

-

4.1

0.7

-

-

7.5

86.2

100.0

2.5

-

5.2

1.0

-

-

9.3

81.9

100.0
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Figure 6-46 SEM image of bloom sample showing area covered with metallic iron (white), wüstite (grey)
and black areas of slag inclusions
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Figure 6-47 SEM image of another sample from the bloom showing a relatively large metallic iron area
with three rounded slag inclusions areas. The prill’s ferritic microstructure is visible without etching in the
right image. The matrix surrounding the prill is a mixture of metallic iron, wüstite and slag inclusions
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6.2.4 Etching bloom, smithing slag and slag fin iron prill
Carbon is an element that cannot be properly measured with SEM-EDS
analysis, as the resin block samples get carbon-coated for analysis therefore
the element carbon is neglected in the results. Nevertheless, carbon is for
obvious reasons a very important element in the study of crucible steel.
Diffusion of carbon into pure iron is one of the basics of carburisation recipes;
steel making methods are making steel with different percentages of carbon in
the alloy. Crucible steel production thrives on the introduction of carbon into the
iron metal.
Therefore, it is very important to understand whether there is any carbon
in the slag fin iron prills and if the bloom carries any carbon or not. This one
element is crucial to determine the method by which the Chāhak industry
produced crucible steel. The understanding of whether Chāhak pūlād was
produced by carburizing, co-fusion or de-carburizing would basically depend on
the presence or absence of carbon in the bloom and smithing slag. Additionally,
any estimation of the properties of the steel ingot and its probable use and
quality would be based on the carbon content of the iron prills in the slag fin.
Whether the bloom or the iron prills in the slag fins represent the steel
ingot is a matter of uncertainty, since no steel ingot has been retrieved from the
site and the Chāhak pūlād properties are unknown apart from the limited
description of the Chāhak blades in the historical recipes. Moreover, there is
only one bloom sample and only one big-enough iron prill in the slag fins; hence
the results would be provisional and tentative. With these restrictions in mind,
three samples were etched in 3% Nital: smithing slag, slag fin containing a
macro-sized iron prill, and bloom. The entire metallic iron phase in the smithing
slag sample shows a ferritic structure (Fig. 6.48), which indicates that the
smithing slags resulted from refining the bloom and is not smithing slags from
forging an ingot. The iron bloom, also, shows ferrite grains all over the metallic
phase and its second most abundant structure is compositionally very similar to
wüstite (Fig. 6.49-50).
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Figure 6-48 (a) SEM image of the metallic iron in smithing slag (S3); (b&c) OM image of the smithing
slag’s ferritic iron microstructure after etching in 3 wt% Nital
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Figure 6-49 OM image of the bloom’s ferritic iron microstructure after etching in 3 wt% Nital. White: ferrite,
grey: wüstite, black: slag inclusion
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Figure 6-50 Another sample from the bloom etched in 3 wt% Nital. Note the wüstite and slag inclusions in
the upper picture
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The iron droplet in the crucible slag fin shows a lamellar microstructure
that is different from the bloom and smithing slags. This pattern is identical to
eutectoid structures, which occur during a slow cooling of a carbon rich alloy
(‘austenite’) so that the carbon diffuses completely and forms alternate
arrangements of α-ferrite and cementite (Fe3C) (Figs. 6.51). Therefore the
morphology of the pearlite pattern of the prills implies a slow cooling of the steel
within the crucible, and a carbon content of between 0.1 and 2 wt%. Pearlite is
responsible for the mechanical strength of the final steel (the slower the cooling
rate, the larger the size of the pearlite crystals).

Figure 6-51 Iron- Iron-Carbide phase diagram and location of eutectoid steel on the lower left side
(University of Tennessee, Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering,
http://fliphtm15.com/fzih/bbvd/basic) (See Gregory 1932, 93 for a print version of diagram)

The majority of the metal is dense and fine pearlite indicating the amount
of carbon of the prill to be around 0.8%. But sometimes a few intergranular
ferrite grains appear within the pearlite structure that may look like hypoeutectoid steel, which contains less than 0.8% carbon. However, the ferrite
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grains could also be a result of the cutting angle of the pearlite structure,
leaving some ferrite plates exposed. Moreover, some of the pearlite structure of
the prill has got back to the ferritic phase after the process has finished, leaving
the core of the prills still pearlitic and the edges decarburized to ferrite (Fig.
6.52-4). Therefore, on balance the ingot could have been eutectoid steel. It is
important to remember though that the prills do not necessarily indicate the
typical carbon content of the steel ingot, so any conclusions are tentative.
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Figure 6-52 OM image of another metallic phase of the slag fin showing a pearlitic structure (etched in 3
wt% Nital). The top left and lower pictures show zonal decarburisation of the prill after the process finished.
The main structure of the prill is shown in the upper right picture, showing a slow sooled eutectoid steel of
pearlitic structure

Figure 6-53 Development of microstructure of pearlite from the austenite, happening by the diffusion of
carbon from ferrite to the austenite (University of Tennessee, Dept. of Materials Sience and Endineering,
http://fliphtml5.com/fzih/bbvd/basic)
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Figure 6-54 Iron- iron carbide phase diagram and the formation of pearlite at 700 °C and around 0.8 wt%
carbon content (University of Tennessee, Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering,
http://fliphtml5.com/fzih/bbvd/basic)

A second metallic phase in the same slag fin sample shows some
decarburisation has taken place on the outer edges of the prill, only on the
surface, towards the inside while the main structure is pearlite. This superficial
decarburisation indicates that most likely, the decarburisation of the steel has
happened after the carburisation, and when the crucible was broken open after
the crucible steel making process finished but when it was still relatively hot,
and probably does not reflect the ingot composition (Fig. 6.55).
Based on historical recipes, three different types of iron were used in
making crucible steel: soft iron (zero carbon content), hard or cast iron (iron with
carbon content higher than 2%), and a mix of soft and hard iron. In this case,
the above etching results show that the metallic iron in the bloom and the
related smithing slag is of ferritic composition. Therefore we assume that the
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crucible steel making process of Chāhak is based on the carburization of
bloomery iron (soft iron).

Figure 6-55 Iron droplet in slag fin showing pearlite structure while the outer area has de-carburized after
the process finished

6.2.5 Technical discussion
The steel making technology in Chāhak is peculiar due to the high
chromium content of the slag fins, the unusually high lime and subsequent low
silica content of the smithing slags and the bloom’s slag inclusions. The
absence of chromium in the smithing slag and the bloom strongly indicates that
these fragments belong to the refining of the iron which would have gone as
feedstock into the steel making process in the crucibles. Additionally, the
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sporadic presence of manganese oxide in the smithing slags is indicative of
primary smithing slags, as manganese normally exits the system at the early
stages of refining the bloom, in the smithing slag. The bloom is the closest
sample available to the iron source of Chāhak steel making process. Therefore,
some external source seems probable for the amount of chromium present in
the slag fins; while the exceptionally high calcium oxide content of the smithing
slag and the bloom’s slag inclusions of 17.4 wt% and 19.5 wt% CaO
respectively, correspond well with the elevated amount of calcium oxide
(average 16.5 wt% CaO) in the crucible slag.
The chemical composition of the smithing slags and the bloom are plotted
in the CaO-SiO2-FeO phase diagram. Subsequently, the chemical compositions
of the slag fins are plotted in a CaO-SiO2-Al2O3 phase diagram. The smithing
slags plot very close to the FeO end of the diagram and display a strong
similarity with the bloom’s slag inclusions apart from the bloom’s iron content
being of mostly metallic nature. Both the smithing slag and the bloom are not
homogeneous and were not molten during the process, therefore the melting
temperature they indicate in the ternary diagram may not have been reached;
yet it is noteworthy that they plot in a very high temperature zone. The two
smithing slag samples which are located lower than other smithing samples
show a temperature between 1400 °C to 1500 °C; while the other two smithing
slags are located in a zone with 1250 °C to 1300 °C. The bloom’s slag
inclusions show a melting region of 1300-1400 °C (Fig. 6.56). The high amount
of calcium oxide indicates that an unusual bloomery smelting system was
operating in Chāhak with an addition of a lime rich raw material, instead of
quartz, to replace the silica in the slag system. That provokes the question to
where the slag fins silica comes from, if not from the bloom’s slag inclusions.
The silica content of the slag fins must have entered the crucibles together with
other deliberate ingredients of the charge.
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Figure 6-56 Smithing slag (green) and bloom’s slag inclusion (red) (Al2O3 was also added to the SiO2, and
if present, MnO was also added to the FeO side)

The crucible slag is clearly very different from the smithing slag, and the
bloom. It plots almost in the middle of the CaO-SiO2-Al2O3 ternary diagram (Fig.
6.57). Other crucible steel making slag components from Akhsiket (Rehren and
Papakhristu 2000, 57) and Merv (Feuerbach 2002, 77) were also plotted into
the below ternary phase diagram to highlight relations to Chāhak crucible slag.
The Akhsiket crucible slag falls with a significant difference above the Chāhak
slag group due to its higher silica content and shows a higher melting
temperature (1400 °C). In contrast, the two Merv crucible slags plot below the
Akhsiket slag, yet still have more silica than Chāhak slag fins with a melting
point around 1300 °C and 1350 °C. The slag fins of Chāhak are located in the
ternary eutectic area between 1265 °C to 1307 °C, which is one of the low
temperature zones and an optimal melting zone in this phase diagram.
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Figure 6-57 Chāhak crucible slag (blue), Merv crucible slag (red and purple rectangles), Akhsiket crucible
slag (rectangle with red border and no fill)

Similarly, in the MnO-SiO2-Al2O3 system (Fig. 6.58), the majority of the
Chāhak slag fins plot in the low melting temperature region of spessartite
composition. This is an optimal melting zone in this system, which is below
1200 °C. The disparity in the melting temperature estimates obtained from
plotting the data in two different phase diagrams reminds us that these values
are indicative only, as they result from the reduction of a multi-component,
often-heterogeneous slag composition into only three components. However,
together they strengthen the impression that the Chāhak slag would have
formed at comparatively low temperatures.
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Figure 6-58 MnO-SiO2-Al2O3 ternary diagram, plotting the Chāhak (blue cluster), Akhsiket (yellow
rectangle on top), and Merv (two red rectangles in the middle) slag fin compositions

Thus, the slag samples from Chāhak are of a slightly different nature to
the other Central Asian methods, compositionally and operationally. The
Chāhak crucible steel making process operated with the lowest temperature
compared to the two other processes, which could be indicative of a more
efficient crucible steel making method.
Within the Chāhak technology, a comparison of the slag fin, the bloom and
its smithing slag is informative by plotting their silica versus lime concentrations
in a bi-chart (Fig. 6.59). The position where the three groups plot on the
diagram demonstrates how the latter two differ from the slag fin due to their
lower silica content. The crucible slag fin has considerably higher amount of
silica than the bloom and smithing slags while the calcium content remains
relatively similar. A reason for that would be the fact that smithing slags and the
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bloom’s slag inclusions have mostly iron oxide, which when it is reduced to
metal then almost pure lime remains in the slag, this amount of lime then needs
additional silica to get back to the level that is seen in the slag. Basically, silica,
alumina and in particular manganese oxide and other oxides replace iron oxide
in the bloom slag inclusion.
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Figure 6-59 Silica-Calcium ratio of the crucible slag fin, bloom and the smithing slags

Although with the caveats noted above, the iron prills in the crucible slags
are direct identifiers of the crucible steel making production and its operating
parameters such as the crucible charge, redox conditions, and the physical
state of the iron during the process and final steel ingot composition and
properties. To my knowledge, for crucible steel technology it is the first time that
chromium is detected throughout the crucible slag and also within the iron prills
at such concentrations; therefore it is safe to assume it a Chāhak crucible steel
characteristic.
Metal prills are also present in the crucible, lid and handle ceramic in
addition to the fuel ash glaze. Phosphorus is the element that is present in all of
the iron prills of crucible wall, handle, lid, fuel ash glaze and crucible slag fins.
But chromium and manganese are exclusive to the slag fin prills, showing that
the iron content of the slag fin does not come from the crucible fabric (Fig.
6.60). This also indicates that chromium and manganese were present in the
charge of the crucible and did not originate from the crucible ceramic. In
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contrast, the metallic iron in the smithing slag and the bloom do not contain
chromium or manganese either. Bulk analyses of smithing slag, however,
contain sporadic presence of about 1.0 wt% manganese oxide, which is mostly
concentrated in the wüstite phase. But the bloom’s slag phase also does not
contain any amounts of manganese. Therefore, both chromium and manganese
of the slag fin prills must have had external sources.
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Figure 6-60 P, Cr and Mn content of Chāhak crucible wall, Fuel ash glaze, handle, lid and slag fin

As it appears in the SEM analysis and is visible in the above chart (Fig.
6.61), phosphorus is an element that is constantly present in iron droplets of the
crucible ceramic, fuel ash glaze and the crucible slag. These samples have
been plotted in a scatter plot for their iron and phosphorus content. The iron
prills in the crucible wall’s fuel ash glaze have the highest amount of
phosphorus. This could be due to the inclusion of phosphorus from the organic
fuel ash into the melting crucible fabric during the glaze formation. Interestingly,
iron droplets in the lid fuel ash glaze do not have as much phosphorus, maybe
because they are located higher in the furnace and have less contact with the
fuel and its ash.
On the other hand, crucible slag fin iron prills have a moderate amount of
phosphorus higher than the lids and less than the crucible wall iron prills. Given
that the crucible ceramic fabric does not contain any amount of phosphorus, it
means that the phosphorus amount of the slag has originated from the contents
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inside the vessel. The carburizing agents must have bequeathed phosphorus to
some extent but such a high amount of phosphorus in the prills (average 2%)
would need a proper ingredient in the charge, in particular if the entire mass of
the final ingot had such a high phosphorous content.
The following graph (Fig. 6.58) shows the P content of the iron prills in
crucible slag fin, crucible wall ceramic fabric and its fuel ash glaze, lid and its
fuel ash glaze. In the case of crucible slag there is a negative correlation
between iron and phosphorus, showing that the two components appear
together and once one is higher, the other element’s presence goes lower. This
shows a correlation between the two elements, yet further analyses are
required to asses the possible source of phosphorus (See Chapter 7.1.1).
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Crucible Wall fuel Ash
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Lid Fuel Ash Glaze
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Figure 6-61 Phosphorus content in iron prills of slag fin, crucible wall, lid and fuel ash glaze

The average value of the chromium content of the slag fins and their
corresponding prills are plotted against each other to check whether there is
any correlation between the two. The figure 6.59 highlights the fact that all the
slag fin samples and their metallic prills contain chromium oxide; additionally in
the majority of samples the chromium reduced into the metal prills is higher than
the chromium oxide of their parent slag fin, apart from two samples that show
the opposite (highlighted in a darker colour in the Fig. 6.62).
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Figure 6-62 The average chromium oxide content of the slag fins plotted against their corresponding prills’
chromium content wt%

The chromium content of the slag fins and their corresponding prills is also
separately compared to phosphorus and manganese contents in the slag fin
iron prills of 13 samples in a series of scatter plots. Both chromium and
phosphorus are present in the majority of the iron prills. Only occasionally, prills
exhibited either Cr or P in their chemical composition (Fig. 6.63).
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Figure 6-63 Chromium and phosphorus content of the crucible slag fin prills

Interestingly, chromium and manganese do show a different pattern (Fig.
6.64). Prills either contain both chromium and manganese or only chromium
without manganese. The prills’ presence or absence of manganese was
compared to their parent slag-fin composition to see if there is a correlation
between the reduction of manganese to the prills and the manganese content of
the slag fins. Apparently, some samples have prills without any manganese
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content. Some samples have a mixed range of prills with manganese and
without manganese; and some samples always have manganese reduced into
all of their iron prills.
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Figure 6-64 Chromium and manganese content of the crucible slag fin
Prills

The slag fin composition for the three types of samples showed that the
slag fins that contain an average manganese oxide of 8% have no manganese
reduced into their iron prills, while the samples with an average of 15%
manganese oxide in the slag fin show a mix of prills with manganese content
and prills without manganese. In contrast, slag fin samples with about 19%
manganese oxide show a constant reduction of manganese into their iron prills.
Therefore, there is a fairly positive correlation between the amount of
manganese oxide in the slag fins and the amount of manganese reduced into
their corresponding metallic prills (Fig. 6.65). There is only one exception in the
positive relation between manganese oxide content of the slag and the
manganese reduced into its iron prills, where the slag fin only contains an
average of 5% MnO, but a couple of the iron prills in this sample contain
manganese (marked with a white circle in the scatter plot Fig. 6.65).
This indicates that the reduction of manganese from the slag to the iron
prills is not only affected by reducing conditions, but it is relevant to the amount
of manganese oxide present in the slag. The higher the manganese oxide
contents of the slag fins, the more the possibility of its reduction to the prills. So
variation in manganese content of the prills does not indicate a variation in
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reducing condition, but rather a variation in the manganese input in other words
variation in the recipe/recipes.

Figure 6-65 Average manganese oxide content of the slag fins versus the average manganese reduced
into their metallic prills

The manganese content of the prills is also plotted against phosphorus
(Fig. 6.66). Almost the same as with chromium, phosphorus also appears in
many prills without any manganese content; additionally, there is a tendency for
prills with higher manganese content to have lower phosphorous content.
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Figure 6-66 Manganese and phosphorus content of the crucible slag fin prills

Regarding phosphorus, it seems that it may have entered the crucible in a
different way than the other components such as carbon (not possible to detect
by SEM, but will be discussed in the following Chapter 6.2.5), chromium and
manganese. The absence of phosphorus in the slag-fin provokes the question
whether it has either been added deliberately, but had fully reduced into metal,
or if it has already entered the system as an impurity with other materials, such
as the iron. On the other hand, the presence of phosphate in the bloom’s slag
inclusions (average 1.2 wt%) may provide grounds for assuming that
phosphorus could have had alloyed with the iron prior to entering the crucible in
metallic state, and remained reduced within the crucible and never joined the
slag. However, the analyses of the five smithing slags shows that only in one
smithing slag there was phosphate of average <0.7 wt%, hence it is not very
clear whether this assumption (that phosphorus comes into the crucible charge
with the bloomery iron) is viable.
Based on the Ellingham diagram (Fig. 6.67), phosphorus reduces to metal
earlier than other alloying materials that are present in Chāhak prills such as
chromium and manganese. Therefore, it is no wonder that phosphorus (if it was
deliberately added as a compound element) has been completely reduced to
metal before the melt starts to reduce the chromium. Furthermore, chromium
reduces earlier than manganese and is always present in all of the iron prills
analysed in the slag fins. Consequently, only if the amount of manganese
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present in the slag was high enough, it would have reduced into the metal, and
as its reduction is harder than the reduction of phosphorus and chromium, the
concentration of manganese oxide is always higher than the manganese
reduced into the prills (while the chromite in the slag fin is always less than the
chromium content of the prills). Therefore, we witness a constant presence of
phosphorus and chromium in the prills, while the manganese presence of the
prills is less frequent. Based on the Ellingham diagram, vanadium, silica and
titanium would reduce to metal after the above elements, as they are harder to
reduce, hence their sporadic presence in the prills.
Given the unusual bloomery system with high lime content, and the
probable reduction of phosphorus into iron metal before entering the crucible, it
is probable that the phosphate and lime entered the system as impurities of the
iron ore. One of the main phosphorus and lime sources found in the iron ores is
the mineral apatite Ca5(PO4)(F,Cl,OH).
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Figure 6-67 “Free energy diagram of the metal-metal oxide system, showing the main parameters
necessary to smelt some of the common metals” (Craddock 1995, 190).

Lastly, rethinking the increase of silica in the slag fins in comparison to the
low silica bloom slag inclusions, it is apparent that the silica does not enter the
melt system from the iron input. Given that the crucibles would contribute to
some extent a limited amount of silica, a source of silica must have been added
to the charge. One possible way would be that the chromium was added as
chromite sand (from a placer deposit) (Misra 2000, 238). Chromite sand
naturally comes with high amounts of silica sand, and as its separation is
laborious, it is very likely that the specialists only collected the black sand
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(chromite sand) from the chromium rich deposits and added it to the charge,
which provided both the chromite and silica necessary to facilitate the slag
formation and feed the required amount of chromite. The addition of such
source of chromite also is indicative of a very chromite rich geology (this is
explored in the next chapter).
6.2.6 Summary
The analysis of the slag samples from Chāhak categorises the samples
into crucible slag fins, smithing slags and a bloomery iron lump that is not
completely consolidated and contains slag inclusions. The slag fin analyses
provide significant information regarding the nature of the crucible steel making
slags of Chāhak, which are high in silica, alumina, lime and manganese. Firstly,
a tentative melting point of the slag is estimated around 1200 °C to 1300 °C,
that marks an approximate temperature of the operation but it could have been
easily lower as the ternary phase diagram treats all of the slag constituents as
only three components, while the more elements exist in a melt, the lower the
real melting point would become.
The slag fin composition is of high importance to understand the crucible
charge and the ingredients of the Chāhak method. The peculiar high levels of
manganese and low concentration of iron in the slag fins suggests the
substitution of iron with manganese, hence potential addition of a mineral high
in manganese with several purposes, one of which is to increase the yield of the
production, but probably more importantly to produce a liquid slag even when
no iron oxide is present to flux the silica and alumina present in the charge.
Additionally, chromium was present in the slag fin bulk composition that later
appeared in high concentration in chromium spinels in the slag. The chromium
oxide, manganese oxide and the minute iron oxide content of the slag has
partitioned in the form of spinels while high amounts of lime, alumina, silica,
potash and soda combined to form anorthite crystals.
The significance of the chemical analyses of the slag fins and the iron
prills is the detection of chromium, as it has never been detected in any other
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ancient crucible steel making slags; the same is true with manganese. These
two components are the identifiers of Chāhak technology and further may
contribute to the properties of the resulting steel ingot (the important role of
manganese and chromium in the steel will be discussed in Chapter 7. 1).
The small but abundant iron prills in the slag fin firstly determine the
product of this technology, highlighting the production of crucible steel. Their
elemental compositions are the result of the reduction of chromium into the
metallic iron (average 1.4 wt% Cr). Chromium along with phosphorus (average
2.0 wt% P) was constantly present in all of the iron prill samples. Additionally,
sometimes manganese and nickel (manganese more frequently than nickel)
were reduced into the metal. This is in addition to the carbon content, which is
harder to estimate for the reasons noted above, but which without a doubt was
part of the metal produced.
All of the above elements in the slag fins’ matrices that are further reduced
into their iron prills are of high importance to the modern steel metallurgy. Their
appearance in the medieval crucible steel making is peculiar and a matter of
curiosity. These elements have been also detected in numerous lids’ inner
surface matrices where they are also reduced into their iron prills. Therefore, it
is highly likely that sources of chromium and manganese were added together
with the main ingredient of iron into the crucible charge. The weight of each
ingredient will be further calculated and discussed in the discussion chapter of
this thesis (Chapter 7. 1).
Lastly, based on high lime content of the bloom and smithing slags, there
seems no need of additional lime in the crucible to reach the high lime in the
slag fins. In addition, the strongly reducing conditions in the crucible may justify
the absence of phosphate in the slag fins despite the presence of phosphate in
the slag inclusions of the bloom sample, and the high concentration of
phosphorus in the iron prills within the slag fins. Therefore, it is possible that an
iron ore rich in lime and phosphate was used for the bloom production. This
may suggest the iron ore source contained the mineral apatite, which would
contribute both the lime and phosphate to the bloom’s slag inclusions. The
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other ingredients of the crucible slag and the steel ingot, however, were clearly
added to the charge, and not part of the bloom, such as manganese, chromium
and carbon, and possibly silica.
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Chapter 7. Discussion

In this chapter, the results of the morphological and chemical analysis are
brought together with the information gleaned from the historical manuscripts to
explore how they inform and support each other in the interpretation. Then, it is
discussed why Chāhak has been developed as a crucible steel-making centre,
and which role it may have played in the development of crucible steel
technology.

7.1 Chāhak ingot components
The chemical analysis of slag-fins and their iron prills, smithing slags and
the bloom sample have provided an overview of the constituents of Chāhak
samples and suggested some ingredients of the crucible steel making process,
contributing manganese, chromium, phosphorus and carbon to the main charge
of iron metal. Morphological examinations in this research also provided a
tentative ingot weight range of three to five kilograms (see Chapter 5.4.5). The
chemical analysis of the iron prills trapped in slag-fins showed that in addition to
carbon, also phosphorus (2.0%), chromium (1.4%) and manganese (<0.4) were
routinely reduced into the metallic ingot. The etched prills signified a minimum
amount of 0.8% carbon as the most important component of the prills, as
expected from a steel industry. It is important to note that the calculations above
are all estimates based on the analysis of isolated prills within the slag fins, and
that the prills in the slag may not be exactly representative of the ingot. The
alloying elements below are discussed in the sequence of their weight
percentage (and not necessarily their importance, as carbon would have been
the most important alloying element) in the prills:
7.1.1 Phosphorus
Considering the significant amount of phosphorus metal detected in the
steel prills (average 2.0%), there would have been an amount of 80 grams of
phosphorus in the final 4 kg ingot. This relatively high concentration of
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phosphorus in the ingot would require an addition of 184 grams of P2O5 from an
unspecified source to the crucible charge. Some typical phosphorus sources
are bone ash and the mineral apatite, both of which contain about 40 wt% P2O5
and 60 wt% CaO, and hence would require an addition of 438 grams of bone
ash in the crucible charge to give the above phosphorus to the steel ingot
(assuming that all the phosphorus was reduced into the metal, which is
reasonable to assume as there is no measurable phosphate in the slag fin).
With that amount of bone ash in the crucible, we would also get 254 grams of
calcium oxide in the slag. But as the calcium oxide in the slag totals an average
of only 17 wt%, the total slag weight necessary to absorb this would need to be
more than one kilogram to contain that amount of calcium oxide just from the
phosphorus source, not allowing for any other lime input. Therefore it is unlikely
that bone ash or deliberate addition of mineral apatite was the calcium and
phosphorus source of this process. Instead, a natural occurrence of the mineral
apatite with the iron ore would be possible and worth more explorations.
Instead, it is more likely that the phosphorus was already present in the iron
charge as an unidentified component; for instance, it could have been reduced
into the iron already in the bloomery smelting stage and coming from an iron
oxide-apatite ore. This would also explain the presence of lime in the bloom’s
slag inclusions and the smithing slag and the lower absolute amount of lime in
the slag fin in comparison with the total mass of phosphorus in the ingot, as
estimated from the metallic prills entrapped in the slag fins. The possibility of
iron oxide-apatite ore may help provenance the iron source of Chāhak industry
(see below Chapter 7.3).
Wherever it comes from, as an alloying element in steel, phosphorus
would simultaneously reduce the melting point, strengthen the alloy (400 MPa
per 1 at%; in case of Chāhak it will be 1.5 at% P resulting in 600 MPa), and yet
increase its brittleness during cold working. Hence, it is mostly considered to be
detrimental to the steel structure (Rostoker and Bronson 1990, 125; Gladman
1997, 37; Morris 2008, 1022) and generally avoided in modern steels.
Consequently, the presence of phosphorus in Chāhak crucible steel may have
elevated the strength and work hardenability of the subsequent ingots, but also
promoting their fragility due to decreasing the toughness, resulting in a metal
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which is known as ‘cold short’ (Stewart et al. 2000, 275; Iles 2014, 439). Several
historical accounts highlight that Chāhak blades, despite their initial popularity,
soon suffered a bad reputation for their brittleness (see Chapter 4.3.1). It is,
however, important to note that the phosphorus content would not have made
the crucible steel ingot hot short. So forging the Chāhak pūlād in a smithing
hearth would not have been affected by any poor mechanical properties or
brittleness, only probably for the users it would have revealed its weakness (see
Stewart 2000 for effects of phosphorus in iron).
Low concentrations of phosphorus have a very similar effect as carbon in
iron and steel, by strengthening the steel, increasing its work hardenability by
quenching; but the higher the phosphorus content of the iron and steel gets, the
more the metal loses its toughness by getting brittle, cold short and loses its
ability to tolerate repetitive bending and hammering. In addition, phosphorus
reduces the solubility of carbon in the iron lattice at high temperatures (Rostoker
and Bronson 1990, 22). Due to these detrimental effects, modern steel’s P
content is kept below 0.05% (maximum content). The significance of
phosphorus content of the crucible steel for this research is that it could help
understand the reducing conditions of the process and the possible iron source
(ibid, 85). As discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter 6.2.5), an iron ore
consisting of iron oxide and apatite could have been used in the production of
Chāhak crucible steel (probable sources of iron for Chāhak are discussed below
in section 7.3).
Overall, it is not possible to reliably conclude whether the historical
documentation of the brittleness of Chāhakī swords is indeed related to the
phosphorus content; because as much as the phosphorus is effective, the
carbon content also plays a significant role in reduction or increase of the
brittleness. Additionally, other alloying elements such as chromium are also
present in the Chāhak ingots, which may have had an effect on the mechanical
properties. Therefore any conclusion on the properties of Chāhak crucible steel
based on the historical texts or based on our limited understanding of these
elements is necessarily tentative, but high phosphorus content would certainly
have contributed to a higher brittleness later shown by swords made from
crucible steel without so much of this element.
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7.1.2 Chromium
The next most abundant element detected in the steel prills entrapped in
the Chāhak slag fins is chromium with an average of 1.4 wt% concentration,
which is equal to a total of 56 grams Cr metal in a 4 kg steel ingot. Regarding a
possible source for this metal, several slag-fins (see table 25) exhibited residual
inclusions with chemical composition similar to the mineral chromite. Chromite
with the ideal chemical formula of FeCr2O4 contains around 60 to 65 wt%
chromium oxide (Cr2O3), or c 45 wt% chromium metal. Therefore, an amount of
125 grams chromite mineral would have been necessary to provide 56 grams
(equivalent of 1.4% of the ingot weight) of chromium metal in the steel ingot.
The rest of the chromite is iron (c 31 grams) and oxygen (c 35 grams), and the
state of the residual chromite grains in the slag clearly show that the iron
content of these minerals is being reduced to iron metal (Fig. 6.28-31). The
average chromium content of the slag is similar to the concentration found in
the metal; but the amount of slag is probably only 1 or 2 per cent of the amount
of metal. Therefore, 98 or 99% of the chromium added as chromite was
reduced to metal, and only a very small amount remained in the slag.
It is therefore possible that nearly 90 grams of the final ingot weight is
chromium and iron metal derived from the chromite. Chromite is a dense (5.22
g/cm3) mineral; in most ore deposits it is present as mm-sized grains embedded
in siliceous host rock. Since chromite is very stable, it forms placer deposits
during weathering (Misra 2000, 238). The chromite would therefore have been
easily obtained as black sand (possibly corresponding to the way it has been
recorded in the historical texts as ‘the burnt’; see Chapter 7.2.1), probably
mixed with some quartz, from streams and rivers in the vicinity of the abundant
chromite deposits in Pārs province (see Chapter 7.3).
Chromium is mainly used in the modern steel industry to increase the
corrosion resistance and produce stainless steel, with a minimum concentration
of 10.5 wt% Cr. Although the amount of chromium in the steel prills is
considerably lower, and may not even have much affected the corrosion
resistance of the steel (for more information about Chromium in steel see
Gregory 1932, 120,121), the presence of chromium in the resulting Chāhak
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crucible steel ingot is of high importance for this research, since chromium
concentrations are very rare in early iron and steel artefacts, and therefore can
act as a method identifier for the Chāhakī process and help provenance
relevant artefacts.
It is not clear whether the nature and properties of chromium were known to
the artisans of the time; but its absence from the bloomery iron and the
presence of residual chromite grains in the crucible slag clearly indicate that it
had been deliberately added into the Chāhak crucibles. This finding becomes of
particular importance by the detection of chromium in the chemical composition
of a Persian flint-striker of the 12th-13th c. CE Seljūq period (contemporary to the
period that Chāhak is estimated to have operated at a large scale); this object
contained 3.7% Cr and 0.3% Mn in its cementite composition (Allan and
Gilmour 2000, 437, 512) (Fig. 7.1).

th

Figure 7-1 Copper (the lion) and crucible steel (the base) flint striker of Seljuk period 12 -13
and Gilmour 2000, 437)

th

CE (Allan

7.1.3 Carbon
The etched prills of the slag fins have revealed the pearlitic structure of the
metal with no cementite boundaries, suggesting carbon content of around 0.8%,
equivalent to c. 32 grams of carbon in a 4 kg steel ingot. Since it is assumed
that the crucible steel making method used at Chāhak was carburizing, a
source of carbon must have been added to the charge. Most organic materials,
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when dry, contain about 50% carbon by weight; while charcoal should be nearly
100% pure carbon by weight. Therefore at least 35 to 70 grams of charcoal or
organic material respectively would have been added to the Chāhak crucible,
and potentially more considering that to some extent more was needed to also
reduce oxides from the slag.
Carbon is the most important alloying material for the steel production as
steel is made by the integration of carbon into iron. The most immediate
influence is the reduction of the melting point of the iron (pure iron melts in 1540
°C, while iron with about 4.5 wt% carbon melts at 1147 °C) (Verhoeven 2007,
9). More importantly, pure iron is relatively soft and cannot be work-hardened or
strengthened, but the addition of carbon (if kept below 2%) to the iron produces
steel that can be further strengthened and hardened by working and quenching.
So, carbon increases the mechanical strength of the steel, but if present in
excess it would decrease the ductility and malleability (ability to stretch and
deform under tensile stretches) of the metal (Rostoker and Bronson 1990, 129).
7.1.4 Manganese
Manganese presence in the prills is not constant, even though it is a
major component of all analysed slag fins. It most likely represents the
ingredient magnesia, which is the only component that has always been
mentioned in all types of crucible steel making recipes; as discussed elsewhere
(Chapter 4.2.1-3), the assumption is that this refers to manganese oxide rather
than magnesium oxide. In Chāhak’s case, high amounts of manganese
generally remain in the slag (average 12.7 wt% MnO). Among the samples
analysed, some samples exhibited a constant presence of Mn in all analysed
prills. Its presence in other samples’ iron prills is sporadic, with an overall
average of 0.4%. The source of manganese could be the relatively common
mineral pyrolusite (MnO2), whose appearance is consistent with the description
of magnesia known as the ‘black substance’ that was also used in glass making
(to whiten the glass), and the ceramic industry (to paint the vessels). For a 4 kg
iron ingot with 16 grams of manganese metal (equivalent to 0.4 wt% Mn), 25.4
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grams of pyrolusite must have been added; an additional amount would have
been necessary to remain in the slag as manganese oxide. If there was 40 to
50 g maximum slag per crucible, then this slag would contain c 5 to 6 g MnO.
Therefore, about 80% of the total 30 g manganese added as oxide was reduced
to metal, with about 20% remaining in the slag.
Manganese is an important element in modern steel production, and the
fact that the ancient metallurgists deliberately added it to the crucible steel
making system is remarkable. Compared to the chromite relatively less of it was
reduced to metal while some of it remained as MnO in the slag. This different
behaviour of chromium and manganese during the process is consistent with
the different behaviour of the two metals as predicted by the Ellingham diagram
(see Chapter 6.2.5, Fig. 6.67), which shows that the reduction of manganese
requires more strongly reducing conditions than that of chromium. Accordingly,
more manganese remained in the slag as MnO.
This mineral would have possibly been used, as fluxing agent and
deoxidiser, primarily to maintain a fluid slag during the unavoidable full
reduction and recovery of iron from the slag by replacing iron oxide with
manganese oxide in the slag, and to support carbon absorption (Rostoker and
Bronson 1990, 19,99; Charlton 2007, 106; Iles 2014, 423). In the presence of
sulphur (not in Chāhak’s case) Mn replaces the more harmful compound
(making the steel hot short, by embrittling the grain boundaries) of iron sulphide
(FeS) with manganese sulphide (MnS), which has a melting point much higher
than FeS hence reducing the hot shortness (Verhoeven 2007, 57-8).
Significantly, manganese also facilitates finer ferrite grain size and consequently
refining pearlite’s lamellar structure in the resulting product that leads to
increasing toughness and strength of the steel (Gladman 1997, 275).
7.1.5 Other alloying elements
Other elements such as Si, Ca, V, Ni are also sporadically present in the
metallic prills of the slag fins, but for the following reasons they will not be
discussed further: they occur only occasionally and at very low concentrations,
they would have had very similar effects on the steel properties as the
discussed elements, and most importantly they do not seem to have been
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added deliberately to the charge. For example, vanadium, the same as
manganese and chromium, is a strong carbide-forming element, developing
chemical compositions with the carbon and iron, hence it would increase
toughness and affect the microstructure of the steel, probably in the same way
as manganese would. Whereas nickel would not form carbides and instead is
present in solid solution in the iron (Maalekian 2007) and is responsible for
toughness and strength of the steel, the same as other elements that were
explained in more detail above.

7.2 Historical recipe components versus Chāhak ingot
components
Among the historical manuscripts relevant to crucible steel making, three
recipes are chosen for review in accordance with the above mass balance and
elemental compositions. The selected recipes belong to the time span that
Chāhak had been actively producing pūlād:
The first recipe is taken from Bīrūnī’s manuscript ‘al-Jamāhir fi Marifah alJawāhir’ (a Compendium to Know the Gems), which was written in the 10th to
11th c. CE (Ghaznavid dynasty). To our understanding this is among the earliest
documented crucible steel-making recipes. The method is carburizing as Bīrūnī
clearly states horseshoes and their nails as the iron input, which is clearly soft
iron (with no carbon content); he further mentions several carburizing agents to
be added into the crucible.
The second recipe is taken from Khayyām’s Nawrūz Nāma manuscript
written during the 11th and 12th c. CE (Seljūq Dynasty), which has been
underrated as a potential crucible steel-making source. This chronicle provides
the second carburizing recipe based on narmāhan (soft iron) as the pure iron
source.
The above two manuscripts are written by Persian scholars, while the third
carburizing recipe belongs to al-Ṭarsusī who was from Egypt or Syria during the
Ayyubid era (contemporary to Seljūq era in Iran). He is known by his military
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manuscripts including the “Tabṣirat arbāb al-albāb fī kayfīyat al-najāh fī alḥurūb min al-aswāʼ: wa-nashr aʿlām al-aʿlām fī al-ʿudad wa-al-ālāt al-muʿīnah
ʿalá liqāʼ al-aʿdā” ‘making of arms and armour, war tactics and army orders’.
This treatise was written for Sultan Ṣaladin Ayyubid in 1187 presenting among
other things also crucible steel making recipes.
Based on the above chronicles, Bīrūnī and Khayyām’s recipes are of two
stages, while al-Ṭarsusī provides a more practical recipe in one stage. Based
on the archaeological samples of Chāhak, the visual characteristics of the
sealed crucibles are more consistent with a closed one-stage system; especially
as the lids do not have any openings or holes, in contrast to other Central Asian
crucibles. Hence, the crucibles’ anatomy does not allow an addition of material
during the process.
It is important to note that the following section is not a full philological
translation of the historical texts, but is a technical interpretation of pūlād
making recipes in the chronicles. Their interpretation is made difficult by two
major sources of uncertainty: namely the meaning of specific technical terms,
and the wide uncertainty in the weights. The weights and measurements of the
ingredients in these manuscripts are all based on medieval Islamic measuring
systems, which extensively varied throughout time and space and were
discontinued in modern Iran long ago. Therefore, this research has applied a
best matching conversion for the measurements given in the recipes, but the
weights given here in grams are provisional and open for further discussion.
7.2.1 Chāhak and Bīrūnī
Bīrūnī’s entry on iron and steel is of particular importance to this
research for two main reasons, firstly for containing a recipe of crucible steel
making, and secondly for providing basic information on the crucibles within
which the steel was created. Bīrūnī explains that his source of information
instructs on clay selection, manufacture of crucibles and luting of the crucibles
with lumps of clay after filling with ingredients. This section is clearly very
comparable to the way the Chāhak crucibles are sealed (see Chapter 5.1).
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Bīrūnī further explains that the crucibles are inserted in a furnace that is full of
faḥm, ‘an Arabic word for either charcoal or coal (see chapter 4.2.1).
Bīrūnī has written the recipe based on two weight units, namely raṭl and
dirham that have different origins. Raṭl is an Arabic unit, which was not common
in Iran, while dirham is widely used across the Islamic countries including Iran.
Dirham has been mostly standardized to 3.12 grams in the Islamic lands.
However, it was heavier in Iran, and has been recorded as 3.2 grams by two
French travellers, Chardin and Tervnier in the 17th c. CE (Marcinkowski 2003,
8). The unit of raṭl has always been replaced with mann in Iran. Therefore the
usage of an Arabic weight unit in Bīrūnī’s recipe may reflect the sources
(probably Arabic) that Bīrūnī has used; or probably stems from an adaptation of
a weight unit that was more familiar to the audiences of his book that was also
written in Arabic.
Based on Dehkhoda (Dehkhoda(III) 1993, 3131; (XIII) 1994, 10684; (VII)
1994, 9417) one raṭl is 720 grams. Marcinkowski (2003, 46) reports that one raṭl
is half the amount of one mann, but he does not specify the type of Iranian
mann: there is a small mann (833 g); medium mann (1920 g); and the big
mann (3000 g). In the Arab world, through the centuries a raṭl’s weight has
fluctuated even more widely, from 408.23 g to 4.61 kg. In Iran, only during the
16th and 17th c. CE a raṭl has been recognised to weigh 458.976 g that is more
or less half of the small mann.
This study, therefore, considers both the possibilities of the amount of
460 g or 720 g for the weight of one raṭl. Consequently, Bīrūnī’s recipe
suggesting 5 raṭl of soft iron would be either 2.3 kg or 3.6 kg. That is remarkably
close to the possible ingot weight of Chāhak crucibles as based on the actual
artefacts to 3 kg and based on the TCR calculation to 4.6 kg. So, either of the
iron inputs seem to correspond with one of the proposed ingot weights and both
are about half a kilogram lighter than the resulting ingot. For convenience, this
study will take the amount of 3.6 kg, based on Dehkhoda’s raṭl of 720 g as the
iron input and 4 kg as the final crucible steel ingot.
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Bīrūnī explicitly mentions the use of horseshoes and their nails as the
iron source of the crucible steel making recipe (Table. 7.1). But such an
important and large-scale industry would not have operated entirely on recycled
iron; rather the mention of nails implies that following the consolidation of the
bloom and its small reaction surface relative to its volume, the bloom might
have been reshaped/forged into smaller nail-like iron rods to increase the
reaction surface and most importantly to easily fit them into the tall and narrow
crucibles. This is also in line with the abundance of smithing slags associated
with the bloom (see chapter 7.2.2). Therefore, the bloom found in Chāhak and
its smithing slags are corresponding with the iron specifications of this recipe.
Table 7-1 Bīrūnī Recipe Ingredients

The first stage of Bīrūnī’s recipe involves the addition of three minerals
to the crucible. The ingredients are: Rūsakhtaj, magnesia, and golden
marcasite. These three components shall be discussed simultaneously here
because of the combined presentation of their weight. Bīrūnī mentions an
addition of 30 dirham of the three ingredients. It could either suggest that a)
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each component weighed 30 dirham, or b) the 30 dirham weight was distributed
evenly among the ingredients (10 dirham each); or c) the total weight of 30
dirham was distributed unequally among the ingredients, either randomly or
based on the type of the recipe or desired outcome.
The meaning of rūsakhtaj is discussed in detail in chapter 4.2.1 of this
thesis. Based on its literal meaning ‘the burned’, this ingredient must have been
a black substance. Here it is proposed that this black substance is the mineral
chromite in the form of black sand from a riverbed or placer deposit. Chromite
mineral was already used in Islamic ceramics and Iranian Mina’i ware of the 12th
c. CE as a source of the colour black (Freestone 2002), demonstrating that it
was known as a material with specific properties and uses. More importantly,
chromium is constantly detected in the slag-fin and iron prills of Chāhak crucible
samples, demonstrating its regular addition to the crucible charge. The mass
balance calculation of the potential amount of chromite used in Chāhak is 125
grams for each crucible ingot of 4 kg. Going back to Bīrūnī’s recipe, and based
on the Iranian standard weight of 3.2 g for one dirham, the amount of rūsakhtaj
would either be a) 96 g (30 dirham), b) 32 g (10 dirham), or c) anything between
nothing and 96 g. All of this is still below the estimated amount of chromite in a
typical Chāhak crucible charge. However, given the uncertainty of both the
typical ingot weight and the conversion of the historic weight units given in the
recipe, the presence of this element in Bīrūnī’s recipe is more important than its
weight accuracy.
The second ingredient recorded in Bīrūnī’s recipe is magnesia. In this
context, magnesia is very likely to be manganese dioxide (see chapter 4.2.1), in
contrast to the modern terminology that attributes this term to magnesium oxide.
Magnesia has been constantly mentioned in all of the crucible steel making
recipes in this study, which shows the element’s degree of importance in the
process of crucible steel making (Alipour and Rehren 2014).
The analytical results show an addition of c. 30 grams pyrolusite to the
Chāhak crucible. On the basis of Bīrūnī’s first stage added materials, magnesia
belongs to the group of elements weighing 30 dirham. Therefore, either a) 96g
magnesia, b) 32g magnesia, or c) a variable amount of magnesia was added.
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The hypothesis (b) seems closest to the mass balance calculation of 30 grams
of pyrolusite in the crucible. Finally, the third ingredient recorded in Bīrūnī’s
recipe is literally iron pyrite FeS2, for which no evidence is detected in Chāhak
samples. No sulphur was found in the crucible slags, and because it does not
make metallurgical sense as an additive to crucible steel it is unlikely to be a
possible ingredient of the Chāhakī process. Therefore, in summary, two out of
three added components in the first stage of Biruni’s recipe are compatible with
the elements detected in the chemical composition of slag-fins, while the third
one remains unclear.
The second stage of Bīrūnī’s recipe includes four components, and the
weight of this mixture is 40 dirham and was added to the charge inside a textile
bag. There seems to be a relation between the number of ingredients in each
stage and the dirham weight. The first stage of three ingredients weighed 30
dirham, and this stage contains four ingredients and a total of 40 dirham. In
addition, as the hypothesis (b) was comparable at least in one component
(magnesia) with the analytical results of the Chāhak samples, it seems possible
that each component would have had an equal amount in the recipe.
The second stage with four ingredients of myrobalans, pomegranate
rind/husk, salt and oyster shell provide important elements for various purposes.
Myrobalans is a prune-like fruit of Asiatic origin (Fig. 7.2). It contains elements
such as P, K, Fe, Ca, Zn, while the most abundant elements are K and Ca
(Barthakur and Arnold 1991, 216). Myrobalans has been mentioned in historical
Indian recipes of zinc production (i.e. a zinc distillation recipe written in
Rasaratnasamuccaya in 14th c. CE India) (Craddock et al. 1983, 215; Freestone
et al. 1985) and described as reducing agents of organic nature that adhere to
the ore pieces to maintain some spacing between the reagents and losing the
adhesive properties when charred during heating (Craddock et al. 1983, 215).
Here, I argue that this fruit was not added in its fresh state, but in dry ground
form, which would have taken less volume, and also each fruit would weigh less
when dry, therefore more carbonaceous material and less water would have
been added into the charge.
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Figure 7-2 Halīla or Myrobalans, used as reducing agent in dry and ground state.
http://www.asiantextilestudies.com/brown.html

The fact that this fruit is native of India may raise the question whether
Indian practice has influenced the Persian crucible steel making. It could be that
Chāhak adapted this practise because mainly there is a lack of trees to produce
charcoal, therefore plant material, dried myrobalans or pomegranate rinds were
replacing charcoal. Rostoker and Bronson (1990) have also recorded a
comparable choice of organic material for Indian wootz production, replacing
the charcoal with ‘dry wood or green leaves’ (Rostoker and Bronson 1990, 127).
The main purpose of myrobalans must have been to provide carbon to the
system. If the total weight of myrobalans were a fourth of the total weight of the
bag of ingredients, then it would have been 10 dirham, equivalent of 32 grams
and would be about half of the amount needed to produce a 0.8 wt% C steel
ingot that weights 4 kg.
Pomegranate husk/rinds is the next carbonaceous ingredient of the
second mixture. It is highly probable that the pomegranate peels were dried first
and then ground to reduce their volume (dried pomegranate peel) (Fig. 7.3).
The amount of minerals in the pomegranate rinds depends on many factors
such as region, agro-climate, season (stage of growth) and “cultural practices”
(Mirdehghan and Rahemi 2007, 121). It is not known of which stage of growth
were the pomegranates that were used in this industry. Pomegranates could
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have been taken before their full growth, so the entire fruit could have been
dried and powdered, or more likely, only the peel of the fully-grown
pomegranates were collected, dried and ground for this purpose.

Figure 7-3 Pomegranate was used in some crucible steel recipes as reducing agent in dried and ground
state

The macronutrients or chemical elements present in pomegranate peel
are K > N > Ca > P > Mg > Na in order of magnitude during the harvest. It is
apparent that at the earlier stages of growth the amount of the above chemicals
is higher in the peel, but towards the harvest and when the arils grow and the
seed develops inside the arils, the amounts of Ca and other elements in the
peel (such as P) drop. Conversely, the weight of dry pomegranate peel
increases by the harvest time (Fig. 7.4). Therefore, the harvest time, which is in
the autumn (around October), would provide a higher yield of pomegranate peel
for the production.
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Figure 7-4 The weight of pomegranate peel and arils increase towards the harvest time (Mirdehghan and
Rahemi 2006, 122).

Pomegranate is also considered the fruit of heavens in Iran and is related
to fertility in Persian myths. Its addition to the charge could also be to dignify the
process and to guarantee a successful production of steel. The visits to Chāhak
show the modern cultivation of pomegranate. This would suggest the area was
suitable for cultivation of this fruit, although cultivation of this fruit is quite normal
throughout Iran. Therefore, it is very possible that the source of pomegranate
peels were local.
Myrobalans and pomegranate seem to be the only carburizing agents of
Bīrūnī’s recipe. Together, they weigh between 64 (20 dirham) to 128 (40
dirham) grams according to this recipe. Since less than 70 grams of organic
material, which contains almost 50% carbon, can provide about 30 grams of
carbon, this exceeds the amount the Chāhak system would need as alloying
agents (about 32 g carbon) according to Bīrūnī’s recipe. If Bīrūnī mentioned
charcoal instead of organic matter, the 64 grams of charcoal could equally have
served the purpose.
Salt is the third ingredient of the second stage bundle of reducing agents.
Salt is a reagent that has been recurrently mentioned alongside myrobalans in
the zinc production recipes of late medieval India (Craddock et al. 1983, 215).
Traces of salt have already been observed in the chemical analyses of the inner
surface of the Chāhak lids. Therefore, the hypothesis of addition of salt to the
crucible charge and its contact to the lid lute is backed up by the historical
accounts of this ingredient.
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Following the above elements, oyster shell is the last ingredient of the
bundle, which Bīrūnī recorded to be added into the crucibles, probably in dry
and ground state. Oyster shell is almost entirely (96%-98%) made of calcium
carbonate (Yoon et al 2003, 826; Hamester et al 2012, 205). The SEM analyses
of the crucibles’ slag-fin already demonstrated that the lime rich iron bloom’s
slag inclusions would have provided the necessary amount of lime (17%) in the
slag fin. A contribution of calcareous material would therefore not have seemed
necessary.
Some other important elements present in the crucible slags need further
attention and may reveal interesting information on the significance of the
combination of the analytic studies with historical recipes. The amount of silica
is very high in the crucible slags, compared to the iron bloom’s slag inclusions,
which did not have sufficient SiO2 content to explain the amount of silica
present in the crucible slag. Additionally, the crucibles themselves did not
contribute silica, probably as it did not have as high silica as other types of
crucibles. This is visible also from the fuel ash glaze composition, which did not
receive enough silica from the crucible to move higher in the ternary diagram
and plot where a normal fuel ash glaze commonly is situated (see chapter
6.1.6) (Yin et al. 2011, 2361).
The second ingredient not mentioned in the recipes but present in the
crucible are phosphorus in the crucible slag iron prills, at this stage we can only
assume could have come from the bloomery iron.
7.2.1.1 Significance of Bīrūnī’s recipe
Bearing the above observations in mind, overall, Bīrūnī’s recipe is very
compatible with the results of the chemical analyses of Chāhak samples. The
significance of this recipe lies on the documentation of the black rūsakhtaj,
interpreted here as the source of chromite to the charge. Bīrūnī’s invaluable
information, however short, on the importance of clay properties and selection
for the production of crucibles and sealing the crucibles with lumps of clay
reflects the utmost technical understanding of the technology and the vital role
of technical ceramics and crucibles in this industry (Freestone 1989). Bīrūnī’s
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mention of the fuel used in the furnace, as faḥm, despite being ambiguous, is
also very valuable because the type of fuel used in the crucible steel making
furnaces is explicitly recorded. All of this information is positively comparable to
the Chāhak crucibles.
In regards to the rest of the recipe’s ingredients, and going back to the
elements discussed in the beginning of this section, apart from the golden
marcasite, the presence of the rest of the ingredients of Bīrūnī’s recipe has
been confirmed by the microanalyses of the Chāhak samples. Some of these
are present due to the deliberate addition of the ingredient to the charge, and
some are present indirectly and by coming as a necessary impurity of other
primary ingredients. The impurities that seem to have played a substantial role
in the process are silica, lime and phosphorus.
According to Principe (1987), impurities play an important role in
alchemical recipes. A chemical translation of the historical recipes may or may
not take into consideration the degree of purity of each component, and the
ambiguous nature of the recipes makes it often difficult to provide a both
comprehensible and chemically accurate recipe. This observation is also
evident here. Practical processes cannot just be translated to their modern
equivalent terms, because as seen in case of the Chāhak process the impurities
of the iron source (phosphorus) and the chromite source (silica) provide some
of the vital ingredients without which the whole process would have gone to a
different direction.
It is important to note that Bīrūnī’s recipe is not wrong or not
incompatible with the Chāhak process. He has not forgotten to add the key
elements of silica and phosphorus in the recipe but only because they were not
added as separate ingredients, but as essential impurities, they have not been
separately mentioned in the recipe. Regarding lime, one should also note that
he must have written the recipe based on the normal procedure of crucible steel
making, hence recording the importance of lime as an addition to the charge;
while in the case of Chāhak, the craftsmen had realised, probably by
experience, that this important component comes naturally with the slag as part
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of the bloomery iron. Regarding silica, there are several other instances in
alchemy that silica is a crucial component but has not been recorded in the
recipes. Principe (1987, 23) mentions the production of the glass of antimony by
Basil Valentine where silica enters the system through the antimony ore, while
the modern reconstructions used pure antimony sulphide, and hence lacked the
silica.
In summary, the Chāhak process highlights the importance of a
technical chemical translation of the historical recipes with consideration of the
impurities as essential factors of the production that could either act as
reagents, change the whole outcome of the process, or increase or decrease
the yield of the production (Principe 1987, 22). In the Chāhak process, the silica
and phosphorus came naturally through the addition of chromite sand and
bloomery iron, hence there was no need or possibility to transfer it to the writer
of the recipes as ingredients. Additionally, Bīrūnī would have written the lime
element because his process description is not necessarily exclusively written
for the Chāhak process but has a wider validity including production sites that
most probably had different iron sources and did not have the peculiar lime-rich
bloomery system as Chāhak.
7.2.2

Chāhak and Khayyām
Khayyām’s recipe (Table. 7.2) comprises of two stages, similar to

Bīrūnī’s recipe. The first stage includes an addition of one mann soft iron, using
the weight unit of mann, which was common in Persia. The typical big mann of
Persia is about three kilograms. The first stage also includes a mixture weighing
2 ūqīya. This weight unit is quite unusual for and not used in Persia
(Marcinkowski 2003, 50-1). Since one ūqīya is one-twelfth of a mann, 2 ūqīya
equals about 500 grams. This mixture includes coral, borax and magnesia,
probably of equal amounts of c 150 to 200 grams per ingredient. This recipe
shows again the use of magnesia as a regular ingredient in the crucible steel
recipes. The next ingredient is borax or sodium hydrous borate with chemical
formula of Na2B4O7 ·10H2O. Borax has been also mentioned in the zinc smelting
practices of late medieval India, probably as a catalyst/flux. The third
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component is coral that is mostly calcium carbonate, similar to the oyster shell
element in Bīrūnī’s recipe. The weight of each ingredient could either be equal
amounts for each, or vary in weight based on the workmen’s choice and
experience.
Table 7-2 Khayyām’s Recipe Ingredients

The first stage of Khayyām’s recipe seems consistent with Chāhak
ingots. The three kilograms iron is within the possible range of iron needed in
the Chāhakī process. However, the amount of magnesia would be too high if
taking equal amounts of 166 grams for each component. Whether coral and
borax were really used in the Chāhakī process is unknown at this stage, but a
source of calcium oxide and other salts acting as a flux was obviously needed.
The second part of the recipe presents a mixture of 2 ūqīya (i.e. the same
amount as in the first mixture), weighing c 500 grams consisting of five different
ingredients: oyster shell, peganum harmala (Ispand), cantharis, oak apple gull
and acorn. Each element could have had one fifth of the total amount, weighing
about 100 grams each.
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The addition of oyster shell, when already an amount of about 166 grams
coral had been added in the previous stage is unusual as both are mostly made
of calcium carbonate. The other ingredients in the second stage mixture are all
carbon-rich organic materials, which most probably acted as the carburizing
agents. It is noteworthy that peganum harmala (Ispand) is an important plant for
Persians until today. This plant is found very abundantly in Iran and is used in
its dry state for ritual practices. The seeds of this plant have mystical value, and
are used to ward off the evil eye either as decoration or by burning for its fume
and scent (Fig. 7. 5, 6).

Figure 7-5 peganum harmala or Ispand, used in dry state as reducing agent in Khayyām’s recipe

Figure 7-6 peganum harmala is used as house decorations to ward off evil eye

The practice of burning the plant’s seeds to ward off the evil eye is
ancient and very commonplace. It is also associated with the sacred and divine
plant of Haoma in Zoroastrian religion. The use of this plant in the crucible steel
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making process may be due to various factors such as the scarcity of wood in
the region and the abundance of smaller plants as fuel or carbonaceous
material; this plant is easily accessible at no cost, and above all sacred and a
protector of the industry by warding off the evil eye. This demonstrates how the
early metallurgy can be enmeshed with the cultural and spiritual traits of past
societies. Moreover, whilst burning, peganum harmala emits a pleasant scent. It
is possible that the scent of some of these ingredients were as important as
their physical value. Khayyām’s recipe provides about 400 grams of carburizing
agents containing an estimated 200 g pure carbon, which more than matches
the quantity of organic material needed (c 70 grams) to provide the necessary
carbon (32 grams) into the ingot. The excess is required to reduce the iron
oxide in the slag and any chromite and most of the manganese oxide added to
the charge.
The actual purpose of the addition of cantharis (Fig. 7.7) and oak apple
gull in the recipe is not immediately clear; they add mostly more carbon, and
may have had symbolic meaning of some kind, too.

Figure 7-7 Oak apple gull mentioned in the crucible steel making recipe, probably in ground form

The cantharis or cantharidin (C10H12O4) is a toxic and corrosive
compound discharged from male blister beetles, which is passed to the female
beetle, hence can be found on the coating of the eggs of this insect as a
defence mechanism to protect the eggs. This odourless colourless solid
material has been used in ancient medicine, but its use in the crucible steel
production is not studied before. It is known that when it is heated and
decomposed, it emits galling odour and pungent smoke (Lewis 1996, 645).
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Would this be one of the reasons why peganum harmala was chosen to reduce
the pungent smell of the cantharidin? Is there a connection to the scent of
materials chosen in Khayyam’s process? Clearly, there is no metallurgical
meaning in the different organic ingredients, all of which would be broken up
into their chemical elements during the firing of the crucibles, leaving only
carbon as the effective chemical.
Khayyām’s recipe does not seem to include chromium, contrasting
Bīrūnī’s recipe. This is not unexpected, as the addition of chromite appears to
be restricted only to some recipes, and is not known, for instance, from the
Central Asian examples in Merv and Akhsiket. Its absence from this recipe
therefore probably reflects the common practice in workshops other than
Chāhak. In common with Bīrūnī’s recipe, it also does not have any mention of
silica or phosphorus, two components that were present in the Chāhak slagfins. His recipe contains more lime than Bīrūnī’s. Khayyām also introduces
more than enough organic matter compared to than Bīrūnī’s recipe, and
magnesia is much higher in this recipe, too. These higher amounts could reflect
problems with the unusual weight measure used here, and its translation into
grams; this would require more research and comparison with other
manuscripts from this period. All the different ingredients and higher amounts of
familiar elements may suggest Khayyām’s recipe was describing a different
type of carburizing method, conducted without any chromium; yet, comparable
to Bīrūnī’s process in its principles.
7.2.3 Chāhak and al-Ṭarsusī
Al-Ṭarsusī is not from Medieval Persia, but his recipe is among the
carburizing methods, and written at the time of Chāhak’s active production.
Unfortunately, the source of al-Ṭarsusī’s recipe is not clear. Nevertheless, the
ingredients are familiar and have been already stated in the two previous
recipes. However, al-Ṭarsusī’s recipe has a major difference with the other two.
It is conducted in one stage, and the weight of iron is not specified. Despite this,
the way the iron is described is comparable to Bīrūnī’s definition: soft iron and
old nails (Table 7.3).
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A mixture of three ingredients, namely bellirica, myrobalans and
magnesia is added to the crucible. The first two ingredients, bellirica and
myrobalans are actually different variations of the same fruit; most probably
added as the reducing agents. These carburizing agents weigh 105 grams
(taking 3.1 grams weight as the standard weight of the dirham in the Arab
world). Magnesia, which is manganese dioxide, weighs only about 5 grams.
This amount of magnesia is therefore much lower than the required amount for
the Chāhakī process. The carburizing agents probably meet the required
amount (assuming the usual 3 to 4 kg charge per crucible), but as the amount
of iron input is not specified in this recipe, any judgment on the quantity of other
elements is arbitrary. Finally, as with all other recipes, no mention of a source of
silica or phosphorus is made in this text.
Table 7-3 Al-Ṭarsusī Recipe Ingredients

7.2.4 Historical recipes and the Chāhak tradition
The comparison of the historical recipes and the composition of the
Chāhak crucible charge shows several things. Firstly, the different recipes
report similar ingredients, always including a source of calcium oxide and a
major amount of carbon as well as manganese. This matches the observation
of a crucible charge processed under strongly carburizing conditions, and the
need to add a component that would replace the iron oxide in the bloomery
slag, to ensure that a liquid slag still is being produced. Secondly, there are
differences in the nature of the other inorganic ingredients added, which range
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from coral to borax and from oyster shell to golden marcasite, and an
unspecified ‘burnt’ (probably black) substance. The interpretation of these other
substances is not always clear. The comparison with the Chāhak crucible
allows suggesting that the ‘burnt’ material may have been chromite sand.
Thirdly, it shows that not all ingredients in the crucible charge were actually
mentioned in the recipe, simply because they were probably not know to the
historical craftsmen, such as the phosphorus in the bloomery iron, or not
considered important, such as the quartz in the chromite sand. The comparison
also showed that the weight system could be a real difficulty to interpret, and
that more specialist technical terms are often impossible to understand easily.

7.3 Why Chāhak
The elemental analyses of Chāhak samples and the historical recipes
have identified the necessary raw materials and ingredients used in the
production of Persian pūlād. Chāhak must have met prominent demands for
pūlād production during the early to late medieval period. The surrounding
districts where Chāhak is located have for centuries been known for production
of weaponry. Chāhak is close to Neyrīz city, which is associated with arms
making during the medieval period (Fasāie 1988, 1567). Additionally, the city of
Qatra with its iron and chromite mines and smithing workshops is in the vicinity
of Chāhak (see chapter 2.1). Therefore, this region had all the required
resources for the previous described activities.
The accessibility of raw materials such as iron and chromite, and
proximity to the trade routes and merchants is essential. In addition, fuel must
have been one of the major determining factors when choosing an area.
Problems of fuel supply could have caused adaptation or change to a
production system. It is also possible that the availability of certain ingredients
necessary for the industry were taken into account. In this case, there are
several fruits and herbs mentioned in the crucible steel recipes that could have
been accessible to the artisans either by cultivation or trade – but neither of
these is specific to Chāhak.
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To explore the possible reasons for the selection of Chāhak, the
information on the mines, vegetation and geography of the region from the
historical geographical chronicles and modern sources are combined with the
ingredients recorded in the crucible steel recipes and possible minerals
identified by the elemental analyses of the archaeological samples:
From the 10th c. CE onwards, the geographical manuscripts state that
Pārs province and especially the Istakhr district (containing Chāhak) have
abundant iron and chromite mines (Ghorbani 2013, 91, 99-103). Sometimes,
specific cities with iron mines are mentioned. Muqaddasi in the 10th c. CE
introduces Neyrīz’s iron mines. Later on, ibn-Balkhī in the 12th c. CE records
Qatra or Qatrūya’s iron mine. Qatrūya’s iron mine has also been mentioned by
Mustawfī in the 13th-14th c. CE and by Hāfiz Abrū in 15th c. CE manuscripts.
During the 19th c. CE, Fasāie mentioned a pūlād mine in Neyrīz, located on a
mountain at 4-5 parasang (league) distances to Neyrīz, which could perhaps be
Qatrūya. He further names a mountain called Kavīz-Kūh (mountain Kavīz)
located in the east of Neyrīz to have iron mines; however, now Kavīz-Kūh
belongs to Kerman province.
Qatrūya is a village that belongs to Neyrīz City (50 km to the south
eastern side of Neyrīz) and is in the southern vicinity of Chāhak. Given the
close proximity to Chāhak, it is highly probable that Qatrūya was one of the
potential iron sources for the crucible steel production in Chāhak. Qatrūya is
situated on the connecting route between Kerman and Pārs; hence it has been
hosting the caravans and merchants for centuries. Today, a pūlād-making
factory is operating in Qatrūya, which highlights that it has continued to be a
substantial iron source until today.
Apart from Qatrūya, the Gol-Gowhar iron mine is of great importance. It
is 50 km south west of Sirjān/Sirgān city of Kerman and 55 km from the road
Sirgān to Shirāz. The Gol-Gowhar mining area contains some ancient mining
evidence such as mine galleries (Fig 7.8). The analysis of the slags is said to
suggest they were produced 900 years ago, which would be the 12th c. CE
(www.Geg.ir); however, no source for this statement is given and it is doubtful to
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be reliable. However, Gol-gowhar is still active as the largest iron mine in the
Middle East. The name of this mine is also related to the name of the tools
manufactured from crucible steel: gowhar-dār, which means having patterns or
having precious gems (patterns of crucible steel). Another interpretation of
gowhar is that iron has been very precious to the ancient people as it was used
to produce crucible steel, and hence nicknamed as gem or gowhar. Therefore,
two interpretations of pūlād-i gowhar-dār (bejewelled steel) would be: a) steel
with patterns or b) steel with lamellas of iron (gems).
It is clear that the proximity to Qatrūya, Kavīz-Kūh and specially GolGowhar iron mines with well-known trade routes to Chāhak would be a strong
reason for the situation of pūlād production workshops in this town.

Figure 7-8 A picture of one of the historical mining galleries in Gol-Gowhar iron mine in Sirjān-Kerman.
http://www.geg.ir/MenuItems/Hisrory.aspx?MItemID=IMfSIMem

One of the most important ancient iron mines of Pārs is located in
Bavānāt in the Istakhr district in the vicinity of Chāhak, and is called “KānGowhar Gem-Mine Cave”. While this is the closest ancient iron mine to Chāhak,
it has not been mentioned in the historical/geographic manuscripts known to
this study. This iron mine is called Ghār-i Ma’dan-i Kān Gowhar (gem-mine
cave). The name of this mine is interestingly related to the name of the blades
that were made from crucible steel. Once more the word gowhar has appeared
in relation to a historical iron mine stating the value of iron in the history, and
probably linking iron mines of such name to an industry of crucible steel making
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at their vicinity. The mine name means Gem/Jewel Mine, while the crucible
steel blades are called Gemmed/ Jewelled.
The “Kān-Gowhar Gem-Mine Cave” is located in the Tūtak/White
Mountain, which is in the Zagros mountain ranges, and on the route from
Sirgān-Bavānāt close to Tūtak village in Khātam district of Yazd province (Fig.
7.9); it has been registered as a national heritage site in 2008 (No. 23146). This
is the largest iron mine of this province that also bears manganese minerals and
ores (probably pyrolusite). Additionally, the remains of ancient mining activities
are documented. Large-scale scatters of smithing slags are reported on the
hillside. A rock relief with historical inscriptions also marks the mine (Fig. 7.10).
Based on the inscription date, it was in use in October 784 CE or September
1017 CE. Therefore, the mining activities could have happened either during
the 8th or 11th c. CE.

Figure 7-9 Iron mine of Ghār-i Ma’dan-i Kān Gowhar, the upper arrow shows the cave at a height of 20
meters (80 meters above the ground); the lower arrow shows the historical mining gallery, which is 15
meters above the ground. Mining activities and remains of ancient human skeleton, clothing and tools
were found. http://hamgardi.com/place/16746
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Figure 7-10 Inscription on the entrance of the Kān Gowhar mine (location not specified; probably by the
entrance of the cave); the first line probably is parts of a name that could have been the state owner of the
mine or the mining master, reading al-Din; the second line reads the month of the inscription, probably the
month when the mining took place, reading Rabi’ al-Thani (fourth month of hijri calendar). The last line is
the year in which the smelting or mining took place, or the inscription was written; the date is not clear and
may be taken as: a) Sana 408; if 408 is correct, the date would be September 1017 CE. 2) or it can be read as 168,
which would be Oct 784 CE. http://www.panoramio.com/photo/81637194

The presence of manganese ores together with iron ores reinforces the
chances of its use for crucible steel making of Chāhak. The iron and
manganese minerals could have been partially or exclusively extracted from this
mine. The occurrence of iron and manganese ores, the name of the mine and
its close proximity to Chāhak make it a prominent candidate for the iron and
manganese source of pūlād production in Chāhak. Apparently, the iron was
extracted and smelted at the end of summer and beginning of autumn, which is
when the temperature would have been moderate and not too hot. This date
raises the question whether from the smelting date and the harvest date of
pomegranate (also in Sep-Oct) one could guess the operating season of
Chāhak crucible steel making industry.
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On the Western side of Chāhak there is a small village called Mine
Garden (Bāgh-i Ma’dan), this region is said by the local archaeologists to have
an iron mine. This village is not further than 15 km from Chāhak (distance
measured by Google Earth measuring tool). The iron mines close to Chāhak
are marked in the following map (Fig. 7.11) (I-KG and GG-I are the mines with
identified historical mining and smelting activities).

Figure 7-11 Chāhak and the iron mines locate in a triangular zone between three prominent provinces of
Fars (Pars), Kerman and Yazd. Bagh-I Ma’dan, Kān Gowhar and Qatrūya are the closest iron mines to
Chāhak respectively. Iron mines close to Chāhak: Kān-Gowhar (I-KG); Bagh-I Ma’dan (BM-I); Qatrūya (QI); Kaviz Kuh (KK-I); Gol-Gowhar (GG-I)

Besides the above iron mines that are both in close proximity to Chāhak
and also as it derives from their name, they relate to the production of pūlād-i
gowhar-dār (crucible steel). The phosphorus in the iron prills of the slag fins
suggested that phosphorus was present in metallic form within the iron source
of the crucibles; hence it must have originated from the iron ore. Considering a
probable iron oxide-apatite source of iron for the samples under the study, a
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search for similar type of iron mine was conducted and the Chādor-Malū iron
mine in Bāfq district of Yazd province (Fig. 7.12) was identified, which matched
the iron oxide-apatite type of ore. It is approximately 200 km to the north of
Chāhak and is ‘the largest known iron deposit in Iran’ (Sabet-Mobarhan-Talab
et al. 2015).

Figure 7-12 I-CH-M: Chādor-Malū iron oxide-apatite mine, located in Bāfq district of Yazd province and
approximately 200 km away from Chāhak. This picture specifically shows the closest iron mine to Chāhak
(I-KG: Kān Gowhar) and the most appropriate type of iron ore with apatite in Chādor-Malū.

In regards to the characteristic element of Chāhak pūlād, chromium, it is
noteworthy that Chāhak is located in a chromite and iron rich zone spanning
Pārs, Kerman, and Yazd provinces, and possesses some iron and chromite
mines at its locality that could well feed the needs of the production (Fig. 7.1315). Additionally, it could also have relatively easy access to the abundant iron
and chromite deposits of Kerman province through the famous trade routes that
met in Chāhak.
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To the southwest of Chāhak, there is a village called Khwāja Jamāli,
which holds several chromium mines with the names of Ney-Pik, Hossein
Khani- Kashtak, and Cheshme-Bid. This village is located in the Ābāda Tashtak
district of Neyrīz city (100 km northwest from Neyrīz) and near Chāhak. This
set of mines is located between the longitudes of 53˚55´and 43˚45´ E and
latitudes of 29˚45´and 29˚55´ E. (Khakzad et al. 1999). Khwāja Jamāli is about
45-50 km away from Chāhak. There is another chromite mine called Mahmūd
Ābād, few kilometres to the north of Khwāja Jamāli village. Another source of
chromite is located southwest of Chāhak (about 35 km away) known as Imām
Sādiq Village. Furthermore, one more chromite mine is located south of Chāhak
as Tang-i Hanā (about 45 km from Chāhak). All six mines (three mines of
Khwāja Jamāli, Mahmūd Ābād, Imam Sādiq, and Tang-i Hanā) are located in
the Ābāda-Tashtak District of Neyrīz County.
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Figure 7-13 Map showing Chāhak (red mark) located in a triangular zone spanning the three provinces of
Fars/Pars, Kerman, and Yazd. The chromite mines in yellow marks are also located in the same area.

Figure 7-14 The chromite mines are very close to Chāhak and fall within one zone of Neyrīz County:
Mahmud Abad (MA-C), Khwāja Jamāli (KHJ-C), Imam Sādiq Village chromite mine (ISV-C), Tang-I Hana
(TH-C). In this image the Hāmūn lake is visible. Chāhak and the mines are located on the northern and
eastern sides of the lake. Note the Bakhtegan lake on the left and its vicinity to Chāhak and chromite
mines.
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Due to the proximity and connection of Chāhak to Kerman province,
some chromite mines of Kerman were also investigated. To date, the chromite
mines of Kerman supply the majority of chromite ore of Iran. Fāryāb deposit is
the largest chromite source of Iran. It is located in the southeast of Kerman
province near Manūjān County, but in recent years has been allocated to the
Hormozgan province. There are a group of chromite mines called Deh-sheikh in
Arzūiya district of Bāft city of Kerman province, about 140 km southwest of Bāft.
There are three other chromite mines a few kilometres away south of Bāft
known as Marzini, Ābdasht and Esfandaqa mines. Interestingly, Esfandaqa’s
name comes from its abundant ispand occurrences (Peganum Harmala). These
five chromite mines in Kerman province could have been alternative chromite
sources for Chāhak; the ore could have been transported via the historical trade
routes that were passing through Chāhak to connected Kerman province with
Pārs province.
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Figure 7-15 Chromite mines of Kerman are also significant: Fāryāb (F-C), Deh-sheikh (DS-C), Esfandaqa
(E-C), Marzini (M-C), Ābdasht (A-C)

Magnesia / manganese is a constant component in all crucible steel
making recipes of this study, however its presence in the Chāhak metal
samples is sporadic and lower than 0.4%. Instead, chromium is the most
important and persistent element in the Chāhak samples. In other words, one of
the most important aspects of Chāhak crucible steel is the constant presence of
chromium in the slag-fins and their entrapped steel prills, but any historical
record of such mineral is limited to Biruni’s recipe. In contrast, manganese has
been constantly mentioned in all three historical manuscripts under this study,
but its presence is irregular in the Chāhak samples; it is, however, regularly
present in the slag samples, reflecting the difficulty reducing manganese oxide
to metal during the process.
Among the iron mines local to Chāhak, the Ma’dan-i Kān Gowhar has
manganese ores appearing together with iron. However, possibly another
manganese mineral mine could also have provided the supply of manganese. A
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few kilometres to the west of this iron mine there exists a mine of manganese
mineral, which belongs to Bavānāt district quite close to Chāhak (Fig. 7.16).
One more mineral that was probably added to the Chāhak crucibles but
is not mentioned in the historical recipes known to this study is silica. The
chemical analyses of the slag-fins of Chāhak samples suggest an addition of
some silica source (such as sand) into the mixture (see chapter 6.2.5).
Interestingly, there is a silica-sand mine in Monj village adjacent to the Ma’dan-i
Kān Gowhar (Fig. 7.16) indicating that silica is present in the local geology.
However, as briefly indicated earlier, it is quite possible that (apart from the
negligible amount of silica contribution of the crucibles) the silica entered the
crucible as a contamination of the black chromite mineral sand collected from
streams and rivers in the vicinity of today’s chromite mines.

Figure 7-16 The pink point shows the location of silica sand mine in Monj (M-S); The two blue points show
a manganese mineral mine called Manganese-Bih-Darra (MBD-M), and the other is the mostly iron mine of
Ma’dan-i Kān Gowhar that contains manganese ores too.

The reducing agents of crucible steel making stated in Bīrūnī’s method
are peganum harmala and myrobalans. Peganum harmala is abundant almost
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everywhere in Iran. Myrobalans however are not local to Iran; but it could have
been easily imported through the historical maritime spice route to the Persian
Gulf, which was a part of Pars province, and then reaching Chāhak via the
spice routes passing through Pars. Other reagents and fluxes were most
probably obtained locally. The oyster shell would have been supplied from the
Persian Gulf. Another organic material stated in Bīrūnī’s recipe is pomegranate
husk (dried peel), which was local to the region. The landscape of today’s
Chāhak is rich in pomegranate fields around the village (Fig. 7.17).

Figure 7-17 A pomegranate field in the south of the historical site, Chāhak

7.4 Chāhak and the origins of crucible steel
Chāhak is located in a triangular zone full of iron and chromite mines that
fulfilled most of the requirements of the crucible steel production of this town.
This triangular zone not only connected three main provinces of Medieval
Persia (Kerman, Pars and Yazd), but also contained the main trade routes
connecting this region to the rest of the country, to Central Asia, the Indian subcontinent and the Far East and China, as well as to the Arab world and finally to
the Western World.
This small medieval town could easily obtain the materials needed for its
industry, and easily distribute its products within the state, and further export
them to the major trade hubs of the world. Due to the ease of access, and
relative peace in the region especially during the Mongol invasion, the
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relocation of craftsmen from the Northern parts of the country (now the Central
Asian countries of the former Soviet Union) as refugees or slaves of the
Mongols and the exchange of techniques were probably inevitable.
The archaeological evidence retrieved from Chāhak indicates a close
morphological relationship of the crucibles to the Central Asian ones (see
Chapter 5.3 and Fig. 5.27)(Fig. 7.18). The city to which Chāhak today belongs
is called Harāt. Another city adjacent to Chāhak is called Marvast. Harāt and
Marvast (called Marvast to be differentiated from Marv/Merv) have identical
names with the northern and north-eastern cities of medieval Persia, where
crucible steel production has either been recorded in historical books (Harāt) or
by archaeological finds (Merv/Marv). The pūlād production of Chāhak probably
reflects the connection between these homonymous cities, and probably
highlights a transfer of technology or exchange of tradition between the cities.
However, the current knowledge is not adequate to determine which cities
started the crucible steel industry first or in which direction the knowledge
spread; but it is apparent that Chāhak belongs to the broader family of Persian
crucible steel making sites, spreading from today’s Iran borders to the Central
Asian countries which once were important parts of Medieval Persia (Fig. 7.19).
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Figure 7-18 Update of Rehren and Papakhristou’s crucibles (2002, 395); from left: Chahak crucible,
Akhsiket crucible,Merv crucible, Top: Konasamudram crucible, Bottom: Gattihosahalli crucible in India, and
Mawalagha crucible (right) in Sri-Lanka.
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Figure 7-19 Addition of another Persian crucible steel making of Chāhak to the map of Rehren and
Papachristou (2002, 394) featuring some Central Asian and some of the East Asian (Indian and Sri
Lankan) crucible steel making sites: Ch: Chāhak; M: Merv; T: Termez; A+P: Akhsiket and Pap; S:
Semirechye; KM: Konasamudram; GH: Gatt; MG: Mawalgaha

Morphologically, Chāhak crucibles and slag fins are more similar to the
Merv samples. Having also some similarities to Akhsiket crucibles, they also
contain characteristic features original to Chāhak. Chemically, some similarities
and differences in the clay composition and slag composition can be found.
This thesis argues that at some point all the three sites must have been
involved in crucible steel production contemporaneously; with very high quality
and refined iron as the input in Merv and Chāhak, and a better clay quality in
Akhsiket. The Chāhakī process shows an amalgamation of the two Central
Asian characteristics and methods while maintaining its originality, exhibiting
some unique morphological and compositional features that lead the Chāhakī
tradition to stand out from the previously known crucible steel making methods.
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The persistent addition of chromium to the crucible charge at Chāhak has not
been detected elsewhere. This provides the basis on which crucible steel
artefacts can now be distinguished and sourced to Chāhak or the Chāhakī
tradition. Moreover, the presence of phosphorus in considerable amounts in the
iron prills raises the question whether this component was added deliberately or
appeared in relation to another raw material. Either way, such high amount of
phosphorus could potentially also be used as a method identifier.
The historic crucible steel making recipe that is closest to the chemical
analyses of Chāhak material was written by Bīrūnī. In this recipe one ingredient
is native to India, which is myrobalans. Indian steel has been recurrently
mentioned in almost all of the manuscripts revised in this study. Although
Chāhak’s crucible morphology and its steel production technique do not
resemble the late medieval central and southern Indian and Sri-Lankan crucible
steel making crucibles and methods (Rehren and Papachristou 2002), it
appears that some practices were common in the various metallurgical
processes, such as the use of myrobalans, borax and salt in both the Persian
crucible steel production and the contemporary zinc production of northern India
(Craddock et al. 1983; Craddock et al 1989; Freestone et al. 1985, 237). This
certainly opens the doors for a debate regarding the possible exchange of
know-how between Persia and India, but as the subject of this thesis is the
analysis of Persian methods, Indian crucible steel making is out of the scope of
this thesis.
The discussion is further complicated by the lack of a clear chronology
for both the Persian and Central Asian crucible steel production. Historical
geographic accounts mention Chāhak and its production of crucible steel as
early as the 10th c. CE. Technical Persian manuscripts that directly provide
crucible steel making recipes, such as Bīrūnī’s, belong to the 9th c. CE, but do
not mention Chāhak. One Ilkhānid manuscript written by the minister of the IlKhānate dynasty (Tūsī) evidently shows that Chāhak continued the pūlād
production during the Mongol invasion of the country; and other technical
treatises continue mentioning Chāhak until as late as the 19th c. CE. A
radiocarbon analyses (source: BetaCal 3.10; database: INTCAL13) of three
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charcoal samples from the metallurgical context at Chāhak suggest the
following dates: a) late 9th c. CE to late 10th c. CE for the smithing slag charcoal,
b) 10th – 11th c. CE, and 11th – 12th c. CE for the two charcoal samples coming
from within the stratified layer of crucible wastes. An average of the radiocarbon
results suggest an average date of late 10th early 11th c. CE (note all the results
are with 95% probability)(See Appendix VI for full reports of the radiocarbon
analyses). The crucible steel production in Merv and Akhsiket is thought to peak
immediately prior to the Mongol invasion of the early 12th c. CE, but their origins
are not yet closely dated. Therefore, it is not yet possible to determine whether
Chāhak predated the other Central Asian sites or not.
However, it is clear that Chāhak is a crucial candidate for any future
investigation of the origins of crucible steel production in medieval Persia, but is
certainly not the only crucible steel making site within the borders of today’s
Iran. There are several other cities that have been mentioned in the
manuscripts for having crucible steel industry. Additionally, there are dozens of
other villages with the same name that could somehow relate to the pūlād
industry.

7.5 Summary
process

and

reconstruction

of

the

Chāhakī

Based on the chemical analysis of the Chāhak slag-fins and the iron prills,
the potential ingredients of the Chāhakī process for a 4-kg ingot are shown in
the following chart (Table. 7.4).
Table 7-4 Mass balance calculations of the metals in a 4 kg crucible steel ingot and their potential sources'
weight

P
Cr
C
Mn
Fe

Metal in a 4 kg ingot (g)
80
56
32
16
3816

Phosphorus
Chromite
Carbon
Pyrolusite
Iron bloom

Material in batch (g)
Present in metallic state with iron
125
35-70 (100)
25
More or less the same

Apart from the composition of the slag-fin iron particles, the slag matrix also
contributes to the identification of process ingredients. The bloom’s peculiar
slag inclusions (high in lime) and the smithing slags indicate a very different
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bloomery system for the main feed material, one that replaces silica with lime
(see Chapter 6.2). Therefore, to some extent, the high concentration of lime in
the crucibles’ slag-fin is explained by the bloomery slag composition (such
unusually high lime contents in bloomery slag in other contexts have been
previously observed, such as Photos et al. 1985). But, as there is no significant
amount of silica in the bloom’s slag inclusions, it is apparent that there must
have been an addition of some sort of silica into the crucible to facilitate the
creation of the glassy slag-fin.
Notwithstanding, the calcium oxide content of the bloomery slag is almost
the same as in the crucible slag, even though the iron oxide content of the
bloomery slag has been almost completely removed and replaced by
manganese oxide and silica. Thus, in addition to the manganese component it
is likely that a source of silica was also added into the vessel. These two
elements were added to form a low-viscosity slag to support an easy separation
of the metal from the unwanted slag material. No ingredient rich in silica is
mentioned in any of the recipes, while the addition of calcareous materials was
consistently mentioned in the recipes. But the Chāhak system did not need any
calcium due to the peculiar bloomery iron that would bring lime into the
crucibles; instead silica must have been added although it was not mentioned in
the recipes.
This perplexing situation can be resolved by the closer study of the other
ingredients that went into the Chāhak crucibles. Based on the analysis of the
iron prills in the slag-fin and the actual slag-fin composition, at least four
ingredients were charged into the crucibles: refined iron bloom, chromite,
carbonaceous material, and pyrolusite. The high phosphorus content of the
prills is explained as a contamination from a bloomery system that used iron ore
consisting of iron oxide and apatite, which would yield a bloomery iron with
significant phosphorus content and a slag high in calcium. The source of silica
in the slag fins could have been a contamination from quartz particles in the
chromite sand (see Chapter 6.2.5).
The addition, on the other hand, of a lime-rich material such as oyster shell
or coral, which is regularly mentioned in all recipes, is not confirmed from the
Chāhak crucibles. In fact, such an addition appears highly unlikely for Chāhak,
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given the already-existing lime content from the bloomery slag, and no further
metallurgical function can be seen to explain this. Therefore, it is assumed that
this part of the recipes was not applied for the Chāhak process, but was only
necessary for crucible steel production in places with a normal silica-based
bloomery slag.
7.5.1 Reconstruction of the Chāhak Tradition of pūlād production
The Chāhak tradition of making a chromium- and phosphorus-rich pūlād
was based on the rich and unique mineral resources in the region. It is a variant
of the carburization process using bloomery iron, as seen by the presence of
smithing slag and bloom fragments on the site, the absence of cast iron in the
wider cultural context, the large space present in the crucibles above the slag
line when the crucibles were originally charged full to the top, and the
consideration of the historical documents. The crucibles were made from
special refractory clay using the coiling technique to about half height, around a
wooden template, which was covered with a tabby fabric. The upper half was
made by pushing the clay upwards until the total vessel was about 30 cm tall.
The vessels were then pre-fired to be strong enough to receive the charge,
particularly the heavy iron fragments, which would have easily damaged the
leather-hard clay. The crucible charge consisted of bloomery iron, probably in
the shape of nails as referred to in the historical documents, with organic
material, manganese and chromite minerals, some of which was added in small
textile bags sitting at the top of the charge, near the rim of the crucible. The
crucible was then closed with a soft lump of coarse clay from the same clay
source as the main crucibles. They were then placed on small pads within the
furnace, before being fired at around 1200 to 1300 °C using an organic fuel, not
mineral coal.
The firing happened as a one-stage process, as indicated by the analyses
of the slag-fins which are all very similar in composition and do not show any
differences that would indicate a two-stage process. Also the crucibles are all of
the same type, and do not reveal a two-stage process. The lids fall into two
groups based on the number of ‘handles’, but no difference in metallurgical
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function can be seen between these. Instead, the different handles may indicate
ownership or some other non-metallurgical aspect. Such non-metallurgical
aspects are also to be expected for the selection of the organic content. Here,
only the historical manuscripts provide information, which strongly indicates that
specific plants were selected for their social meaning.
After the process, the crucibles were broken open to retrieve the ingots;
therefore, each ingot produced at Chāhak should be represented by the
remains of one crucible. Some of the crucible fragments were immediately
recycled for the ‘handles’ of new crucibles, and many fragments were later
included in the local building material for houses and walls. This, however, was
probably not a deliberate choice, but coincidence from the use of soil for such
purposes, which happened to contain crucible fragments.
The final ingots were not found on site; and so far, only one single object
has been identified that was made from Chāhakī crucible steel, namely a flint
striker characterized by high chromium content. The historical manuscripts
report the use of Chāhakī pūlād for the manufacture of blades, and that these
blades were more brittle than similar blades made from Indian steel. This
reported brittleness could be due to the high phosphorus content found in the
slag-fin prills. It is hoped that future analyses of more crucible steel objects from
Seljuk Persia will find more artefacts made from Chāhakī pūlād.
7.5.2 The results of interdisciplinary research
The technical analysis of the crucibles, slag-fins and smithing slags
provided invaluable information on the manufacture of the crucibles and their
setting in the furnace, the firing atmosphere, temperature and even possible
fuel options. In addition, they provided information on the contributing minerals
and ingredients that were thrown into the crucible. The volume and weight of
the final crucible steel ingot and its properties were all unveiled through the
archaeology and science. The historical manuscripts and recipes strengthened
the hypothesis of a carburizing recipe. Bloomery iron was explicitly mentioned
as a raw material in all recipes. The ingredients and even the characteristic
element of the Chāhakī tradition, chromite mineral sand, were identified through
the historical recipes in combination with the chemical analysis of the
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archaeological finds. Whenever the archaeology lacked the potential evidence
to back up some hypotheses, the chronicles provided matching evidence; for
example the record of salt addition backed up the elevation of soda in the
composition of the inner surface lid.
Sometimes ingredients in the recipe were not found in the Chāhak slag
fins and prills analyses, such as addition of calcareous material that was
recurrently recorded in recipes. This reflects the fact that the recipes were not
exclusively written for the Chāhakī tradition; here the peculiar bloomery system
of Chāhak and the lime rich slag inclusions that ended up in the Chāhak slag
fins from the iron bloom satisfy the need for lime in the crucible steel making
recipe. So, the recipes are not wrong in recording the addition of calcareous
material, they are simply more general than specifically written for Chāhakī
tradition, and they both show the way in which the specialists in Chāhak
adapted the available material and modified the recipes to fulfil a successful
production. They realised that they did not need to add more lime in the
crucible, as their iron would have brought it already. So even if different in the
sourcing of the materials, Chāhak crucible steel system seems to contain the
main key elements mentioned in the historical recipes.
Furthermore, the chronicles provided information regarding some
intangible aspects of the Persian industry. The cultural and mystical aspects of
the society are reflected in this tradition in many different ways without leaving
much physical evidence. The human factor emerges mostly in the aspects that
are not simply detected by technological devices of any kind. The choices of
raw materials when revised through chronicles do not seem to only fulfil
functional purposes, but reveal specific ethnic and traditional signatures.
The study of the different carburizing methods in the manuscripts shows
that each recipe mainly shares similar key constituents regardless of their
origins. However, they would have slightly varied in the course of space, time,
social and cultural settings; inevitably, leaving the final steel ingots with varied
properties and appearances. As the basic elements remained quite analogous,
soft iron, plant materials and dried fruits were recurrently recorded together with
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magnesia as one of the fixed elements. On the other hand, it is obvious that the
manufacturers did not conduct the industry based on these written sources,
because the recipes are superficial and lack crucial details on the operation of
the industry in their specific situation. Their audience was not the (probably
illiterate) practitioners of the time, but the educated elite interested in all sorts of
observations – but without practical applications or replications in mind. These
technical and practical details have been understood by the analyses of the
archaeological samples such as the crucible design and manufacture, some of
the raw materials not easily identified from their historical names, and other
operating parameters such as furnace atmosphere and temperature.
Practically, both history and science have complemented archaeology to
reconstruct this particular Chāhakī tradition. The historical recipes are clearly a
fusion of different sources of information, often taken from earlier manuscripts of
various origins mixed with personal experience and local knowledge. The
weight units are the most problematic element of the recipes, as they are space
and time relative and can show inconsistencies in terms of using Persian or
Arabic weight systems. This intermix of different weight units in one recipe
probably suggest the use of more than one source of information and blend of
information of different origins. Similarly, problems of terminology for specific
ingredients add to the difficulties of matching the recipes to the archaeological
record, or just to metallurgical logic. It is important also to consider the possible
confusion arising from transmission of information from the actual practitioners
to the authors of the recipes. Even if they did have direct contact with each
other it is not clear that the practitioners would have provided an accurate
record of their crucible charges, for a variety of possible reasons (Rehren and
Martinón-Torres 2008, 167-188).
Despite the limitations, the wealth of historical and archaeological
information

acquired

throughout

this

research

enables

a

provisional

reconstruction of Chāhakī crucible steel making method with emphasis on
Bīrūnī’s recipe (see Table. 7.1). The key factor for the particular relevance of
this recipe for Chāhak’s process is the chromite mineral. The only recipe that
offers an ingredient matching the properties of chromium found in the Chāhak
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samples is Bīrūnī’s recipe, and only in Chāhak do we find evidence for the use
of this mineral.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion and future work

This thesis conducted a thorough research on the recently identified
tradition of making pūlād at the medieval site of Chāhak. The work is based on
the abundant archaeological remains from crucible steel making activities,
which were only identified through the field surveys of the author of this thesis in
2011; the official recording of Chāhak in the data base of the Iranian Cultural
Heritage Organisation did not include these remains and offered only two
different broad time frames for activity at the site. The field survey was started
and guided by the mention of Chāhak in several early Islamic manuscripts.
Together, the field surveys, identification of the city, sample procurement and
selection, and technical analyses focused on some unsolved questions on the
Persian crucible steel technology, its potential production zones, origins,
knowledge transmission and spread.
The research was tailored by a number of constraints, such as the lack of
information on the industrial activities of the site as it has never been excavated
before. Accordingly, the research had to be limited to the material retrieved from
the surface finds and a single dense layer that was projecting out of the soil,
which provided the opportunity to procure the majority of the samples from one
stratified layer.
The identification survey of the site was aided by the historical
manuscripts and mentions of Chāhak as a pūlād production centre. Therefore,
since the very beginning, the importance of the historical texts was understood;
and relevant manuscripts with technical crucible steel making recipes
incorporated into the research as one of the main sources of data. However,
historical data and sources impose their own limitations and caution needs to
be taken when translating technical information. The recipes were therefore
‘metallurgically’ translated and interpreted with caution (as mentioned in
Chapter 3), rather than as a philological study, because they provided some
original data on the pūlād technology of medieval Persia.
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The site had been identified by Iranian officials a few years earlier and
was proposed to belong to the Seljūq or Safavid periods. The radio carbon
dating results of three pieces of charcoal retrieved from among the crucibles
and a smithing slag dated to 10th, 11th c. CE, and 12th c. CE. This suggests the
production to which that projecting layer belongs had definitely taken place
within the dates of the 10th to 12th c. CE; so the Seljūq date would be closer to
reality. However, one important manuscript of the Ilkhānid Mongol period, and
several other manuscripts belonging to later medieval and early modern periods
attest the continuation of the production well beyond the Mongol invasion which
may have continued through to the Safavid period.

The significance of Chāhak as a crucible steel making centre was based on
technical and geopolitical reasons. The history of Pars, studied in Chapter 2
revealed that this province was located in a highly strategic place, at the
junction of the prominent provinces of Pars, Kerman and Yazd, on connecting
routes of the main economic centres of these provinces. Hence, access to a
well-established trade route network provided the means necessary to provide
the resources and distribute the products of this industry within greater Persia.
Additionally, the history of Persia reveals the turmoil caused by the short-term
dynasties and on-going wars of power struggles among the local and regional
states; one of the most devastating wars of the medieval period, the Mongol
invasion in the early 13th c. CE had almost completely destroyed Persia’s
northern provinces (i.e Khorāsān). The devastation of the northern cities is
represented by the annihilation of the crucible steelmaking sites of Merv and
Akhsiket by the Mongols, while the history of Pars province reveals that it was
among the few that survived the Mongol attack. The prosperous province would
have been an ideal place of refuge for the craftsmen, leading to potential
transmission of knowledge to the already operating production centre of
Chāhak.
Therefore, Chāhak’s pūlād workshops that existed already before the
Mongol invasions (at least since the Seljūqs) apparently continued the active
production of crucible steel, and possibly even had to compensate for the
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destroyed production centres of the northern parts of Persia; or probably
enjoyed the domination of the market. It is important to note that the tumultuous
history of medieval Persia and the Pars province with many devastating wars in
the country was probably one major element of the development of crucible
steel technology, as the demand for better/more arms and armour may well
have been a contributing factor, if not the most important one, in the
development of this technology.
In terms of geographical significance, Chāhak is located within a
geologically rich region with numerous mines, ancient and modern, for chromite
and iron. Several major iron and chromite mines have been detected in close
vicinity of the city (see Chapter 7.3). Additionally, this region has a long history
of iron and arms and armour production in neighbouring cities such as Neyrīz
and Qatra. The abundance of raw materials, availability of local skilled iron
smelters to produce the iron necessary for pūlād production, and most
importantly, the regional peace and elevated demand for crucible steel products
(specially arms and armour) provided the means necessary for a prosperous
industry in Chāhak with well known and documented Chāhakī swords (see
Chapter 4).

On the other hand, the technical manuscripts and their recipes were critically
and metallurgically translated and compared with previous interpretations, and
in addition to comparison with the other known Central Asian examples. The
historical recipes revealed invaluable information on the crucible steel
technology from the importance of clay selection and production of appropriate
crucibles and sealing of the charged crucibles with lumps of clay to the mention
of the main ingredients used in the production. Three recipes of Bīrūnī,
Khayyam and al-Ṭarsusī were specifically chosen for further comparison with
the analytical results obtained from the Chāhak samples.
Alongside with the historical investigations, the morphological and
chemical analyses of the Chāhak samples provided significant information on
the crucible production and design, possible crucible charge, the nature of the
iron source, chemical elements used as reagents, and several minerals that
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were potentially added to the Chāhak crucibles. The significant results of the
morphological studies were the reconstruction of a typical Chāhak crucible (see
Chapter 5.5.3). The crucibles of Chāhak showed a great resemblance to the
Central Asian crucibles, in addition to showing some unique features that were
not seen elsewhere, such as the peculiar ‘handles’ on the lids, and a relatively
dark, iron-rich clay tint. But certainly, the Chāhak crucibles are clearly closely
affiliated with the Central Asian/Persian crucible steel tradition, and stand in
contrast to the Indian tradition.

The microanalysis and chemical composition of the slag fins provided the
necessary information for the reconstruction of the process. The potential
ingredients of the Chāhak tradition were recognized, and their mass balance
calculations provided the hypothetical amount of minerals that were added to
the charge. The most important discovery within the crucible slags was the
detection of well-rounded iron prills, which, after they were etched with Nital 2%,
demonstrated the product of this technology was crucible steel (see Chapter 6
2. 4). The physical state of the iron prills (showing the metal was molten before
cooling) and the chemical composition of the slag fins helped understand the
redox condition of the process and probable operating temperature of the
furnace (around 1200-1300 °C). The metallic prills’ composition opened the
dialogue of the probable ingot composition and properties:
Chāhak crucible steel ingots were most likely alloys of at least 0.8%
carbon, and around 2.0% phosphorus, 1.4% chromium and up to 0.4%
manganese. The particular characteristic of the Chāhak industry was revealed
to have been the deliberate addition of the mineral chromite (most likely in the
form of black chromite sand) to the charge; something which until now is
supposed to be a modern knowledge and trait. Although the weight percentage
of chromium is far lower than in modern stainless steel, it is yet quite unique in
its context. Furthermore, the chromite present in the crucible steel objects offers
the possibility to recognize and provenance crucible steel objects or at least
categorising them as belonging to the Chāhak tradition.
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Another important finding of this research was an iron bloom and several
smithing slags whose properties revealed a peculiar smelting system where
lime substituted for silica, hence increasing the lime content of the crucible slag.
The bloom was of ferritic nature and did not contain any chromium or
manganese; thus it was definitely identified as the iron feedstock for the crucible
steel making, and not a de-carburized steel ingot.

The next step was the comparison of the historical recipes with the analytical
results. The complementary information taken from the historical recipes
matched the puzzle of the analytical results and enabled the author of this
thesis to develop a comprehensive image of the manufacture of crucible steel
and the organisation of production in Chāhak. Some human factors that were
not captured in the physical study of the samples, such as spiritual and mystic
practices (in the use of specific ingredients, explained below) were unravelled in
the historical texts. In addition, the nature of the ingredients that did not leave
any chemical or physical fingerprints within the slag, such as carburizing/
organic materials, was understood.
The common knowledge of the production, based on the chemical
analyses suggested a carburization of bloomery iron. The historical recipes
specifically mention the types of plant materials and sometimes dried fruits that
were used in the process. The addition of pomegranate and peganum harmala
are of significance as they have a long history of mystical significance and use
in the Persian culture, to either ward off the evil eye (peganum harmala) or to
give a heavenly meaning to the work (pomegranate).
The comparison of the analytic results and recipes identified some
discrepancies in the ingredients mentioned in the recipes (specifically Bīrūnī’s
recipe) that were not found in the crucible slag, and the potential ingredients
inferred from the slag composition that were not documented in the recipes. At
first glance, one might have assumed the recipes were wrong, or that the
Chāhak tradition was not after all, compatible with the historical recipes.
However, the notion of impurities in the alchemical ingredients (see Chapter
7.2.1.1) and the difference in the historic terminology and the way they may
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have been associated with a completely different material compared to modern
chemistry helped recognising the source of additional elements in the crucible
slag. One of such ingredients revealed was the elevated silica content of the
slag fins without any mention of addition of quartz to the charge. The specific
name of the chromite mineral as rūsakhtaj (meaning burnt/black) implied the
potential source of silica as part of the black chromite sand that was probably
collected from placer deposits which come naturally with significant amount of
silica sand. Therefore, as the silica was naturally added through contamination
of chromite sand, there was not need to document this mineral as an ingredient
in the recipes.
Furthermore, the recurrent mention of lime as an ingredient of the
historical recipes at first sight corresponds well to the high lime content of the
crucible slag. However, the mass balance calculations did not allow an addition
of a further source of lime, because the lime was already provided by the iron
bloom of this peculiar lime-rich smelting system. Therefore the lime content also
would not have entered the system as an ingredient, but as a contamination.
On the other hand, the high amount of phosphorus in the slag fin iron prills
proposed the possibility of the reduction of phosphorus already during the
bloomery iron smelting and its entrance to the crucible steel making system in
its metallic state within the iron source, which helped understanding the iron ore
to be iron oxide-apatite. Therefore, the lime would have been sourced from the
slag inclusions coming as impurities of the iron source. Consequently, with
experience the workmen of Chāhak would have probably learned that they did
not have to add any additional lime to the charge. So, Bīrūnī’s mention of
calcareous ingredients is not necessarily wrong, but implies that the manuscript
represents a general recipe, where the iron source is not coming from an
unusually high lime system and therefore the lime had to be added by the
crucible steel makers.
Overall, an intertwined web of information exchange among the historical
recipes and the analytical results developed during the research. The
manuscripts provided the inspiration, historical basis and foundation of the
research regarding the crucible steel production of Chāhak, and the material
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data enabled a physical and chemical reconstruction of this technology, as the
recipes gave direction to the interpretation of the analytic results and filled in the
gaps where material science could not answer the questions such as the purity
of the ingredients, the sociocultural backgrounds and purposes of choice of raw
materials or the justification behind the way in which the writers recorded a
process, or the reason why an ingredient was not documented and instead
another ingredient was replaced.
The

wealth

of

historical

data,

however

obscure,

and

the

archaeological/material data from Chāhak, when utilised in combination,
opened a new window in further understanding Persian crucible steel making.
Combination of information from two different realms of material and literature
broadened the perspectives of the author of this thesis in viewing the
technology from different angles, and to seek answers to the technical
phenomena using both historical and scientific facts. This study demonstrated
the extent to which both the historical recipes and scientific methods could be
stretched and provide technically comprehensible solutions. Any inclination and
bias towards mere analytic conclusions or sole historic interpretations would
have resulted in a deluded chaîne opératoire of Chāhak’s pūlād technology.

The study of the origins and spread of the crucible steel technology is indeed at
its infancy, and this thesis can only set the first step towards reconstructing
another Persian crucible steel process in Chāhak. On possible areas for future
research, in order to understand whether there is one or more technological
traditions, it is necessary to have a high resolution characterization of
technological remains and recipes that may allow us to infer one or more lines
of knowledge transmission; and all will not be possible unless proper
excavations take place in Chāhak. Nevertheless, this thesis has hopefully been
a contribution in this direction. But further excavations are needed to obtain a
broader grasp of the extent of the production in this region.
In addition, this thesis emphasizes the potential of probing into crucible
steel artefacts in order for the first time to track the objects’ production centre or
type. The chromium content in the Chāhak prills and potentially ingots is
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exclusively a Persian phenomenon and can be used as an identifier of the
Chāhak tradition. Moreover, a better reconstruction of the Chāhak tradition
would be possible through an experimental approach, which would help
assessing the technical conclusions that have been drawn in this thesis by the
joint examination of archaeological samples and historical recipes.
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Appendix II: SEM-EDS analyses of CRMs
Basalt, Columbia River, BCR 2
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Relative error %
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55.6
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0.35
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Icelandic basalt, BIR-1
Na2O
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.9
1.7
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.7
2.0
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7

MgO
9.8
9.9
9.7
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9.7
9.8
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10.2

Al2O3
15.7
15.4
15.7
15.4
15.4
15.5
15.6
15.3
15.3
15.5
15.4
15.6
15.3
15.6
15.5
15.4
15.5

SiO2
48.3
48.6
48.4
48.3
48.1
48.2
47.8
48.2
48.3
48.2
48.2
48.3
46.9
47.1
46.8
47.0
47.3

CaO
13.5
13.5
13.4
13.6
13.8
13.4
13.9
13.7
13.5
13.7
13.6
13.5
13.7
13.4
13.5
13.6
13.3

TiO2
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0

FeO
10.0
9.9
10.0
10.1
10.3
10.2
10.4
10.3
10.3
10.2
10.3
10.2
11.3
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.0

Average
Std.
CV %

1.8
0.1
4.8

9.8
0.2
1.8

15.5
0.1
0.9

47.9
0.6
1.2

13.6
0.2
1.1

1.0
0.1
5.9

10.5
0.5
4.7

Reference Value

1.82

9.70

15.5

48.0

13.3

0.96

10.2

Absolute error
Relative error %

-0.1
-2.8

0.1
1.3

0.0
-0.1

-0.1
-0.1

0.3
2.0

0.0
1.0

0.3
2.9
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Basalt, Hawaiian volcano Observatory, BHVO-2
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Average
Std.
CV %
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Absolute error
Relative error %
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MgO
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7.3
7.1

Al2O3
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13.6
13.7
13.4
13.7
13.5
13.5
13.5
13.4

SiO2
51.2
50.9
51.2
50.6
50.2
50.6
50.6
50.3
50.4

P 2O 5
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.4

K 2O
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

CaO
11.7
11.6
11.6
11.7
11.7
11.7
11.7
11.7
12.0

TiO2
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.7
2.9
2.9
2.8
2.9
2.9

FeO
10.5
10.7
10.7
11.0
11.2
10.9
11.0
11.3
11.1

2.0

7.4

13.6

50.8

0.1

0.5

11.7

2.9

11.1

2.1
2.1
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.1
2.2
0.1
4.3

7.4
7.3
7.5
7.5
7.6
7.4
7.5
7.7
7.4
0.1
1.8

13.6
13.6
13.7
13.5
13.7
13.7
13.5
13.5
13.6
0.1
0.7

50.6
50.4
49.2
49.8
49.4
49.3
49.3
49.5
50.2
0.7
1.3

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.1
29.5

0.5
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.0
8.6

11.7
11.8
11.5
11.6
11.3
11.6
11.6
11.4
11.6
0.1
1.3

2.8
3.0
2.8
2.7
2.8
2.8
2.9
2.9
2.8
0.1
2.8

11.1
11.1
12.0
11.8
12.0
12.1
12.1
12.2
11.3
0.5
4.8

2.22
-0.1
-2.3

7.23
0.2
2.5

13.5
0.1
0.5

49.9
0.3
0.7

0.27
0.0
5.7

0.52
0.0
1.6

11.4
0.2
2.1

2.73
0.1
3.8

11.1
0.2
2.1
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Appendix III: Chāhak crucibles’ thread counts per
centimetre
Wa/ TC: Warp (vertical threads) Thread Counts
We/TC: Weft (horizontal thread counts) Thread Counts
Samples

We/TC

Wa/TC

Ab2

10

14

Ab3

14

16

Ab3a

13

Ab5

Samples

We/TC

Wa/TC

Swt22

13

13

Swt23
Swt25

18

17

14

14

13

Swt25

Ab9

12

12

Ab15

12

Ab18

18

Ab19

Samples

We/TC

Wa/TC

W34t

16

14

18

W35t

16

14

16

W36t

16

16

14

16

W37t

14

14

W4t

14

14

W38t

12

16

18

W5t

14

18

W39t

16

18

14

W6t

16

16

W40t

20

16

12

12

W7t

12

14

W41t

14

18

Ab20

14

12

W8t

11

12

W42t

16

14

Ab21

16

13

W9t

10

15

W44

12

12

Ab22

12

11

W10t

12

14

W45t

12

15

Ab24

15

12

W11t

14

12

W46t

16

16

Ab25

11

18

W12t

20

20

W47St

20

20

Ab26

16

16

W13t

14

16

W51St

15

20

Ab27

14

14

W14t

12

15

Ab28

12

12

W15t

14

16

W56St
W59St

16
14

18
18

Ab29

16

13

W16t

10

18

W64S

18

20

Ab30

16

16

W18t

13

12

W65St

14

12

Ab31

16

14

W19t

18

20

W74St

14

22

Ab32

18

16

W20t

14

14

W81St

16

20

Cb1

14

16

W21t

18

18

W82St

14

16

Cb2

14

14

W22t

15

16

W84St

16

18

Cb9

14

15

W23t

12

10

W86S

18

18

Cb10

15

19

W24t

20

20

W88St

12

14

Cb12

12

14

W25t

14

12

W90St

14

14

Cb13

12

18

W26t

14

16

W91St

14

18

Cb14

10

12

W27t

14

16

Cb15

12

16

W28t

12

14

Cb16

16

16

W29t

14

18

S1

17

17

W30t

14

18

Slt17

10

14

W31t

16

15

Swt18

14

16

W32t

14

14

Swt21

13

14

W33t

12

14
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Appendix IV: SEM analyses of crucibles
Bulk compositions of crucible wall ceramics wt%
Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

MnO

FeO

W62S

0.5

0.8

25.9

61.8

1.3

1.2

1.7

0.4

6.0

W67S

0.5

0.8

26.6

60.2

1.4

1.3

1.5

-

7.7

0.5

0.8

27.6

60.3

1.6

1.2

1.5

-

6.4

0.5

0.9

27.5

60.0

1.3

1.3

1.3

0.6

6.6

0.7

0.6

26.5

60.3

1.7

1.0

1.6

-

7.6

0.7

0.8

27.1

60.1

1.3

1.1

1.6

0.2

7.0

0.6

0.8

26.6

60.4

1.5

1.0

1.6

-

7.5

0.7

0.7

27.3

60.5

1.4

1.4

1.3

-

6.7

0.8

0.9

27.2

60.5

1.5

1.2

1.6

-

6.3

0.7

0.8

27.7

60.7

1.6

1.2

1.5

-

5.8

0.6

0.8

27.7

60.7

1.4

1.1

1.3

-

6.4

0.8

0.9

27.7

59.4

1.5

1.2

1.5

1.3

5.8

0.6

0.8

28.3

61.3

1.5

1.1

1.6

-

4.8

0.8

0.7

26.5

61.0

1.5

1.3

1.1

-

7.0

0.7

0.7

28.0

60.6

1.4

1.1

1.4

-

6.1

0.8

0.8

27.6

60.9

1.3

1.2

1.5

-

5.9

0.4

0.9

27.4

60.4

1.8

1.6

1.8

-

5.8

0.5

0.8

27.3

61.2

1.6

1.1

1.7

-

5.9

0.7

0.8

27.4

60.9

1.7

1.1

1.6

-

5.9

0.8

0.7

26.8

61.3

1.5

1.1

1.5

-

6.4

0.6

0.7

27.0

61.2

1.4

1.3

1.6

-

6.2

0.7

0.6

26.0

61.1

1.5

1.3

1.6

-

7.1

Samples

W73

W84St

W85S

W92
CS6
CS8
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Ceramic matrix chemical composition
Analysis of the matrix without inclusions (results normalized and shown in wt% )
Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

MnO

FeO

W62S

0.2

0.7

24.4

65.6

0.5

1.2

1.6

0.3

5.5

W73S

0.4

0.7

13.6

73.0

0.9

0.5

1.6

-

9.3

0.3

0.7

26.7

61.0

0.9

1.1

1.4

-

7.9

0.8

1.4

35.3

56.4

2.3

1.3

1.5

0.3

0.7

0.4

0.5

25.9

63.8

0.9

0.7

1.4

-

6.3

-

0.9

24.1

70.6

0.6

1.0

1.2

-

1.6

0.5

0.8

26.3

62.4

0.8

0.9

1.8

-

6.6

0.3

1.0

28.4

60.1

1.4

1.3

1.7

-

5.9

0.2

1.0

29.1

59.7

1.9

1.4

1.8

-

4.8

0.5

0.7

27.1

62.7

1.2

1.2

1.5

-

5.1

0.9

1.3

22.0

68.0

2.2

2.7

1.7

-

1.2

0.3

0.6

26.5

61.6

1.5

1.0

1.6

0.2

6.8

0.4

0.9

25.8

61.1

1.9

0.9

1.3

-

7.6

0.5

0.7

28.2

60.1

1.5

1.0

1.7

-

6.1

0.7

0.7

26.2

62.8

1.5

1.1

1.5

-

5.6

0.6

0.8

27.3

60.2

1.5

1.0

1.7

-

6.9

W80S
W84St
CS6

CS8
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Crucible ceramic matrix argillaceous fragments
Normalised results shown in wt%
W62S
CS6

W73S

CS8

W92S

W73St
W80S

W85S
W84St

L5a

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

MnO

FeO

0.7

1.2

28.0

61.2

1.7

1.3

1.9

1.4

3.0

0.4

1.2

26.3

64.5

2.6

1.2

1.7

-

2.2

0.9

1.4

30.6

58.5

2.4

1.3

1.9

0.7

2.3

0.6

1.3

27.8

64.1

2.3

1.3

1.8

-

0.8

0.9

0.9

27.4

63.0

1.9

1.0

1.6

-

3.4

0.8

1.5

27.0

64.2

2.2

1.5

1.6

0.3

1.0

0.9

1.2

22.7

68.8

2.4

1.5

1.2

0.3

0.9

1.0

0.7

28.6

59.1

2.5

1.2

1.6

-

5.2

1.0

0.8

26.3

62.1

2.7

1.0

1.6

0.2

4.3

1.0

0.7

25.4

58.3

2.3

1.0

1.2

0.4

9.6

0.9

0.9

30.2

59.6

2.5

0.9

1.4

0.2

3.4

0.9

1.2

25.4

61.6

2.6

1.3

2.0

0.5

4.6

1.0

1.3

27.2

61.8

2.5

1.5

1.5

0.7

2.5

0.5

0.6

27.0

61.1

1.6

0.9

1.5

-

6.9

0.6

1.5

23.2

67.2

2.6

1.9

1.7

0.4

0.9

0.7

1.5

34.2

57.3

1.5

1.9

1.6

-

1.3

0.6

1.2

30.9

62.3

1.5

1.5

1.6

-

0.3

0.8

1.2

32.6

58.9

2.0

1.3

1.6

0.4

1.3

1.0

1.6

28.7

60.6

2.7

1.4

1.6

0.2

2.3

1.0

1.8

15.8

73.2

3.4

2.5

1.5

0.5

0.3

0.9

0.9

28.5

62.5

2.0

1.2

1.9

-

2.1

0.8

1.5

26.3

64.6

2.0

1.5

1.7

-

1.5

0.7

1.7

29.0

61.9

1.8

2.2

1.6

0.2

0.8

0.8

1.0

27.7

61.9

1.8

1.5

1.7

-

3.7

0.6

1.0

27.9

62.8

1.8

1.1

1.6

-

3.2

0.6

1.3

31.0

60.4

2.0

2.0

1.6

-

1.1

0.6

0.9

33.0

59.6

2.0

1.2

1.8

-

1.0

1.2

1.3

21.0

69.5

3.2

1.5

1.2

-

1.2

1.1

0.7

27.6

58.7

2.8

0.8

1.5

-

6.8

0.9

1.0

27.3

61.1

2.4

3.5

1.5

-

2.3

0.6

1.5

30.0

59.0

2.4

2.1

1.4

-

3.0

1.0

1.3

28.0

59.0

2.3

1.2

1.5

-

4.8

0.7

1.2

27.8

59.4

2.4

1.6

1.3

-

5.8

0.5

1.5

29.7

59.6

2.1

1.5

1.9

-

3.1

1.1

0.9

27.8

59.2

2.5

0.7

1.7

-

6.2

1.0

1.0

26.7

58.9

2.3

0.9

1.4

-

7.7

1.5

1.3

21.3

67.2

2.8

2.9

1.6

-

1.4

1.1

0.9

32.6

57.5

2.2

1.0

1.7

-

3.0

0.5

0.9

39.2

49.0

1.0

1.5

1.5

6.0

0.3

1.2

0.7

27.7

61.8

2.7

0.8

1.8

0.1

3.3

0.8

1.4

26.9

64.6

2.0

1.9

1.7

-

0.7
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Crucible outer surface fuel ash glaze
Results normalised and shown in wt%
Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

P 2O 5

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

MnO

FeO

W62S

2.0

1.5

22.6

54.8

-

1.9

7.8

1.4

0.2

7.7

W73S

2.7

0.9

27.5

59.8

-

2.8

0.9

1.6

-

3.8

2.6

1.0

28.1

59.5

-

2.6

1.1

1.4

-

3.8

4.8

0.9

24.3

54.5

0.6

3.7

3.2

1.4

0.3

6.3

4.6

1.1

23.1

52.9

-

2.7

8.1

1.4

-

6.2

4.4

1.2

23.8

52.0

-

3.1

7.5

1.4

-

6.6

3.5

1.6

24.7

52.3

-

7.1

4.1

1.3

-

5.4

3.0

1.9

23.9

52.6

-

7.9

4.8

1.7

-

4.3

3.5

1.8

24.9

55.1

-

2.9

8.5

1.5

-

1.9

3.3

2.1

24.2

55.4

-

2.8

8.6

1.6

-

2.1

3.5

1.9

24.0

56.2

-

2.9

8.1

1.5

-

2.0

3.1

1.6

22.0

50.9

-

3.2

9.9

1.5

-

7.9

3.6

1.4

23.2

52.8

-

3.0

8.7

1.3

-

5.9

1.6

1.4

22.8

53.4

0.5

2.2

10.1

1.4

-

6.5

1.8

1.8

22.0

51.8

0.5

1.9

11.4

1.4

-

7.4

1.9

0.6

21.9

63.2

-

3.7

2.2

1.6

-

4.8

1.9

0.6

24.5

61.9

-

2.9

1.5

1.4

-

5.4

W80S
W85S

W84St
CS8
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Crucible lid bulk composition
Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

FeO

0.7

0.8

27.0

60.3

1.6

1.4

1.7

6.5

0.8

0.7

27.3

61.0

1.5

1.2

1.6

6.0

0.5

1.0

27.1

61.5

1.4

0.9

1.5

5.8

0.9

0.7

26.3

60.5

1.5

1.1

1.6

7.4

L10

0.5

0.9

26.3

61.4

1.5

1.2

1.7

6.7

L12

0.6

1.0

27.0

59.3

1.5

0.8

1.7

8.1

L15

0.6

0.9

26.6

60.1

1.6

1.3

1.5

7.2

0.7

0.9

26.9

60.1

1.5

0.8

1.6

7.4

0.6

1.3

25.3

63.3

1.5

1.2

1.6

5.2

-

1.3

26.4

63.2

1.5

1.1

1.3

5.2

0.4

1.0

27.3

61.5

1.7

1.1

1.7

5.4

0.5

1.3

26.9

61.3

1.7

1.6

1.6

5.1

0.6

1.1

27.1

60.5

1.7

2.2

1.6

5.2

0.4

1.5

26.7

59.7

1.9

2.4

1.8

5.6

-

1.3

24.8

62.2

1.5

1.7

1.7

6.8

-

1.3

24.4

62.7

1.6

1.5

1.5

7.1

Samples
L5
L8

L18
L19

L21
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Crucible lid argillaceous fragments (wt%)
Samples

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

MnO

FeO

L5a

0.9
0.9

0.9
0.9

26.5
34.1

61.7
55.9

2.1
1.8

0.8
1.2

1.3
1.4

1.2

5.9
2.7

L5b

0.5

0.5

26.7

61.7

1.6

0.8

1.7

-

6.4

0.7

0.6

26.8

61.0

1.4

0.5

1.7

-

7.3

0.8

0.7

25.4

66.5

2.7

0.8

1.3

-

1.8

1.2

1.4

22.5

66.7

3.1

1.4

1.7

-

1.9

0.7

0.9

27.5

59.9

2.1

0.9

1.9

-

5.9

0.9

0.7

27.2

62.2

1.6

0.7

1.6

-

5.2

0.7

1.2

26.3

57.8

1.7

0.9

1.7

-

9.6

-

0.9

28.2

60.1

1.4

0.8

1.9

-

6.8

0.4

0.8

28.6

59.3

1.3

0.8

2.2

-

6.6

0.4

0.7

27.5

60.6

1.2

0.7

1.8

-

7.0

0.8

2.3

24.2

64.8

2.7

1.8

1.9

-

1.5

0.8

1.3

27.0

62.4

2.0

0.6

1.4

-

4.4

0.6

1.4

23.4

59.9

2.5

0.9

1.3

-

9.9

0.3

1.0

29.5

59.1

1.1

0.6

1.7

-

6.6

0.5

0.9

28.4

61.7

2.5

0.9

1.7

-

3.2

0.6

1.0

28.3

59.0

2.6

0.9

2.2

-

5.4

0.4

1.0

28.1

57.3

1.7

0.7

2.0

-

8.7

0.6

1.0

29.4

60.2

2.2

0.7

1.6

-

4.4

0.6

0.8

28.5

61.3

2.5

0.8

1.8

-

3.7

0.8

0.9

26.0

62.4

1.8

0.7

1.8

-

5.7

1.0

0.6

35.1

54.9

1.8

0.6

1.2

-

4.7

1.1

0.7

24.7

62.8

2.1

0.8

1.5

-

6.3

0.7

0.4

19.0

41.3

1.3

0.7

1.2

-

4.2

0.7

0.5

16.5

35.0

1.5

0.8

0.9

-

3.7

0.7

1.0

29.4

62.8

1.4

1.7

1.1

-

1.9

0.7

0.8

26.9

59.6

1.7

0.9

1.5

-

7.9

1.1

0.9

25.4

62.7

2.2

1.1

1.4

-

5.1

0.9

0.9

26.3

61.9

2.3

1.1

1.5

-

5.0

0.6

1.1

26.6

63.7

1.8

0.8

1.5

-

4.0

0.7

1.2

26.5

64.4

2.2

0.7

1.5

-

2.8

0.7

0.9

17.2

71.6

2.9

0.9

1.5

-

4.3

-

-

22.0

38.2

-

-

-

-

39.9

0.7

1.2

33.2

57.2

1.7

0.6

1.7

-

3.6

0.4

1.3

36.3

57.1

1.5

0.9

1.3

0.3

0.9

0.5

1.6

27.5

61.1

2.3

1.3

1.4

0.4

3.9

0.6

1.0

28.6

59.5

2.0

0.8

1.8

-

5.6

0.7

2.1

24.2

57.9

2.0

6.1

1.3

0.4

5.3

-

-

24.4

61.9

1.8

4.9

-

-

7.0

0.6

2.4

24.5

59.7

1.7

7.0

1.5

-

2.7

0.5

1.3

30.7

59.7

1.9

1.0

1.7

0.4

2.9

0.8

1.4

21.7

66.8

2.1

0.7

1.1

-

5.3

L8

L10

L12

L17
L18S
L19S

L21S
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Crucible lid fuel ash glaze (wt%)
Samples

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

P 2O 5

SO3

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

FeO

L5a

1.6

2.5

20.6

49.8

0.9

-

1.1

15.3

1.2

7.0

L5b

1.6

1.9

23.0

52.9

0.6

-

1.4

9.8

1.3

7.4

2.5

1.4

22.3

55.6

-

-

2.5

10.1

1.3

4.4

2.7

2.4

21.7

52.0

-

-

1.7

12.8

1.2

5.4

2.6

2.7

20.0

52.5

-

-

1.6

15.5

1.1

3.9

2.4

3.4

17.9

49.5

-

0.8

1.7

15.5

1.2

7.6

4.3

1.2

23.9

56.3

0.2

-

2.8

5.1

1.2

5.1

4.8

1.1

23.4

54.8

0.4

-

3.3

6.2

1.3

4.7

3.2

0.8

27.9

56.2

0.1

-

1.8

2.7

1.4

5.8

5.0

1.5

26.6

56.6

-

1.2

2.2

5.1

1.1

0.7

4.3

1.0

24.5

52.7

-

5.9

2.6

2.2

1.6

5.2

7.0

1.5

23.7

57.8

-

-

2.0

5.6

1.3

1.0

1.0

1.1

25.7

65.2

0.2

-

1.7

1.5

1.5

2.1

2.3

0.9

26.1

60.8

-

-

2.4

1.6

1.5

4.5

L19S

0.7

1.2

25.9

61.7

-

-

2.6

2.7

1.9

3.1

L21S

3.7

1.4

21.6

58.1

-

-

4.7

5.0

1.2

4.5

L8

L15

L18S
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Crucible lid-handle bulk
Results shown in wt%
Samples

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

FeO

0.6

0.8

27.4

60.2

1.3

1.4

1.6

6.9

0.6

0.9

27.5

60.8

1.5

1.2

1.6

5.9

0.6

0.8

26.7

59.9

1.6

0.9

1.6

7.9

0.4

0.7

26.3

61.5

1.2

1.1

1.6

7.1

L17S

0.6

1.1

27.7

61.4

1.5

1.5

1.5

4.6

L19S

0.5

1.2

26.9

61.3

1.6

1.3

1.5

5.6

L21S

0.4

1.0

25.3

62.7

1.5

1.3

1.6

6.4

0.3

1.4

24.9

62.6

1.5

1.4

1.4

6.6

0.5

1.2

25.2

62.1

1.3

1.3

1.3

7.0

0.8

1.2

24.9

62.5

1.5

1.1

1.6

6.4

L8
L15
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Appendix V: SEM analyses of crucible slag fins
Slag fin bulk composition
Results shown in wt%
Samples
W67S

W73S

W80S

W84St
W85S

W92S

CS1

CS2

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

SO3

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

Cr2O3

MnO

FeO

0.6

2.0

18.0

41.8

-

1.7

10.7

1.0

0.5

17.7

6.0

0.8

2.0

18.3

42.4

-

1.5

10.5

0.8

0.8

16.1

6.9

0.9

2.0

18.4

43.1

-

1.6

10.6

0.9

0.5

16.0

6.1

0.7

1.9

18.7

40.7

-

1.5

9.5

1.0

0.6

20.1

4.9

0.7

1.9

18.5

41.2

0.5

1.4

10.9

0.9

0.7

16.6

6.5

0.5

2.7

15.7

40.3

-

1.5

10.8

0.9

1.2

23.0

3.4

0.6

2.6

16.1

40.7

-

1.7

11.5

0.6

0.7

22.4

3.0

0.6

2.6

15.8

39.4

0.6

1.6

11.1

0.8

1.0

22.5

4.0

0.5

3.7

19.9

40.4

-

1.0

13.0

0.9

5.1

13.2

2.2

0.5

2.9

19.8

46.2

-

1.1

14.0

1.1

0.9

12.6

0.8

0.7

2.8

20.1

45.7

-

1.0

14.5

1.1

0.8

12.5

0.9

0.5

2.9

20.6

43.7

-

1.0

15.1

0.9

0.7

13.4

1.2

0.4

3.0

19.2

46.1

-

1.4

13.5

1.1

0.6

13.8

0.9

0.4

3.2

17.7

44.9

-

1.4

14.8

1.0

0.9

15.1

0.7

-

5.4

19.6

48.5

-

1.5

18.3

1.2

0.5

4.6

0.6

0.4

6.1

17.4

46.5

-

1.5

20.4

1.3

0.3

5.4

0.7

0.5

6.1

17.9

46.2

-

1.4

19.7

1.1

0.4

6.2

0.4

0.4

4.0

16.8

42.7

-

2.5

16.5

0.9

0.6

11.9

3.7

0.7

4.3

16.3

43.0

0.7

2.4

16.2

0.9

0.6

11.6

3.4

0.3

2.1

16.5

40.7

-

1.2

17.8

0.9

1.7

15.5

3.3

0.5

2.2

16.2

39.5

0.8

1.1

18.8

0.8

1.6

15.3

3.4

0.4

2.0

18.6

41.9

-

1.0

17.7

1.0

1.9

13.5

1.9

0.4

2.3

15.8

40.6

0.2

1.2

18.6

0.8

1.6

16.2

2.3

0.6

2.1

16.5

40.8

-

1.1

19.1

1.0

1.4

15.4

2.1

0.5

1.9

21.2

43.0

-

0.7

18.3

0.8

0.7

11.5

1.3

0.6

3.8

14.0

42.7

0.6

2.4

16.9

0.8

1.2

15.7

1.3

0.4

4.3

14.3

42.9

-

2.4

16.9

0.9

0.7

15.1

1.9

0.6

3.9

14.3

42.7

-

2.2

16.8

0.7

1.2

15.6

2.1

-

3.7

14.5

44.1

-

2.3

17.1

0.7

1.0

14.8

1.9

0.6

3.7

13.9

43.0

-

2.5

17.3

0.7

0.9

16.0

1.3

1.0

3.1

17.9

46.4

-

1.7

15.0

1.0

0.9

11.3

1.7

1.0

3.2

17.0

45.3

-

1.5

16.3

0.7

0.9

12.7

1.4

0.7

2.6

14.4

42.5

-

2.1

15.7

0.8

0.7

16.2

4.4

0.5

4.8

16.7

40.9

0.4

3.3

22.5

0.9

1.6

7.3

1.0

0.6

4.9

15.5

40.5

0.5

3.3

24.8

0.9

0.9

7.1

1.0

0.5

4.2

17.0

46.6

-

1.3

21.0

1.0

0.7

7.0

0.6

0.6

4.3

17.2

46.1

-

1.3

21.1

1.1

0.9

6.7

0.8

0.5

4.5

17.0

46.2

-

1.4

21.3

1.1

0.9

6.6

0.6

0.7

4.1

17.2

44.8

-

2.9

18.0

0.9

1.2

8.9

1.3

0.7

4.0

17.0

44.6

-

2.7

17.8

1.0

1.3

9.2

1.7
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Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

SO3

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

Cr2O3

MnO

FeO

0.4

4.2

16.7

43.2

-

2.6

16.9

1.0

1.4

8.3

5.3

0.7

4.4

17.0

45.1

-

2.7

17.7

1.0

1.2

9.1

1.2

0.6

3.9

17.0

45.3

0.5

2.8

20.6

1.0

0.6

8.9

1.5

0.5

5.0

17.2

44.0

-

1.9

17.8

1.0

0.4

11.6

0.7

0.4

5.4

16.9

43.8

0.5

1.8

18.5

0.9

0.3

10.8

0.7

0.5

5.1

17.1

44.1

-

2.0

18.0

1.0

0.3

11.1

0.7

0.4

5.2

17.1

43.6

-

1.8

17.8

1.1

0.3

11.7

1.0

0.4

5.5

16.6

44.2

-

1.8

18.9

1.1

0.4

10.6

0.4

0.5

5.1

17.0

44.3

-

1.9

18.3

1.1

0.3

10.9

0.6

0.3

3.4

15.6

38.8

-

1.6

12.4

0.9

1.5

17.0

8.4

0.4

3.0

18.1

42.5

-

1.6

12.2

1.0

0.8

18.0

2.5

0.4

3.4

17.7

44.4

-

1.6

13.0

0.9

1.3

16.4

0.8

0.4

3.3

17.6

43.8

-

1.5

13.1

1.0

1.5

16.5

1.3

0.2

5.7

15.9

41.3

-

1.4

15.7

1.0

1.6

15.8

1.5

0.4

4.0

15.6

41.4

-

1.7

14.2

0.9

0.7

19.0

2.0

0.4

3.7

16.3

42.9

-

1.8

13.7

1.0

1.0

17.8

1.3

0.8

4.1

16.8

45.0

-

2.4

21.8

1.1

1.1

6.0

0.9

0.8

4.3

16.6

44.7

-

2.5

22.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

1.0

0.7

5.0

17.2

45.1

-

2.8

20.6

1.0

2.2

4.3

1.0

0.5

6.6

16.8

44.9

-

2.3

21.0

1.1

2.1

4.1

0.6

0.6

4.3

16.9

45.0

-

2.5

21.7

1.0

1.2

6.0

0.9

0.5

3.7

19.2

43.7

-

1.8

12.2

1.2

-

17.0

0.7

0.4

3.4

19.8

43.6

-

1.5

11.7

1.0

-

17.4

1.1

0.9

4.3

16.4

45.0

-

2.8

22.4

1.0

0.8

5.6

0.9

0.8

4.3

16.6

44.8

-

2.6

22.2

1.0

0.9

6.0

0.8

0.6

7.8

16.5

44.6

-

2.3

21.0

1.1

2.4

3.7

-

-

10.4

14.6

41.7

-

-

24.4

1.6

4.3

3.0

-

0.5

8.2

16.1

44.4

-

2.4

20.6

1.1

2.5

3.7

0.7

0.5

3.9

19.2

44.7

-

2.2

17.4

0.9

0.4

9.4

1.5

0.6

4.4

18.2

44.4

-

2.1

17.7

1.0

0.5

10.4

0.8

0.5

4.3

18.3

44.2

-

2.3

18.0

1.0

0.5

10.3

0.5

0.5

4.3

18.1

44.6

-

2.3

17.9

0.9

0.6

10.0

0.8
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Slag fin metallic prill composition
Results shown in wt%
Samples

Si

P

Ca

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Ni

W62S

-

-

-

-

2.3

-

96.7

1.1

-

0.1

-

-

2.6

-

96.5

0.9

-

0.2

-

-

2.8

-

96.5

0.8

-

-

-

-

2.2

-

96.8

1.0

-

-

-

-

2.5

-

96.3

1.2

-

-

-

-

2.1

-

96.8

1.1

-

-

-

-

2.4

-

96.3

1.3

-

0.1

-

-

1.4

0.1

97.0

1.6

-

-

-

-

2.3

-

97.1

0.6

-

-

-

-

2.0

-

97.1

0.9

-

-

-

-

0.4

0.5

99.2

-

-

-

0.3

-

1.1

1.0

97.6

-

-

0.3

-

-

0.6

0.4

98.8

-

-

0.4

-

-

0.3

0.6

97.9

0.8

-

-

-

-

0.3

0.4

99.2

-

-

-

-

0.7

7.7

0.6

91.0

-

-

-

0.2

-

0.7

1.1

97.9

-

-

0.6

-

-

0.7

-

98.7

-

-

0.4

-

-

1.0

-

98.6

-

-

-

-

0.7

12.3

0.3

86.7

-

-

-

-

0.7

8.7

-

90.6

-

0.5

0.2

-

0.1

3.2

0.8

95.2

-

-

0.6

-

-

1.9

0.3

97.1

-

-

-

-

-

10.5

-

88.7

0.7

-

-

-

-

2.4

0.7

96.1

0.8

-

1.0

-

-

1.3

-

97.6

-

-

1.6

-

-

2.4

-

96.0

-

-

0.3

-

-

1.6

0.6

97.4

-

-

5.1

-

-

1.3

-

93.6

-

-

2.5

-

-

1.8

-

95.6

-

-

7.9

-

-

2.0

-

90.1

-

-

0.5

-

-

1.7

0.7

97.1

-

-

1.6

-

-

1.7

-

96.7

-

0.4

7.7

-

-

4.4

0.9

86.6

-

-

12.1

-

-

4.1

-

83.8

-

-

7.7

-

-

5.9

-

86.3

-

-

10.3

-

-

4.6

-

85.1

-

-

-

0.4

-

0.4

0.5

98.7

-

-

0.8

-

-

0.2

-

99.0

-

-

0.9

-

-

-

-

99.1

-

0.4

0.3

0.6

-

0.7

0.8

97.1

-

-

0.9

-

-

-

0.3

98.8

-

W67S

W73S

W80S

W84St

W85S
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W92S

CS1

CS2

CS3

CS4

CS5

CS6
CS7

Si

P

Ca

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Ni

-

0.9

-

-

-

-

99.1

-

-

0.9

-

-

-

-

99.1

-

0.8

-

-

-

-

99.1

-

10.7

-

-

0.2

-

89.1

-

5.4

-

-

0.2

-

94.4

-

0.9

-

-

0.1

0.4

98.6

-

0.8

-

-

-

-

99.2

-

0.4

-

-

0.6

-

99.0

-

-

-

0.8

8.7

-

90.5

-

-

-

0.8

8.4

0.7

90.1

-

-

-

0.8

9.1

-

90.1

-

-

-

-

0.5

-

99.5

-

0.4

-

-

0.6

-

99.0

-

-

-

-

1.4

-

97.9

0.7

0.8

-

-

1.1

-

98.0

-

1.3

-

-

1.7

-

97.0

-

5.0

-

-

3.4

-

91.6

-

0.5

-

-

1.0

-

98.6

-

1.2

-

-

1.7

-

97.1

-

-

-

-

1.9

-

97.3

0.5

2.5

-

-

0.9

-

96.6

-

0.4

-

-

1.5

-

98.1

-

0.5

-

-

1.2

-

97.7

0.6

6.4

-

-

0.2

-

93.0

0.4

4.7

-

-

0.8

-

94.0

0.4

5.0

0.2

-

0.4

0.3

93.7

0.5

0.6

-

-

1.9

0.2

97.3

-

0.4

-

-

1.6

0.3

97.7

-

0.2

-

-

2.3

0.7

96.8

-

0.6

-

-

0.8

0.4

98.3

-

0.8

-

-

0.3

0.4

98.6

-

-

-

0.4

9.0

0.4

90.2

-

1.2

-

-

1.2

0.1

97.5

-

8.1

-

-

1.3

-

90.5

-

0.4

-

-

0.8

-

98.8

-

0.4

-

-

1.0

-

98.6

-

0.4

-

-

0.8

-

98.3

0.5

5.6

-

-

1.7

-

92.7

-

0.8

-

-

1.5

-

97.7

-

0.6

-

-

1.7

-

97.7

-

0.6

-

-

1.6

-

97.8

-

1.4

-

-

0.7

-

97.9

-

0.9

-

-

0.7

0.3

98.1

-

0.3

-

-

1.1

0.7

97.9

3.8

-

-

2.0

-

94.2

-

0.3

-

-

0.8

-

98.1

0.7
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Si
CS8

P

Ca

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Ni

0.7

-

-

1.0

-

98.3

-

1.4

-

-

0.9

-

97.7

-

3.1

0.3

-

0.7

0.3

95.6

-

8.8

-

-

0.8

-

90.4

-

1.9

-

-

0.8

-

97.3

-

0.5

-

-

0.8

0.2

98.6
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Slag fin anorthite inclusions chemical composition
Results shown in wt%
Samples

Na2O

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

K 2O

CaO

TiO2

Cr2O3

MnO

FeO

1.5

0.4

32.0

47.9

0.9

15.9

-

-

1.0

0.5

1.1

0.3

33.4

46.3

0.6

16.4

-

-

1.5

0.4

1.1

0.2

32.6

46.6

1.0

16.7

-

-

1.3

0.3

0.9

0.4

32.9

46.5

1.0

16.7

-

-

1.2

0.4

1.1

-

33.1

46.8

0.8

16.9

-

-

1.3

-

0.9

-

33.6

45.4

0.7

16.7

-

-

1.2

1.4

0.7

0.5

31.9

47.6

0.6

17.3

-

-

1.3

0.1

1.0

0.5

32.9

46.6

0.7

17.1

-

-

1.1

0.1

1.0

0.6

32.2

47.1

0.7

17.0

-

-

1.5

0.0

0.7

1.4

31.1

46.7

0.5

17.0

-

-

0.7

1.9

0.8

1.3

31.5

47.1

0.9

17.8

-

-

0.5

-

0.9

0.9

31.6

47.1

1.3

16.8

-

-

1.1

0.3

1.2

0.8

31.3

47.8

1.1

16.8

-

-

1.0

-

1.0

0.8

32.0

47.0

1.1

17.1

-

-

1.0

-

0.7

0.5

34.4

44.4

0.5

18.1

-

-

0.9

0.4

0.9

0.2

33.4

45.0

0.5

18.2

-

-

1.6

-

0.9

0.5

35.4

44.6

-

17.9

-

-

0.7

-

0.8

0.3

33.6

45.0

0.4

18.4

-

-

1.6

-

0.7

-

34.9

44.8

0.4

18.1

-

-

0.6

0.6

0.8

0.4

30.7

41.1

0.4

18.7

-

-

1.5

6.3

1.0

1.2

28.6

44.5

0.7

18.4

-

-

4.9

0.8

0.8

-

34.4

45.2

0.4

18.2

-

-

0.9

-

0.5

-

35.6

44.2

0.3

18.7

-

-

0.7

-

0.7

-

34.7

44.8

0.5

18.2

-

-

0.7

0.4

-

9.4

16.9

41.9

0.2

24.5

1.2

1.7

3.3

0.8

-

9.6

16.5

42.0

-

24.4

1.1

2.1

3.9

0.4

1.0

0.7

30.6

46.5

1.1

16.6

-

-

3.0

0.4

0.8

1.0

29.3

45.6

1.2

16.0

0.2

0.2

4.0

1.7

CS6

0.9

0.7

31.6

46.5

0.9

16.6

-

-

1.8

1.1

CS8

1.0

1.4

29.6

47.4

1.3

17.2

0.2

-

1.5

0.3

0.8

0.6

33.1

46.0

0.8

18.0

-

-

0.6

0.2

0.7

0.7

33.2

45.5

0.8

18.1

-

-

0.7

0.3

1.2

0.6

32.1

47.2

0.9

16.6

-

-

0.8

0.6

W67S

W73

W80S
W84St

W85S

W62S
CS4

W92S
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Slag fin Chromium spinels’ chemical composition
Results shown in wt%
Samples
W67S

W85S

W62S

CS4

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

CaO

TiO2

V 2O 5

Cr2O3

MnO

FeO

5.0

23.3

-

0.3

0.8

0.9

39.8

24.8

5.2

3.7

18.3

-

0.3

0.6

1.0

45.9

20.5

9.6

3.7

23.2

6.1

1.8

0.8

0.9

35.7

17.5

10.3

4.5

22.8

0.53

0.3

0.7

1.1

38.5

24.2

7.4

4.4

21.1

0.47

-

0.9

1.4

41.5

24.3

5.9

4.8

22.4

-

0.3

0.8

1.3

40.4

24.9

5.2

5.0

24.2

-

0.2

1.3

1.1

37.8

25.1

5.1

4.9

22.9

-

0.4

1.2

1.1

39.1

25.2

5.3

4.5

19.9

-

0.3

0.9

1.3

43.6

24.6

5.0

4.4

20.2

-

-

0.7

1.0

44.1

23.5

6.1

4.3

21.5

-

0.3

0.6

1.1

41.6

22.4

8.1

3.7

15.0

1.3

0.6

0.5

0.6

43.0

21.9

13.6

4.1

21.3

-

0.3

0.8

1.1

42.1

25.3

5.1

4.8

25.2

1.5

1.1

0.9

0.5

34.2

23.3

8.7

3.5

16.8

-

0.3

0.5

1.2

45.5

21.1

11.0

4.5

21.5

-

0.3

0.8

0.9

41.4

25.8

4.7

5.2

25.8

-

0.5

1.2

0.7

35.9

25.9

5.0

5.0

25.8

-

0.4

0.8

1.1

36.8

25.3

4.8

4.0

18.1

-

0.7

0.7

1.1

43.5

23.5

7.6

4.1

21.2

-

-

0.5

0.9

40.3

19.8

13.1

4.0

20.5

-

-

0.5

1.1

43.2

23.8

6.9

4.0

14.0

-

0.5

0.5

1.6

50.7

21.8

7.0

3.6

9.2

2.2

1.4

0.4

1.8

52.6

22.9

5.9

4.2

16.9

-

0.5

0.5

1.3

46.9

23.6

6.1

4.4

15.2

1.3

0.8

1.0

1.8

46.9

25.1

3.7

4.3

18.9

-

0.4

1.0

1.3

44.2

22.1

7.7

4.5

16.0

-

0.4

0.7

1.6

48.2

23.5

5.1

4.2

13.7

-

0.4

0.6

1.5

50.8

23.9

4.9

4.0

14.9

0.9

0.8

0.9

1.7

47.4

25.4

4.0

4.1

15.4

-

0.4

1.0

1.8

47.8

25.6

3.8

3.7

8.1

-

0.5

0.3

0.4

53.7

24.3

9.0

3.7

10.8

1.1

0.9

0.7

1.0

52.0

21.4

8.5

13.2

14.5

-

0.2

0.5

0.4

57.9

10.2

3.1

15.3

25.7

-

0.4

0.8

0.8

43.6

11.1

2.3

14.1

21.8

-

0.6

1.1

1.3

46.8

12.0

2.2

14.8

24.9

-

0.5

0.7

1.1

44.0

11.7

2.2

14.5

22.6

-

0.7

1.0

1.2

45.8

12.0

2.2

5.4

16.4

-

0.3

1.7

2.0

46.4

24.4

3.2

4.4

8.1

-

0.4

0.6

1.8

57.4

24.6

2.8

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

CaO

TiO2

V 2O 5

Cr2O3

MnO

FeO

6.7

21.1

0.2

0.2

0.7

1.5

43.4

21.7

4.4
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CS2
CS5
W92S

9.3

15.2

0.4

0.5

1.2

1.7

51.2

16.8

3.8

8.6

15.6

1.4

1.0

1.4

1.3

49.8

16.6

4.3

7.7

7.4

-

0.4

0.5

2.6

60.6

17.5

3.3

8.5

9.1

-

0.5

0.4

2.3

59.0

16.9

3.3

5.9

12.3

-

0.5

2.8

1.4

50.5

23.3

3.4

6.1

12.8

2.6

1.5

3.2

1.6

47.1

22.7

2.3

6.2

13.3

1.6

1.0

3.0

1.5

48.2

22.9

2.3

6.0

11.9

4.7

2.6

3.4

1.6

45.9

21.4

2.6

5.8

12.2

4.5

2.2

3.6

1.4

45.9

21.6

2.7

6.0

11.9

5.0

2.6

3.4

1.2

45.9

21.3

2.8
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Smithing slag Chemical composition
Mostly slag bulk composition (wt%)
Samples
S3
SS49

S5
S2

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

SO3

P 2O 5

K 2O

CaO

MnO

FeO

1.6

0.8

5.9

1.0

-

-

16.1

0.9

73.8

0.4

0.8

7.4

0.5

-

-

16.8

-

74.1

2.6

3.5

7.8

-

-

-

21.0

0.4

64.8

2.2

3.0

16.2

-

-

-

18.7

-

59.9

1.7

1.5

17.4

-

2.2

-

9.9

-

67.3

1.3

1.6

13.8

-

1.1

0.3

24.6

-

57.3

1.7

1.3

11.8

-

2.0

0.2

4.8

-

78.2

0.6

0.8

4.3

-

-

-

23.0

-

71.4

0.9

0.6

4.8

-

-

-

22.1

-

71.6

0.6

1.4

9.9

0.6

-

-

11.2

2.1

74.2

-

1.2

11.7

-

-

-

23.4

1.6

62.1

Mostly corroded iron bulk composition (wt%)
Samples

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

CaO

MnO

FeO

0.8

0.7

2.4

4.2

-

91.9

0.6

-

1.7

5.4

-

92.4

-

-

3.9

4.2

-

91.9

1.5

1.0

5.3

7.6

2.4

82.1

0.7

0.7

3.9

4.6

-

90.2

-

-

2.8

14.1

-

83.1

S4

-

-

2.3

8.0

-

89.7

S2

0.7

-

2.1

3.3

0.6

93.4

SS49

3.0

1.4

8.1

5.8

-

81.8

S4

-

0.6

3.4

8.3

-

87.7

S2

-

-

2.0

1.7

0.8

95.6

S3
S5
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Smithing slag metallic iron composition
Results shown in wt%

S3

S5

SS49

S4

S5

Ca

Fe

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0

0.2

99.8

0.2

97.3

-

99.7

-

100.0

-

100.0

0.1

99.9

0.1

99.9

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

99.9

-

100.0

-

99.8

0.3

99.7

-

100.0

0.2

99.8

0.2

99.8

0.3

99.7

-

100.0

0.2

99.8

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0

-

100.0
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Bloom’s slag inclusions’ chemical composition
Results shown in wt% 5
Sample
SS6

5

MgO

Al2O3

SiO2

P 2O 5

SO3

K 2O

CaO

FeO

2.1

-

3.0

0.3

-

-

6.5

88.1

3.5

-

12.8

4.0

0.4

0.2

24.2

54.8

1.5

-

4.1

0.7

-

-

7.5

86.2

2.5

-

5.2

1.0

-

-

9.3

81.9

1.0

0.7

8.7

0.5

-

-

17.0

72.1

1.0

1.5

6.9

-

1.1

-

23.0

66.4

2.3

1.1

9.6

0.8

0.9

0.2

23.4

61.8

1.5

1.5

7.5

0.5

1.0

-

25.3

62.8

3.8

1.4

11.2

2.1

1.1

0.3

29.8

50.3

1.6

2.7

1.6

-

2.0

-

29.3

62.8

The metallic iron of the bloom is 100 wt% Fe
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Appendix VI: HPD Calibration of Radiocarbon Age
to Calendar Years of three charcoal samples:
BetaCal 3.10, Using INTCAL1313 as the database
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Graph showing all the three samples with an average of the result

